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Introduction
�

Robert W. Cherny, William Issel, and Kieran Walsh Taylor

The American labor movement seemed
poised on the threshold of unparalleled success at the beginning of the post-World
War II era. Fourteen million strong in 1946, unions represented 35 percent of non-
agricultural workers, and federal power insured collective bargaining rights. The
contrast with the pre-war years was strongest for those workers who retained vivid
memories of the 1920s and early 1930s. Then, the labor movement lacked govern-
ment legitimacy, and, at the worst point of the Great Depression, the union move-
ment barely enrolled 5 percent of the non-farm workforce; one out of every four
workers lacked a job. Now, the future seemed to hold unlimited possibilities.

Like the aspirations for world peace that were shattered by the sudden onset of
the Cold War, the hopes unionists held for solidarity and continued growth of pres-
tige and power collided with unhappy realities: the persistent disunity caused by
dissension among workers and renewed attacks by employers. The American Feder-
ation of Labor (AFL) competed with the Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO)
for members, and “raids” by one or the other proliferated. White workers disagreed
among themselves about the importance of racial equality, and efforts by nonwhite
workers to achieve dignity and justice met with continuing resistance. Catholic
unionists, historically suspicious of Socialist and Communist programs and ac-
tivists, joined forces with employers, anticommunist politicians, and disaffected rad-
icals critical of Soviet policies in Eastern Europe to challenge the legitimacy of
left-wing officers and organizers. In 1949–1950 the CIO expelled eleven national
unions, approximately one-fifth of its membership, for alleged Communist control.

When the war ended in 1945, so did the shaky wartime truce between busi-
ness and labor, and a business offensive against unions brought external pressure
to bear on the internally divided labor movement. New York Times columnist
James Reston wrote in September “both sides seem to take the view that they have
taken a lot of guff from the other side during the war and are now free to fight it
out.” Influential economists and business leaders ridiculed unions’ professions of
civic responsibility, characterizing them instead as “militant labor monopolies”—
their officials inherently untrustworthy, their organizations hostile to the market
system. Even a sympathetic analyst such as labor economist John T. Dunlop, who
later served as secretary of labor under President Gerald Ford, likened labor
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unions to diseases, “points of infection” among employees who occupied strategic
market or technological positions in their industries.1

Unions demonstrated their disapproval of President Truman’s policies for
reconversion from war to peace by authorizing a wave of strikes during the latter
part of 1945, and 1946. Rank-and-file workers vented their frustration over infla-
tion by walking out in unauthorized “wildcat” strikes. The disputes rocked the
maritime, trucking, railway, coal, oil, auto, electrical equipment, telephone, meat-
packing, and steel industries. More members participated in more strikes during
these months than in any similar period before or since. In 1946 alone, 4.5 million
workers walked the picket lines. Critics denounced their actions as fresh evidence
of labor irresponsibility.

The National Association of Manufacturers (NAM) took advantage of wide-
spread outrage against the strikes to weld together a coalition of trade associations
and corporations, determined to enforce industrial peace by means of federal leg-
islation to amend the 1935 National Labor Relations Act (Wagner Act). Frankly
pro-union, the Wagner Act protected the worker’s right to join a union, and placed
the federal government in the position of “encouraging the practice and procedure
of collective bargaining.” The act also provided for secret ballot elections as the
means by which workers would decide whether to be represented by a union, and
it established a federal National Labor Relations Board to enforce the law. Frus-
trated in their attempts to invalidate the Wagner Act when the Supreme Court de-
clared it constitutional in 1937, business activists eagerly rejoined the battle during
the 1946 strike wave.

The NAM led off with a “Declaration of Principles” that appealed to the bias
in American political tradition against federal government power and in favor of
local control by insisting upon the need for decentralizing the collective bargain-
ing process. The group also reiterated the theme that business owners functioned
as the stewards of civic well being, while union officials were merely parochial de-
fenders of the selfish interests of their members. This official NAM position, in ad-
dition to the more hard-line proposals of dissidents within the organization who
wanted the Wagner Act abolished altogether, became the basis for the Taft-Hartley
Act passed in June 1947. In forging a majority that favored the act, the NAM
appealed to anti-labor Republicans and conservative southern Democrats, along
with moderates from both major parties who believed that the public demanded a
check on union power. Congress passed the law over President Truman’s veto, and
the NAM promptly took credit for the new measure and assumed the role of its
defender.

Although the Taft-Hartley Act did not repeal the Wagner Act, it fundamen-
tally changed the character of federal government regulation of labor relations. For
the first time, controls were placed upon the actual substance of the collective bar-
gaining agreement, as well as on procedural matters. The closed shop, prohibiting
the hiring of non-union employees, was made illegal. Other measures likewise
limited union activities. Management could sue unions for breaking contracts or
damaging company property during strikes. The law established a new federal
agency, the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service, to seek resolution of con-
flicts without resort to strikes, and the government could obtain injunctions requir-
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ing a “cooling-off” period of 80 days during a strike considered dangerous to
health or safety. Several provisions placed the government in the position of su-
pervising the internal operations of unions. Officers had to swear that they did not
belong to the Communist Party. Unions had to make their financial statements
public and could not make financial contributions to political campaigns. In 1951
Congress amended the act to allow contracts establishing a union shop, providing
that employees must join the union within thirty days of being hired, without a
majority vote of the employees.

The Taft-Hartley Act also included a clause that allowed states to prohibit
union shops. No one was surprised when anti-labor coalitions in eleven states im-
mediately succeeded in lobbying for such “Right to Work” (anti-union shop) state-
level legislation. All these states were in the Sunbelt or Midwest regions, where
unionism had made little headway by 1945, usually in the face of widespread hos-
tility and determined resistance. Six more states in the same regions passed similar
laws during the 1950s, but the vigorous opposition by unions stopped the cam-
paign in 1958, when all but one of six right-to-work proposals on state ballots
were quashed by the electorate. Voters in Indiana repealed that state’s law in 1965,
but Louisiana voters established one as late as 1976.

The Taft-Hartley Act likely contributed to restricting unionism to those areas
of the country and sectors of the economy in which the labor movement had made
its greatest successes by the end of World War II. The act hurt labor by slowing
down the expansion of union membership and bargaining rights. It also estab-
lished government monitoring of internal union decision-making and financial ac-
counting practices that provided safeguards against potential abuses, but at the
cost of onerous and burdensome reporting requirements.2

The setbacks to the labor movement stimulated by Taft-Hartley coincided
with the election of President Dwight D. Eisenhower, a Republican, in 1952. In
1955 George Meany and Walter Reuther, new presidents of the AFL and the CIO,
decided to merge their organizations. The goal was to strengthen unionism against
the certainty of continued efforts to stop the expansion of union membership, limit
collective bargaining gains, and pass additional anti-union legislation.

The merger curtailed the expensive and fruitless practice of “raiding,” but
even the combined efforts of the AFL-CIO and its allies in Congress could not stop
the passage by Congress in 1959 of the Labor-Management Reporting and Disclo-
sure Act (Landrum-Griffin Act). The background to Landrum-Griffin was a series
of investigations, including those by New York State in 1952–1953 and the United
States Senate’s McClellan Committee in 1957, into corruption and racketeering in
the unions. In 1954 George Meany’s AFL expelled the International Longshore-
men’s Association and followed suit in 1957 with the Teamster’s and two other
unions, for harboring criminal elements. Teamster president Dave Beck was con-
victed of embezzlement in 1957, and his successor Jimmy Hoffa was convicted of
jury tampering, fraud, and conspiracy in 1964.

The AFL-CIO tried to limit the damage to the reputation of organized labor
by expelling the offending unions and by adopting a code of ethics, but the abuses
uncovered by investigators were genuine and could not be explained away. The of-
ficers of several unions, including the nation’s largest—the Teamsters—enriched
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themselves by racketeering, used union funds for personal aggrandizement,
abused the democratic process by intimidating members who dissented from their
policies, and severely violated the civil rights of members. Congress intended the
Landrum-Griffin Act to remedy such abuses by union officials, as well as to in-
crease federal government regulation of internal union activity.3

The new legislation imposed four major responsibilities on unions. They had
to comply with a “Bill of Rights” that protected individual union members. They
needed to make financial disclosures and demonstrate their freedom from transac-
tions where a conflict of interest existed between the parties. They were prohibited
from improper trusteeships, and they were subject to federal safeguards against
the manipulation of union elections in favor of incumbents.

Like the Taft-Hartley Act of 1947, the Landrum Griffin Act was imposed
upon organized labor, rather than resulting from union desire for government reg-
ulation. By 1960, the 1945 expectations of leaders and the rank and file of Ameri-
can unions of maintaining and even expanding upon the gains made between 1933
and the end of the war had come to little. The National Labor Relations Act stood,
and collective bargaining still enjoyed federal government protection, but unions
faced the future in a defensive mode. They were still divided internally by race,
limited by region, heavily concentrated in aging industrial cities, and faced wide-
spread public suspicion. Union membership was on the decline, never to recover;
by 1980, only 20 percent of the workforce belonged to unions. Today, union mem-
bers make up only about 13 percent of the workforce.

This anthology addresses the history of labor in the postwar years by explor-
ing the impact of the global superpower contest between the United States and the
Soviet Union on American workers and labor unions during the decades after
World War II. Most of the following chapters began as contributions to the annual
meeting of the Southwest Labor Studies Association in May 1999, a meeting that
focused particularly on the tensions, conflicts, and contests that the labor move-
ment faced during the early Cold War years. The authors of this collection are not
the first to ask what happened within the labor movement and between unions and
their opponents in the years from the end of World War II and the 1960s.4 Nor are
they the first to try to explain the failure of labor to build on the gains made be-
tween 1933 and 1945 and the reasons for the success of business in reestablishing
public confidence and dominance in labor relations. A substantial body of work
exists on various topics related to these questions. This literature includes numer-
ous biographies that illuminate the life and work of particular national leaders,
monographs on specific national unions, and particularly rich writings on the labor
left, including the Communist Party. This book seeks to build on the existing liter-
ature by asking: what do we learn about the period from 1945 to about 1960 when
we look in detail at the grassroots? What kinds of relationships existed among la-
bor unions of the AFL and CIO, the radical left and the conservative right, busi-
ness and other interest groups in American communities? How did these groups,
voluntary associations, relate themselves to local, state, and national governments
during these years?

The book begins with Ellen Schrecker’s elegant synthesis of the research as-
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sessing the nature of the damage done to the labor movement by the red scare and
McCarthyism in the postwar period. Gerald Zahavi uses extensive oral history
sources to present a richly textured account of Communism and unionism in the
UE in Schenectady, New York during the first postwar decade. Two essays explore
how members of the United Packinghouse Workers members coped with the Cold
War during the 1950s. Don Watson draws on newly available archival sources to
analyze the case of California, and Randi Storch describes the Chicago story.
David Palmer provides an incisive account of how, in the East Coast shipyards of
World War II, the clash between the labor left and anticommunists in the Industrial
Union of Marine and Shipbuilding Workers of America foreshadowed Cold War
unionism. Kenneth C. Burt contributes a perceptive account of the efforts by UE to
displace the IBEW at a manufacturing plant in Los Angeles, an episode that un-
derscores the ways that ethnicity, religion, and gender shaped inter-union rivalry.

Samuel W. White’s essay identifies the emergence of consensus in Evans-
ville, Indiana, for a popular anticommunism that undermined the wartime gains of
the local labor movement—most particularly the United Electrical Union, which
had organized the city’s largest employer. William Issel describes how the Cold
War influenced the campaign begun by the Catholic Church and militant Catholic
unionists in the early 1930s to shape the San Francisco labor movement. Vernon
Pederson details the mixed results of the investigations conducted in Maryland by
the House Committee on Un-American Activities. Margaret Miller analyzes the
impact of the red scare on the Washington Pension Union, a labor-sponsored proj-
ect during the 1940s and 1950s that united old age pensioners in an effort to secure
better welfare benefits from the state of Washington. Marvin Gettleman presents
an original account of how the Communist Party’s labor schools in New York City
and San Francisco adapted to the challenges posed by the red scare and McCarthy-
ism. Michael Honey details the impact of the red scare on the efforts of the CIO to
recruit southern workers in its Operation Dixie program. In the concluding essay,
Gigi Peterson, using recently declassified English and Spanish materials, 
offers fresh insights into how the Department of State worked to contain the influ-
ence of the Mexican labor-left and its allies in the labor movement in the United
States.

Each essay in this volume stands on its own as a contribution to historical
knowledge on the topic of labor and the Cold War, but two themes characterize the
collection as a whole. First, the authors in this anthology ask: to what extent did
union members and labor leadership actually experience state repression? To what
extent did the red scare and McCarthyism harm working-class communities and
labor unions? To what extent did the red scare and McCarthyism draw upon a
genuine and principled anticommunism in the working-class communities of the
nation? The second theme that links together the essays in this book is the impor-
tance of regional variation and local tradition and culture, in the context of Ameri-
can political life, to the history of workers and their unions. Previous scholarship
on labor and the Cold War, for all of its strengths, has overemphasized the impor-
tance of the Communist Party, the automobile industry, and Hollywood. Scholars
have paid insufficient attention to politically moderate and conservative workers
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and union leaders, the medium-sized cities that housed the majority of the popula-
tion, and the Roman Catholic Church.

Each of the essays in the collection makes a contribution to the literature on
unions, politics, and postwar political culture. Some are original forays into topics
that have so far not attracted the attention of professional historians; and others use
archival research and oral history to shed revealing new light on existing historical
knowledge. Together, the chapters in this volume provide the most comprehensive
study thus far of how workers in specific unions and communities across the na-
tion lived through, experienced, and indeed shaped the character of the Cold War
at the grassroots.

Notes
1. James Reston quoted in John Barnard, Walter Reuther and the Rise of the Auto Workers

(Boston: Little, Brown, 1983), 102. John T. Dunlop, “The Development of Labor Orga-
nizations: A Theoretical Framework,” in Insights into Labor Issues, ed. Richard A.
Lester and Joseph Shister (New York: Macmillan, 1948), 180. See also Elizabeth A.
Fones-Wolf, Selling Free Enterprise: The Business Assault on Labor and Liberalism,
1945–1960 (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1994).

2. Howell John Harris, The Right to Manage: Industrial Relations Policies of American
Business in the 1940s (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1982), 118–125.

3. Doris McLaughlin and Anita L.W. Schoomaker, The Landrum-Griffin Act and Union
Democracy (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1979), 180–181.

4. Ann Fagan Ginger and David Christiano, eds., The Cold War Against Labor, 2 vols.
(Berkeley: Meiklejohn Civil Liberties Institute, 1987); Steve Rosswurm, ed., The CIO’s
Left-Led Unions (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1992); George Lipsitz,
Rainbow at Midnight: Labor and Culture in the 1940s (Urbana: University of Illinois
Press, 1994); Ronald L. Filippelli and Mark D. McColloch, Cold War in the Working
Class: The Rise and Decline of the United Electrical Workers (Albany: State University
of New York Press, 1995).
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Labor and the Cold War
The Legacy of McCarthyism

�
Ellen Schrecker

The political repression of the McCarthy
period had a deleterious impact on American labor. Only the Communist Party
was as deeply affected. Not only was the entire left wing of the labor movement
destroyed, but many of the people who came under fire had union ties, such as the
Hollywood Ten, or the thousands of maritime workers thrown out of their jobs be-
cause of the federal government’s Korean War Port Security program. We cannot
ignore the damage that McCarthyism did to the lives and careers of these men and
women; but if we are to understand its broader impact on American labor, we need
to focus on its institutional fallout. We should not exaggerate that impact nor
blame it for negative developments that stemmed from structural economic
change. Nonetheless, the anticommunist crusade of the late 1940s and 1950s did
make a difference to the labor movement, even if that difference manifested itself
mainly in shifted priorities and lost opportunities. If nothing else, McCarthyism
tamed American labor and brought it into the Cold War political consensus. More-
over, by preventing the nation’s unions, if so inclined, from building a broad-based
social movement that challenged corporate values and championed social justice,
McCarthyism narrowed political options for all Americans.

I use the term “McCarthyism” advisedly here. The phenomenon that we are
looking at encompasses much more than the political career of the aberrant sena-
tor from Wisconsin who gave it a name. It began years before he burst into the
headlines, waving his ever-changing lists of Communists in the State Department;
and it continued for several years after he self-destructed in the eyes of the nation’s
television viewers at the Army-McCarthy hearings in the spring of 1954. Nonethe-
less, the word has historical specificity. It is a convenient and concise way to refer
to the anticommunist political repression of the early Cold War, to the multi-
stranded domestic campaign to destroy the influence of every idea, institution, and
individual connected to American Communism.

There were many reasons why McCarthyism targeted the labor movement.
Ever since the late nineteenth century, red-baiting has traditionally been associated
with attempts on the part of hostile employers to suppress unions and weaken
community support for organized labor. The McCarthy era’s focus on labor was
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thus, in part, an updated version of all those earlier campaigns. Certainly, in those
industries where antagonistic employers faced militant left-wing unions, anticom-
munism was a useful way to roll back the gains those unions had made since the
late 1930s.1 Similarly, red-baiting had long been a useful weapon for conservative
labor leaders and their allies to wield against their left-wing rivals.2 But perhaps
the most important reason why McCarthyism focused on American labor was be-
cause Communism focused on American labor.

If we are to understand how McCarthyism operated and how it affected the
labor movement and the rest of American society, we must relieve ourselves of the
myth that most of its victims were “innocent liberals,” apolitical folks who some-
how turned up on the wrong mailing lists, or whose parents had once subscribed to
the Daily Worker. True, such unfortunate individuals did exist, and they often got
a lot of attention.3 But most of the men and women who were called before con-
gressional investigating committees, hauled before grand juries, or blacklisted by
the entertainment industry were or had been in or near the Communist Party (CP).
And many of them were union activists.

This should not surprise us. After all, whatever else it stood for, the Commu-
nist Party claimed to speak for the working class. Naturally, it sought a niche within
those organizations that most directly represented the interests of American workers:
their unions. And, at least for a few years during the 1930s and 1940s before McCarthy-
ism drove them out, Communists did have some influence within American labor.
Never as extensive as its supporters hoped or its enemies feared, that influence was
nonetheless of some significance within a number of unions. Eliminating it affected
the labor movement in ways we are just coming to understand.

Although the Cold War is over, American Communism has been such a de-
monized and contradictory movement that it still provokes impassioned debate.4

On the one hand, the Communist Party was an authoritarian political sect whose
adherents tried to conform to an inappropriate Soviet model and closed their eyes
to the crimes of Stalin. On the other hand, it was the most dynamic sector of the
left in the 1930s and 40s. An entire generation of idealists embraced the Commu-
nist Party as the most effective vehicle for their political aspirations, whether it
was organizing labor unions, opposing racial discrimination, or fighting fascism,
imperialism, and war. At the same time, party members were also concealing their
membership, repressing all internal opposition, and even, we must now admit,
spying for the Soviet Union.5 The CP’s record, in short, is mixed.

Within the labor movement the party threw some of its best cadres into the
early organizing campaigns of the CIO. They were effective, experienced organiz-
ers who played important roles in building unions in the maritime, automobile,
steel, and electrical industries, as well as among white-collar and professional
workers. These people recruited few ordinary workers into the party, but they did
rise to leadership positions in quite a number of unions. They were honest, hard-
working union leaders, and recognized as such. By the 1940s, Communists and
their allies led unions that contained about 20 percent of the membership of all
CIO unions. They had a sizable, though dwindling, position of influence within
the UAW and dominated the leadership of United Electrical, Radio and Machine
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Workers of America (UE), International Longshoremen’s and Warehousemen’s
Union (ILWU), Mine, Mill, and Smelter Workers, and about a dozen smaller
unions that represented workers everywhere, from the salmon canneries of Alaska
to Alcatraz Penitentiary.6

It is hard to assess the extent to which the party shaped the unions it con-
trolled. Many of the Communists who rose to positions of leadership were trade
unionists first and party members second. It was not unusual for these people to ig-
nore party directives that clashed with union priorities, and in fact some of these
labor leaders actually left the CP when they felt that its demands were contrary to
the interests of their unions.7 They had, after all, joined the party in large part be-
cause they felt it would help them build a strong labor movement. None of them
even tried to transform their unions into revolutionary organizations. Nor was
there any specifically Communist component to the normal trade union functions
of the organizations these people led. The most explicit support these unions gave
to the party’s non-labor policies was what one former Communist called “the res-
olution bit”—endorsing CP causes in conventions and newspaper editorials.8

Still, the Communist unions were different. Their leaders were usually better
educated, more militant, more class-conscious, and, in most cases, more demo-
cratic. And they rejected bread-and-butter unionism, committing their organiza-
tions to a wide range of social reforms.9

That commitment was particularly striking in the area of race relations. Dur-
ing the 1930s and 1940s, the Communist Party was the only political organization
not specifically part of the civil rights movement that was dedicated to racial
equality. At a time when workplace segregation was common, the party pressed its
labor cadres to fight discrimination. Such an agenda was not always popular with
the rank-and-file. The leaders of New York City’s Transport Workers Union were
reluctant to confront the racism of their mostly Irish members. But racial equality
had become such a central issue within the Communist movement that the TWU’s
leaders eventually began to seek the hiring of black bus drivers and motormen.
During World War II, when African Americans finally began to break the color
line, some Communist-led unions pioneered an early form of affirmative action
called “Super Seniority,” as a way to ensure that the newly-hired black workers
would be able to keep their jobs after the war ended.10

Though these measures did not increase the left-led unions’ popularity with
the large majority of white workers, they did appeal to minority ones. They en-
abled unions like the ILWU, Mine-Mill, and Food, Tobacco, Agricultural and Al-
lied Workers Union (FTA) to get a foothold in the South and in such racially
diverse areas as the Southwest and Hawaii. In keeping with the party’s emphasis
on racial equality, these unions often sought ways to promote minority-group
members to leadership positions. In some places, these unions actually functioned
like civil rights organizations.11

A good example of this kind of rights-based unionism was FTA Local 22 in
Winston-Salem, North Carolina. The union imbued the African American women
who were working for the R.J. Reynolds Company with a sense of self-worth, and
enabled them to challenge the demeaning way the company treated them. Local 22
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also encouraged its members to vote and to join the NAACP. These efforts were re-
warded with the election of an African American to the Winston-Salem Board of Al-
dermen in 1947 and with improved public services to the city’s black community.12

The left-led unions also paid attention to women’s issues. From the cigarette
factories of North Carolina to New York City’s public welfare agencies, these
unions sought out the subjugated, poorly-paid, and often non-white female work-
ers overlooked by the rest of the labor movement. Not only did these unions ad-
dress women’s issues, but some of them also encouraged the development of
strong women leaders. The UE, which had more female members than the other
big industrial unions, was a pioneer. During and after World War II, it fought for
such women’s issues as equal pay for equal work and opposed the inequities in-
volved with shunting women off into “women’s jobs.”13 As the historian Daniel
Horowitz has discovered, none other than Betty Friedan wrote many of the UE’s
most important policy statements about women’s issues during the late 1940s and
early 1950s.14

McCarthyism brought most of these efforts to a halt. Friedan was an indirect
victim. She lost her job when the debilitated UE had to downsize and dropped her
from her job on its newspaper. Though the UE was one of the few party-led unions
to survive the McCarthy era, it emerged weakened and no longer able to push for
women’s rights or any of the other social reforms that it had previously champi-
oned. Most of the other left-wing unions simply went under, unable to withstand
the unrelenting assault directed against them.15

The anticommunist crusade against the labor left was effective because it
came from so many different sources and employed so many different weapons.
Employers, federal officials, rival union leaders, Catholic priests, former Commu-
nists, right-wing journalists, and politicians all combined to drive the Communist
Party out of the labor movement. As part of an informal network of professional
anticommunists, many of these people had been fighting the party for years. The
Cold War not only conferred legitimacy on their campaign, but also brought new
forces onto the field, in particular the federal government.

As a result, from the late 1940s on, the Communist-led unions were under
constant attack. Their leaders were hauled before congressional investigating com-
mittees and grand juries, subjected to criminal prosecutions, kept under constant
surveillance by the FBI, audited by the IRS, and, if they were foreign born, threat-
ened with deportation. The unions were equally harassed. Not only did they have
to contend with internal schisms, external raids, and intransigent employers, but
they also were denied the protection of the NLRB, called before the Subversive
Activities Control Board, and expelled from the CIO. They were soon so belea-
guered and preoccupied with defending themselves and their leaders that they
could barely perform their regular economic functions, let alone carry out any kind
of program of ambitious social reform.16

The most serious damage was caused by the 1947 Taft-Hartley Act. De-
signed to roll back many of the gains that the labor movement had made since the
late 1930s, the measure also included an anticommunist provision. Inserted as an
afterthought, this provision revealed how pervasive the anticommunist consensus
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had become. The only debate it occasioned concerned the best way to remove
Communist influence from the labor movement, not the advisability of doing so.
The measure that was finally incorporated into the law was Section 9(h), which re-
quired all union officials to sign an affidavit affirming that they neither were in the
party—identified as a movement that sought the overthrow of the government by
force and violence—nor had any sympathy for its doctrines. Unions that did not
comply with the law were to be denied the services of the NLRB.17

It was not immediately apparent that Section 9(h) would have any impact.
Many mainstream labor leaders opposed the measure not only because it infringed
on civil liberties, but also because it seemed to be placing a burden on the labor
movement that other sectors of society did not have to bear. In addition, because of
the act’s unclear language about “belief in” and “support for” for the Communist
Party, it was obvious that a constitutional challenge was in the making. After Harry
Truman’s upset victory in the 1948 presidential election, there was also the possi-
bility that the law itself might be repealed. Instead, much of the opposition to Taft-
Hartley petered out. Most labor leaders learned to live with the law, especially
when the anticommunists among them realized how damaging it was to the left-
led unions.18

Hostile employers took advantage of those unions’ inability to rely on
NLRB assistance to process unfair labor complaints. Claiming that the unions’
failure to sign the affidavits revealed their lack of patriotism, these employers re-
fused to bargain. Unable to obtain federal support, the left-wing unions were all
too often forced to engage in unpopular and debilitating strikes. At the same time,
rival unions stepped up their raids on the non-signing unions and, for the first time,
were able to attract large numbers of workers. Unable to participate in NLRB elec-
tions, the left-led unions found themselves in no-win situations where they had to
appeal to their supporters to vote for a “no union” option. These unions’ vulnera-
bilities emboldened their internal opponents as well. Anticommunist factions chal-
lenged the leadership of the UE and the other left-wing unions and, with the help
of such allies as the House Un-American Activities Committee and the Catholic
Church, began to win some significant battles.19

By the middle of 1949, it was clear that the left-led unions’ failure to comply
with Taft-Hartley was inflicting serious damage and was, in fact, threatening their
very survival. There was little hope that the law would be repealed and an equally
dim prospect that the Supreme Court might overthrow it, especially after the Steel-
workers—the most important union involved in the litigation—dropped the case
and two of the Court’s most liberal justices died.20 Accordingly, the left-wing
unions abandoned their opposition to the law and authorized their leaders to sign
the affidavits. Compliance, however, created problems in itself, for many of these
unions’ leaders were Communists. In order to bring their unions into compliance,
they either had to quit their positions or else quit the party. Most of them left the
CP, often accompanying their resignations with public statements defending their
political commitment and explaining why they supported Communism.21

Complying with the Taft-Hartley Act did not, however, bring relief to the
embattled unions. Their opponents immediately questioned the authenticity of
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such resignations from the party, insisting that, despite their formal protestations,
they were still Communists at heart. Employers continued to stonewall, refusing to
bargain with the left-led unions and pressing the NLRB to stop processing their
complaints. And the NLRB, equally skeptical about those unions’ compliance but
unsure about its jurisdiction in the matter, urged the Justice Department to prose-
cute the unions’ leaders for perjury.22

Nor did signing the affidavits prevent the CIO from expelling the left-led
unions. Though the organization’s president, Philip Murray, had been under pres-
sure for years to purge the Communist-led unions, he had resisted out of a reluc-
tance to split the labor movement. But as the CIO became increasingly tied to the
Truman administration in the aftermath of Taft-Hartley, Murray’s resistance began
to fade. The party’s insistence that its labor cadres support the third-party presi-
dential campaign of Henry Wallace in 1948 provoked the break. After the left-led
unions refused to go along with the CIO’s requirement that they refrain from back-
ing Wallace, Murray came around. Truman’s electoral victory, in the words of one
historian, “sealed the doom of the Communists within the CIO.” At its 1949 con-
vention the CIO formally expelled the UE (which had already walked out) and
launched charges against ten other unions.23

The proceedings before the three-man panels that considered the charges
against each of the left-wing unions were almost identical to the operations of all
other anticommunist investigations in the McCarthy era. There were two types of
evidence: testimony from former Communists identifying specific union leaders
as party members and texts of resolutions and newspaper editorials that seemed to
parallel the party line. Significantly, the literary materials that the CIO’s prosecu-
tors produced dealt almost entirely with matters of foreign policy, not trade union
issues. But the substance of the evidence was largely irrelevant, since the unfavor-
able verdict had been reached even before the tribunals began.24

By the summer of 1950, when the Supreme Court finally rejected the left-led
unions’ case against the Taft-Hartley affidavits, the pathetic condition of these
marginalized and ostracized unions had become obvious. The Court’s majority
echoed the prevailing wisdom that considerations of national security justified the
imposition of restrictions on Communist influence within the labor movement. If
the United States went to war against the Soviet Union, so the standard reasoning
went, the left-wing unions might encourage individual members to engage in
physical sabotage or call political strikes to shut down defense plants. Troubled by
early 1930s party directives to sabotage shipping and defense industries, J. Edgar
Hoover and his allies had been hyping the Communist threat for years. The advent
of the Korean War intensified these concerns.25

Even before the Korean War, businessmen and federal officials invoked na-
tional security to rationalize the measures taken against the left-wing unions. In
1948 the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC), citing the standard litany about po-
tential sabotage, ordered the General Electric Company to refuse to let the UE rep-
resent the workers at its new nuclear facility near Schenectady, New York. A similar
order barred the left-led United Office and Professional Workers of America from
operating at the AEC’s own laboratories in Illinois.26 The government’s various se-
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curity programs also hampered the activities of the left-led unions in defense indus-
tries. It was common, for example, for federal officials to deny security clearances
to shop stewards and other union activists, thus making it impossible for them to
circulate throughout their factories and fulfill their normal obligations.27

Official harassment came from the legislative as well as the executive branch
of the U.S. government. From the start, the main congressional investigating com-
mittees targeted the labor left. Only a very few of the left-wing union leaders were
not subpoenaed by HUAC or one of its siblings and grilled about their connections
to the Communist Party. Unlike many of the committees’ other witnesses, these la-
bor leaders did not lose their jobs for refusing to cooperate with the committees.
However, the unfavorable publicity that their hearings generated could be quite
damaging, especially if the investigation coincided with a strike or union election;
that so many hearings did pointed to intention, rather than coincidence.28

One of the most damaging congressional investigations occurred during a
1947 strike by the FTA Local 22 against the R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company. The
union was already under attack when HUAC arrived in North Carolina to investi-
gate the Communist affiliations of the local’s leaders. By holding its hearings in
Winston-Salem, the committee ensured that the allegations against the union
would get extensive publicity and weaken the local’s support within the broader
community. Since the FTA had not signed the Taft-Hartley affidavits, Local 22
was also vulnerable to raids from outside unions. Reynolds further weakened the
union by redesigning its manufacturing process to eliminate the jobs of the un-
skilled black women who formed the union’s most loyal members. By the time the
CIO expelled the FTA in the spring of 1950, Local 22 was no longer functioning.29

A similar process broke a strike and destroyed another militant union, the
United Auto Workers Local 248 at the Allis-Chalmers Company outside Milwau-
kee, Wisconsin. Even if there had been no Communist influence within the local,
the company’s hostility to organized labor ensured that its dealings with the union
would be stormy. Work stoppages and red-baiting were endemic throughout the
1930s and into the ’40s. In 1941 a major seventy-six-day strike got nationwide
attention for the company’s allegations that the walkout had been inspired by
Moscow. These charges resurfaced when Local 248 went out on strike in the
spring of 1946. Allis-Chalmers mounted a massive publicity campaign, planting a
series of fifty-nine articles in a local paper, detailing the Communist connections
of the local’s leaders. It gave similar information to several congressional commit-
tees, outside journalists, and the FBI.30

The company’s campaign came to a climax in March 1947 when the House
Labor and Education Committee, which was drawing up the Taft-Hartley Act,
questioned Local 248’s president and past president about their party ties. After
both men denied that they were Communists, the committee heard from Louis Bu-
denz, the former managing editor of the CP’s Daily Worker and one of the nation’s
leading professional witnesses. Budenz testified that he had been present at a
meeting in December 1940 when top party officials told the local’s president,
Harold Christoffel, to call a strike in order to damage the nation’s defense efforts.
Though there is evidence that Budenz’s story may have been a fabrication, it got
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wide circulation and became the main justification for all the measures designed to
eliminate Communists from the labor movement. HUAC reinforced the message
with a second set of hearings, and a subcommittee of the House Labor and Educa-
tion Committee topped it off with a final session in Milwaukee. A week later the
strike was over. Within six months Local 248 had fallen from eight thousand mem-
bers to 184.31

The committee hearings had another after-effect. Christoffel was soon in-
dicted for perjury and after several years of appeals and retrials had to serve a term
in prison. He was not alone. Several other left-wing labor leaders faced criminal
prosecutions during the McCarthy era. The usual charges were contempt of Con-
gress or perjury for falsifying their Taft-Hartley affidavits. Unlike Christoffel,
most of these people did win their cases on appeal, especially if they could keep
them in the courts until the political climate changed in the mid-1950s. Nonethe-
less, the defense effort was costly—not only in money but also in the time and en-
ergy of the left-wing unions’ top leaders and staff members.32

Deportation proceedings could be equally draining. The repeated attempts to
expel the Longshoremen’s leader Harry Bridges are notorious. The campaign
against him began in the late 1930s and, by the time it finally waned twenty years
later, Bridges had faced two Immigration and Naturalization Service deportation
hearings and two federal conspiracy cases. Twice, when the initial decision was
against him, he had to appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court. Again, as in so many of
the McCarthy era cases, Bridges was ultimately exonerated. But the battle took a
serious toll on him and on his union.33

Besides having their leaders subpoenaed and indicted, the left-led unions
encountered official harassment in many other forms. The IRS audited them. The
Justice Department brought UE and Mine-Mill before the Subversive Activities
Control Board. The federal government’s loyalty-security program cut a swath
through the ranks of the United Public Workers union, while the Port Security pro-
gram, instituted soon after the outbreak of the Korean War, hit the left-wing mar-
itime unions, wiping out the small Marine Cooks and Stewards union. Though the
unions resisted, fighting the official onslaught in the courts where they sometimes
won, the struggle was extremely draining. Labor lawyer Victor Rabinowitz, who
handled many of these cases, recalls that he felt fortunate if his embattled union
clients could manage to cover his train fare.34

The anticommunist crusade was so debilitating for the left-led unions that
by the time it came to an end in the mid-1960s, few of them were still around. In
some cases, a larger union absorbed a smaller one. In others, the left-led union
merged with a rival organization, as Mine-Mill did in 1967 when it joined the
United Steelworkers. Only the ILWU remained intact. The UE, though maintain-
ing its institutional independence, lost many of its members and most of its clout.
It would, however, be incorrect to assign to McCarthyism all of the blame for the
demise of the left-wing unions. Some of them, like the maritime unions and the fur
workers, operated in declining industries. Nonetheless, it is clear that the hard-
ships imposed by the anticommunist crusade increased the difficulties these
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unions faced and often made it impossible for them to fulfill their normal trade
union functions.35

Obviously, the men and women who were most directly affected by the disap-
pearance of the left-led unions were the members of those unions. After all, the UE
and the other Communist-influenced unions had been effective labor organizations,
negotiating work rules and economic packages that were as favorable as those any
other union had obtained.36 However, once those unions came under attack, it be-
came increasingly difficult for them to service their members as effectively as they
once had done. Weakened by having to fend off so many internal and external ene-
mies, the leaders of these unions could not always stand up to the demands of man-
agement. They were too vulnerable to outside raiders and internal dissidents to risk
pulling a strike and so were sometimes forced to accept unfavorable contract provi-
sions that, had they been stronger, they would certainly have rejected.37

The rest of the labor movement suffered as well from the demise of the left-
led unions. Participation in the anticommunist crusade diverted AFL and CIO
leaders from dealing with issues that were more central to their mission. Thus, for
example, labor’s campaign against its own left wing kept the mainstream from 
following up on its early opposition to the Taft-Hartley Act. This was a serious
mistake, for the 1947 law was designed to weaken all labor unions, not just the
Communist-led ones. Its provisions against secondary boycotts and the organiza-
tion of supervisory workers were particularly damaging, rolling back some of the
gains organized labor had made since the late 1930s and making it much harder to
recruit new members. Whether or not an all-out mobilization to repeal the measure
would have been effective is unclear. What is clear, however, is that after an initial
burst of activity, mainstream unions like the UAW accommodated themselves to
Taft-Hartley and took advantage of the non-Communist affidavits to eliminate
their Communist rivals.38

Such a shortsighted approach proved debilitating; Taft-Hartley created an
unfavorable legal environment for the entire labor movement. Prevented from us-
ing the aggressive organizing tactics that had served them so well in the late 1930s,
the nation’s unions found it hard to expand. As a result, when the industrial sec-
tor’s postwar economic boom faltered and the traditional well-paid blue-collar
jobs that the labor movement’s core members relied upon began to disappear, or-
ganized labor was unable to mobilize the economic and political clout needed to
protect its earlier gains. Its numbers dropped, and its percentage of the overall
workforce declined even more dramatically. In 1945, 35 percent of all the nation’s
non-agricultural workers were unionized. Today the figure is below 16 percent,
and only 10 to 11 percent in the private sector.39

Though Taft-Hartley certainly increased the obstacles to labor’s expansion,
the movement’s own internal purges contributed as well, diverting it from any se-
rious efforts to increase its membership. Instead of trying to organize the unorga-
nized, mainstream unions raided their Communist rivals. The elimination of its
left wing also kept the labor movement from reaching beyond its traditional white
male constituency to bring in new types of workers. The left-led unions had, after
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all, been particularly active in those areas of the economy where organized labor
most needed to grow. The destruction of these unions disrupted their organizing
campaigns in the service sector and among white collar and professional workers,
as well as their efforts to bring in the women and people of color whom the tradi-
tional unions had largely ignored.

It would be wrong to assign all the blame for the attenuation of organized la-
bor to the anticommunist crusade. The business community was strong, well orga-
nized, and determined to reassert its dominance within the economy. Its successful
drive to transform the nation’s labor laws after World War II was, as Elizabeth
Fones-Wolf has so clearly demonstrated, only one facet of the corporate sector’s
broader campaign to undermine the power and legitimacy of organized labor.40

Nonetheless, its own internal purges weakened the ability of organized labor
to confront this corporate campaign. Not only did McCarthyism divide the labor
movement, but it also destroyed its ability to confront the corporations by depriv-
ing it of those activists who could have most effectively mounted a strong defense
of collective action and challenged the business community’s promotion of priva-
tization and individual gain. After all, the Communists and their allies were labor’s
most militant voices. Their ideology encouraged them to champion workers
against bosses. They understood capitalism and were willing to challenge man-
agement at every level. They were the first to raise the issue of deindustrialization
and the first to oppose runaway plants—as the UAW’s huge left-wing Local 600
tried to do in the early 1950s, when it sued the Ford Motor Company to stop it
from moving its production facilities away from the River Rouge plant outside De-
troit. That effort also fell victim to the anticommunist furor, for the UAW’s leader-
ship refused to back the suit and purged Local 600 instead.41

Its collaboration with the anticommunist crusade may also have made the la-
bor movement less democratic, increasing the distance between labor’s leaders and
its rank-and-file members. Here it is important to recognize that because of the rapid
expansion of the labor movement during World War II, many unions, including
many left-wing ones, were already experiencing a marked diminution in the union
consciousness and commitment of their members. Still, the Communist-led unions,
while not always democratically administered, did try to promote an enlarged sense
of community. Aware that their political affiliations ensured that they would come
under attack, the leaders of these unions recognized the importance of retaining the
loyalty of their rank and file. A typical left-wing local like the one Harold Christof-
fel led in Milwaukee often held dances and offered classes, while also aggressively
pursuing grievances. Moreover, as long as Communists were a presence within the
labor movement, their opponents also had to work the grassroots.42

But once the left-wingers were ousted, labor lost much of its dynamism. The
radical organizers who had done so much to build the CIO were replaced with less
imaginative officials who lacked their predecessors’ vision and drive. Much of the
labor movement became more centralized and bureaucratic. Perhaps such a trans-
formation was inevitable and might have occurred with or without the Communist
presence. American workers had never been particularly class conscious and
might never have supported a militant union movement; they barely supported a
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Figure 1.1 The cover illustration of this 1950 pamphlet, Publication 156 of the United
Electrical Radio and Machine Workers of America, provides an explicit argument linking
red-baiting and the anti-union campaigns by organized business after World War II. Credit:
Labor Archives and Research Center, San Francisco State University.



nonmilitant one. When they no longer viewed their union membership as central
to their identity, they stopped participating in union activities.43 In response, the
apathy of their rank-and-file members forced the unions to rely ever more heavily
on the federal government instead of their own members to fight their battles. As a
result, when the Reagan administration turned against organized labor in the
1980s, the nation’s unions were blindsided and unable to recoup.

The retrenchment of the labor movement and its failure to organize the un-
organized also affected the rest of American society. Here, of course, we must
speculate, for much of what we are looking at are things that did not happen. We
must also guard against exaggerating the impact of the destruction of the labor
left. It is by no means clear how much influence even a strong left-wing labor
movement could have exerted within a polity that had been moving toward the
right ever since the late 1930s. Still, some possibilities are suggestive.

Had there been a strong labor movement in the South in the 1940s and 1950s,
it might have been possible to challenge the conservative politicians who held so
much power in Congress. While we cannot assign full responsibility to the anti-
communist crusade for labor’s failure to organize Southern workers, it did play a
part. When the CIO organized Operation Dixie, its 1946 campaign to bring unions
to the South, it decided not to challenge the region’s power structure and dominant
values. It also focused its efforts on white workers and consciously distanced itself
from those left-led unions like FTA Local 22 in Winston-Salem, North Carolina,
that had been so successful in recruiting African Americans. Whether Operation
Dixie would have been more effective if it had welcomed blacks and reds is unclear.
Certainly, there was so much opposition to unions within the South that, despite the
CIO’s moderation, Operation Dixie was heavily red- and race-baited; it folded
within six months.44 Without a strong labor movement behind it, Southern liberal-
ism withered, strengthening the conservative forces within that region’s political
elite that were pushing the entire nation to the right.45

The civil rights movement also felt both directly and indirectly the impact of
the destruction of the labor left. The decline of Southern liberalism deprived black
Southerners of a base of support within the white middle class. The anticommunist
crusade destroyed some of the unions that were the main institutional support of
the civil rights movement within the black working class. The destruction of these
unions transformed the nascent drive for racial equality into a more middle-class
movement, one whose leaders fought for legal and political rights but ignored the
economic problems that plagued most Southern blacks. Though the more liberal
sectors of organized labor outside the South did support the civil rights movement
once it got under way, they often did not put their mouth where their money was
and confront the racial discrimination that prevailed within their own ranks. As re-
cent work on racial issues by a number of labor historians reveals, it is by no
means the case that, even if the left-led unions had survived, they would have been
able to overcome the racism of their white members. Still, it is clear that the dis-
appearance of the labor left silenced the main voices calling for both economic
and racial equality. And, as the contemporary political scene reveals, the severing
of race from class has not been good for the United States.46
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Besides transforming labor’s relationship with the African American com-
munity, McCarthyism also cost the labor movement its political independence.
The purge of the left-led unions deepened organized labor’s dependence on the
Democratic Party. With labor’s dissenting voices stilled, there was no longer any
question about its support for American foreign policy. Both the CIO and the AFL
enlisted in the Cold War and, by the time they merged in the mid-fifties, most of
the labor movement had been so thoroughly co-opted that its leaders provided
cover for the CIA, and its conventions endorsed the war in Vietnam.47

On the domestic front, the destruction of its left wing transformed organized
labor from a social movement to a special interest group. Though it constituted the
left of the Democratic party, it was a timid left that advocated a rather mild pro-
gram of reforms. In the 1940s, labor had been more forceful. The CIO—and not
just its left-wing unions—had called for an expansion of the welfare state, pushing
for a wide range of measures that included universal health insurance, public hous-
ing, and guaranteed economic security. The Communist-influenced unions were
active here, pushing the rest of the labor movement to champion what was essen-
tially a social democratic agenda. But in the aftermath of the McCarthy era purges,
labor’s political center of gravity shifted to the right. And, as in the rest of society,
the fear of being tainted by supporting causes that Communists also backed weak-
ened labor’s commitment to social and economic change.48

Organized labor turned inward. It no longer gave more than lip service to re-
forms that would benefit the rest of society. Instead it focused on its own con-
stituents, seeking and winning higher wages and benefits for its own members.
But, by developing what was in effect its own private welfare system, the labor
movement not only abandoned its previous role as the main institutional propo-
nent of social reform, but it also contributed—albeit indirectly—to the delegit-
imization of state activism that has so seriously eroded the public sector today.49

We can’t turn the clock back to the mid-1940s to recoup the opportunities
for social change that were lost when the anticommunist crusade overwhelmed the
labor movement. Still, we can look more closely at what happened during those
years and perhaps gain a new hearing for some of the voices that McCarthyism
forced out of the national conversation.
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Uncivil War
An Oral History of Labor, Communism, 

and Community in Schenectady, 
New York, 1944–1954

�
Gerald Zahavi

During the first half of the twentieth cen-
tury, Schenectady—lying at the eastern boundary of New York’s Mohawk Val-
ley—was a small, bustling, and ethnically diverse industrial city that depended on
two major industries for its economic survival and growth: the behemoth General
Electric (GE) Works located at the center of the city, and the smaller adjacent
American Locomotive Company (ALCO). Though both constituted the economic
foundations of the city, the GE plant—by virtue of its size—clearly figured as the
more significant force in the city’s development. The GE Works drew skilled and
unskilled workers to the city; first, Anglo-Saxon and German machinists and engi-
neers, then Italian, Canadian, and Eastern European workers. Men and women
labored in the dozens of shops that together comprised the “Schenectady Works”
of the GE. They fabricated or assembled refrigerators, wires and cables, electrical
switches and controls, porcelain insulators, large and small motors, turbines,
and—in wartime—hundreds of military-related products, including, in later years,
nuclear power generation components.

Along with industry and a diverse laboring population came socialism and
Communism. Though Thomas Edison had sought to flee trade unions and worker
militancy when he relocated the Edison Machine Works from New York City to
Schenectady in 1886, the corporation he helped found failed to adequately insulate
itself from union or radical assault. Throughout the first half of the twentieth cen-
tury, anarchists, syndicalists, and Communists pounded at the gates of GE. In
1906, the Industrial Workers of the World staged the first sit-down strike at GE’s
Schenectady plant. In 1913, over 14,000 workers struck the firm, and five hundred
women walked out of one GE plant, led by socialist labor organizer Ella Reeve
Bloor (later a Communist Party leader). During this latter confrontation, the city
was led by a pro-labor Socialist administration headed by Mayor George R. Lunn.
Even some of the firm’s white-collar workers and managers sometimes brought
with them ideological traditions anathema to corporate capitalism. The firm’s most
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famous research scientist, Alfred Proteus Steinmetz, was a German-born socialist
who sometimes hosted local Socialist Party meetings at his home on Wendell Av-
enue, located in the prestigious “GE Realty Plot.”

In the 1930s the city’s radical tradition was passed to a new generation of ac-
tivists, many of them Communists active in the GE Works. Eliminating the firm’s
company union, they and their non-Communist allies helped establish a strong
left-wing CIO-based labor movement in the city and in the region, a movement
that revolved around Local 301 of the United Electrical, Radio and Machine
Workers of America (UE). Through the late 1930s and into the 1940s, the local
grew to include between 20,000 to 30,000 GE workers. Throughout these years,
Communist organizers were sent into the community, most arriving from New
York City. Schenectady was a major concentration point for the party, mainly be-
cause of its heavy industrial base, and because the largest number of party mem-
bers in the 1930s were employed in the GE plants, scattered among the thousands
of unionized workers.

With time, particularly during the post-World War II years, the party’s ties to
the union that had led GE’s workers since the Great Depression became a major
liability for the union and for individual workers. As Truman, Eisenhower, 
McCarthy, and hundreds of politicians were warming up the Cold War in Wash-
ington, D.C., Schenectady—with its radical tradition, and with its core industry in-
creasingly dependent on government contracts for military production—could
hardly remain insulated from America’s second “red scare.” Between 1944 and
1954 a series of confrontations took place within and outside the massive General
Electric complex, replicating similar conflicts in other industrial regions through-
out the land. Local 301 and its very popular and able business agent, Leo Jandreau,
came under increasing pressure from distant and local sources. In 1949 the Con-
gress of Industrial Organizations (CIO) expelled the UE and Local 301. It formed
an opposition “right wing” union, the International Union of Electrical, Radio and
Machine Workers (IUE), which very quickly established a beachhead in Schenec-
tady to battle against Jandreau and the UE. Local clergy preached against Local
301 leaders; local politicians and former community supporters encouraged them
to severe their ties to the Communist party and the UE, and to affiliate with the
more conservative union. The Schenectady NAACP even entered the fray against
the UE, backing the local IUE group. A series of federal congressional and senato-
rial hearings conducted in Albany and Schenectady from 1948 through 1954 (in-
cluding two headed by Senator Joseph McCarthy in 1953 and 1954) sought to
expose the Communist “domination” of the local and placed its leadership under
very close scrutiny. The hearings led GE, in early 1954, to fire seven party mem-
bers for assertion of their Fifth Amendment rights.1

While a vast literature exists chronicling labor’s Cold War during the 
McCarthy era, much of it focuses on struggles at the national and institutional lev-
els.2 Close and detailed studies of the local dimensions of the domestic Cold War
and its impact on labor and communities are still somewhat rare. Even more rare
are profiles of local protagonists and antagonists and their motives. What follows
is precisely that: autobiographical sketches of Communists and anticommunists
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recalling their participation in Schenectady’s own “uncivil” war, the conflict be-
tween Local 301 of the UE and their antagonists—particularly those in the IUE.
Since the fields of battle of this war extended well outside the gates of the local GE
Works, and often had quite complex and multifaceted personal and social implica-
tions, I have included accounts that touch on these dimensions of the struggle.3

�
Pasquale Vottis’ father had come to Schenectady to work at American
Locomotive in 1900. In 1923, at the age of sixteen, Pasquale—like
many other members of his family—went to work for General Electric.
More than a decade later, he became involved in the successful
movement to break GE’s company union, the Works Council, and es-
tablish an independent union, Local 301 of the UE. He became an
early board member of the new Local. Pasquale’s more famous
brother, Salvatore (“Sal”) Vottis, was an early Communist Party (CP) ac-
tivist in the Local, though he dropped out of the party in 1939. In 1944,
for personal and ideological reasons, Sal and Pasquale both turned on
the Local’s left-wing leaders and on the CP. The union expelled Sal. In
1948 he testified at a local hearing conducted by the Labor Sub-
Committee of the House of Representatives (chaired by Charles J. Ker-
sten) against local party members, claiming that he himself had re-
cruited the local’s business agent, Leo Jandreau, into the party in
1936.4 Here, Pasquale Vottis recalls the early relationship between
Communist Party members and Local 301 and the emergence of ten-
sions during World War II that would resurface in the early 1950s.

I had a brother, Sal, about two years older than I. Sal went to work for the
GE and he worked there . . . I guess the whole family at one time or another
worked for GE, every one of us did. Now Sal and [Leo] Jandreau came over to me,
and they started talking about organizing the union and trying to break up the com-
pany union [the Works Council]. So then we discovered that the ones who were
working on this thing and promoting it were the commies. They were skilled in or-
ganizing; this was their job. They were organizers and they worked with Jandreau
and my brother Sal. So the first thing they had to do is talk to the people in the
shops. It was a little difficult because you couldn’t just go walking around talking
to people because they [GE management] didn’t like that. The Wagner Act hadn’t
been approved yet, and all this kind of stuff, and the company was fighting them.
But they were managing to get ahold of people in different shops. The Labor Re-
lations Board was going to have a referendum of some kind and they were going
to have a vote . . . with the help of the commies. I don’t know where the hell they
came from; come up from New York. They used to introduce themselves [as] labor
helpers. Sal used to go with Joe [Rotundo, a local left-wing professor at Schenec-
tady’s Union College interested in labor and labor relations issues]; they talked
about what was going on in the shops. Joe was accumulating all sorts of data on
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us. So now, finally the vote came, and the company union was broken; we broke
the company union.

[After Local 301 was established in 1936] I was a board member. In fact, I
was one of the first board members. We used to have board meetings—I think we
started in the morning, every Thursday morning, all day, with management on one
side and the union on the other, with Jandreau as our leader. And we’d bring up
different grievances.

This was not a Communist Party union, and that’s where the trouble
started—when guys started coming in with . . . the Daily Worker, and they were
madder than hell, saying “What the hell is this, the Communist Party’s taken over
now?” In fact, Jandreau and the rest of them had to stop that kind of stuff. Leo Jan-
dreau was a very nice guy. But Leo went along with the commies, up to a certain
point. After the union had gotten to a point where it was pretty strong, the com-
mies wanted to come out in the open. Hey, this is our union; we built it, and they
start peddling Daily Workers out the gates! They came out with the Daily Worker
and grievances from the shop were front page in the Daily Worker: foreman so and
so does this . . . that . . . in building so and so; this was all in the Daily Worker. Sal
was going along with them for the same reason that most of—some of us—were.
We needed them at first. But when they decided they were going to take over the
union, that’s when things started to get bad. I mean that’s when a war started be-
tween Sal and Jandreau, and some of the others.

During the war I went to a couple of the conventions, and one of the big is-
sues was the second front . . . they were fighting to ease the front there against
Leningrad. I don’t think [the workers] knew what the hell the difference was. But
the delegates at the convention did, because there was some pretty good speakers
for and against it. In fact it was the biggest fight on the floor—the convention
floor—the opening of the second front. Now here this definitely brings out the
commie . . . I mean, what the hell does this got to do with wages, what’s it got to
do with grievances? Here’s something going on the other side, we were in it, but
why should this become a big union issue? It was strictly a Communist issue.

Well, he got into a little argument there with Leo about the commies see, and
Sal has always been, always been a freethinker of his own. I don’t think he was en-
thralled with what was going on in Russia. That was too far away. Sal was a pretty
powerful guy. In fact, he had me under his thumb there for a little long while. I
used to have to go along with whatever Sal did. . . . I don’t think Sal ever was at
heart a Communist. None of us really were. There was only a very few who were
actually into the party. There were not many, and you could not say that the work-
ers were being drawn into the party because they were not, no.

I don’t think I can quite put the point across, but the worker was not a very
smart guy. They could have done any damn thing. There was never an uprising or
anything of that sort against anything. They had to force them to go and vote. They
had to push them to do this and push ’em to do that, and all the worker wanted to
know was when do I get my raise after I’ve been here three months? That’s all he
wanted to know. I tell you, the workers did not support the union a hell of a lot.
There rarely was a meeting where there was a quorum. Seventy-five was a quo-
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rum, and many times they had to go down to the bar downstairs and bring the guys
up to vote. The workers would next day find out something had been passed that
they didn’t know anything about. Yeah, that was an old trick.

I used to hold a meeting with my stewards, seventy-five stewards that I held
a meeting with. Let me tell you, the commies had taught me so many tricks on how
to run a meeting, the minute you have someone on the floor heckle you or refute
what you’re saying, bother you, either you called him up to the stage, you called
him up [and] say “Look, don’t tell me about it, tell everybody here about it, tell
everybody about it.” Never hold a small meeting while you’re standing up on the
stage. Go among the people and hold the meeting, hold the meeting right among
the group. That was another thing, and you would be amazed at how well that
worked. A guy had a grievance and you called a meeting at noontime, you say you
want to settle a little grievance here this afternoon. “I want to get you all in here. I
want to see what you all think about it,” see. All you had to do is start off telling
what the grievance was and keep quiet; don’t say a word. These guys were talking
back and forth, knocking each other the hell, “What the hell’s he talking about, my
God, that’s not so at all,” and the other guy says, “Well he’s got a right to do this.”
You listen, listen, you take it all apart and say, “Now, look, I think this is your
problem.” These are all the tricks that the commies taught. Max Gordon5 and the
rest of those guys used to tell you how to work.

�
A. C. Stevens worked in Schenectady for the General Electric Com-
pany from the mid–1920s, when he took his first job as a summer em-
ployee, until his retirement in 1965. Stevens worked his way up from
engineering trainee (he came into the firm through the famous GE
“Test Course”) to works manager of the Schenectady Plant, a position
he attained in the early 1950s. The following account is drawn from a
series of interviews conducted with him back in the spring and sum-
mer of 1991. Stevens died in 1996.

The Communist influence began to manifest itself as the Depression began to
take its toll. Of course, it made a lot better sense for the people to line up behind any
elements that would act in their behalf against the company. I would say about 1942 I
was made assistant general superintendent of the plant. Increasingly, I was involved in
labor relations. In those days our meetings [were] with the UE. Now, there wasn’t
anything that we could do about it, here in Schenectady. We accepted the fact that 
the union picked certain of those fellows as their leaders. And up until about 1950,
McCarthy suspected, and had reason to believe, that the American Communist Party
was really controlling at least the UE union—the United Electrical Workers. There
was not much question but what we had right in Schenectady quite a number of peo-
ple that were very closely influenced, and in some cases identified with, the American
Communist Party. So I think the thing that opened the situation up was McCarthy’s
effort to expose this. He came to Schenectady. He contacted us.
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Not long after the formation of the UE there was an allegation on the part of
quite a few employees and some of the union—of the old UE leadership—that it
had been infiltrated by Communist sympathizers. Well, nobody ever really knew
whether this was true or not. Because there was no proof one way or the other. Fi-
nally, this developed into quite a split within the union, with this man, Jim Carey,
taking sides and sort of taking over the command of the anticommunist group.
Now, of course there was an awful lot of people [who] didn’t know whether this
was true or not, whether he was—whether this was a front or what it was. But he
was obviously looking to be—to become personally in control of the UE union.
The original founders of the UE, and I knew ’em all, they of course stoutly resisted
any contention that they were Communists or Communist sympathizers. Anyway,
this thing, over a period of several years, got to a point where you had two camps
in the union, one the anticommunists and one, the Communists, and Carey head-
ing up the one that was supposed to be anticommunist. He finally got through the
NLRB. They had a vote and IUE, that is, Carey’s faction, won out. I can’t remem-
ber now whether this was by plants or whether it was a vote for the whole com-
pany.6 The people that the UE had represented, I guess they were given the choice
as to whether they would go with Carey or whether they would stay with . . . [the
UE].

Well, [Leo] Jandreau was one of the original fellows affiliated with the UE,
but I don’t think Jandreau ever, ever wanted to be affiliated with fellows that were
subversive in any way. On the other hand, he was in on it early—so early that he
was branded with a certain amount of these accusations. I think he was in a very
ticklish position. He wanted to retain his leadership, and he didn’t like Carey per-
sonally. But on the other hand, he saw that it wasn’t going to be in his best interest,
personally, to be affiliated or connected with a group that were increasingly being
identified with the Communist activity. I don’t recall how he got over there, but fi-
nally he got into Carey’s camp.

Well, we built the Campbell Avenue plant during the war to produce aircraft
radio transmitters and receivers. And this was a new venture; we never made those
before. We went into that during the war and built up very high production. And
the employees in that plant were mostly women. It was assembly. I don’t recall
anything that went on during the war, as far as sabotage—there might have been
some suspected stuff. But we had quite a show of security, we had guards all over
the place. But I don’t think they were very well trained. In fact, when the war was
over, that’s when I came into the picture. My predecessor, Louis Male, and I con-
cluded that we hadn’t had very good security, even though we spent a lot of money
on it. We had satisfied all the requirements of the armed forces, because they were
our principal customers, and they dictated what we had to do for security. That’s
when we got this fellow Charlie LaForge [of the New York State Bureau of Crim-
inal Investigation] in the picture.

Male and I both decided that we’d gotten that far without any major scan-
dals, but we felt that even during the war we had been wide open for subversive ac-
tivity. So we went looking for somebody that was professionally trained, and
about that time, Kefauver was holding his hearings up there in Saratoga on racing.7
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And LaForge was quite prominent in that . . . and his name got in the paper quite a
little so we got hold of LaForge. We got acquainted with him and we found that he
would be amenable to an offer to come down and head up our security. So we
hired him. And from then on he headed the security up until he retired from Gen-
eral Electric—I think it must have been about ’67 or ’8. And, of course when we
brought LaForge on, he was no shrinking violet, and he let it be known that he was
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Figure 2.1 Schenectady GE workers marching on the UE hall on 30 June 1954, just after
the NLRB election closed and the ballots had been counted. The IUE won. Credit: IUE Lo-
cal 301 Records, M. E. Grenander Department of Special Collections and Archives, Uni-
versity Libraries, University at Albany, State University of New York.
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going to get into some of these things. And he made contacts that we never could
have made before—with the FBI, and with the Un-American Activities Commit-
tee, and those people. And through his contacts, we got to be pretty well-versed in
the activities of the security people in Washington, largely the FBI. When Charlie
got there it began to mean more. We began to get closer to this thing. Because then
Senator Joe McCarthy got in the act and we began to become sophisticated.

I had taken over as Works Manager in ’53, and it was along about the latter
part of ’53 that I got a call from a guy, a lawyer, who turned out to be the senator’s
counsel. He called me up. I didn’t know him from Adam. And he said that the Sen-
ator had in mind coming up into the Albany area to hold some hearings. There was
some people that they would like to subpoena to appear at the hearing, and they
worked for General Electric. And he said, “If we gave you the names, would you
make it possible for them to appear?” “Well,” I said, “I don’t—I don’t know what
you mean, make it possible.” I said, “If you’ll tell us who they are, we’ll confirm
whether they are employees or not. And then if you want to talk with them, if you
want to subpoena them, you can go ahead and do so. We won’t stop you. But I
don’t think we want to become a party to hauling them over before your hearings.”
Well, that seemed to be satisfactory to them. So, when they came up they gave us
the names, and we confirmed whether they were or weren’t employees. It so-
happened that most of ’em were fellows that we’d always had some suspicion our-
selves [about]. But we didn’t say that, because we didn’t know. So they held the
hearings over in Albany. And they were all, of course, coached by the UE lawyer.8

They called these fellows, and they all took the Fifth Amendment. They
didn’t deny or agree that they were members of the Communist Party; they refused
to answer. So I got hold of our attorney, in New York, who handled this sort of
thing for the company, and I said, “We’re getting in a tight spot here, because it is
going to appear, if we don’t look out, as though we’re trying to protect these fel-
lows.” “Now,” I said, “we have no reason to accuse them or protect them, either
one. But,” I said, “it’s being alleged that we’re harboring subversive people in our
plant. And the fact that they refuse to answer makes us look kind of bad.” So I said,
“I think we’ve got to develop a policy somehow.” So this went to the president of
the company, [Ralph] Cordiner. And I talked to Cordiner and told him the same
thing. And he said, “Well I think maybe you’re right.” He said, “We’ll have to do
something on this right away.” So I met with this lawyer and we developed a pol-
icy that would apply for the whole company, which simply said that any employee
summoned before a properly-constituted Senate or legislative committee charged
with the responsibility of holding a hearing, who refused to answer—and I don’t
remember whether we said based on the Fifth Amendment or otherwise, but re-
fused to answer—we would no longer employ. We didn’t believe we should em-
ploy them any longer. Now that went into effect, and the result was we fired
several of these fellows.9

Well, the UE turned around and sued us for a million dollars. And I remem-
ber I was supposed to appear in Washington and I got down there and I came down
with the flu! So I never did appear. They finally took a deposition from me. But
that’s the last I ever heard of it.
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�
In the early 1950s Frank MacIntosh assumed responsibility for Em-
ployee and Community relations when A. C. Stevens became Works
Manager. Here he elaborates on the impact of McCarthyism on the
firm’s security policies (a theme introduced above by A. C. Stevens)
and on his respect for Leo Jandreau, suggesting the complex relation-
ships that existed between local union leaders and plant managers—
relationships that were threatened by the involvement of government
and top-level corporate hard-liners.

Leo Jandreau and I had an excellent relationship. Argue, fight, you know—
but in a business way. I think he was one of the finest guys I ever had to work with.
You really want to give credit for what he was trying to do—he had a very difficult
job, trying to control those people that he had. Argue, fight like hell, but I’ve never
once [heard him go] back on his word. We’d make a deal, and that was it. I re-
spected him and he respected me. But we had a lot of battles. You would sit across
the table from him for eight hours. You would know you’d done a day’s work, be-
lieve me. But, in all, I held him in high regard. I didn’t like his ideas, but I knew he
had a job to do. Several times we’d be asked to come out and speak. He’d take one
side of his telling of a story and I’d tell it the other one, be on same platform . . . di-
ametrically opposed in our theories. But I knew him well, as I say, I enjoyed work-
ing with him, if you could call it enjoyment.

[McCarthy] . . . was trying to embarrass Schenectady, embarrass everybody
involved, Jandreau and the whole crowd of ’em. And here we were trying to keep
. . . out of troubled waters, and McCarthy came up here and just raised hell. Of
course, as a result of it, why the company had to put in some new standards, about
hiring of Communists and all that stuff. I’ve forgotten all the specific details, but I
know we were concerned over what was going to happen, whether we were going
to continue to get the business and everything else, you know, with the commies in
there. But we got rid of a few of ’em.

Yeah, we got rid of some of ’em, the ones that were really the bad ones. It
could have [cost] a lot of business to the company, you know. So then, we didn’t
know what—we [were going to do]. Well, the whole thing got exposed at all the
McCarthy hearings. The damn drunken bum! Jeez, he was a dandy. We took good
care of him! We got him drunk anyway. This was at the hotel after some of the
hearings [in Albany]. We had one of the guys over that were our security men,
made sure that he had enough to drink.

[Charles LaForge] was in charge of security, which was part of my job. Oh,
he hated ’em. He hated ’em. Yeah, if we’d had followed Charlie’s idea we’d have
really gone a lot stronger than we did. He had a file on every—it was a government
file—on all these guys. Charlie had a lot of information on [Jandreau]. Charlie
gave us a lot of dope. And Charlie did a lot of good for us. He made us aware of a
lot of things that were going on, that we didn’t know about, you know. Well, he
had built this file up. I presume he started with—as part of the state police, some-
where. But Charlie LaForge knew everybody in charge of any police all over the
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country. He’d call up somebody in Kansas City and say, “Hi, Bill. I need some in-
formation on so-and-so.” Charlie used to drive me crazy. He used spend most of
his time driving between here and New York City. And I finally told him, I said,
“For God’s sake, lay off, will you?” He was a very unusual guy. Of course, he had
spent twenty-five years or more with the state police. We brought Charlie over
when he retired from the New York State Police, and we brought him into the plant
in charge of security. But he was a tough guy to handle, for me. Because he was—
just a wild man, that’s all. He’d go anywhere. He didn’t stop for nothing. Going
where angels fear to tread never bothered Charlie. But he was quite a guy. He did
a lot of good for us. He ran a hell of a show. He certainly brought security to . . .
raised the whole level of what we had, of our whole program.

[Lemuel R.] Boulware came up here one day.10 He went up and down Steve’s
[A. C. Stevens] back and mine, insisting that we come out in the papers with what
we knew about Jandreau. And we just as strongly insisted that we wouldn’t. And
we didn’t. Now, we were hated by Boulware from then on, I guess. But anyway,
we didn’t do it. Now it wasn’t too many months after that [actually in 1960], when
Carey was trying to pull off a company-wide strike. And he got all the plants ex-
cept Schenectady. He never got Schenectady. And we think our relationship with
Jandreau had a lot to do with it. Jandreau was the one to stop that. Now how do
you evaluate that? You know, we never got any credit for it, I don’t think, but I
think it was through our efforts. Had we gone ahead and showed Jandreau up, I’m
sure just as well as anything he’d have said, “To hell with it.” And the company
would’ve had a company-wide strike. The strike was broken. I mean they couldn’t,
they couldn’t get it without Schenectady, not for any length of time. And you know
what that’s worth to a company. There’s no way you can put dollars on that one.

�
Frank Fiorello—first generation Italian-American, second-generation
GE worker, and a devout Catholic—was a major figure in the local op-
position to the left-wing UE and its leaders. Fiorello left the shop floor in
the midst of the battles of the late 1940s and early 1950s and went on
to have a distinguished career in the national office of the IUE, as Sec-
retary of the GE Conference Board and as Director of Organization in
upstate New York. Here he provides details of his growing involvement
in union politics and of the organization of the opposition forces to the
UE and to Leo Jandreau.

I didn’t really start participating [in the union] until after the [1946]
strike. . . . I got a call one day from my cousin [Frankie Sibitello]. He was a shop
steward. They were having a meeting; he called me up, and he says, “Frank,
there’s a bunch of guys here, they want to get rid of the Communist control of the
union.” So I says, “It’s about time.”

There was no difference between the UE News and the Daily Worker [on]
everything . . . foreign policy and everything. As a matter of fact, during the ’46
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strike, there was a pledge amongst all the CIO unions, the Auto Workers, the Steel
Workers, and so on, that no union would . . . settle before there was a joint settle-
ment of all the companies together. The UE broke that pledge. That’s how it
started. That fight went on until 1949, when they finally were expelled from the
CIO.

Well, I never missed a membership meeting and raised my voice every
time—and many times I was there all by myself. You know, people didn’t want to
go to meetings in those days, except the real die-hards. The only time they showed
up at meetings was when there was a big issue at hand. And so many times, Marty
[Stanton], Carmen [DiGirolamo] and myself were the only three of our group at
the meetings, and just a handful of others. But this went on for, you know, ’46, ’47,
’48, well that’s a few years to carry on that torch all by ourselves, just to let ’em
know we were there and they weren’t going to intimidate us, or push us out, by
any means, and quiet us. It was just loose-knit. Frank Kriss was part of another
group that was opposing the incumbent officers of the local. We finally merged,
and that’s how we formed one . . . group. We amalgamated our two forces together
and split up the offices, and that’s how Frank Kriss and myself got elected. As a
matter of fact, I and Marty and Carmen were expelled from the union in 1947.
They made a big mistake, doing that.11

At that time, we had a maintenance-of-membership clause in the contract,
which meant that the company had to fire us. It was a way of firing us from the
plant, to get rid of us! That’s why we had to go to court and defend our rights.
There was supposed to be a membership meeting scheduled in the latter part of
November, where there was to be nomination of officers. And that was the ur-
gency of going to court, so that we’d get our membership reinstated so we could
participate in that meeting to elect and nominate the people that we wanted to run
for office. . . .

By virtue of the injunction that the court gave us to reinstate our member-
ship, we went to the meetings—not without much ado. They kind of harassed us.
We didn’t take it serious. I mean, there was no violence or anything like that.
They’d follow us around, and half of the meetings that we had—well they had
their spies there, and I knew who they were. Sidney Friedlander was one of them.12

He would sit outside the door. One time we had a meeting over at the Mohawk Ho-
tel here on Broadway, and he and several other guys were sitting in the lobby. [He
pretended] like he was fast asleep, like he didn’t want to see us, so I had to go over
there and wake him up. I said, “Hey, Sid! Come on, wake up, you’re slowing down
on your job.” That’s how much they intimidated us. . . .

[Sid Friedlander and I] argued trade union issues. It was nothing personal. I
didn’t like him representing me, being that he was a member of the Communist
Party. There was no way that I could trust him. [The left-wingers] were in the com-
pany’s back pocket. And we put it that way. And there wasn’t much redress for
grievances and things like that from their representatives. . . . I had one specific ex-
ample that I can recall. I was working in Building 37 at the time. And one of my
guys that I work with was complaining about his rate. He wasn’t getting paid
enough for the job that he was doing. So I said, “Look, put in a grievance, call the
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shop steward; put in a grievance,” and he did. So they tried to talk him out of it. . . .
And I told him, I says, “Look, you deserve more than that, so you stick to your
guns.” So they told him after the thing, “No way.” They says, “This is it.” You
know, and, it was the union that backed off on that case.

And there were other cases that I heard of too, especially down there in
Building 69. It was a piecework place—milling machines—and Marty Stanton
was their shop steward down there. He had to protect himself against the Local,
because they were consistently trying to come in and find out why his rates were
higher than any other milling machine operator in the whole plant. And what they
did was they policed their work—the shop stewards did themselves—because they
didn’t want the guys to turn in too much, so that the company would come down
and cut their prices. They did that very effectively. But in the other areas, the guys
went hog wild and the first thing you know the company came and slashed their
prices, and the union never did anything about it. They did try to get on Marty and
his crew down there and different things like that.

I met Marty in 1946 or ’7. But even before that, there was that kind of
strange relationship going on between his group and Leo. He ran against Jandreau
at one time, Marty did. [The other group that opposed the left wing] were from the
shops, too. I knew a lot of the boys who were in that group, and we knew that we
couldn’t stand a chance if we had three groups running—two groups opposing the
incumbent. We knew we didn’t have a chance. I didn’t hear too much talk about
being anticommunists, so much from them, from that group as from our group. We
had several meetings together, you know. We had to wrangle it out, and we finally
did. Some of the people we had on our slate we had to take off, and intermingle
who they had. We had socialists . . . Dave Fisher was chairman of the Liberal
Party. He was the first president of the union when it was organized, back in 1936
or ’37, and he was in our group. Charlie Campbell [was] another one. I don’t know
if he was a socialist or not, but he was certainly not a Catholic. It was a mixed
group. We sorted out our slate of officers and [in 1948 we won], except for Leo
Jandreau. [I was elected] Recording Secretary. . . .13

[Father Edward LaRoe ran the labor school]. Most of the things it covered,
like, you know, what was going on in the unions, the Communist Party, and the
history of the Communist Party, and what they were doing and what they were up
to. That’s about it; [he took] no other active role other than conducting the school,
and once in a while he’d have a speaker talk. They were democratic unionists.
They were told how to do that, but most of it was about the Communist Party.
There was nothing formal. It was just open discussion. It was just a group of guys
getting together, no materials, just listening to everybody talk. [Father Charles
Owen Rice] came up here a couple of times. One time he came up here when we
were electing delegates to the UE convention—in 1948, I think it was, or ’49. He
was a very effective speaker—fiery.

[In 1954 Leo Jandreau] had a choice to make. You know, the Machinists
were in here after the local too; this was 1953, I think it was. I got ahold of my as-
sistant pastor, Father Lamanna, and I asked him to go down and see Jandreau, to
see if he could negotiate with him to join the IUE. And he did. I think he was the
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one that was instrumental in getting [him to switch]. . . . I made a mistake in going
there and asking him to do what I did. But that was the only role—he didn’t get in-
volved in any other kind of politics. Jandreau knew the handwriting on the wall.
Come on now, he was not that dumb. So he joined the IUE. And it was not for any
love of Jim Carey, I’ll tell you that right now.

[The Company] always claimed that they were neutral. They did get in-
volved at one time when they put out that full-page ad by Boulware, you know, “a
plague on both your houses.” Yeah, they got involved. A guy came up one day, to
one of those meetings we had, a caucus . . . and he claimed he worked for the
Hearst newspapers, and he was a freelance writer now, and he saw the ad, and he
wanted to write an answer to it. And we said, “Go ahead.” And, he didn’t know
what the hell to write. And he really put down together a pretty good piece of pa-
per. . . . It goes on to describe what I thought Jim Carey himself would say about
what Boulware was trying to do, putting the Communists and the anticommunists
all under the same bushel basket. We were all collectivists and no matter what they
were, they were all the same, and all that bullshit . . .

That was the greatest experience of my life. I tell you. I never heard about
unions, really, until I got involved, and especially in the GE negotiations. The fight
we had with the commies was nothing, compared with the fight we had with the
company. Jeez, it was fierce.

�
Helen Quirini was a major force in the Schenectady UE from 1946 until
the 1954 switch to the IUE. During these years she served as a shop
steward, recording secretary of Local 301, and as a board member of
the union. She became particularly active in fighting for working-
women’s rights in the local and within the national union. Here she re-
calls her entry into General Electric, her growing activism in local
union politics, and the changing atmosphere in the shops and com-
munity that accompanied the battles between left- and right-wing
trade unionists. Today she remains an activist, fighting for pension
rights for retired GE employees and other workers.

I started at GE on April Fools Day—April 1, 1941. . . . The war ended in ’46
or ’45. And then when I thought about going to school, I had five years service.
Everybody else was losing their jobs. My father had died, and I said, who’s going
to support me. There’s no scholarships or anything like that. Not even to live, not
to say anything about having your way paid. So, you give up your dream. And then
I thought, well, what the heck. I wanted to be a social worker, and being in a fac-
tory like this, in a sense you are a social worker and you are a part of a great move-
ment. I didn’t realize how great it was until after, and so I guess I always thought
that maybe someday I would get a better job within the company. I didn’t know
what a better job might be. I loved my job because I could use my brain. On these
piece works, some of them—not all of them, but some of them—took a lot of
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brains because you had to work on blueprints, against time. You either did it, or
you didn’t make out.

I was a member of the YWCA. And we went to a meeting, and we had a
woman—she and I have since become very good friends—who was a wife of the
chief engineer of the General Electric Company. She was head of public affairs.
And she was talking, and what she said was, “If you believe in what you’re doing,
get involved.” She said that there are rumors that there are Communists down in
the plant. And if you don’t like it, get involved. That’s the reason I got involved in
the union, believe it or not. I definitely became a steward after the ’46 strike. I was
recording secretary right after the ’46 strike. I was dying to become—the union
had set up a woman board member at large, and I thought, gee, I’d like to be that.
They offered me the secretary job. And I said, “I’m not qualified to be recording
secretary.” But I had done so much during the strike, they were impressed appar-
ently, and they said, “No, no, we want you to be recording secretary.” So, I had the
privilege of taking every note, every minutes of every grievance that happened in
the company for several years. . . .

The women were very active during the ’46 strike, and the union had filed a
case with the War Labor Board about women’s rights and because of the war’s end
it never got really enforced. So it was part of the negotiations. Every time they
talked about raises and anything else, end of discrimination was there—women’s
rights—and we slowly made progress every year in some contract negotiation. Of
course, during the ’46 strike the men stayed out longer, a couple of weeks longer,
because the company said they weren’t going to give the raises to “bobby soxers,”
meaning we women. So many people stayed out to make sure that women got the
raises, and most of the people were men. It’s hard to say, but I think at any time
there were never more than one-third of the people in the GE factory who were
women. The UE has always had beautiful programs about women’s rights,
women’s wages. They recognized what a powerful force women were and how
important it was to keep them involved.

The reason I became a shop steward was because I didn’t like the conditions
I saw around me—even though my father told me it was no good and they were a
bunch of Communists and all that stuff. I think I even did the stupid thing of going
on second shift to become a shop steward because I was so upset about what was
happening. I hated second shift. When they first asked me to be shop steward, I
went up the union hall and I said to Sal [Vottis], “I want to see your books.” He
said, “What are you saying?” I said, “I want to see your books.” I said, “They
asked me to be a shop steward. I want to know what I’m getting involved in.” I
said, “I hear you’re making a hell of a lot of money and you’re not spending it
right.” He said, “Come on in.”

Jandreau was the business agent and he was up in the office. He was not an
officer. He was a staff person. So, I opened up all of the books and I see—I’ve for-
gotten—let’s see, we got three dollars a month, and fifty cents went to national,
and fifty cents went to the district. I don’t think there’s ever been any absconding
of money in our union, regardless of all the internal fights they’ve had. Part of it
was that the membership was always active and alert. (I’m not saying that we al-
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ways caught everything). So, when I saw that I said, “It’s not that bad.” But I was
still scared about becoming a shop steward. I never was sure of my job in GE.
That’s why I always had an income property; never was sure of my job. Instinc-
tively I knew that someday I was going to take a principal position, and some-
body was going to be on my tail. And it happened. Because when I was an officer,
I would go to meetings—and I was the only woman officer for years—and I
would go into a meeting with the officers. What the officers do, of course, it’s like
[any] other executive board, you debate what’s coming up, and policy decisions
and everything, and they would bring up some stuff that I couldn’t agree with,
and I would argue with them. And then they weren’t going to do it. Then I would
say, “OK, then I’m going to make up a minority report.” “Well, wait, wait, wait.
What do you mean you are going to make up a minority report?” Like they were
going to get rid of one of the second-shift board members; I didn’t like him, but
he was doing a good job. “I’m going to fight this at the membership [meeting].”
“You really are?” “Yes, I am.” “Let’s talk about it.” I never had to give a minority
report.

When I first started getting involved, you know, I started looking around to
see who all the Communists were. I looked in the paper, and there was my name. I
said, “What the hell!? If they are accusing me, who else are they accusing
wrongly?” Because during some of the campaigns, some of my best friends said,
“Helen, why don’t you get up in front of everybody and announce that you’re not
a Communist.” “Because our constitution says that we let everybody in.” And I
said, “Who’s going to believe me? Who’s going to believe me?” And I said, “I
won’t, I’ll look like the great white heroine on the white horse because I’m sup-
posed to be pure because everybody else is not pure.” I said, “I’ll resign first. . . .”

Any religion I had from the Catholic religion got kicked out of me from
when they got involved in the split. One of the things that they did—you know, I
was Polish, OK, I never went to church very religiously—I had friends who were
at other churches, and I used to go visit with them and everything. And they
passed, before a Sunday session, a list of the Communists, and they had my name
on it . . . a leaflet, for people going to church, as you walked in.

What we did was went down to the shop, we got good Catholics, [and we
asked them to] please sign this statement. And we put it out: “To the Catholic
Church. Please keep your hands”—something to that effect—“off of our election.”
And everybody signed it. When I went to some of my women, oh did I get hell!
“We don’t like what you’re doing. You are condemning the Catholic Church.” And
I said, “I’ll tell you something. If this Sunday your church does not preach against
us, I will apologize to you personally. But if they do, you come in and apologize to
me.” And the churches did it in our area. People got up in church, they tell me, they
got up in church and walked out. . . . Back in those days, in the ’50s, that was a
mortal sin, to talk against your priest. They got up and walked out. Guys got up
and said, “You got no right to say that!” What happened is, these guys went and
talked to the bishop’s henchmen, or whatever you call them, and he said, “Well,
we don’t know what’s going to happen, but we’ll see what we can do.” And the
priests told our guys, “We’re forced to do this. Forced to do this.” One woman told
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me, she said, “Helen, I felt worse in my church when my priest did this, than when
my daughter was laid out in front of the altar.”

One of the churches used their basement to put out propaganda against us.
They were the backers of the IUE in Schenectady. They were the great Communist
fighters. Billy Mastriani was a good Catholic; they did a job on him. A guy named
Whitbeck, good Catholic, they did a job; they smeared everybody. . . .

You always had that cloud of fear within the company, because everything
you did you knew was under scrutiny. You never knew when it was going to be
used against you. And all they had to do was [use] insinuation. I remember, one
day, I almost killed a guy. Frank Kriss came over to me before a meeting and he
said, “Do you know that they had a Communist meeting at the. . . .” Frank was an
anticommunist; he got elected by that. “Did you know they had a Communist
meeting at the Red-something hall?” They used to have a hall there in Schenec-
tady. I said, “No.” I didn’t. “That’s interesting.” We went to the meeting and this
bastard says to the people, “There was a Communist meeting at this hall and He-
len knows about it.” I got up and I said, “You are a bastard.” I said, “The only rea-
son I know about it is because you told me.” But, I mean, this is the kind of stuff
that happened. I mean, you know, this is the kind of stuff you put up with—innu-
endo. “Helen knew all about it.” I just found out about it!

[When the split finally came in 1954] I went up there and he [Jandreau] had
. . . about five men in the office with him. And he said, “I want to tell you,” he said,
“that we’re going to go IUE.” I said, “What!?” And then I started to cry. I said,
“How could you do this? How could you do this, when we fought so hard? We’ve
been red-baited and everything else by this outfit.” And what happened when we
went IUE!? Jandreau was no longer a Communist. Billy [Mastriani] was no longer
a Communist. The same leadership of the UE in Schenectady that was so danger-
ous, that was a “pipe line to Moscow,” the same leadership is there and nobody
talks about it.14 All of a sudden, you know, they give him the blessing, including
the Catholic Church. You’re a one hundred percent pure American. So, if that
doesn’t tell you how phony the whole issue was, what does. What does? Don’t for-
get, Jandreau was red-baited as a leader of the whole UE, not just Schenectady, not
just Schenectady. [Now] he was one of the guys.

I was the only one that did not go, I was the only one in leadership who
didn’t go IUE. And don’t you think that that didn’t have some kind of effect on
some of the people I worked with all my lives. If I had gone then, everything, you
know, it’s a one hundred percent; everything’s fine. But in a sense, I was needling
their conscience about all the things that we had fought for over the period of
years. Jandreau controlled everything down in the shop. He controlled the shop
stewards. And if you ever tried to do much action down in the shop, you know, you
always had to worry. I didn’t do much because as I say, I was numb. I was just
completely—I just didn’t do anything. These were people that I had worked with
from ’46 to ’54, fighting every struggle with—you know, the leadership who went
IUE. And then I—you know—what the heck, you are fighting against something
that’s bigger than a lot of people.

Whenever the vote was, then I was no longer anything [in the shops]. I [be-
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came] active in the community. I always was active in the community. I just spent
a little more time. A little more time, that’s all. Oh, people would talk to me about
[ joining the IUE]. . . . Nobody ever offered me a card or anything. And the people
told me that they were out there arguing with Jandreau. No, he wasn’t going to let
me in, and I wasn’t about to go up to him and tell him I made a mistake. Because
after this, our union did not have the strength it used to have. The kind of stuff that
happened to some of the people in the plant, in my estimation, never would have
happened if the UE was there.

�
James C. Carey was a Schenectady leader in the “right-wing” faction
of the UE and later an IUE member. Though he shares his political be-
liefs—and his name, less the middle initial—with the national IUE
leader, James B. Carey, he is not related to him. In the late 1940s and
early 1950s, Jim was very active in the conflict against the left-wing
leadership of Local 301 and the movement to join the IUE. He came to
this battle as a liberal—an “FDR Democrat,” as he calls himself. Today,
he is a close friend of Helen Quirini, his former UE adversary.

This city was a very conservative Republican city, and that included a lot of
people in the shop. Even though it was strongly conservative Republican, you had
left-wing people running the union. . . . No more than 4 percent of people in the
shop had the slightest ideological idea of what was going on in the union. No more
than 4 percent of any people at any time in the shop ever had any knowledge of the
UE and their political position on Henry Wallace, but also on the Marshall Plan, or
the Truman Doctrine, invasion of Greece, or any of the things that the UE was ex-
pounding on—international affairs or even national affairs. They had little or no
knowledge of it, and certainly didn’t even care.

They belonged to the UE for two reasons. Number one, because it had raised
their conditions of employment very radically from the old days, even from the old
days of the Works Council, which was fairly effective by company union stan-
dards. But it raised their standard of living, it created piecework, and some of them
were living pretty well. That was the greatest allegiance that they had. The other
allegiance they had to the UE was that the locomotive company here [was orga-
nized by the] CIO steelworkers union. [It] was either striking or out on the street
with no work about every year, so these people would look at that and look com-
pletely flabbergasted, and it got to mean to them later that the CIO union was a
thing that struck, like the steelworkers, the auto workers, or even the coal miners.
And here they could sit with the UE union, let people call their union leaders Com-
munists, but at least they were living a good standard of living and they weren’t
out on the street striking, or out on the street for lack of work. So that was the ba-
sis of peoples’ thoughts. It was all bound together in a beautiful package by a man
who was perhaps the greatest labor leader of them all, and that’s Leo Jandreau—a
man with a terrific mind and great moral character, in my opinion, but who was
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also capable of speaking, and leading people. And so they felt that not only the UE
but particularly Leo Jandreau might have been the one who provided them with a
high standard of living and a good working union, without ever having to strike.

Thus in the years 1950 and ’51, when the IUE tried to raid here, there was
never, never, never a chance they would go to the IUE-CIO union because they
were told by Jandreau and the other UE leaders that they would have no opportu-
nity to vote on a strike if . . . Jim Carey, who was leading the anti-UE movement
and who was a secretary-treasurer of the CIO, had anything to do with it. He
would write a constitution for his union in which the executive board would vote
on strikes, when to take people out on strikes, and they would have no opportunity
to vote on whether to strike or not. So being that that constitution [of the newly
formed IUE-CIO] was passed around the shop before every election, it scared
most people away from the CIO. That was the most priceless page that the UE
people ever ran into, because all they did was to mimeograph that page and bring
it in the shop, and it provided thousands and thousands of votes, right off the bat,
because the people felt, my God, I’ll be striking like those other CIO unions.

In those days I didn’t belong to any political organization. I was a young
man—had other interests outside of unions. I had been looking at the girls some,
and the nightclubs or what have you, the football games. So I wasn’t up to my ears
in crusades at this point, but eventually I was forced into being up to my ears in
crusades because I would stay over late, perhaps because I loved the meetings at
the UE, and eventually I saw some things that rather intrigued me. In these meet-
ings there always seemed to be a certain number of people who were not only ver-
bose, but who were quite accomplished in controlling the meeting, usually through
parliamentary procedure, points of order and that type of thing—very knowledge-
able in parliamentary procedures which, of course, the rest of the people weren’t.
And these people who were knowledgeable happened to be dispersed throughout
the room. Later we found out that it’s called a “diamond,” where you put one per-
son in the back and one in the front, and one on each side, and if they have some
friends with them and they’re pretty noisy and have some other support in the
room, you could control a meeting almost completely with parliamentary proce-
dures. Well, of course, I saw some of that and I was intrigued. Later at night after
the rest of the people had left, and the average person had gone out for a beer or
something, we used to get off on social issues; usually the ones that stick out in my
mind most were issues on race relations. There was always some black man being
hung in the South for raping a white woman, or something of that nature, and there
was quite a concentration on that issue.

In the early part of the meeting it would be on wages and working condi-
tions, or grievances, or somebody’s complaining about a particular grievance or
something of that nature. It did not get off on politics or foreign affairs or social is-
sues. It was all strictly union stuff, and if there was a group of people who thought
they had a real problem in their shops they would descend upon the hall en masse.
Maybe they’d bring fifty people, maybe as many as one hundred, and it was their
intention to take over the meeting and get their resolution through to make the
raise, let’s say the wages of all the welders. And, of course, the union leaders had
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to be pretty nimble. Leo Jandreau—a terrific speaker and a terrific man with psy-
chology as far as the workers are concerned, [was] very loved in his community
and the essence of everything that happened between the UE and the IUE. But he
would certainly have a lot of assistance in holding down these momentary uproars
of a certain number of people, because he had a certain machine, so to speak—ap-
peared to have certain friends who were distributed through the rooms who would
yell the right things at the right time, and he would always come up with a sooth-
ing answer, perhaps a compromise if possible, and hold down the uproar.

These people’s support might be on one side one day and one side on an-
other. It wasn’t an obvious thing, but it was something that I did notice. There were
certain people who were always bright-eyed, bushy-tailed, good speakers, to-the-
point, real versed in parliamentary procedure, real versed on the issues that were
up, real high IQs for the most part, and could jump up and turn an issue, start an is-
sue, call for a point of order, call for adjournment, used all of the tricks of the
trade. . . . I could see that there were certain faces of people I didn’t necessarily
know, who were always supporting the administration here, there, and the other
place against these masses of men who decided to take it over. And of course, if I
was alert at all I probably would be somewhat sympathetic to that, because the
union leaders had to have someone to keep [order], and remember, this union even
in 1950 had 20,000 members. Now during the war it was 30,000, 35,000—a huge
number.15 Now I’m not talking about during the war, at this point. After the war,
we’re probably down, pretty close to 20,000 members. But if you only had 150 to
300 people attending a union meeting and you could bring 50 to 100 or 150 people
up, you could change the entire agenda of anything, change everything but the
constitution, as a little delay point, but you could change everything else in the
union in one hour if you could bring up—and of course, the other 20,000 people
aren’t in the union hall, so I probably realized that a union administration has to
have some protection from a group of people descending on them with fire in their
eyes, and I’m talking about real noisy, robust individuals. There’s a little muscle
work and a little fighting . . . there might be scuffles, that type of thing, you know,
might get that way. So I realized I got to have some protection, but at that point I
didn’t realize just how deeply ingrained this, what I’ll say is a machine. I didn’t re-
alize it was so deeply ingrained, but I knew it was rather interesting that the same
people were doing all the controlling. . . .

�
Irving Horowitz was active in the Schenectady City unit of the Com-
munist Party from 1946 and well into the 1950s. He served on the cen-
tral committee of the local organization for a time and recalls the
events and the repressive atmosphere that pervaded the Schenectady
community and the local GE shops during this period. His account of-
fers compelling testimony on the crisis faced by many community-
based party organizations during the height of the domestic Cold
War.16
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The intensity of the McCarthy period here in a town like Schenectady [was
incredible]. Schenectady was the center home of the GE, and as such it was a con-
centration point of both the UE’s by-far-biggest local, and of the CP—and of the
FBI.

I grew up in Troy until I was thirteen, came to Schenectady, and I lived in
Schenectady until I was in my thirties and I had to leave because I couldn’t possi-
bly get a job doing anything. And when I say anything I mean anything. I was fired
from parking lots, from a dog shelter. I was hired at International Harvester, a lit-
tle place on Union Street. I was hired there at about 12:15, and by the time I drove
home where I lived, off of State Street, I got a call from the person that hired me
that I was fired. And I was a nobody; I was a young fellow, just recently out of col-
lege. I was not a leader of the party. I was on the central committee [of the City of
Schenectady], but I wasn’t known publicly as any particular important person.

I started my activity in Schenectady when I came out of the service, which
was in ’46. From ’46 to ’48 I was very active in Union College; we had a branch
there. Then I was ill for two years, but I was still involved. In 1950, in ’51 and ’52,
that’s when the height of the McCarthyism hit Schenectady. The reason I mention
about myself is because I was just one of many little people that was harassed by
the FBI as if we were somebody really of tremendous importance. I’ll give you
one other little thing to try to set the tone. I, and a number of other people, were
doing all kinds of crazy little jobs to make a living, and collecting unemployment
very often. We had a demonstration in Washington, I believe it was on universal
military training—against it. And a group of us went from Schenectady and Al-
bany and we went and we visited Representative [Bernard William] Kearney. I
think there were something like twenty or twenty-five of us. And we were with
thousands of people, and we each went to our different representatives, and so
forth. We went to his office, and we presented our petition and I started to talk—I
wasn’t the leader of the delegation; we actually didn’t have any. But we met with a
representative of Kearney; he wouldn’t meet with us. And I did a lot of the talking,
and he said, “Well the congressman will be very interested in your views, I’d like
to take down your names.” And we gave him our names. The demonstration was
on a Saturday. This was before the [New York State] Thruway, before the New Jer-
sey Turnpike—it took us a long time to get there [and] to get back home. We got
home very, very late on Sunday, and tired. The next morning, the Gazette—the
[Schenectady] Gazette is the morning paper—had a headline like this [gestures
size]: “Communist Group Petitions Kearney.” We had been collecting signatures
in downtown Schenectady, and most people were signing it. That night we met,
and we agreed we had to go out again and we went down . . . nobody would talk 
to us.

The next day I went to the unemployment office. And I went up to the win-
dow and the guy said to me, “Were you ready, willing, and able to work?” That’s
the question they asked us. And he pushed the paper to me and he said, “Read it
carefully before you sign it.” Well, a bell went off, but . . . what the hell, I had gone
this far. I signed it. As soon as I signed it, he said, “Come with me.” He took me to
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an examiner and the guy said to me, “You know, you just committed perjury.” And
I said, “What do you mean?” He said, “You were in Washington on Saturday, and
you said you were ready and willing and able to work, and you couldn’t have been
if you were down there.” So I said I was looking for a job down there. And he said,
“Well no you weren’t, you were there on a political . . .” And he said, “I’m going
to offer you one of two choices.” He said, “Either you take the punishment of not
being able to collect unemployment for two years, or it’ll go to court and you’ll be
tried for violating the Unemployment Act,” which had a five year sentence, if I re-
member correctly, and a $10,000 fine. So, I said I wanted to think it over, and I
went home and talked to people, and then I went to see Mike Perlin, who was the
. . . [attorney for the UE].17 And I went and he said to me, “Irv, if you go to court on
this, you’re going to go to jail. Take the punishment,” which is what I did.

They hounded us. They followed us. They knew every meeting we had. We
thought we were so smart. We went in cars, and we went around corners, and we
went here; they knew everything that we were doing. They had stool pigeons all
over the place. . . .

Senator McCarthy came to the Capital District about Schenectady; Albany
was relatively unimportant. He came to Schenectady three times. He had two open
public hearings on television. The Walters Committee had three public hearings,
as I remember it. All of us were named, all of us. A Mr. Getz . . . was dead. He had
been a supporter of left-wing activities. I don’t think he was ever actually in the
party. Mr. Getz was named as a member of the party, and he was dead when this
guy said, I can’t remember his name—the guy that gave all the names, it was like
hundreds of names. He was dead.18

So the atmosphere in Schenectady was [completely different than] in New
York City, where you could get lost amongst the millions of people there. Here in
Schenectady, we’d go and march around the Capital in Albany like a bunch of, I
don’t know what . . . and there were ten of us, or twelve of us. So the pressure on
the people was immense.

The members of the party that were working in the GE, I knew them all. I
wasn’t involved with them directly, except socially, because we kept what we
called the community group separate from the shop group. But I met with their
wives, because the wives of the guys in the shop—there were very few women in
there. If you worked in the shop, you might have made $80–$100–$120 a week. If
you worked in the community, you made $40 or $45 a week. The people that
worked in the shop were the stars of the party, and they also had more money than
we did.

In the community group there was Marshall Garcia, and there was me and
Guy, and this other young black guy . . . Jerry; everybody else were women.19

There were a lot of women. Just in Schenectady, I would say twenty women. So,
when the community group met, it was all women, with a few exceptions . . . so
when I would go to a meeting, I was always surrounded by women. . . . One of the
jobs that I had—talk about male chauvinism—we used to give out leaflets, and we
gave it out at the subway gate. So, the first time we went, I had a car and I picked
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up a few other women . . . and we went down to the gate, about five or six of us,
myself included, and we started giving out the leaflets. At this time there was an
awful lot of tension. A couple of guys made motions as if to hit me. And after we
gave out the leaflets, the decision was, after that, that they wouldn’t hit a woman.
So I drove them, and I used to sit in the car and they would give out the leaflets. I
used to feel very guilty. We decided as a group that it was too dangerous for me,
but it wasn’t too dangerous for them. We would go down there once a week—I
think it was on a Monday . . . and we would give out the Schenectady Peace Coun-
cil [literature]; we gave out stuff against universal military training, but we also
gave out the GE Worker.

The party, when they came down with a line—and that line was given to
us—nine hundred and ninety-nine times out of a hundred, we followed it in the
community group. I was a bit of a rebel, but basically we all went along. The shop
group was very different. Sid Friedlander . . . was the most important person in the
shop by far. Sid was a chief shop steward, known as a Communist. In fact, Sid
gave out his own paper . . . he called it the GE Worker. What he put in that paper,
Sid believed it. They could have brought [Eugene] Dennis down from New York,
and if Sid didn’t agree with it, it didn’t go in. And no matter who came from head-
quarters, they had to listen to Sid, and Sid was a very bright but a very, very stub-
born guy. The one issue that the party forced on the shop members—where the
shop members raised it through the UE at an open meeting of the UE—that got
them in trouble, was the Korean War.

When Wallace ran for president, we canvassed mainly over in Mt. Pleasant
because that’s where an awful lot of the GE workers lived. We got a nice response
for Wallace, but we got a nice response for Wallace because the UE was support-
ing Wallace. When it came to Communists actually running as Communists in
Schenectady, we got—we all knew who voted and who forgot to vote.

When Jandreau—after all these hearings and all the Communist, traitor
business, and so on—when Jandreau switched, he set up a meeting in the Erie
Theater. He set up a meeting there and he called in the shop stewards one at a time
and he told them, they were switching, and in effect he told them, you come with
us you’re OK, you don’t come with us, swoosh (gestures) . . . and most of them
went with him—not the party guys, but most of the other shop stewards. When the
top UE sent some people in here to Schenectady to organize for the fight with the
NLRB, the local leadership here was all gone; it was all IUE, except the party peo-
ple. And the party people used to come home and say, the guys in the shop say,
“We know you did the best for us, we know you worked in our interest, but we
can’t help it.” But they did a job. UE brought in a good, strong force, and the guys
in the shop worked like hell and we all, the rest of us, aided. And a campaign took
place—I don’t remember how long it was—but it was [great]. When we started out
we thought if we got 10 percent of the vote it would have been a lot. We got 44
percent of the vote, as I remember it!20

It was the most amazing election in my seventy-three years that I know of,
and the whole reason that the UE did so well was because the guys in the shop had
done such a marvelous job from 1936 until 195[4].
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�
David Meyers, an African American with deep roots in Schenectady,
offers an ambivalent evaluation of the Communist Party’s contribu-
tions to Schenectady’s small black community.

I got the GE job. I was washing cars down at the Van Curler [Hotel]. When
the war started, that’s when they started hiring Negroes, 1940. But the best I could
do was get a job sweeping. It came out, we learned, the GE—Roosevelt was the
cause of the GE—started hiring Negroes. They were forced to hire Negroes, but
they wouldn’t give you nothing but a job as cleaning or something—nothing, no
machine work or nothing.

I don’t remember the questions, but you had to fill out an application. They
give you a thorough examination, but no tests, because you weren’t going to get
nothing. In those days all you were going to get were the laborers’ jobs—cleaning,
scrubbing, or something . . . or waiter. I got in the GE. It didn’t take long before I
went to work.

I asked them for a job . . . well, ’round about the war you had a chance of
getting probably a better job. They started giving them crane-follower jobs, but
you couldn’t even become a crane follower. [There] was no opportunity at all if
you were [black and] skilled. They had people there who couldn’t read or write
working on machines, Italian, especially Italians working on machines, cutting
steel, getting good salaries, [and they] couldn’t read or write. And I could read or
write, and all I got was a broom. And that was forced through [by] the army—that
I had to go there, or I would have never been there at all.

The union got really started during the war years. The union was not much
of anything then. Union, you could forget it. It wasn’t going to do nothing for no
black in those days! No, union wouldn’t do nothing for a black in those days! UE
was all white. The Communists did fight, they tried to put up a fight, I remember
the Communist Party, they had their office down at the corner of Liberty and
Walsh Street, because I know a couple of boys got tied in with them, but it was a
good party. Communists were a strictly money party. They didn’t have no money—
I mean capitalizing, they’re fighting for you, and they would have fundraisers.

Communists did try to recruit a lot of blacks; they did that. I don’t think they
got too many. I know a couple of my friends got in there, then I know a girl I used
to hang around, she started to get in there, and we got after them and told her the
government was strictly—they were after them, because that’s when they were
strong. The FBI man, he came by here. They came by and checked to see if we was
Communists and [my wife], she was pretty active. They checked her out, phones
were tapped and all. But he was nice. He talked about everything; talked to us and
told us he was an FBI man.

[A] couple of friends of mine, they leaned toward the Communists. One of
them was going with a girl, but this is how they were roping the Negro into the
Commie Party, send the white girls in to the Negro boys. Make the white girls be-
come acquainted with them, go out and around with them. I don’t remember not
one of the white girls. I remember the two boys that were going around, Jasper
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Williams and his brother Jimmy were staunch commie; their older brother Jimmy
Williams was really staunch Communist, and we used to get after him. Johnson,
he was going with a white girl but he was kind of shy about it, but Jimmy wasn’t.

Johnson told us [the girls were Communists]. To tell you the truth, I did see
the girls around union hall, hall down around Erie Boulevard where the commies
had a meeting place. We would see these girls. Johnson had a store on Erie Boule-
vard, a shoeshine parlor, and they used to come in. I used to get after Johnson. I
heard so much about commies, that the Communist Party—this probably goes
back, this is related to my wife’s family. The Scottsboro [boys], that was part of
my wife’s family. See the Communists used that thing; they made a lot of money
on that Scottsboro case. They got very strong on that Scottsboro case. They fol-
lowed it up. I know it was a commie outfit, that’s what made me suspicious, I knew
it was a Communist outfit. The commies claim they are helping the blacks. They
were capitalizing on the blacks; they make money, they were supposedly helping
the blacks. At the beginning one of the fellows you interviewed, one of his sisters
got ties in there and I told [his wife], because I hung around that family all the
time, I told her to get after her daughter. She got her daughter away and out of
there. Her daughter went to Washington; she’s lived there ever since. She had an
interest in the Communists; they were really good calm people. They go out of
their way to help the Negro.

It wasn’t my line. I told you, I grew up in the white world; I had nothing to
worry about. That was not my line. Wherever these boys all went I went. I wasn’t
[concerned about Communists, but] because the government was after them, that’s
why. The government was strongly after them. The government was after Jimmy
and all of them. They were after them strong; they were after them. I made it my
business not to know any of them! Because I think this Jandreau was a leader, I
think he was partly a head of the Communist Party, Leo Jandreau. I think he was
part, that’s the only one I can name. Jandreau, and no one else, could have done
anything for you at that time. Get them a better job—union wasn’t interested in
getting [blacks] a better job.

They [the Communists] couldn’t do, I don’t think they could do too much
for blacks, they were fighting for them but they couldn’t do too much for them be-
cause the government was strong after the commies. They would test—I think
some of them would test places where they didn’t hire Negroes. Well they broke
up the commie party. The government got on them pretty strict. They were follow-
ing them all over, check you right out all the way.

�
Ruth Young was an officer in the UE and a significant force in the Com-
munist Party from 1936 through the late 1940s. She was the first
woman on the national UE Executive Board. In 1950, she married Lo-
cal 301’s business agent, Leo Jandreau, and left her position in the UE.
This came a year or two after her withdrawal from the party. Here, her
daughter by her first marriage (to Charles Velson, a CP activist), Karen
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J. Clark, recalls the events preceding and following her mother’s ar-
rival in Schenectady as Leo Jandreau’s new wife. Her recollections
capture the trauma experienced by a child growing up both inside
and outside the left during the tumultuous decades of the 1940s and
1950s. Clark recalls her mother’s and father’s attempts to navigate be-
tween old and new loyalties—to the Communist Party, their union,
and their families and friends.

It’s easier for me to speak first about my mother because I am her biological
child. I’m not Leo’s biological child. So I remember in the pre-kindergarten years
going with my mother to work when she was giving speeches. We were living in
Brooklyn and we were going into New Jersey; it must have been District 4 [of the
UE], I guess. I don’t think that I even realized that my mother was particularly un-
usual when I was a little girl. I remember picket lines. I remember meetings. I also
remember Peekskill. I was at Peekskill. . . . I knew my mother was important. She
also took me to Best and Company to buy me straw hats and fancy clothes, took
me on Fifth Avenue for Easter parades, to Radio City Music Hall, so I was really a
very privileged child until we came to Schenectady. So yes [I was] the daughter of
a leading woman of the left, but when she was home and we did her work things,
we also did other things that I would think wealthy women did, or upper-middle-
class women.

I have no sense of red diapering; I don’t have any sense of that. I felt much
more the child of a left leader when I was with Charlie, with my natural father,
than I ever did with my mother. When the Rosenbergs were executed—this I will
never forget—I was ten years old. I took the train down by myself. My father met
me, we got in the car and he wanted to know, first question, what did mother say
when the Rosenbergs were executed. He was much more aggressive. I remember
not wanting to be asked, because there was a part of me that knew that he didn’t
approve of my mother anymore. My mother wasn’t a Communist, and my mother
really was trying to stay home and sort of bake cookies and she really did—it’s
funny, it took her years to learn how to bake a pie. My mother worked very hard at
being a housewife and I cherished that, and I would go down there and it was his
world, and I think there was a lot of pressure put on me. He would ask me stuff
about her. There was a lot of pressure on me when Leo decided to pull out of the
UE when I would go down there.

I wanted normalcy, but I don’t know if I wanted normalcy as much as it was
given to me, or whether I was just . . . they tried to give me a normal life. I think I
would have liked to have squared my relationship with my father. When I was
eighteen I wrote him a letter after Leo had adopted me, in which I said that I was
being adopted, that essentially Leo really was the only father that I knew in the
sense of typical father, and I think that it’s really true. He was sort of much more
normal in the small town of Schenectady, and I really didn’t see the need to con-
tinue a relationship. Now I know [I felt] a lot of pressure to write that letter from
my mother, never from Leo, but I think he pressured her and she pressured me, be-
cause he would never have pressured one of his children directly. He didn’t do
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that. He always gave it to my mother to do—also typical of men of that generation.
But I knew it was mean-spirited. He was in California. I was going to college. I re-
ally didn’t want him in my life but I didn’t think I needed to do that, and I regret
very much that I did. And then when I found out that he had died, which my
mother had known for several months and hadn’t told me, I was furious with her.

I guess to sum it up is that I have all the picket line stuff memories with her
and her meetings and her big hats that she wore. I knew she was important because
people would be deferential to her. And then going back to that left world [of] my
grandmother—my [paternal] grandmother was a real star, Clara Lemlich,21 and
she’s very special. I really liked my grandmother. Most ten-year-olds didn’t know
about McCarthy the way I did, or McCarran, or the Smith Act, or the Rosenbergs,
or all of this stuff. Most children of my age didn’t know about those things. I prob-
ably knew about them much more than the average American. In retrospect, I think
it’s a very rich heritage to have. I’m very proud of it, but it was hard, it was heavy,
and I also knew it was secret. I knew we didn’t talk about it. . . .

[My mother] cried about it a lot when Leo made the decision—which was
clearly the right decision—to move from the UE to the IUE. We were living on
State Street, and Roseanne [my half-sister] was quite young. My mother’s dearest
friend in the world, Esther Matles [wife of UE founder James Matles], wrote her a
letter saying they couldn’t be friends, and my grandfather, and this was like the fi-
nal touch—one of the few people I ever hated—wrote her a letter in which he was
also disowning her, signing it, “Once a proud and happy pa and grandpa.” He was
a writer; he was very good with words. I think he was a man of no substance what-
soever. They disowned her, and she was hysterical. And Leo was very supportive,
but he was also leading a battle, and she stood by his side. They always stood by
each other’s side. But I was aware I sort of had to be there, because Esther Matles
was her best friend, not his best [friend]. She lost everything in many ways when
she, in order to be Ruth Jandreau, she had to give up everything she ever was. Now
maybe that’s good. I’m certain she left the Communist Party. I understand why
women like my mother, or like Leo, or like Charlie—caring, committed people of
the working class—I certainly understand what the attraction of the American
Communist Party was [to them], especially in the Depression and the war years. I
can understand that intellectually without any problem, but I’m also sure that it
was very misguided idealism; and certainly they didn’t want you to have a family.
It was principle before person, and those kinds of things. But it was a shame. She
made a clean break, and probably had to, but she buried a part of herself. . . . I
wouldn’t want to bury any part of myself. There are parts of me I don’t like, but I
wouldn’t want to give up any part of myself for anybody, because it is what I am.
She did that. I can’t imagine doing that. But this is also 1991, so it’s different.

We were still on State Street. I was very aware. The radio . . . they were on
the radio. There was something like—I was in seventh grade—and there was some
commentator on, like maybe an Albany radio station, who was really red-baiting
my mother. I knew that word red-baiting, too. I knew what it meant. I don’t re-
member the rest of it. But it had to do with the split, and I think trying to paint Leo
as a Communist. He was not a Communist at that time, and he had not been in
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quite a long time. [He dropped out] very early, compared to many other people. I
think that’s a real example of what I think was his basic instinctive intelligence. He
was not a very educated man, but he was an extremely bright man, and Leo could
really see the sham in anything. Much sooner than some people, I think. He and I
only discussed it once. I think he was upset that I even knew. . . . I know what my
mother told me, which is he felt that it [the Communist Party] was self-serving,
and being used to exploit workers. He was a trade unionist. Actually, I think it’s
important to understand, my mother—despite having been active longer—in her
heart was much more a trade unionist. They were trade unionists in that wonderful
old sense, to me, very honorable sense, and I think he thought that he was being
used, and his position was being used.

I’m guessing [my mother] left maybe ’48, ’49. She left the Communist Party
before she left the union; it was not a simultaneous act. She married Leo. Leo had
not been a Communist for many years. I mean, in relative terms, there aren’t that
many years, but compared to her. I’m guessing that he left probably before the
war. When they got married in 1950 and they moved up here, they were both
friends with Esther and Jim Matles.22 The personal friendship was because Esther
Matles was my mother’s best friend, and I have pictures of them with their daugh-
ter and my mother and Esther on Brighton Beach. We spent a lot of time together
and they visited in Schenectady and they saw Roseanne, and so forth. My mother
was a wonderful letter writer and she and Esther must’ve written several times a
month. I’m talking about very close friendship. I have one letter from Esther. I
have the horrible letters. Esther wrote a letter and pretty much said if you don’t do
this [persuade Jandreau not to leave the UE], I can’t be your friend; and I don’t
know whether Esther’s letter preceded my grandfather’s letter, or whether my
grandfather’s letter preceded Esther’s letter. I just know that my mother was dev-
astated. I know that my mother was devastated, she cried a lot, and for a long time.

He was very concerned about protecting my mother because of McCarthy.
She could’ve been—I have no idea why she wasn’t called, but I remember worry-
ing that she would be. I never expected him to be called, and I know there was a
grand jury up here, but he was never called to McCarran. They would’ve asked her
to name names. She would not have named them; she would have been in con-
tempt, and she would have gone to jail. She would have taken the Fifth, but she
was out. I know that I was very worried that she was going to go, and I also knew
that in Schenectady, New York, if you would take the Fifth Amendment, you had
to be guilty. And I knew she would never name names. I knew she was pressured
to name names after we were in Schenectady. I know that she was. In fact, an FBI
agent did come to the house. I remember that. The FBI agent came to the door, to
Pierce Road, because I’m the one who opened the door. So I think I was thirteen,
must’ve been about ’55 that an FBI agent came to the house, but I think that [they]
also came on State Street. I’m sure it was more than once.

My evaluation of why Leo would have made a switch—now this is a daugh-
ter’s evaluation—would have been threefold. The primary reason would have been
because he thought it was best for the union, and for the workers, because he took
his position and his responsibility very seriously. That would be number one.
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Number two would be to protect my mother. That wouldn’t have been his first rea-
son. And number three would have been to sort of make a stand against the far left.
I mean, if the far left had served the union so that he could have done his job and
had not exploited, I think he ultimately would have left, but probably not when he
did. I don’t think that the Catholic Church [as some have claimed] had anything to
do with it. I think he probably hated them so much it could have been a reason to
stay [in the UE]. He was very upset when I was marrying for the first time. I was
marrying a Catholic. He was beside himself. He was more upset than my mother
was. “How could you marry a Catholic?” And I remember saying to him, what did
he care? My father held the Catholic Church in contempt. Consistently. He held
the church in contempt. I wouldn’t say he didn’t like Catholic people, but the in-
stitution, I mean the local Catholic Church he held in contempt. He certainly did,
because they had—particularly [Father] Lamanna had talked against him.

He was a trade unionist. He told me that he dropped out of school in the
eighth grade, that he always wanted to be a leader of men. He really was an in-
credible, unbelievable—its too bad he’s not alive. He was a remarkable man.
Remarkable.

�
In 1953, Manuel Fernandez, born in the U.S. in 1917 to left-wing Span-
ish immigrant parents, was one of seven GE employees laid off for fail-
ure to testify before the McCarthy Committee in Albany (by taking the
Fifth Amendment). In the mid-1930s, he entered the Communist Party
and joined his father in vigorous support of loyalist Spain. During the
Depression years, he worked in the Adirondack Mountains of New
York for the Civilian Conservation Corp (CCC), and in the steel mills of
Gary, Indiana—before obtaining a job at Schenectady GE in the late
1930s. At GE, he quickly got involved in union affairs and was soon
elected shop steward, then an executive board member of the Union.
Here he talks about his activities as a Communist unionist and the
events that led to his expulsion from GE.

Well I started having meetings in ’48. But I didn’t bring the politics into the
union until, oh, ’48, ’49. Forty-nine is when we started. . . . I remember Wallace
was running against Truman. So this time I went out on the limb, my own. I had a
meeting at noontime; I said, “This is going to be a serious meeting—has nothing
to do with grievances.” Everybody said, “What the hell was going on?” I said, “Do
you remember in ’46 that Truman told this union that if we accept the 18 cents-an-
hour raise he would guarantee the company would not be allowed to raise prices?”
And everybody said, “Well, you tell us about it.” I said “Well it was true. But what
did Truman do? The next day he told the company to raise prices, not the 18—but
36 percent.” So I said, “You see how the union works against the company and the
politicians in the company? So what is our chance? Our chance is to get a guy—
not Truman, because he’s a faker, he’s owned by the corporations—we need a guy
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like Wallace that’s going to tell us and tell the company to go to hell. And until we
do that, these unions don’t mean a goddamn thing. Let’s face it. We got a union,
and we get a few things, a few crumbs, but they make the big money because the
politicians are in cahoots with these guys. So it’s our job to distinguish between
one and the other. I know 90 percent of you going to vote for Truman. That’s your
opinion. I respect that. But don’t come tomorrow and say we made a mistake to
me. Tell it to somebody else. Because tomorrow I know you’re going to come and
say you made a mistake, don’t wait in the line. What can I tell you? Not only that
he did that, he also broke the Taft-Hartley law. He broke the Wagner Act. Nobody
did it but Truman. And the Wagner Act, when it was broken it was working against
who? Not the company—you, and in favor of the companies. So don’t tell me that
Truman is a good man. Generally he’s good, he’s good for GE, but if you want my
opinion you vote for Wallace.” So like I say, 90 percent voted for Truman.

I did that on my own about Truman and Wallace . . . [Jandreau], he didn’t
like that. He didn’t like what I told the people. Because he said, “Well, what were
you trying to do? We don’t want to get [into politics].” I said, “Leo, you don’t want
to get into politics? What are you talking about? You don’t want to get into poli-
tics? We’re in it, whether you like or not. You supported the Democratic Party
again for mayor, but you tell me you’re not into politics? What the hell is this?” I
said, “Hey come on.” Well, I don’t know who told him; maybe the company called
him up and told him. See, Sid Friedlander never went that far. He went around it.
He went and ran in a different way. I took it right on, head on, I say, “Look, don’t
blame anybody, blame the politicians and the corporations. They’re together.” I
told him right out. I say, it’s no if or but. Just it, they’re all against us.

They knew [I was a Communist]. Everybody in the plant knew me. They
said that I was sick, really. Everybody knew me. Everybody. From the superin-
tendent down to the mayor of Schenectady, everybody knew it. All my life. I never
hide it. I didn’t care. . . . That’s what I believe in, and that’s what I’m going to do.
If I go underground the first thing they say [is] “another faker.” You see what I
mean? If you don’t go on one level, you stay on that level no matter what happens.
Yeah, I was open, open.

The biggest mistake the party ever made—because that was during the Ko-
rean War, and they voted against Leo—they voted against the war in Korea, which
Leo was in favor, and the whole union was in favor. They . . . should have stayed
out completely. If they wouldn’t go along with, should have stayed out completely.
See what I mean? And they voted against him . . . against the war, and that’s when
Leo got a chance. He said, “Get rid of them.” The district [decided] to support the
war, and we voted against it. Perlman, Lake, and them—they all got thrown out.
That was the excuse that you needed to get rid of them, upon the pretense that
Perlman was trying to take over the union. [He was the UE] lawyer. We needed
him locally. Leo was already leaning the other way, but at that time, like I said, the
party made mistakes that should have never been made. . . . [Charles] Rivers23 was
wrong [to leave the UE on the Korean War issue]. Because what good would it do
if the UE was the only one on record in the labor movement [against the war]? You
see what I mean? Isolate it, when it was already [isolated]. See, we are not in the
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majority; we’re in a minority, let’s face it. There are certain things you cannot do,
because maybe that guy over there will support you on some issues, but on that
one he will be against you. And after that he can’t be seen with you, because
you’re labeled. You know what I mean?

Sometimes on a contract issues I had to compromise a lot of times—not for
me; compromise for the worker, not for me . . . for the worker. Because, if you
don’t compromise at all you’re going to be dead, because no matter what you do
the company is going to throw you down.

I used to have the political affairs, the Daily Worker, all those papers. I had it
right in the open, everybody used to read it. The women used to go to the bath-
room and they took the paper, and they used to bring it back. And the superintend-
ent used to take the paper; he used to hide it, but he used to take it. Oh, yeah, and
he used to read it . . . Neil Dunne. I didn’t distribute it; I just put it on the table.
That’s all. I had the [Schenectady] Gazette. I had the Bible—yeah, on the desk.
Well now they can’t say I only read one. You see what I mean? I read everything. I
used to tell everybody. I read everything, even though I didn’t read it. But look,
one Bible, big one. I had the Readers Digest. I had three or four, I had the one from
the IUE, a magazine from the IUE. I read everything.

One guy asked, one engineer—he was for Wallace, him and I, the only two
guys with a Wallace button. He was an engineer; they threw him out. They threw
him out of the company—fired him. Well this guy, he didn’t go on McCarthy, no.
He was an engineer, they could fire him any time they wanted to. But they brought
him back, he was such a genius that they couldn’t do without him, and they
brought him back. So one day I’m going to the bathroom and I see him, I say,
“Well what the hell are you doing here?” I said, “They can’t get rid of us bastards.”
He said, “They depend on us, let’s face it, without us they’re nothing.” And every-
body heard him. So I told one lady I say, “You see, the company needs him, no
matter what he is. He’s going to work, because they need him. Without him you
won’t be working on those tubes. He’s the brain.” And he was. He was a brainy
guy. Finally [he] quit himself. Told ’em to go to hell.

That’s why I became openly [a Communist]. So I can be both forward and
show—like the people in my job, they all voted for [me because] they knew me,
and they vote for the right-winger for shop steward. They know him, and they
knew me. . . . I want my people to know. If they want me like that all right, if they
don’t, hey. And I was there for years in the shop, and they all knew it. Management
knew it. Personally [we got along, but] not when it came to . . . business, they take
the company side. And all at once when McCarthy came they wanted me to sign
the paper—“are you, or are you not?” And I told them to go to hell.
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two earlier the numbers might have reached 30,000+. Vincent Maloney, Pres. UE Local
301, to Philip Murray, 5 March 1944, ff. 194, 1975 Accession, United Electrical Work-
ers National Office Records.

16. I should add that Horowitz’s narrative was constructed not from the answers of an in-
terviewee at a formal interview, but from remarks that emerged in the course of a ses-
sion with a group of former CP members (and “fellow travelers”) who visited me at my
Schenectady home back in July of 1999. They came, accompanied by two close ac-
quaintances, to criticize an article I had written in the Journal of American History (see
footnote 3) about racial and sexual themes in the Cold War union battles in Schenec-
tady. Though several individuals spoke during the course of the two-hour discussion,
Irving Horowitz’s recollections were exclusively utilized to produce this edited
account.

17. Marshall Perlin was a Columbia University Law School graduate and a radical attorney
who specialized in labor and civil rights law. He represented Local 301, and later the
UE, for much of his career. In addition, he worked with attorneys Arthur Kinoy and
Frank Donner, and served as part of the legal defense team on the Rosenberg case, and
also represented the Rosenberg’s co-defendant, Morton Sobell. Perlin died 31 Decem-
ber 1998. UE News, January 1999; Marshall Perlin, telephone interview by author, 3
September 1992.

18. It’s not clear which of two informants Horowitz was recalling. Both John Patrick
Charles and Jean Arsenault Jr. revealed the names of local Communist Party members.
The former worked for the FBI and the latter for McCarthy’s Senate Investigation Sub-
committee. Charles was vice-president and organizing secretary of the eastern upstate
New York section of the CP; Arsenault was former Albany correspondent for the Daily
Worker. Stenographic Record, U.S. House of Representatives, Deposition of Jean
Amedee Arsenault Before Executive Session of the [House] Committee on Un-Ameri-
can Activities, 11 July 1953, 9–26, case file 539, box 11, Non-criminal Investigation
Case Files, Bureau of Criminal Investigations, New York State Division of State Police;
“Confidential,” list of Communist Party members, 11 May 1950, file 6, box 153, J. B.
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Matthews Papers, William R. Perkins Library, Duke University, Durham, N.C.; see also
Schenectady Union-Star, 19 February 1954; Schenectady Gazette, 20 February 1954;
and Albany Knickerbocker News, 7 April 1954.

19. Horowitz added the name “Jerry” later, upon reviewing a transcript of the edited inter-
view. He had forgotten the name originally. Irving Horowitz, e-mail to author, 17 July
2000.

20. Actually, it was around 39 percent. Approximately 5,400 out of around 14,000 workers
voted for the UE over the IUE. Schenectady Gazette, 1 July 1954.

21. Clara Lemlich was one of the more famous female trade union activists of the early
twentieth century. She served as an executive board member of Local 25 of the Interna-
tional Ladies’ Garment Workers’ Union. In 1909 she was at the forefront of a walkout
of shirtwaist makers, a walkout that led to the famous “Uprising of the 20,000.” For
more on Lemlich, see Carolyn Daniel McCreesh, Women in the Campaign to Organize
Garment Workers, 1880–1917 (New York: Garland, 1985).

22. James Matles was one of the founders of the UE and first director of organization of the
union.

23. Communist Party member Charles Rivers helped organize the original group that went
on to form Local 301 of the UE back in the early and mid-1930s. He was trained at the
Lenin School in the Soviet Union and was assigned by James Matles, then active as an
organizing director of the Trade Union Unity League (TUUL) in New York State, to or-
ganize a left-wing union at the Schenectady plants. For more on Rivers, see Charles
Rivers, interview by Debra Bernhardt, 29 April 1991, audiotape, Oral History of the
American Left, Tamiment Institute Library; Charles Rivers, interview by Ronald Schatz,
9 July 1976, audiotape, tape in Schatz’s possession; and Charles Rivers’ autobiographi-
cal manuscript, “Random Thoughts,” typescript [1993], in Ron Rivers’ possession.
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Mixed Melody
Anticommunism and the United Packinghouse
Workers in California Agriculture, 1954–1961

�
Don Watson

Varieties of labor anticommunists emerged
during the Cold War. Leaders as diverse as George Meany, Philip Murray, Walter
Reuther, Father Charles Owen Rice, and Roy Brewer, plus thousands at shop-
steward level played roles. Many had concerns about Stalin. Many fought over po-
litical and religious ideology and union turf. Where was the line to be drawn
between concern about the role of Communists and harassment? The expulsion of
eleven unions from the CIO in 1949 and 1950 did not end this question.

The United Packinghouse Workers of America (UPWA) was unique among
CIO unions during the Cold War. While other CIO unions in the late 1940s and
early 1950s purged their ranks of Communists, the UPWA, led by non-Communist
officers, continued to allow Communists, a minority group, to participate in union
affairs. President Ralph Helstein later told Sanford Horwitt, biographer of Saul
Alinsky, “We were in trouble with other unions, on the verge of being thrown out
of the CIO, all the time. We were investigated more than any other union in the
CIO by the CIO.”1 The UPWA survived the CIO purge of 1949–50, another CIO
Communist investigation in 1953,2 and an AFL-CIO investigation in 1959–61 to
become a force for civil rights and civil liberties during the Cold War. The UPWA’s
survival owed much to the work of Helstein, who welded a workable coalition
within the union and won acceptance, if not always full approval, from the CIO
and later the AFL-CIO.3

National CIO leaders encouraged the UPWA in early 1954 to take over the
CIO Local 78 vegetable shed workers of California and Arizona before the pend-
ing merger of the CIO with the AFL. These workers were “fruit tramps.” Their lo-
cal was a CIO-chartered holdover from the defunct Food, Tobacco, Agricultural
and Allied Workers (FTA), expelled by the CIO in 1950 for Communist domina-
tion. The UPWA needed a new home. Les Orear, then in charge of public relations
for the UPWA, recalls, “The UPWA came to California in 1954 because the meat-
packing was stagnating . . . when the CIO offered the chance—they took it. Per-
haps they didn’t realize what they were getting into.”4
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The shed tramps wanted the UPWA to carry their battle into the fields.5

Thousands of them were being laid off. Grower-shippers using the technology of
vacuum cooling instead of ice were sending lettuce and celery shed jobs to the
fields, using less-expensive Mexican nationals working under the bracero pro-
gram. The CIO staff set up meetings of the Local 78 shed workers to vote for affil-
iation with the UPWA. In April at Salinas, the summer lettuce capitol, the tramps
readily voted to join the UPWA. However, tramp shed workers needed to vote dur-
ing the next five weeks in other vegetable regions of California and Arizona.

While the voting proceeded, the UPWA’s maverick Cold War position came
into focus. The UPWA international convention at Sioux City, Iowa, on 7 May
1954, voted down a constitutional amendment to bar Communists from running
for union office, rejecting the plea of a southern district director to “Give ’em a fair
trial and hang ’em.”6 The UPWA was alone among mainstream unions in taking
this position. California newspaper reports on the action shook up the tramps, 
according to CIO staff member Ken Gillie, who wrote to CIO executive vice-
president John Riffe (in charge of CIO organizing); “much damage has been
done.”7 However this unique position didn’t prevent the tramps from voting for the
UPWA at meetings in San Joaquin Valley, Oxnard, Imperial Valley, and Arizona,
giving the UPWA a base for farm-labor organizing.8

Helstein relished stepping into the small, growing farm-worker movement in
California. Orear recalled, “The leadership was socially ambitious. They wanted
to be known as a force for human justice. They were strong in support of Black
civil rights and also wanted to support Hispanic rights.”9 Helstein was close
friends with both Carey McWilliams, author of the farm labor classic, Factories in
the Fields, and Saul Alinsky, the community organizer.10 Helstein flew to Califor-
nia in May for a three-day UPWA farm labor staff retreat at the Asilomar confer-
ence grounds at Pacific Grove.11

The UPWA found potential allies in small farm-worker movements. One
was a group of Roman Catholic priests, led by Fathers Donald McDonald of San
Jose and Thomas McCullough of Stockton, known as “The Mission Band.” They
had asked the church for permission to minister to farm workers, and they per-
formed masses for domestic farm workers and braceros (one parishioner at 
McDonald’s San Jose church was Cesar Chavez). They believed farm workers de-
served a union and welcomed the entry of the CIO, although a concerned bishop
from the Monterey-Fresno Diocese did ask for assurance the CIO union would ef-
fectively steer a course between collectivism and extreme private ownership. Fa-
thers McDonald and McCullough remained allies during the next seven years.12

Another ally was the Alinsky-sponsored Community Service Organization (CSO),
an organization devoted to work with Mexican Americans that was setting up
chapters in farm communities in California. The parent of CSO, the Industrial Ar-
eas Foundation, of which Helstein was a board member, had Fred Ross and Cesar
Chavez on their payroll.13

Another potential ally was the AFL National Agricultural Workers Union
(NAWU) of H.L. Mitchell and Ernesto Galarza. The NAWU was the successor to the
Southern Tenant Farmers Union of the 1930s. After leading a series of agricultural
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strikes in California between 1946 and 1952, it had declined to only two full-time of-
ficers nationwide: Galarza, working out of his home in San Jose, California, and
Mitchell, who had a small office in Washington, D.C. At this point, the NAWU no
longer organized picket lines, demonstrations, or public meetings in California. Its
last statewide conference had been in 1952. They surfaced mainly through press re-
leases and testimony at state and federal congressional hearings. Galarza researched
and produced works on farm labor and the bracero program while Mitchell lobbied
to keep the NAWU alive, vainly hoping for a massive cash infusion from the AFL.14

Their main financial support came from the New York–based Sharecropper
Fund, inspired by the socialist, Norman Thomas, plus a small subsidy from the
AFL through former president William Green. The current president, George
Meany, was ready to stop the subsidy; he had already shunned an organizing re-
quest from Mitchell for $500,000 in 1953. (Meany felt that subsidizing unions was
against AFL principles.)15

The UPWA saw no jurisdictional conflict with the NAWU, which was not
visibly organizing on a field level in California. Nothing in the minutes, staff re-
ports, or letters in the UPWA files at the State Historical Society in Wisconsin
mentions an attempted war with the NAWU.16 The UPWA did approach individual
NAWU members to help the UPWA’s efforts, but not as part of a conscious strat-
egy to end the NAWU.

Mitchell and Galarza, however, treated the UPWA’s entry as an encroach-
ment on their territory. They believed the 1946 AFL charter gave them the exclu-
sive right to organize farm workers, and in letters to selected AFL leaders they
warned that the UPWA would bring Communists into the farm labor movement.
These targets included Meany, AFL secretary-treasurer William Schnitzler, Amal-
gamated Meatcutters secretary-treasurer Pat Gorman, and CIO president Walter
Reuther. In addition they lobbied Neil Haggerty, secretary of the California Labor
Federation.17 Their continuous message was that the UPWA was a Communist in-
filtrated or dominated union, trying to take over the NAWU. Galarza described the
UPWA to Meany as “the most heavily armored corporate machine west of the
Mississippi River.”18

Meany wasn’t anxious to get into a quarrel with the CIO. Split since the
1930s, the two organizations were getting ready to merge. Meany rejected
Mitchell’s claim that the UPWA was violating the no-raiding pact, saying that the
UPWA already had jurisdiction from the CIO before the pact was signed in June
1954. He also said the no-raiding pact only applied to union members under con-
tract, not unorganized farm workers. Although himself anticommunist, he refused
to comment on Mitchell’s Communist charges. Meany did offer to talk to CIO
president Walter Reuther about opening unity meetings between the two unions.19

Unity meetings began at CIO headquarters on 1 July 1954, with Mitchell un-
happy about being forced into the talks. However, the meetings opened with CIO
hopes for success. Victor Reuther, Walter’s brother, and R.J. Thomas, assistant to
CIO vice president John Riffe, helped the two unions plan a jointly-funded AFL
and CIO agricultural drive. Although the UPWA was ready to pay for half the ex-
penses, neither the NAWU nor the AFL could or would pay for the other half. Vic-
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tor Reuther then told Galarza that if the NAWU made a deal with the UPWA, he
would ask the CIO to pick up the NAWU’s share.20

However, after two months of talks Mitchell advised Galarza to stop meet-
ing with CIO leaders, whom he feared only wanted the NAWU to merge with the
UPWA. Mitchell warned that getting involved with the UPWA-CIO “would put us
right back where we were in 1939 when we (the Southern Tenant Farmers Union)
pulled out of UCAPAWA-CIO (United Cannery, Agricultural, Packing and Allied
Workers of America).” Mitchell constantly told people in the labor movement how
the Communists, led by UCAPAWA-CIO president Donald Henderson, destroyed
STFU in the 1930s.21 Mitchell considered the UPWA-CIO the direct successor of
the UCAPAWA-CIO.”22

Unable to convince labor people that Helstein was a Communist, Mitchell
targeted UPWA vice president Tony Stephens as the chief UPWA Communist and
warned Galarza he could end up “pulling chestnuts out of the fire for commies like
Stevens [sic].”23 Mitchell, lacking hard evidence, sought information on Commu-
nist activity by Stephens.24 In a confidential memo in 1955, he argued “A.T.
Stephens is the top man . . . Helstein . . . maintains his position in UPWA only by
cooperating at all times with Stephens and his machine.”25

Mitchell did have the ear of Patrick Gorman, secretary-treasurer of the Amal-
gamated Meat Cutters and Butcher Workmen of America (AMC), who was
Mitchell’s most reliable supporter among the larger AFL unions. Gorman was a non-
ideological maverick, who took unusual but firm stands on certain issues. His im-
portant ally in helping Mitchell was the AMC vice president, Leon Schachter, an old
Socialist friend of Mitchell. Schachter had organized the big New Jersey Seabrook
Farm for AMC. Gorman, with help from Schachter, had been key in obtaining the
NAWU’s AFL charter at the end of World War II. Although Gorman knew little
about the problems of California agriculture, he championed Mitchell’s crusade.26

Like Mitchell, Gorman was also trying to locate data on alleged direct Com-
munist ties of UPWA officers. He wanted this information while attempting an
AMC merger with the UPWA—a long sought dream for meat industry solidarity.
Gorman spent months vainly trying to obtain incriminating documents from
Meany’s office. He told Meany that if he could get these documents he would
“blast the whole merger plan to Hades.”27 However, these documents, if they ex-
isted, never appeared.

Charges of Communism greeted the UPWA when they opened an agricul-
tural drive during the 1955 Imperial Valley winter lettuce season. This was a con-
tinuation of the agricultural program drafted by the Asilomar conference in 1954.
Rosalee Widman, in charge of the campaign, was accused of being the lead Com-
munist. She was a former bacon slicer from St. Joseph, Missouri, who had become
a UPWA leader in the Midwest and a champion of civil rights and women’s rights.
Widman complained, “Down here in the valley, the charges come that I’m ‘red’
. . . (they) just happen to come during the only time UPWA, CIO has put our A-D
(Anti-Discrimination) program into effect!”28

The AFL Teamsters raised the Communist issue. Former Local 78 president
Jim Smith, who defected to the Teamsters, called the El Centro hall a “nest for all
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the Communists who used to run F.T.A.”29 The Teamsters filed an NLRB petition
to take over all of Local 78’s vegetable sheds in California and Arizona. However,
they were defeated by the vote of the tramps in the ensuing elections, 1,382 to
725.30

Some unusual Communist charges hung on in Imperial Valley. The UPWA
was accused of coordinating with Mexican Communists allegedly infiltrating the
bracero stream. Widman was supposedly hatching this plot in Mexico with the
leftist labor leader Vicente Lombardo Toledano. Another charge was that the Mex-
ican American CSO in Imperial Valley, which was cooperating with the UPWA
drive, had been taken over by Communists.31 Galarza sent out an internal NAWU
newsletter on the charges, and Mitchell, at a farm labor committee meeting in
Washington, D.C., threatened to go public. CIO lobbyist Milton Plumb, however,
insisted that Mitchell meet with Victor Reuther before going further.32

The Reuther brothers continued their involvement with the UPWA-NAWU
matter. In late 1955, when the CIO merged with the AFL, the Reuthers did not
want to be buried in old-line AFL business unionism. Walter became chair of a
newly created AFL-CIO Industrial Union Department (IUD). In 1957 the IUD
gave the NAWU a $25,000 grant for farm labor organizing. Galarza was able to do
some modest organizing in the Stockton region of California and hire an organizer
in Yuba County. However, Victor Reuther, realizing that the IUD would probably
not give a second grant, suggested to an October meeting of the NAWU Executive
Board that they merge with the UPWA. Mitchell responded with a letter to Walter
Reuther stating they wouldn’t go into a union influenced “by forces subversive to
all we stand for.”33

Others besides the Reuthers were interested in bringing the NAWU and the
UPWA together. Father Thomas McCullough, who helped Galarza in Stockton,
and organizer DeWitt Tannehill, who worked for Galarza in Yuba County, asked
the UPWA to help. They wanted to save the work of Galarza. They knew the
UPWA was the only union willing to spend money for farm-labor organizing at
that time while Galarza was the most knowledgeable educator on farm labor is-
sues. The UPWA requested 200 copies of Galarza’s excellent 1956 tract “Strangers
in Our Fields” for use in UPWA organizing. However, closer organizational ties
didn’t happen.34

The UPWA farm labor program gained focus in 1958 and 1959, when Clive
Knowles arrived in California. Knowles, a graduate of Harvard Divinity School
and a former Unitarian minister, had worked for the UPWA since the late 1940s
and was skilled at dramatizing campaigns. He believed in field-level confronta-
tions, picket lines, and demonstrations to make the farm labor movement visible.
Helstein and the UPWA wanted this kind of activity. They were already involved
with the civil rights movement of Martin Luther King, Jr. and wanted similar in-
volvement in California.

The union’s meatpacking base was eroding. New plants were opening in the
Mid-west and South, while UPWA packinghouses were beginning to close in 
the traditional packing centers of Chicago, Omaha, Kansas City, and other cities.
The union needed new members in new places.
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The UPWA’s renewed agricultural activity disturbed Mitchell and Galarza.
UPWA organizers renewed their sanitation-in-the-fields campaign, leading to a
major conference of state agencies at the State Department of Health in Berkeley
in June 1959. They spent $20,000 to bring in the CSO and Cesar Chavez to orga-
nize at Oxnard in collaboration with lemon shed workers. They led carrot worker
strikes at the fields of vegetable shipper Bud Antle in the Imperial Valley and Wat-
sonville. They also led hundreds of farm workers from Imperial Valley and Oxnard
to picket a speech by Secretary of Labor James Mitchell at the Biltmore Hotel in
Los Angeles. To the dismay of Mitchell and Galarza, these activities gave higher
visibility to the UPWA on the farm labor scene.35

In the spring and summer of 1958, AFL-CIO Secretary Schnitzler, following
settlement of a Louisiana NAWU-UPWA sugar dispute, successfully prodded
Mitchell to cooperate with Helstein on a joint AFL-CIO California agriculture
program. Thus Helstein, Mitchell, and Jack Livingston, director of the AFL-CIO
department of organization, met and drew up plans for a joint field-shed program
to be approved by the AFL-CIO executive council in August. Both the UPWA and
the AFL-CIO would fund the program. Although the NAWU couldn’t furnish
money, Galarza would furnish organizers. The NAWU would work mainly in the
north, and the UPWA in the south. The plan concluded: “On the basis of coopera-
tion between the two unions and experiences gained in such an organizing cam-
paign, it will be possible to determine whether a union of farm workers and a
union of processing workers, or a single united union is required to service the in-
terests of all agricultural workers.”36

This cooperative atmosphere soon collapsed. Meany, who was cautious
about stepping into agriculture, blocked taking up the plan in the executive coun-
cil for six months and Mitchell decided to forge ahead without the UPWA. He now
had on his side a powerful new lobbying force: the National Advisory Committee
on Farm Labor (NACFL), formed by the Sharecropper Fund people who had been
friends of Mitchell since the 1930s. The chief NACFL organizer was the dynamic
Fay Bennett, and it included liberals such as Eleanor Roosevelt and co-chairs
Frank Graham and A. Philip Randolph. Randolph led a pro-NAWU delegation, in-
cluding Mitchell, to Meany’s office in January 1959. Meany, however, insisted that
the UPWA be included in any AFL-CIO farm drive. This forced Mitchell back into
discussions with Helstein and Reuther to draft a joint program for the February
AFL-CIO executive council meeting in Puerto Rico.37

The Puerto Rico executive council plan bypassed both unions. Instead, the
AFL-CIO Department of Organization, directed by Jack Livingston, was to set up
an Agricultural Workers Organizing Committee (AWOC). Livingston appointed as
drive director a retired UAW warhorse from the 1930s, Norman Smith, a man un-
connected with either union. Meany, according to Reuther and Randolph, insisted
that Mitchell be kept out of the drive, but reluctantly agreed to allow Galarza to
serve as assistant director.38

As the UPWA got ready to assist the AWOC drive, it was hit with new Com-
munist charges. Former UPWA vice-president Tony Stephens (whom Mitchell had
called the leading Communist) sent charges to Meany that the UPWA violated the
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non-Communist clause of the AFL-CIO 1957 Ethical Practices Code. Meany
handed the Stephens charges to an executive council sub-committee of Walter
Reuther and George Harrison, president of the Brotherhood of Railway and
Steamship Clerks. At the same time, the House un-American Activities Commit-
tee opened hearings in Chicago on May 5–7 on alleged UPWA Communism.39

The Ethical Practices Code had been devised by Meany to meet congres-
sional labor corruption charges, but he also added a non-Communist pledge that
affected union staffs. As a result, some UPWA staff quietly resigned from the
party. By 1957 the Communist Party was already a shadow of itself; many thou-
sands of CP members had left the party in 1956–1957 following the Khrushchev
anti-Stalin speech. The party was no longer a force in the UPWA, as it had been.
As the leading Chicago UPWA Communist Herb March later remarked, “(The)
McCarthy period just withered the Communist Party away.”40

Helstein, anxious to move ahead on UPWA programs, acted quickly to stem
damage to the union. He announced the appointment of a Public Policy Review
Board that included Martin Luther King, Jr., and other prestigious religious and
labor law figures, to monitor the UPWA’s compliance with the code. Although the
AFL-CIO ultimately cleared the UPWA, the charges hovered over the union for
two years.41

The AFL-CIO Agricultural Workers drive opened at Stockton, California, in
May 1959. Mitchell (in Washington D.C.), although denied a direct role by
Meany, nonetheless monitored the drive by mail with Smith and Galarza. He
feared that the bigger, more active UPWA would pluck the fruits. To prevent this,
Mitchell wrote to Galarza, now an AWOC insider, to save what he could of the
NAWU’s mostly defunct locals and establish an NAWU presence. Smith thought a
signed jurisdictional agreement between Mitchell and Helstein would help to pre-
vent friction during the drive.42

Mitchell and Helstein did sign such a pact, in Livingston’s Washington of-
fice, on 21 May. This pact applied only to workers signed by AWOC organizers,
freeing both unions to organize agricultural workers elsewhere. The UPWA would
get all the processing workers, shed or field, signed by AWOC. This included any
work formerly done in sheds. The NAWU would get harvesting, pre-harvesting,
and other fieldwork. The fuzzy part of the formula was field packing.43

Smith was not happy with this formula because field workers shifted back
and forth day-by-day, and sometimes hour-by-hour, between harvesting and pack-
ing. Smith and the AWOC staff would have to decide whether a dues-paying field
worker was a “processor” or a “harvester.” Smith decided to put the dues money
into escrow, pending an AFL-CIO decision on the proper union, or unions, to take
the money. The UPWA had no objection, but Mitchell insisted that dues collected
from field workers go directly to the NAWU, and he prodded Galarza to demand
this. Mitchell saw Smith’s delay as a gimmick to hand the jurisdiction over to the
UPWA.44

Smith saw merger as the solution. He wrote to Livingston on September 28,
“In my opinion, I think you should work toward getting a merger of this whole
movement into one organization because the field operation, especially on these
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machines, cannot be separated in a logical manner.” Mitchell, though, saw merger
suggestions as a Smith-Knowles conspiracy to put the UPWA in and shove the
NAWU out. No records exist in the UPWA archives, however, that reveal a master
plot by the UPWA to take over the AWOC or to promote a merger.45

Mitchell then attacked Smith for hiring Lou Krainock as AWOC public rela-
tions director in August. Mitchell labeled Krainock a UPWA agent and a “Commy
newsman.” Krainock had been UPWA educational director in 1950–51 and had
worked for the Highlander Folk School of Tennessee in 1948–49. The school was
now under attack in the South as a “Communist training school.” Mitchell charged
that Smith was allowing Krainock to take over the AWOC Stockton headquarters
office in behalf of the UPWA. Although Krainock was friendly to the UPWA, no
records show UPWA complicity in Krainock’s hiring.46

Mitchell’s charges hit Smith’s sensitive nerve. In October, Smith demanded
Livingston halt the letters; he felt they were sabotaging his campaign.47 Livingston
and his assistant, Franz Daniel, along with Walter Reuther and Randolph, met with
Meany on this issue on 11 January 1960. They asked his support to give Mitchell
a new job either as an AFL-CIO farm labor lobbyist or as a farm labor committee
secretary, on the condition that Mitchell get out of AWOC affairs and that the
NAWU merge with the UPWA.

With Meany’s presumed support, Reuther and Randolph met the next day
with Mitchell for his approval. Mitchell balked, however, and said the NAWU
would rather go to the Meat Cutters (where Mitchell had friends).48 When he called
an emergency NAWU board meeting on this issue, Victor Reuther came to urge
that they merge with the UPWA who, unlike the AMC, had shown a genuine inter-
est in farm labor. However, board members raised again the Communist issue, and
voted to instead enter merger talks with the AMC.49

Meany, in a split with Reuther, Randolph and Livingston, came out in favor
of the idea. He told both Gorman and Mitchell that the NAWU had the full right to
merge with the AMC if they desired. He may have seen this as the best solution to
his long-standing problem with Mitchell. Meany privately warned Gorman that
the federation would look with disfavor on using Mitchell “as a spearhead for any
organizational drive.” In effect, he wanted the AMC to take over the NAWU’s farm
labor jurisdiction without the further major involvement of Mitchell.50

The NAWU-AMC merger took six months to consummate. In the meantime,
Mitchell persuaded the AMC to hire the unemployed Galarza as a California orga-
nizer. He had quit the AWOC earlier in the year, in solidarity with Mitchell.
Mitchell believed that Galarza, holding credentials from a major union instead of
the minor NAWU, could now stand tall to Smith. Galarza complained to Mitchell,
however, “You are going to need a Paul Bunyan to accept such an assignment. I
would have to face Smith’s organization—himself and 12 staff members. Every one
of the key organizers are working for him, not us . . . It is Smith who has the man-
date, the money and the accredited authority of the AFL-CIO, not I.” The hiring in
effect placed Galarza and the AMC at war with the AWOC organizing program.51

The May AFL-CIO executive council meeting reacted with fury on what they
saw as an attack on the official farm labor program. After extended discussion, the
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council handed the issue to an executive committee composed of Meany, Schnit-
zler, Harrison, James Carey, and Reuther. The actual minutes of this inner meeting,
if there were any, are not available, but after the meeting Meany called Mitchell to
say they had decided to withdraw the charter of the NAWU. They instead decided
to charter the AWOC, giving it the ability to collect and spend dues, supervised by
a steering committee of California labor officials.52 Mitchell and Galarza then as-
sailed the AFL-CIO leadership for chartering the AWOC, terming it a “dual union.”
On this issue Mitchell lost the support of old friends like Norman Thomas and Fay
Bennett of the Sharecropper Fund, who implored him to call off his war.53 The Meat
Cutters were also concerned about the rift. Gorman and Schacter drafted a concilia-
tory telegram to Meany and then demanded Mitchell sign it. This cleared the air for
Meany, who still wanted the AMC to step in.54

Meany then met with Gorman and another AMC officer for a social lunch-
eon on 21 July at the Drake Hotel in Chicago. According to Gorman, Meany told
them that if the NAWU merged with the AMC, they, not the UPWA, would enroll
all the members signed by the AWOC. He wanted the AMC not to otherwise inter-
fere with the AWOC operation. Following this the NAWU-AMC merger was ap-
proved at the August executive council meeting. After the meeting Meany wrote to
Thomas Lloyd, AMC president, “the jurisdiction of the Amalgamated Meat Cut-
ters and Butcher Workman of North America will not be more, nor less than the ju-
risdiction held heretofore by the two organizations.” That this was to be exclusive
jurisdiction for the AMC wasn’t stated. But it was Meany’s Drake Hotel oral
pledge, implying exclusive jurisdiction, that would stay in the memory of Mitchell
and Gorman over the coming months.55

With Galarza soon departing from the AMC, all that was left of the old
NAWU after the August merger was a title and desk for Mitchell in Memphis, Ten-
nessee. Unable himself to go to California, he prodded the AMC leadership to en-
ter the California fray. On Mitchell’s suggestion Gorman asked Meany to hire laid
off AMC organizers onto the AWOC staff. Meany told him not to bother, because
he was thinking about closing out the AWOC.56

But Mitchell saw with dismay continuing AWOC-UPWA cooperation in
California. A solid AWOC-UPWA alliance had blossomed. He sent a letter to Gor-
man (evidently to frighten him) stating that “Nearly all of the organizers (in
AWOC) have at one time been in the UPWA.” [italics added] Gorman told this to
Meany, who ordered an investigation. Investigator Franz Daniel soon reported
back to Meany that only two out of sixteen staff members, as of 9 December, had
ever been connected with the UPWA.57

Caught in a gross overstatement, Mitchell roared back with a new letter to
Gorman zeroing in on Krainock, the proven ex-UPWA staff member. Mitchell
stressed Krainock’s connection with the Highlander Folk School, which “was used
as a center for the old CIO unions and later ousted by the CIO as Communist dom-
inated.” Gorman relayed Mitchell’s new charge to Meany.58

Gorman’s continuing involvement with Mitchell’s crusade led to the next
step when the AMC intervened in a UPWA-AWOC supported 1961 Imperial Val-
ley lettuce strike. This strike was officially certified by the California Department
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of Employment at sixteen ranches. The strikers were asking for $1.25 an hour,
plus restoration of lost piece rates.59 The Mexican government demanded that the
Imperial Valley Farmers Association and the Department of Labor remove all
braceros from the struck ranches.60 During the strike, Gorman and California AMC
official Max Osslo sent letters to Smith and the California Labor Federation lead-
ership asserting that the involvement of the AWOC and the UPWA in the strike
was an infringement on AMC farm labor jurisdiction. Because of this jurisdic-
tional charge, the California Labor Federation and the Los Angeles Labor Council
withdrew promised financial aid for the strike.61

It seems that the only motive of the AMC to intervene in the strike was to as-
sist Mitchell’s private crusade to kill AWOC-UPWA cooperation. AMC leaders
had made no plans of their own to organize farm workers in California. They gave
the idea up entirely during the summer when Gorman and Lloyd announced to
their staff, “We are certainly in no position to spend two million dollars on a cam-
paign in California which does not have too much hope of being successful.”62 To
be fair to Gorman, he did take some maverick stands during the Cold War, includ-
ing support for the suppressed movie Salt of the Earth and support for the Labor
for Peace movement, coining the phrase “Co-Existence or Non-Existence.”63
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Figure 3.1 In 1961 domestic field workers in the Imperial Valley struck sixteen ranches.
The strike was supported by the Agricultural Workers Organizing Committee, AFL-CIO,
and by the United Packinghouse Workers of America. Credit: Illinois Labor History Society.



This episode in farm labor history shows how sincere anticommunists could
be led to excess during the Cold War. An AFL-CIO farm labor program was at-
tacked because it was too closely associated with the UPWA. Father Charles Owen
Rice, the crusading Pittsburgh labor priest who fought in the 1940s against Com-
munists in the United Electrical Workers, later reflected: “McCarthyism was an
era and a malignancy and it had an effect on liberals of a certain type who became
ultra anticommunist; even some, who had been sensible and tolerant, began pro-
claiming that their anticommunism was as strong as anyone’s . . . It is only a step
from regarding the enemy as superhuman to regarding him as unhuman.”64
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The United Packinghouse
Workers of America,

Civil Rights, and 
the Communist Party 

in Chicago
�

Randi Storch

When the United Packinghouse Workers
of America (UPWA) formed in 1943, workers in Chicago’s meatpacking industry
supported interracial and militant unionism. This union culture was characterized
by a largely white ethnic leadership that openly reached out to black and white
ethnic workers, who in turn promoted racial equality as one part of a larger agenda
for workers’ rights. Chicago meatpackers’ vote for Herb March, a Jewish Commu-
nist trade unionist, to lead their district and to represent their locals on UPWA’s in-
ternational executive board symbolized this spirit. In the early 1930s, when the
AFL and independent unions focused more directly on white skilled and semi-
skilled workers, March began organizing black and white ethnic packinghouse
workers into revolutionary dual unions. Through union defeats in the 1930s, many
AFL unionists learned the unfavorable consequences of racial division among
stockyard workers, and during World War II they joined March in building a
strong interracial, industrial union.

Yet by 1953, the UPWA and the Communist Party had fully developed 
a new approach to race, characterized by a shift from an interracial focus to one
centered on black workers and their civil rights. Blacks replaced whites in high-
ranking union positions, the district union hall moved to a black neighborhood,
and the union’s business focused even more strongly on issues of civil rights. Herb
March and his interracial ideals quickly fell out of favor with both his fellow lead-
ing unionists in Chicago’s stockyards and with leaders of the Communist Party’s
national board. Fellow Communist and non-Communist unionists began to char-
acterize March’s insistence on an interracial approach to leadership as racism. Ac-
cused by fellow Communists and unionists of being a “white chauvinist,” March
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became demoralized and disgusted. He left Chicago, the stockyards industry, and
the party. March’s story is not an isolated one. In the early 1950s, the Communist
Party revised its approach to race and encouraged the UPWA’s shifting racial poli-
cies. The result was not only the UPWA’s loss of many white ethnic Communist
leaders, but also the alienation of its historic base among white ethnic workers.
This chapter contextualizes the postwar changes that encouraged such new racial
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Figure 4.1 Herbert March speaking at the “Negro and White, Unite and Fight” rally, in
minus eight-degree weather, January 1952. Credit: Wisconsin Historical Society, Image
Number Whi-6670.
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agendas, and seeks to explain some aspects of the relationship between the UPWA
and Chicago’s Communist Party.

By the 1940s, the Union Stockyards filled one square mile, five miles south-
west of Chicago’s downtown Loop. Forming one of the largest industrial concen-
trations in the nation, the stockyards were the home not only to the “big three”
packers—Armour, Swift, and Wilson, each employing five to seven thousand men
and women—but also to smaller houses such as P. D. Brennan, Roberts & Oake,
Miller & Hart, Agar, Reliable, and Illinois Meat, each employing between one and
five hundred workers. By the late 1940s, around 30,000 workers labored in the
Union Stockyards’ slaughterhouses, processing mills, and livestock pens.1

The Back-of-the-Yards neighborhood that joined the yards, and the neigh-
borhood just over a mile to its east, Bronzeville, allowed stockyard employers to
draw on a heterogeneous workforce. Several Slavic groups (with Polish most nu-
merous), a scattering of other European immigrant groups, and Mexicans, living
in the Back-of-the-Yards neighborhood, had worked in the stockyards since the
turn of the century. African American workers living in the city’s black belt, how-
ever, began working in the yards in significant numbers only during and after
World War I.

World War II changed the racial composition of Chicago’s packinghouse
workers. Wartime labor shortages allowed many white workers to leave the stock-
yards for more lucrative employment, creating opportunities for thousands of new
African American migrants from the South. By the end of the war, black employ-
ment in Chicago’s stockyards reached 40 percent of the total workforce.2

Communist trade unionists, who had earned leadership positions throughout
Chicago’s UPWA locals, set out to integrate these new black workers into the
stockyards’ militant culture. Communists supported black workers’ notion that 
the union could be used for both racial equality and economic security. In using
the union to better their position at work and in the city, African Americans in-
creasingly came to respect Communist unionists. One African American, who
came to work at Wilson’s packinghouse at the beginning of the war, remembered
why the Communist Party was so appealing: “I was interested in the black masses
and I thought these guys had the right answer.” Another recalled, “We wanted to
get free from where we were . . . I didn’t care who helped us. Help us, you know,
that was the general attitude.”3

Throughout the war, Communists pushed these new black recruits into lead-
ership positions where they worked in coalition with white leftists and centrists in
the union. Herb March, district director of the UPWA, put new black militants
such as Sam Parks and Charles Hayes in touch with white Communists in Wil-
son’s plant. Carl Nelson worked as a pipe coverer, Joe Zabritski was a pipe fitter,
and Anton Pasinski worked in the beef-cutting department. Together with Parks
and Hayes, this group challenged conservative unionists’ control in the plant and
offered their own militant leadership to Wilson’s workers. Sam Parks remembered
how this interracial coalition succeeded in forcing the integration of an all-white
sliced bacon department. Hog and beef kill workers walked off the job. In their
bloody overalls and with their knives, they marched into the company’s office, sat
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on the desks, and demanded integration. Parks recalled that the secretaries were
frightened and “thought the revolution had come.”4 John Wrublewski, a worker
who was not a Communist, supported this aggressive coalition of black and white
Communists and non-Communists even though they were (in his words) “kind of
out there” because, he explained, they “were a hell of a lot better than what we was
used to having. . . . These guys were ready and willing to fight.”5

Certainly not all new African American workers became Communists, but in
the 1940s Communists believed that their greatest number of recruits were from
these new packinghouse laborers, who tended to be more committed to racial
equality than the generation of African American packinghouse workers who had
entered the yards during and after World War I. In fact, many willingly joined with
white Communists to fight in-plant (and later community-wide) racial discrimina-
tion. In several important cases, black unionists allied with white Communist
unionists and won control of UPWA local leadership positions by pushing mili-
tancy and bringing attention to racial grievances.6

By the late 1940s, local conditions in Chicago’s stockyards combined with
international events to change the racial focus of the UPWA and the role of its
Communist leaders. In 1947 the Taft-Hartley Act attempted to silence the UPWA’s
left leadership. When UPWA international officials refused to sign non-Commu-
nist affidavits required by the act, AFL unions launched raids on some UPWA lo-
cals. Alongside this grim domestic scene, the Cold War brewed abroad, turning
wartime allies into bitter enemies. In this context, the UPWA launched its second
postwar strike for wage increases. The Taft-Hartley Act’s provision for a sixty-day
strike notification hurt workers’ ability to act spontaneously and allowed packers
to prepare for a production stoppage. The law’s injunctions, moreover, severely
limited picket activity and created significant court costs for the union. To make
matters worse, packinghouse workers did not unify around this 1948 strike as they
had in 1946. This time the AFL’s Amalgamated Meat Cutters secretly settled with
the packers, creating dissension among workers and allowing meat production to
continue at a limited rate. Although Chicago’s showing was strong and a number
of community organizations supported the union, after thirteen weeks strikers
trickled back to work, forcing UPWA leaders to settle for the company’s nine-cent
offer.7

Rather than give in to this defeat, the UPWA rebuilt its locals around a civil
rights program focused on racial equality at work and in the community. Follow-
ing the 1948 strike defeat, UPWA leaders noted decreased union support, particu-
larly from white unionists. In Swift Local 28, union membership fell from a high
in 1948 of 86 percent to an all-time low, just one year later, of 45 percent.8 In order
to revive shop-floor organization and build bridges between whites and the in-
creased number of black workers on the shop floor, the UPWA’s executive board
arranged for Fisk University’s Race Relations Institute to conduct a series of sur-
veys of racial attitudes among its union members. Ralph Helstein, UPWA presi-
dent, recalled his motivation for the surveys: “I felt there had to be something
affirmative going on outside of an area in which the companies could screw us.”9

The surveys not only documented the high level of African American activism in
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the union and the continuation of discriminatory practices in the plants, they
sparked a number of anti-discrimination activities that the union began to cham-
pion in 1949. By 1950 Chicago’s UPWA district had an Anti-Discrimination de-
partment charged with the goal of eliminating discriminatory practices in plants
and in the communities where their workers lived. In addition to integrating all-
white departments in the plants, training blacks so they could qualify for appren-
ticeships in the mechanical gangs, and using grievance procedures to push against
racist shop floor practices, the locals’ Anti-Discrimination departments worked to
stop employer discrimination against applicants. Its leaders fought various forms
of discrimination in the city, thereby broadening their attack against discrimina-
tion at work and in workers’ communities.

Black and white Communists were central to the promotion of this new
UPWA agenda. Despite the provisions of the Taft-Hartley Act and the resignations
of some Communists from union offices, party unionists did not become isolated
in the union. Instead, several Communist union leaders resigned from their local
offices, only to be replaced by other Communists, who formally resigned from
party membership and signed Taft-Hartley affidavits, but who remained close to
Communist circles. Herb March relinquished his post as Chicago’s UPWA district
director but continued to advise Armour’s Local 347 until he was put on as a union
organizer by an overwhelming vote of the membership.10 Communist trade union-
ists seemed impervious to right-wing attacks, even in their own union, because
they successfully negotiated left-center coalitions and because, after the failed
1948 strike, they too looked to civil rights as a constructive area in which to re-
build their union. This focus on civil rights represented a return to an agenda that
Communists had long pushed.

As early as 1928, the Communist Party articulated its position for black self-
determination. The position, modeled on developments in czarist Russia, was 
designed to organize African Americans in both the North and the South. In 
the South, the argument went, African Americans composed a dispossessed 
nation, with unfulfilled rights to land and self-government. Thus the fight for self-
determination in the South was a fight for black nationhood. In the North, how-
ever, rather than push for nationhood, party leaders directed activists to work for
interracial solidarity, which Chicago labor and community leaders did with vigor.
They organized protests on behalf of the black men falsely accused of attacking a
white woman in Scottsboro, Alabama, formed councils of unemployed black and
white workers, and tried to form racially integrated unions. Chicago’s Commu-
nists prided themselves on interracial action and programs.11

During World War II, however, the focus of the party shifted to winning
the war and defeating fascism. Even in their struggle for the establishment of a
Fair Employment Practices Commission to end discriminatory hiring on govern-
ment contracts, some Communists, such as African American party leader Harry
Haywood realized that most party leaders were distracted with the war. Al-
though packinghouse party members worked to recruit black members, national
party struggles for racial justice took a back seat to the defeat of Germany. Hay-
wood found that instead of the party keeping its leading role on civil rights, it
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fell behind the leadership of the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People (NAACP) and A. Philip Randolph.12 Moreover, in the glow of
the wartime alliance between the United States and the Soviet Union, party lead-
ers in 1944 followed the lead of party secretary Earl Browder and voted to dis-
solve the party and replace it with the Communist Political Association. Some
Communists thought that by dissolving the party, leaders were also planning to
permanently dilute their active and militant positions, particularly as they related
to race.

Emerging from the war, the American Communist Party underwent a crisis
in its leadership that resulted in a shift away from the party’s moderate wartime
policies of cooperating with industrial capitalists and working within the Demo-
cratic Party.13 As a result, the party rejected Browder and his wartime approach and
restored the party’s status as a revolutionary organization. The party also returned
to a more militant posture on racial issues. Communist Party trade unionists’ inter-
est in revitalizing civil rights activity coincided with both the agenda of newly
politicized African Americans in the UPWA and with the new focus of the Ameri-
can Communist Party. Consequently, the divisions that emerged within Chicago’s
UPWA in the late 1940s and early 1950s, due to its new focus on black workers,
were reflected in debates within the Communist Party as the party developed its
own program on race.

Within the national party leadership, Claudia Jones, a black Communist
from the West Indies, called for a change in the party’s position on race, and Harry
Haywood, a black Communist from Chicago, demanded that the party reestablish
its program for black self-determination. This policy, supported by young black
Communist members, saw black self-determination as a key to a newly revitalized
revolutionary program for African Americans.14

The party’s leadership though, led by Eugene Dennis, articulated a watered-
down version of this position. Instead of self-determination for African Americans
being central to the realization of socialism, party leaders saw a program of elec-
toral reform and coalition building as more important to the party’s future. Dennis
remarked:

If the American people, the labor movement in alliance with the great Ne-
gro People and all progressive and democratic forces, can check and de-
feat the onslaught of pro-fascist monopoly reaction, and bring into power,
as an important phase of that struggle, a progressive presidential ticket
and Congress in 1948, with all that this would entail, many things would
be possible, including, at least, tremendous strides toward the full realiza-
tion of equal rights of the Negro People in the Black Belt.15

As national party leaders struggled over a race policy, Chicago’s Commu-
nists witnessed an overall decline in their black membership. By 1949, Chicago’s
Communist leaders believed that the party had lost the vanguard role it once held
in Chicago’s Black Belt. Competition with the NAACP, the Urban League, and
community groups meant that the Communist Party was no longer the most visible
proponent of black and white unity. And even more egregious to party leaders was
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the fact that reformist groups altogether barred Communists from some race-based
coalitions such as the Illinois Fair Employment Practices Commission.16

Communist leaders feared that the success of these moderate civil rights
groups in the African American community would lead blacks in general to con-
tinue to exclude Communists from their racial reform activities. Chicago’s party
leaders therefore advocated united front activity whereby Communists would join
with reformist groups to lead the further organization of African Americans.
Chicago’s party leaders encouraged their rank and file to join the NAACP, the
black Elk fraternal organization, and African American churches. The party’s new
stage in black liberation, announced in 1949, emphasized Communists’ need to
“appreciate . . . unity as indispensable.”17

This new phase of party activity fit neatly with increased activism that was
occurring among Chicago’s newly expanded black community and with the prior-
ities that UPWA leaders developed after their 1948 strike defeat. With their central
focus on anti-discrimination, Communist trade unionists and their allies now took
the lead in revitalizing their union and in bringing race issues to the community. In
Armour’s Local 347, party leader Herb March coordinated the local’s attack
against Armour’s unwillingness to hire blacks as clerical and sales representatives.
The success of noontime rallies, letter writing campaigns, and newspaper public-
ity reinforced black workers’ support of the union, the union’s commitment to
race, and the centrality of unionists (many of whom were Communists) who cared
about civil rights.

While making strides in their stand against racism in the workplace, the
UPWA’s District Anti-Discrimination Committee still considered the “elimination
of discrimination in the communities where its members reside” as one of its most
important mandates. They therefore continued a program of ending discrimination
in housing, taverns, restaurants, theaters, and hotels.18

Particularly important were the union’s efforts in fighting racial violence that
resulted from housing controversies in Chicago’s neighborhoods. When some
blacks, including Frank Brown, a UPWA program coordinator, moved into Trumbull
Park, a government-owned housing project, violent white protests ensued. Charles
Hayes, newly elected district director of UPWA, and other union leaders marched in
an official capacity against the violence in the project. Party unionists and their sup-
porters made persuasive arguments to UPWA convention delegates and convinced
the international union to formally denounce the attacks. While other unions backed
down from taking a firm stand on civil rights, the UPWA solicited its members in
their homes and encouraged them to support interracial housing.19

Though the UPWA’s leaders sanctioned most of its members’ anti-discrimi-
nation activity, some Chicago leaders acted independently of the international.
Much of this action centered around Sam Parks, who remained a very close ally of
the Communist Party after formally resigning from it and who used his role as
chair of the district’s Anti-Discrimination Committee as a base for action. Parks
allied himself in the community with the Communist-led Civil Rights Congress
and with the Negro Labor Council, where Communists actively sought to promote
united-front activities. Parks also worked closely with Communists and other sup-
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portive packinghouse workers in the Anti-Discrimination Committee’s activities.
For example, by leading a mass mobilization of automobile and packinghouse
workers, Sam Parks joined with other left-wing Chicago trade unionists to win
control of the local NAACP branch from moderates. Local stewards in meatpack-
ing and auto encouraged active unionists to join the NAACP by recruiting in their
shop departments. Such organizing resulted in the election of UAW militant
Willoughby Abner to leadership.20 Parks also used his leadership skills to cam-
paign against discrimination in black belt businesses that refused to hire African
Americans. Joining with three other packinghouse workers, Parks sat in at Gold-
blatt’s lunch counter over the store’s discriminatory policy against allowing blacks
and Mexicans to eat there.21

Such activity also influenced anti-discrimination activity among Mexican
workers. Communist Party members and union veterans Refugio Martinez and R.
Ramirez organized against immigration agents’ random attacks on the Mexican
American community in their search for undocumented immigrants. A delegation
from several Chicago locals visited the head of the immigration department in
Chicago to protest these actions and reported a decrease in the attacks after their
visit. At the same time, they coordinated with members of other unions a labor
committee in defense of Mexican Americans.22

By 1952 the union and the Communists within it had proved they were able
to withstand the political turmoil of the late 1940s and early 1950s, including
Henry Wallace’s 1948 campaign, the Congress of Industrial Organization’s (CIO)
expulsions, and Joseph McCarthy’s witch hunts. Together they showed that their
dedication to racial equality and workers’ democracy could successfully challenge
the increasing bureaucracy and political narrowness that was developing in other
CIO unions during this period.

Yet while this direction created new activism against racist practices at work
and invigorated networks of racial activists in Chicago, the UPWA’s new emphasis
on civil rights created internal conflicts. The union’s decision to rebuild around its
black membership discouraged many in its white membership, and growing black
insurgency in the union increasingly concerned moderate white unionists. This
tension came to a head when the union hall was relocated from Marshfield, a Pol-
ish neighborhood, to a new location in the African American community, at Forty-
ninth street and Wabash, where the former International Workers’ Order building
became available for purchase. White workers then stopped attending meetings.
Ford Bartlett remarked, “The reason I don’t go is all the meetings are at 48th and
Wabash and it’s all colored there.” Anthony Masiello, a semiskilled butcher from
Swift, stated, “when you go to meetings there are just four or five white and 200
colored. Well . . . the majority in the plant are colored, by far . . . the colored talk
‘colored troubles,’ so the whites don’t want to go to the Hall.”23 With the continued
decline in numbers of white workers in Chicago’s meatpacking plants, blacks in-
creasingly filled the union and the positions in it, reinforcing whites’ conviction
that the union was no longer concerned with them.

Within the divisive climate of the Cold War, some disgruntled white workers
associated the UPWA’s racial agenda with Communism. Rentals of the union’s
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new hall seemed to confirm this notion. By continually renting its space to
Communist-supported groups and activities such as a birthday ball committee for
William Z. Foster (who replaced Browder as national head of the Communist
Party of the USA), a dinner for Claude Lightfoot, who was a new black member of
the Communist Party’s national committee, and a concert-rally by black singer
Paul Robeson, district leaders of the union promoted the close association of black
rights and Communism. The white members of Chicago’s UPWA locals were not
alone in identifying such a relationship. Even earlier than Chicago’s locals did,
white packinghouse workers in Nebraska, Kansas, Missouri, and Iowa conflated
the UPWA’s anti-discrimination work with Communism.24

Such connections between Communism and black rights were reinforced
when the House of Representatives’ Committee on Un-American Activities
(HUAC) came to Chicago to interrogate suspected Communists in the UPWA. The
Chicago Tribune gave front-page coverage to such stories as “Ex-Communist Tells
of Union Infiltration” and “Charge Union Under Thumb of Kremlin Agents.” Fel-
low unionists read the confession of Roy Thompson, black union leader, that he
joined one of the party’s three cells in the Armour plant because Communists
promised that they would fight for black rights. In his testimony Thompson
claimed, “I was sold on the idea that I should join the Communist Party, on the
grounds that the Communist Party was interested in the affairs of the Negro and
the advancement of all minority groups.” While other union leaders were not as
outspoken in their testimony, the presence of such leaders as Sam Parks and Leon
Beverly before the committee simply confirmed to many white ethnic unionists
that the union and its focus on black rights was due to the presence of Communists
in their leadership. Although the Daily Worker tried to shrug off the effect of
HUAC, its strains were felt at home.25

In addition to accentuating internal union divisions, the UPWA’s racial
agenda exacerbated conflicts that were occurring in Communist circles. In 1949,
Pettis Perry, a member of both the party’s national board and its Negro Commis-
sion, contributed an article to Political Affairs, the party’s theoretical journal, in
which he focused on racism within the party, a phenomenon he labeled “white
chauvinism.” The ensuing party campaign—the white chauvinism campaign—
was targeted against party members in an effort to eliminate all racist elements and
thereby to prepare the party to be the vanguard of racial activism. In the midst of
the Cold War and the domestic red scare, however, this campaign turned former
friends and allies against one another. Although the campaign exposed traces of
racism within the party, its assumptions and tactics fostered hostility and suspicion
between party members and thereby exacerbated the party’s external problems.26

Such tensions escalated when a newly formed black caucus in Chicago’s
UPWA district, led by black Communists, pushed for more black union leader-
ship. In the Armour plant, where the union had been built on interracial solidarity,
black union activists tried to get rid of their local president Joe Bezenhoffer, who
was white, and successfully replaced Harold Neilson, also white and Herb
March’s replacement for district director, with a black union leader, Charles
Hayes. Members of the caucus did not always agree with each other (several of its
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members, for example, opposed Hayes’s bid to serve as district director), but they
were united in their desire for black leadership. White Communists, however, did
not quickly or enthusiastically embrace such a perspective. Earl Durham, black
party leader in Chicago, remembered that “some of them supported the idea but
some of them weren’t quite sure that the workers were ready for it.” This hesitation
alienated black caucus members from white Communists. Some felt betrayed.
Durham explained that although white workers may never have been ready for
black leadership, they also weren’t ready for socialism, and that did not stop white
Communists from trying to recruit them.27

In Chicago, Herb March’s experience reveals the destructive path that the
change in union culture had on the party’s ranks. In 1951 party members asked
March to pick up Leon Beverly, local UPWA president, and attend a meeting.
There Sam Kushner and Claude Lightfoot, Chicago party leaders, informed March
that in his absence he had been tried and found guilty of white chauvinism. They
alleged that March prevented black women from taking leadership positions
within his local union. March later recalled that he wanted to run for district secre-
tary because, he argued, “I could take positions on all sorts of things that maybe
other people can’t, and the council presents black and white together.”28 Regard-
less, fellow party activists believed he was trying to prevent the political develop-
ment of future black leaders. After consulting Abe Fineglass, Communist leader of
the Fur and Leather Workers’ Union, about the possibility of making an appeal,
March took his case to party leader William Z. Foster, who promised March that
he would publicly attack the charges against him in an article against the white
chauvinist campaign. Although Foster’s 1953 article on labor unity directed Com-
munists to not use white chauvinist charges gratuitously and the national board di-
rected March to go back to Chicago and to continue his work, local leaders
continued to undermine March at home, paving the way for new UPWA leaders.
Disheartened and discouraged, March and his family left Chicago’s stockyards,
the UPWA, and the Communist Party, the passions to which they had dedicated
their lives.29 The controversy within the party over March fueled the rise of black
insurgency in the union. Both trends created conditions that effectively ended
Communist trade unionists’ push for an active interracial union agenda in
Chicago’s UPWA.

From the early 1950s until plant closings began in the mid-to-late 1960s,
white workers became convinced that the union had gone too far in its racial pro-
gram. It was one thing to work against discrimination as part of a larger union
agenda when the union was largely composed of white ethnic workers, and quite
another to push black issues and black leaders to the fore while whites remained a
minority on the shopfloor. Thus while the left-center coalition of the UPWA could
point to civil rights achievements at a time when labor more generally was turning
its back to such moral stands, most of its white members were not converted into
civil rights activists but instead became alienated from the militant interracial tra-
ditions and community of the UPWA.

Within the context of Chicago’s changing demography, the Cold War’s dele-
terious effects on American trade unionism, and UPWA’s post-1948 union agenda,
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the American Communist Party developed a new line on race. In many ways, the
combination of these forces saved the UPWA from moving to a bureaucratic and
unresponsive union. Instead of moving in such a direction, the UPWA’s interna-
tional leadership encouraged its locals to focus on their own issues and to act
against perceived problems affecting their members. In the case of Chicago’s lo-
cals, unionists struggled for social justice and racial equality on the shopfloor and
throughout the city. Other CIO unions’ structure and politics, like those of the
United Auto Workers (UAW), shifted in the opposite direction during the war and
postwar years. With the UAW’s purge of Communists from its ranks and the as-
cendance of a top-heavy administration maintaining a tight grip on its locals’ lead-
ers, support for social justice predominately came from top officials.30 Yet while
Chicago’s UPWA’s activism brewed from below, its political and social changes
isolated Chicago’s white ethnic workers and signaled the decline of militant inter-
racial activism.

Herbert Hill has called for historians to expose the racism inherent in the la-
bor movement in the postwar period.31 In examining this question, however, it is
not sufficient to describe white unionists opposing the goals of black unionists or
black militants, or to reveal that the attitudes of white unionists in the 1940s and
1950s were different from the racial attitudes of academic liberals in the 2000s. 
Instead, we need to understand that racial attitudes were not inherent and un-
changing among America’s unionists, but complex and often conditional. The in-
terracial, left-center coalition of Chicago’s UPWA local leadership allowed its
union to stand above the rest of the CIO in making a stand for social democracy.
And yet in the tense years of the Cold War, anticommunism and black militancy
reinforced white ethnic workers’ racism and alienated white workers from those
who pushed for black workers’ equality.
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“An Anarchist 
with a Program”

East Coast Shipyard Workers, the Labor Left,
and the Origins of Cold War Unionism

�
David Palmer

For East Coast shipbuilding trade unionists,
the Cold War began before the end of World War II. A broad left-wing developed
in the major Atlantic Coast shipyards of the Northeast during the early 1940s that
became the target of anticommunist business, government, and union leaders.
While the Communist Party of the United States (CPUSA) played a role in this
shipyard labor left, other forces were equally significant even though they lacked
the institutionalized organization of the CPUSA.

Labor historians often characterized Congress of Industrial Unions (CIO)
unions as battlegrounds within which activists of the CPUSA “left” combated
those of the anticommunist “right,” with most workers consigned to being “sup-
porters” of either the “left” or “right.”1 Some labor historians pit a presumably ac-
tivist CPUSA against a trade union–oriented labor left that lacked political
dynamism and diversity.2 The experience of the Industrial Union of Marine and
Shipbuilding Workers of America (IUMSWA) at the grassroots provides a dif-
ferent picture.3 The World War II history of IUMSWA Local 16 at Federal Ship-
building, Kearny, New Jersey illuminates both the complexities of the fierce
anticommunism that characterized union and political life in America on the eve
of the Cold War and the role of a broad labor left that was the target of this anti-
communism. In the IUMSWA, the labor left went far beyond the rigid politics and
practices of the CPUSA. Its essence was perhaps best captured by inside organizer
Lou Kaplan, who explained his politics to Federal Shipyard workers with a very
basic phrase: “I’m an anarchist with a program.” The experience of this particular
union local points toward a grassroots political explanation for American trade
union decline in the second half of the twentieth century, a decline that was not re-
versed until a broad left was reestablished within the ranks of labor locally and na-
tionally during the 1990s.4

Founded in 1933, the IUMSWA emerged from inside organizing, and it
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dominated East Coast shipyard unionism by the end of the decade. Its first success,
at New York Shipbuilding, Camden, New Jersey, preceded the formation of the
breakaway CIO, and it was the earliest of the new industrial unions to become part
of the CIO once it was formed. During the late 1930s, the IUMSWA’s main organ-
izing successes were concentrated in the Northeast, with major gains in the port of
New York and North Jersey. In 1937, the IUMSWA won a union election at Fed-
eral Shipbuilding in Kearny, New Jersey. The yard was located between Newark
and Jersey City, just across the Hudson River from Manhattan, a strategic location
for the IUMSWA and the CIO.

By World War II, the shipbuilding industry employed more workers in
America than any other, reaching a peak of 1,686,600 by 1943. Federal Ship,
owned by U.S. Steel Corporation, had become one of the major shipbuilding em-
ployers in the Northeast and built more destroyers during the war than any other
shipyard in the world. Given the industry’s indispensibility during the war, the
IUMSWA’s ability to maintain production and worker morale made the union crit-
ical to an Allied victory. In this larger national drama, Federal Shipyard became a
turbulent focus for the union when its earlier election victory seemed to vanish as
tens of thousands of new non-union workers flooded into the two yards at Kearny
and Newark.5

At Federal Ship, activists held a wide range of political views, reflecting in
turn the varied outlooks of rank-and-file workers. On the right, anticommunists
who identified with the Democratic and Republican parties, usually based in
North Jersey urban machine politics, coalesced with socialists, often experienced
shipbuilders from the River Clyde in Scotland. The left included leftwing Demo-
crats, progressive Republicans, and Communist Party members and allies. Other
independent leftists can best be described as highly pragmatic anarchists with
philosophical roots in the American syndicalism of William Z. Foster’s early
years and the Industrial Workers of the World (IWW) of Bill Haywood and Eu-
gene Debs.

John Green and Phil Van Gelder held the IUMSWA’s first major offices
and played key roles in organizing the union. They also shaped the IUMSWA’s
early political outlook and practice. Both of them belonged to the Socialist Party
(SP), rather than the Communist Party, but were members of the SP’s left fac-
tion, the Revolutionary Policy Committee, where they first met. Their politics
and actions differed sharply with conservative SP trade unionists such as Inter-
national Ladies Garment Workers Union (ILGWU) president David Dubinsky.
Green and Van Gelder shared a similar socialist philosophy, but came from very
different backgrounds.6

Green had worked as a shipbuilder on the Clyde during World War I, where
he became involved in the militant shop stewards’ upheaval then sweeping En-
gland and Scotland. He immigrated from Clydebank, Scotland to Philadelphia in
1923 and joined New York Ship in 1931. He coauthored the first preamble of the
IUMSWA constitution, which reads like a classic summation of anarcho-syndical-
ism: “Through our Union we prepare ourselves for the Workers’ struggle, not
merely to win concessions of higher wages and shorter hours, but to abolish for-
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ever the system of exploitation that compels us to support with our labor an idle
owning class.”7

As the IUMSWA grew during the 1930s, Green became a close ally of
James Carey, a native of South Jersey where Camden was situated.8 During World
War II, when Green became a vice president of the CIO, he dropped his socialist
views and supported Carey’s anticommunism. Green’s shift reflected his alliances
with anticommunist political forces that dominated significant parts of the Demo-
cratic Party in the Northeast, as well as his desire to limit the influence of those on
the labor left who threatened his control over the IUMSWA.

John Green’s Scottish heritage became his main identity within the shipyard
union. He was not alone, for many Scottish shipbuilders found work in the Amer-
ican yards, retaining their brogue and culture but not always the radicalism of the
Clyde. A number of Scottish shipyard union leaders identified with Green, includ-
ing Peter Flynn of Federal Ship. Flynn had been a socialist in the old country like
Green, but he rejected communism and he did not share Green’s syndicalist past.9

In contrast to Green and Flynn, Phil Van Gelder believed in the American
socialism associated with the tradition of Eugene Debs. Van Gelder also was
drawn to the views of Norman Thomas, Debs’s successor as leader of the SP.
Much of Thomas’s program, however, became the core of New Deal social policy,
making it easy for Van Gelder to support the left wing of the Democratic Party
when the SP fell apart in the late 1930s.10

Van Gelder assisted Green in organizing New York Ship in 1934 and became
the IUMSWA’s first national secretary-treasurer. Although Van Gelder accepted
Norman Thomas’s social democratic philosophy, he also advocated direct action
in shipyard organizing. He stayed loyal to these sometimes contradictory political
values his entire life and managed to maintain a pluralistic view of the left. Some-
times he worked in alliance with the Communist Party, and sometimes he openly
opposed it. At no time, however, did he adopt the ideological anticommunism of
leaders such as the United Electrical Worker’s (UE) Carey of the CIO, or the 
ILGWU’s Dubinsky, who initially was a leader in the CIO but then returned his
union to the American Federation of Labor (AFL). Van Gelder advocated central-
izing the IUMSWA after the disastrous 1937 New York Harbor shipyard strike, a
position that shifted his outlook away from locally-focused direct action by the
late 1930s. He had no “rank-and-file” experience like Green because he never
worked in a shipyard. Nevertheless, his outlook reflected a perspective that could
be found among many at the grassroots, which accounts for much of his popular-
ity when he was a national officer in the IUMSWA. He represented one part of the
spectrum of the IUMSWA’s broad labor left during the pre-Cold War years. 
Appreciating his contributions to the IUMSWA is crucial to understanding the 
diverse left movement that succumbed to the onslaught of Cold War labor 
anticommunism.11

A majority of Federal Ship workers regarded themselves as New Dealers
and supported the Democratic Party of Franklin D. Roosevelt. Some aligned them-
selves with the left wing of the union, but others included right-wing New Dealers
who identified with Mayor Frank (“I am the law”) Hague and his Democratic
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Party machine in Jersey City. The political divisions that characterized Roosevelt’s
New Deal and that existed within the New Jersey Democratic Party under Hague’s
influence were mirrored in the IUMSWA’s North Jersey union locals, including
the Federal Shipyard local.

Hague ruled his city as an authoritarian with rabidly anticommunist politics.
Because of his role as a power broker in the national Democratic Party, of which
he was national vice chairman, he maintained dominance not just through local
patronage and corruption, but also through his control of the distribution of Works
Progress Administration (WPA) funds throughout New Jersey. From 1937 to 1939
the CIO, Norman Thomas, and the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) all
challenged Hague’s refusal to allow free speech, the right to assemble, and the
right to organize unions within Jersey City. They sponsored demonstrations, meet-
ings, and union organizing drives, all of which were met with vigilante mobs and
police violence coordinated by Hague and his officials. The United States
Supreme Court finally ruled against Hague in a major lawsuit involving freedom
of speech. Within hours Hague invited the CIO into his city and welcomed one of
the main organizations involved in opposing his rule: the IUMSWA. Green ac-
cepted Hague’s invitation, and the IUMSWA became the first CIO union to hold a
convention in Jersey City. Federal Ship’s Local 16 became the sponsoring local,
enhancing the power of anticommunist and pro-Hague union activists, while mar-
ginalizing those on the left within the local who continued to push for full political
democracy and accountability in Jersey City and North Jersey generally.12

A surprising number of Federal Ship workers were registered as Republi-
cans, but most supported the programs and spirit of the New Deal. One part of this
group maintained local loyalties to the traditional urban machine-style Republican
politics of Bergen County. Mayor Hague had to make deals with Republicans who
dominated Bergen County, even as he controlled Jersey City within the county.
Then there were those who believed in the Progressive Republican tradition more
to the left, which was compatible with pro-New Deal views.13

John Dempsey stands out as the most prominent Local 16 leader identified
with the Republican urban machine right wing. Mayor Hague’s apparent modera-
tion toward the IUMSWA may have come partly from political ties that his machine
had with Local 16 officers such as Dempsey. Elected Local 16 president in July
1938, Dempsey believed in local union autonomy, but he also had major policy dif-
ferences with left-wing leaders such as Nat Levin. As a Jersey City Republican in
the midst of Hague’s Democratic Party machine, Dempsey learned to work with
political bosses. Hague found it advantageous to allow a small, if ineffective, mi-
nority of Republicans to operate in Jersey City, because some county jobs, such as
those on the election board, required representation from both parties.14

Left-wing Local 16 welding steward Nat Levin considered Dempsey to be
part of the forces that made it “very difficult to maintain a strong and decent or-
ganization.” Lou Kaplan later became convinced that Dempsey built a corrupt po-
litical machine inside Local 16, using a patronage system among stewards and
committeemen: “Dempsey [was] emblematic of what I considered a thief within
the labor movement, because he was building his machine on the basis of lost
time. That was the biggest dishonesty. But it was part of the labor movement as it
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was, part of the political movement . . . in Jersey City, Newark, and the area—how
many pork choppers were on.” Hague’s machine clearly served as a model for
Dempsey’s organization in the yard.15

Dempsey surrounded himself with “strong arm guys,” as Kaplan called
them, to get his way in union meetings, but he also enjoyed a popular following 
as a local leader. Both the broad spectrum of local-level progressives and the 
IUMSWA national officers viewed Dempsey’s potential power as a menace. Green
was suspicious of Dempsey’s independence on the right, just as he feared Nat
Levin’s on the left. Welder and union activist Terry Foy recalled that Dempsey
“had a lot of stature. He was a very impressive . . . tall guy, heavy set, ruddy com-
plexion, and spoke rather well. He handled himself well, and [was] tough.” Be-
sides ruling with an iron hand, Dempsey was a superb parliamentarian. Many
workers, including rank-and-file welder Joe Peters, liked Dempsey’s personal
style, which symbolized union power to them. Dempsey built this following not
just through dubious “lost time” payments, but also by personally encouraging
workers like Peters to attend their department shop meetings. His greatest weak-
ness, according to Foy, was that he surrounded himself with corrupt and self-
serving men.16

Dempsey also won support as a local leader through his skill in making al-
liances. He got the backing of those who wanted more independence from the
national union, but also cultivated ties with a number of loyalists in the national 
office. Green must have realized this when he helped promote Dempsey to 
IUMSWA national vice president at the 1939 Jersey City convention, the first
CIO-affiliated event that Hague allowed in his city.17

The labor left also included Republicans. Terry Foy was the most signifi-
cant labor left leader to emerge from the Republican pro-New Deal group. Like
Dempsey, he had connections with Republican politicians in the area and un-
derstood how the Democratic Party machine of Mayor Frank Hague operated in
Jersey City. Foy found employment at Federal Ship through Fred Hartley, the
anti-labor Republican congressman who later co-authored the Taft-Hartley
Act.18

Foy had never been in a union, but his father had been a LaFollete Republi-
can, which made him receptive to the organizing then underway at Federal Ship. “I
didn’t know from unions . . . other than that you were supposed to work and get
wages and make a living.” When he first started, he saw workers around him wear-
ing union buttons and decided to talk to the pipe shop steward about joining the
CIO. “The CIO was in an organizing campaign all over Jersey at that particular
time [1939]. . . . I figured it was to my best interests to be in the union.” When Foy
transferred to the welding department, shop steward Nat Levin encouraged him to
become active in Local 16. Foy’s natural leadership abilities soon emerged, and by
1943 he became night shift spokesman, joining Kaplan and the others as a leader
of the left wing progressives.19

Local 16 was considered by many to be a stronghold of the Communist
Party within the IUMSWA. At the grassroots level, however, the picture looked
somewhat different. Most of those who were either in or identified with the
CPUSA focused mainly on trade union activity in their daily contacts with work-
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ers. Nat Levin was the most prominent of these people. He entered Federal Ship as
a volunteer organizer to assist with the organizing drive of 1936–37. His egalitar-
ian outlook stemmed in part from early experience working in his father’s carpen-
try trade, where he encountered workers of many different European backgrounds.
He also had a strong commitment to combating racial prejudice against black and
Hispanic workers. During World War II, he did not play as prominent a role in the
left-wing opposition to Local 16’s right-wing leadership as he had in the late
1930s. This was partly because his strong adherence to the no-strike pledge led
him to focus his efforts on committees that aimed to increase production for the
war effort. He continued to informally train leadership within the local, and was
instrumental in recruiting workers like Terry Foy to the left-wing movement.20

Not all radicals were allied with the labor left. Mendy Mendelson, a very
sectarian Trotskyist, was so anti-CPUSA that he worked actively for the Local 16
right-wing faction. He ran on Dempsey’s anticommunist election slates and even
provided secret information to Green about alleged CP activities at Federal Ship.
Generalizing about Trotskyist organization—beyond Mendelson’s activity—is
difficult, because its presence at Federal was very small. There were also those in
the CP who falsely accused some activists of being “Trotskyist” because they re-
fused to adhere strictly to the Party line and discipline—an accusation made, for
example, by Henry Tully against independently minded Lou Kaplan.21

Federal Ship’s black union leaders at the grassroots were almost universally
in the labor left and identified with the left wing of the New Deal. At the same
time, most allied themselves with the CPUSA. Bob Monroe emerged as an impor-
tant leader among the black trade unionists in the plate shop, one of Federal Ship’s
largest departments. Monroe had served as a precinct captain for the Jersey City
Mayor Hague’s machine, where he gained a rough education in corrupt urban pol-
itics. The progressives’ stand for equality in the union later drew him to their
ranks, and eventually he allied with the Communist Party. His powerful physical
build made him valuable when Local 16 president John Dempsey’s “goons”
threatened the leaders of the progressives. He had excellent rapport with people
and was an able speaker, which earned him the respect of many white workers and
helped to reduce racial prejudice among the rank-and-file.22

Black workers were a critical group to organize, especially in the plate shop,
one of the most militant locations in the yard. In contrast to other major shipyards
in the Northeast, blacks worked at Federal Ship since the yard opened during
World War I. They continued to occupy the lowest-paying, dirtiest, and physically
most demanding positions, such as laborers, porters, reamers and drillers, red lead
painters (done in the ships’ inner bottoms), and helpers to skilled tradesmen. In the
plate shop, blacks worked as “slingers,” using heavy hammers to shape plates after
they had been bent by machines. When Lou Kaplan first met these men, many of
them belonged to the union but had no use for the current leadership. He sought to
unite them with other progressives in the yard, arguing that the status of black
workers would remain low if they stayed isolated.23

Al Elliot, another key black worker from the plate shop who joined the op-
position, became active in left wing politics and was identified with the Commu-
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nist Party. When the labor left openly challenged those who held power in Local
16 during 1943 and 1944, Elliot became the leading spokesman and candidate of
the black workers. A third leader in this group, Antonio (“Tony”) Tully, worked in
the riveting department. Tully was born in Jamaica and then moved with his fam-
ily to Panama. His father was Irish and his mother was Jamaican, but the family
spoke fluent Spanish. He had several brothers at Federal, including Henry, his
twin. While both Tony and Henry were active in Local 16 politics, Tony was the
one most widely recognized as a rank-and-file leader. The Tully brothers also
identified with the politics of the Communist Party, as did a number of black and
Hispanic shipyard workers, because of the CP’s stand against racial discrimina-
tion. They respected the leadership of Benjamin Davis, the black Communist city
council member from Harlem who was outspoken on the needs of black people
and the poor.24

Organizing Federal Ship’s black workers into the union was critical for sev-
eral reasons. First, they represented a major bloc of workers. At the height of the
war, some 7,000 of the 40,000 workers at Federal’s Kearny and Port Newark yards
were black. Henry Tully, shop steward in the drilling and reaming department,
maintained records indicating that 49 percent of that department’s workers were
black (African American or Caribbean), while 30 percent were Eastern European,
8 percent of Italian descent (mostly Sicilian), and only 11 percent were from
English-speaking backgrounds (American-born, English, Scots, and Irish). Tully
appreciated the extent of discrimination against those who did not speak English
because of his mixed Jamaican-Panamanian background, and he saw a connection
between prejudice against immigrants (European and non-European) and non-
whites. He believed it was no coincidence that in his department, where the work
was particularly difficult, noisy, and dirty, almost all of the department’s workers
were black or either non-English speaking Eastern Europeans, while only a hand-
ful were English-speaking white workers.25

Bringing black workers into the union became a matter of principle for those
on the left, particularly Lou Kaplan and Nat Levin. In their view no democratic or-
ganization could sustain itself without justice and equality for all of its members,
including non-whites. Levin was the first person at Federal to fight for the right of
racial minorities to hold welding jobs. In the face of fierce verbal opposition from
some white workers, especially those in the welding department, blacks gradually
started to fill the new jobs. For some white union activists with more traditional
politics, such as Terry Foy, racial equality became an entirely new experience
when seen in these personal terms and explained by Nat Levin in his patient but
uncompromising manner. For Levin, racial equality and unity gave expression to
“the beautiful words of the preamble to the Constitution of the Union” with its
non-discrimination declaration. It “was the guide for all of us in trying to build the
organization.”26

Flynn, Dempsey, and other Local 16 officers provided little support for the
fight for equality, despite the fact that the IUMSWA officially, if not in practice,
opposed discrimination. Green and Van Gelder had endorsed black participation in
the labor movement as early as the 1935 New York Shipyard strike in Camden.
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However, racial discrimination continued in most shipyards. The AFL had the
worst record, but the IUMSWA also had its problems. Nationally the IUMSWA
did not keep segregated seniority lists like the AFL, but a major push from pro-
gressives was needed to get the IUMSWA to take a stand against segregation in the
workplace. In contrast to Federal Ship, virtually all skilled jobs at New York Ship
(John Green’s home local) remained exclusively white during World War II.27

White welders’ resistance at Federal to blacks in their department broke
down once blacks and whites got to know each other on the job. Joe Peters, a rank-
and-file welder of second generation Lithuanian background and a Dempsey loy-
alist who never held a union post, remembered the development of camaraderie
among white, black, and Hispanic workers. He favorably recalled memories of so-
cializing at the end of the shift, when fellow workers visited each other’s homes
and learned about new customs, foods, and drinks. Problems of racial and ethnic
prejudice at Federal Ship certainly were present during World War II, but racial
discrimination and violent opposition to workplace integration did not dominate
the union culture to the extent that it did in places like the Detroit auto plants or the
Philadelphia transit system, where bitter race riots broke out.28

The link between Spanish-speaking and black workers provided another
means of building labor left unity in Local 16. The Tully brothers, with their Pana-
manian background and fluent Spanish, brought Latin American workers into the
ranks of the progressives. Their Jamaican roots, in turn, made it easy for them to
develop strong ties with African Americans. There were many informal social net-
works linking these groups, which might best be described as Afro-Caribbean.29

The Tully brothers had a particular affinity with “Spanish” workers. Many
were Cuban and Puerto Rican, but a number also hailed from Galicia, the Spanish
province where shipbuilding dominated the economy. Henry Tully discovered, to
his surprise, that he could not communicate with these men in Spanish, since they
spoke Galician—a separate minority language. As a fellow immigrant, he identi-
fied closely with the Galicians and socialized with them in their neighborhood just
east of Manhattan’s Chinatown.30

However, the main leadership among the Hispanics came from one of their
own—Victor Garcia, who was Puerto Rican. His left wing outlook gave him polit-
ical connections to Tony Tully, Levin, Kaplan, and others in key areas of the yard.
Although he worked as a lowly cleaner, his organizing skills enabled him to lead
the smaller but very vocal group of Spanish-speaking workers, exerting an influ-
ence among them that matched the leadership of Elliot and Monroe among black
workers. A popular speaker, Garcia regularly voiced his opinions at union meet-
ings. He spoke English well, with a heavy accent. Henry Tully remembered 
how Garcia used these occasions to forcefully combat the prejudice of English-
speaking union members and to educate them to change their attitudes.31

Independent leftists, perhaps best characterized as anarcho-syndicalists,
sought to bridge the gap between the majority of white workers who identified
with New Deal politics of the Roosevelt administration and a minority who identi-
fied with the Communist Party, including many black and Hispanic workers. His-
torian David Milton has described a syndicalist wing within the CPUSA during
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the 1940s and 1950s, which accounts for the remarkable independence of a num-
ber of labor leaders identified with the party. These included many leaders and
staff organizers in the UE who refused to go along with the CPUSA directive to
dissolve the union during the 1950s. Lou Kaplan was among these UE staffers
who opposed CPUSA interference in the UE, even though he supported many of
the party’s political objectives. In the East Coast IUMSWA a decade earlier,
Kaplan was without a doubt the union’s most outstanding organizer, and he exem-
plified this independent left wing approach in his organizing.32

Kaplan grew up in New York City, where he was raised in a Jesuit Catholic
orphanage and learned how to survive on the streets. His unusual upbringing and
remarkable intellectual talents opened doors, allowing him to study at UCLA,
where he got a B.A. in 1936 and an M.A. in journalism in 1938. That year he vis-
ited San Francisco, got swept up in the shipping strike then in progress, and began
organizing with Harry Bridges’ International Longshoremen and Warehousemen
Union (ILWU). After a year he returned to the East Coast and worked at the Brew-
ster Aeronautical plant in Port Newark, New Jersey, as a final inspector on the
PBY Catalina bomber assembly line. There he worked as a volunteer organizer for
the plant’s UAW local, which sought to consolidate by increasing membership and
participation. North Jersey UE activists convinced Kaplan in late 1941 to move to
the Federal Shipyard, where his talents were more urgently needed.33

Kaplan worked initially as a rank-and-file ship fitter, organizing on the in-
side, and later as a full-time staff organizer for the IUMSWA between 1942 and
1946. He allied with the Communist Party, but disagreed with much of their na-
tional trade union line. While he upheld the World War II no-strike pledge, he did
not do so in the rigid manner demanded by CP leaders. He believed that CP na-
tional trade union director Jack Stachel did not understand how to connect left-
wing politics with rank-and-file workers’ concerns and characterized Stachel as
little more than “a tie salesman.” In contrast, Kaplan adopted an intensely prag-
matic approach that proved the key to his success as a trade union organizer.34

He routinely explained to shipyards workers that he was “an anarchist with a
program” and denied that he was a party member, even though he was sympathetic
with many of the objectives of the CPUSA. His political language tended to de-
flect anticommunist attacks from workers, though not from his enemies within the
IUMSWA leadership. It also reflected the reality of shipbuilding’s complex rank-
and-file politics. Kaplan called himself an anarchist because he believed in radical
politics and, at least in principle, supported socialism and workers’ control of the
economy. Above all, he encouraged direct action and defiance of illegitimate au-
thority. All the while, his “program” stressed trade union democracy and on-the-
job representation, decent wages and working conditions, and a range of very
specific “straight” trade union objectives. Kaplan supported President Franklin D.
Roosevelt and much of the New Deal, not unlike many on the left who also led
militant strikes. Kaplan believed in radical socialism in the long-term, but he
adopted realism tactically for the short-term. The main non-communist radical in-
fluences on him were the syndicalist socialism of immigrant shipyard workers
from the Scottish Clydeside whom he encountered at the Kearny yard. The “anar-
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chist” part of his politics was most influenced by the direct-action tactics of the In-
dustrial Workers of the World (IWW), who had been strong among Philadelphia
area port workers during World War I but whose influence continued through the
early 1930s.35

If Kaplan can be regarded as the “anarchist with a program,” Andy Reeder
exemplified the direct action tactics of the IWW in practice. Reeder did not start
out with progressive politics. He came from a conservative Republican working-
class family in Philadelphia and as a teenager joined the local Ku Klux Klan be-
cause of his hatred of Catholics. He soon quit the KKK because he came to dislike
their program as narrow and no answer to the unemployment and poverty of the
1930s. As the Depression deepened he left home, encountering the Wobblies and
their direct-action tactics while riding freight trains in search of work. He later
used these tactics when he got jobs in a number of non-union East Coast ship-
yards, including Bath Iron Works in Maine, Fore River in Quincy, Massachusetts,
and Sun Ship in Chester, Pennsylvania. When he got a welding job at Federal Ship
in the late 1930s, the radical organizers there were not Wobblies, but Communist
and Socialist Party members and sympathizers who routinely used IWW direct-
action tactics. He became an inside organizer for the IUMSWA because of his
anger at the bad treatment of workers by yard supervisors and was fired from a
number of locations, including Federal Ship. By this time, New York Ship had a
very strong IUMSWA local, which made it possible for him to maintain his job
with dignity. Like other shipyard union activists, he continued to assist organizing
efforts beyond New York Ship.36

Reeder played a major undercover organizing role for Kaplan in the second
Sun Ship drive during World War II and was elected president of IUMSWA Local
1 at New York Ship, by 1944 the union’s largest local nationally. He had little use
for intellectuals in the labor movement and never joined a left-wing organization,
but he greatly admired Van Gelder, who workers called the “shipyard philosopher”
(Van Gelder had briefly taught at Brown University before his involvement with
union organizing), and Kaplan, whom he considered the finest organizer he had
ever known. Reeder’s perspective speaks to the breadth of the labor left in the East
Coast shipyards during World War II and provides another illustration of the het-
erogeneity of the labor left beyond the CP.37

By 1940, Federal Ship had become the nation’s most important builder of
destroyers. Its significance to organized labor also derived from its location in the
metropolitan region with the greatest number of shipyard workers: the New
York–Newark area, with 90,900 workers out of 556,100 nationally. By 1942 the
San Francisco area employed more shipbuilding workers, but on the East Coast,
the New York–Newark area continued as the hub of shipbuilding, with the Federal
Shipyard at its center. IUMSWA Local 16 had demanded a union shop at Federal
Ship since its organizing victory and first contract negotiations in 1937. By 1941,
Local 16 found it increasingly difficult to sign up new members and collect
monthly dues on a person-to-person basis, so the local decided that survival de-
pended on making union membership a condition of employment.38

The expiration of Local 16’s contract with Federal Shipbuilding on 24 June
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24 1941, took place in the context of a temporary agreement on new Atlantic Coast
Zone Standards between the IUMSWA and the Atlantic shipbuilding industry,
which included Federal. The IUMSWA hoped to avoid a strike because it wanted
to assist with the national emergency President Roosevelt had declared in May in
response to the expanding war in Europe. The IUMSWA’s renunciation of strikes
in the industry-wide shipbuilding agreement set the stage for the CIO’s later ac-
ceptance of the no-strike pledge.39

Although Federal Shipbuilding agreed to pay the new wage rates, the 
IUMSWA appealed to the newly formed National Defense Mediation Board
(NDMB) when the company refused the union shop demand. The NDMB recom-
mended acceptance of a “maintenance of membership” clause requiring all who
joined the union to remain members for the life of the contract, but it had no power
to enforce the decision. U.S. Steel, which directed Federal Ship’s policy, refused
to comply, fearing implications for the steel industry. The NDMB decision and
U.S. Steel resistance to it tested the federal government’s power to regulate man-
agement-labor disputes, and it highlighted the centrality of the union security issue
for trade unions.40

John Green and other IUMSWA leaders saw this decision as a victory, but
many Local 16 members regarded the maintenance-of-membership compromise
as a sell-out and no substitute for the closed shop. In July 1946, union members
voted down the NDMB maintenance-of-membership recommendation by 1,422 to
1,203. By this time, however, the yard employed over 17,000 workers who would
be affected by the decision. The union vote represented the preference of only a
minority of Federal Shipyard workers, and Local 16 struggled for the next three
years to involve the rapidly increasing non-union majority in the yard’s union
movement.41

Local 16 vice president Peter Flynn, with executive board approval, advo-
cated membership endorsement of the NDMB proposal, and also called for a
strike within forty-eight hours, if Federal Shipbuilding refused to agree to binding
arbitration on the maintenance-of-membership clause. On 6 August, 12,000 work-
ers went on strike, with a highly-disciplined mass picket over ten-deep and stretch-
ing a mile long, that blocked the yard’s single entrance during shift changes. In
response to this threat to a vital war industry, American Clothing Workers of
America (ACWA) president Sidney Hillman, now Associate Director General of
the Office of Production Management (OPM), convened a group for two weeks 
in Washington that included Federal Shipbuilding president Lynn Korndorff,
IUMSWA president John Green, and various NDMB and Navy Department offi-
cials. When some officials raised the possibility of Naval seizure of the yard to break
the impasse, Korndorff endorsed the idea to counter management’s bad public im-
age, while the IUMSWA supported a takeover, as long as there would be “guarantees
that our collective bargaining rights will not be impaired by the transition.”42

On 23 August, the eighteenth day of the strike, President Roosevelt finally
ordered the Navy Department to assume full control of the Federal Shipyard. The
IUMSWA’s leadership believed that seizure would expedite enforcement of the
NDMB’s recommendation, but Secretary of the Navy Frank Knox did not concur
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with the NDMB on maintenance-of-membership. He instructed Admiral Harold
Bowen, the officer who took charge of the yard, to follow standard Navy yard pol-
icy by maintaining prevailing wages, hours, and working conditions, but gave no
concessions to the union. Bureaucracy soon bogged down Local 16 in its efforts to
process mounting grievances and to collect dues. Daniel Ring of the Maritime
Commission was installed as Admiral Bowen’s assistant covering industrial rela-
tions and held ongoing discussions with Local 16 representatives, but little
progress was made.43

In October elections, Local 16 members voted in Peter Flynn as the new
president, and John Dempsey, who had been president two years earlier, as vice
president. George Wright, the IUMSWA’s national vice president, was re-elected
to his third term as financial secretary. Al McNulty defeated Nat Levin for treas-
urer, creating a solid anti-left local executive. For the first time, John Green ap-
peared to have a group of Local 16 officers who were loyal to the national office
and his own increasingly anti-left views. Flynn’s relationship with Green became
strained, however, because of Flynn’s inability to implement a clear plan for con-
solidating the local. After the election, Green contacted financial secretary Wright
about the local’s declining dues and low membership, and demanded that the local
“force a complete showdown on the maintenance of membership clause.” In reply,
Flynn admitted to national Secretary-Treasurer Van Gelder that the local was
“plodding along an endless road thru a wilderness of bureaucracy,” but vowed to
“do the best we can to keep the flag flying.”44

After the 7 December Japanese bombing of Pearl Harbor and United States
entry into World War II, Federal Shipyard’s interim manager, Admiral Bowen, and
Navy Secretary Knox recommended return of the yard to U.S. Steel because top
Naval personnel were in short supply. President Roosevelt returned the yard to pri-
vate management on 5 January 1942.45

By 1942, Local 16’s financial troubles were worse than ever. The union en-
couraged department stewards to be more aggressive in enrolling new members
and collecting dues, but the traditional person-to-person method failed to keep
pace with the yard’s hiring rate. Employees doubled between January 1941 and
January 1942, from 10,000 to 20,000, but members in good standing remained
stagnant at only about 10,000. New union members averaged only 700 per month
over this period, with many falling behind in dues payments. By March 1942,
fewer than half of the yard’s 23,000 employees belonged to the union. Support for
the August 1941 strike had been very strong, but afterward Local 16’s expendi-
tures increased sharply, running almost triple to what they had been at the start of
1941. Flynn and Dempsey made the problem worse by giving excess “lost time”
payments to their favorite stewards and committeemen as a reward for supporting
their faction within the union local.46

When private management resumed control of the yard, the ritual of negoti-
ations with the union continued. President Roosevelt authorized the formation of
the National War Labor Board (NWLB) on 12 January 1942, which provided
some hope for Local 16. At public hearings two months later, national IUMSWA
attorney M. H. Goldstein used genuine membership and expenditure figures
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(rather than the inflated numbers printed in the Shipyard Worker) to illustrate why
Local 16 needed maintenance-of-membership. He described a pattern of local
union decline and increased industrial relations instability, thus revealing the truth
about the mess in Kearny. Federal Shipbuilding president Korndorff countered that
“since the return of the yard to the Company there has been no agitation, no dis-
sension, no dissatisfaction on the part of the employees discernible to the manage-
ment.” He made his usual plea for the “right to work,” but NWLB members were
not convinced.47

While the NWLB deliberated, President Roosevelt convened a special con-
ference on shipyard labor at the White House attended by Secretary of the Navy
Knox, Sidney Hillman, NWLB head William Davis, Judge Stacy (the public rep-
resentative for the original NDMB recommendation), and John Green. Roosevelt
made it clear that he no longer advocated neutrality in the Federal Shipyard case.
America needed ships, and this was no time for a labor dispute in the nation’s 
most important destroyer yard. When John Green asked Roosevelt for his view on
maintenance-of-membership and whether “a man … delinquent in the payment of
his dues and not in good standing . . . could be discharged. . . . The President
replied ‘Categorically, yes.’”48

With the president now firmly behind the original NDMB decision and its
rigorous enforcement, the final decision of the NWLB was a foregone conclusion.
The representatives of the public (William Davis, Frank Graham, Wayne Morse,
and George Taylor) and of labor (Thomas Kennedy, George Meany, Emil Rieve,
and Martin Durkin) believed that the company had created conditions detrimental
to the war effort. The four employer representatives held to U.S. Steel’s anti-
maintenance position. Writing for the majority, Graham dismissed Federal Ship’s
allegation that the NWLB had no jurisdiction in the case and delivered a scathing
criticism of U.S. Steel: “In the momentous struggle between the United Nations
and the Axis Powers, let us have no defiance of the nation, no mustering of dis-
unity, no measuring and testing of the comparative sovereignty of the United
States Steel Corporation and the United States of America. . . . Failure to settle this
dispute would reveal both a lack of the acceptance of the democratic process and a
lack of understanding of the decisive role of ships in the world strategy of the
United Nations against the long gathered might of the Fascist-Axis Powers.” As a
result of this pressure, Federal Shipbuilding signed an agreement with the union
on 29 May incorporating the maintenance-of-membership clause as written by the
NWLB.49

The union seemed to be winning the legal battle, but during the summer lit-
tle had changed at the grassroots level in the yard itself. All new members still had
to sign up by hand, which meant that over 10,000 non-union workers at the yard
had to be organized into the union. Members had to be buttonholed at the gates
each month, because stewards could not collect dues on company property. The
problem of new members who failed to pay dues continued to grow. Worst of all,
as the union fought to obtain maintenance-of-membership, it neglected other
pressing issues, including job-related concerns that were far more important to the
average worker than dues and membership figures. Flynn’s incompetence and
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Green’s reliance on government proceedings to the neglect of grassroots organiz-
ing created a chasm between union officials and the rank-and-file. This crisis
opened an enormous gap between the union’s increasingly right-wing leadership
and an emerging left wing committed to mobilizing workers and carrying out lim-
ited direct action.

Flynn’s inaction created a leadership vacuum that was filled by a new group
of young union activists who ranged from liberal Democrats and Republicans to
Communists and other left-wing radicals. The main leaders of this left progressive
group included Lou Kaplan, Terry Foy, Vic Johnson, Victor Garcia, Antonio Tully,
and Al Elliot. In early 1942 they pushed for a new organizing drive to rebuild the
local and attacked the “business as usual” complacency of Local 16’s officers.
They committed themselves to unity across all social barriers, especially racial
and ethnic ones. Nat Levin continued to assist them, but more as a union “teacher”
than a spokesman, devoting most of his time to the labor production committees
for advancing the war drive.50

Most of those who became part of the broad labor left originally came to
Federal Ship just to get a good job, but a few, such as Lou Kaplan and Vic Johnson,
deliberately entered the yard to advance the CIO. Kaplan started recruiting for the
union almost as soon as he was hired. He quickly got to know Levin, Elliot, and
other key leaders on the left, as well as independently-minded workers like Terry
Foy. By spring of 1942, Kaplan won an elected position on the union negotiating
committee and became its main spokesman. The left progressives had a wide
range of workers in their ranks, including men from white, black, and Hispanic
backgrounds. For the most part, women worked in the Port Newark yard, built as a
World War II auxiliary to the larger Kearny yard. As of 1943, the progressive
group lacked women leaders, but a year later a few women had become involved
as candidates aligned with it.51

By early 1943, many progressives believed that the union functioned as little
more than a “dues collection agency,” in Kaplan’s words. The company still re-
fused to discipline union members not in good standing, making the union security
provision useless. It also refused to meet with Flynn and Dempsey, claiming that
they had not worked in the yard for over a year, and so could no longer serve as le-
gitimate Local 16 representatives.52

With the local continuing to lose members and money, national IUMSWA
Secretary-Treasurer Phil Van Gelder ordered Financial Secretary George Wright
to send a complete report on Local 16’s indebtedness. Flynn replied on Wright’s
behalf that the prolonged legal wrangling after the 1941 strike and huge employ-
ment numbers from Federal Shipyards’ turnover—then the highest on the East
Coast—had drained Local 16’s resources. Van Gelder rejected Flynn’s excuses,
having dealt with this type of problem many times before, but viewed the develop-
ing crisis at Federal as a particular threat to the national union.53

On the eve of World War II, Local 16 was the union’s second largest local,
in terms of dues-paying members. Together, Local 16 and Local 1, at Camden,
New Jersey’s New York Shipbuilding, formed the IUMSWA’s core membership.
The combined employment at Federal’s Kearny and Port Newark yards (both
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under a single Local 16 contract) was approximately 40,000 in 1943, some
8,000 more than New York Ship, making Federal Ship the largest employer cov-
ered by the IUMSWA—and potentially the largest local. The problem at Federal
therefore threatened the financial position and morale of the entire national
union.54

Tom Gallagher, Green’s special assistant in the national office, made a pre-
liminary investigation that revealed disturbing evidence of union mismanagement
and possible corruption. Van Gelder then ordered a full audit. He concluded from
the results that Local 16’s problems derived from the “large sums of money spent
by the Local to reimburse officers and committeemen for lost time”—lost time
supposedly connected to grievance handling and dues collecting.55

With a solid base among the shop stewards, the progressives decided to take
the initiative. Nat Levin, Ramsey MacDonald, and others declared that Local 16’s
difficulties involved not just financial mismanagement but also union democracy.
They insisted that the national office intervene, charging that there were “many ir-
regularities on the ballot” for the positions of trustee and the negotiating commit-
tee, which were elective positions tied to Flynn’s “lost time” system.56

Peter Flynn rapidly lost control of the organization. The Army drafted him
in the spring, after the company refused him reentry onto Federal Ship’s employee
list. Dempsey and Wright, older men, fared better. The company agreed to work
with Dempsey, and he assumed the Local 16 presidency in Flynn’s absence.
Dempsey could not immediately consolidate his position, which gave a temporary
advantage to the progressives, under Kaplan’s leadership.57

Dempsey faced an extremely difficult situation. The net worth of Local 16
had declined from $23,336 in January 1941 to $596 by February 1943. As of 14
April there were 12,589 members “technically” in good standing and a staggering
16,057 delinquents. Local 16 members in good standing now represented little
more than a fourth of the workers at Federal’s yards. Local 16 officers had neg-
lected to issue delinquent lists to the departments, making it impossible for stew-
ards to collect back dues. They also had failed to submit delinquent lists to the
company, so the contract’s maintenance-of-membership clause had not been
enforced.58

The issue of corruption became a rallying point for the progressives. With
the IUMSWA sitting on a powder keg, Green sent in Charles Brecht, regional di-
rector for North Jersey–New York Harbor, to conduct a full-scale investigation.
The local’s members gave their approval at the 2 May meeting and unanimously
authorized a progressive-initiated motion for an investigating committee within
the local itself. Those elected to the committee included Al Elliot, Lou Kaplan,
Ramsey MacDonald, Terry Foy, and Tom Damato.59

Flynn and those around him had viewed the local conflict as one between
anticommunists loyal to Green versus Communists and “fellow travelers.” Now,
however, the local’s right-wing leaders faced an investigation of union corruption
that could completely undermine their position. Kaplan was aware of the ideolog-
ical dimensions of the struggle and later came to view it as part of the general de-
velopment of the left-right split in the CIO, not just a battle against dishonest and
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incompetent officers. Nevertheless, he conducted the fight in Local 16 on a trade-
union basis comprehensible to any worker, rather than along ideological lines.60

In contrast to Kaplan, Van Gelder disliked characterizing this type of local
conflict as left versus right, or progressive versus conservative. For Van Gelder, the
problems within Local 16 stemmed from corruption, factionalism, and personal
abuse of power not related to ideological differences. He did not perceive the po-
litical ramifications of the local battle. Part of the reason for Van Gelder’s and
Kaplan’s differing perceptions came from the fact that Kaplan worked inside the
shipyard, while Van Gelder saw things at a distance from the Camden office. Van
Gelder’s failure to understand this emerging left-right split within the IUMSWA
later caught him off guard when he left his elected union position to join the Army
near the end of the war and was pushed out of leadership by Green and his right-
wing faction.61

The local investigating committee presented its report at the June 1943
membership meeting, with Kaplan as the spokesman. He described the disappear-
ance of receipts and vouchers, as well as check forgeries. He charged Flynn,
Dempsey, and their allies with responsibility for the long, detailed list of mis-
deeds. Several months later the IUMSWA auditor discovered a secret bank ac-
count, shared by Flynn and Wright, into which union funds had been channeled.
President Green, however, made no charges against the two and instead had all the
local’s funds put under the jurisdiction of the national office.62

In his investigation committee report, Kaplan questioned the integrity of the
local officers and attacked their “Communist” allegations: “Those who cry disrup-
tion! Or scream Communism! When the Union membership demands an investi-
gation when it finds that it hasn’t a reserve to carry on this political battle for the
protection of labor’s interests and the war effort, are actually, working against la-
bor and our union. They are destroying the main base of support to our President,
which is the C.I.O.”63

Kaplan listed specific recommendations for reforming Local 16, including
regular auditing, opening the union local’s financial books to the membership, and
requiring that officers work in the shipyard. He then called for a renewed organiz-
ing drive at Federal, based on honest trade unionism, to make it “a 100% C.I.O.
yard” and to “free the local of those forces who, by their parasitic activities act as
a weight on the growth of our union.” He concluded with an admonition for trade
unionism with a broader vision, a perspective that proved to be tragically
prophetic during the transition from World War II to the Cold War: “The union is
our most potent weapon to see that we win the peace as well as the war. We must
build it into the strong, agile, fighting force capable of handling the complex situ-
ations which we will face in the post-war world. . . . But—if we fail to acknowl-
edge our weaknesses and fail to eliminate them, we shall become diseased, we
shall slowly decay, and we shall finally die.”64

In May 1943 the union began negotiations for a new contract with the com-
pany, but when the agreement expired many issues remained unresolved. The
union negotiating committee had to continue talks with management because of
the no-strike pledge. Inside the yard, however, workers expressed impatience with
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wages that lagged behind wartime inflation; long overtime hours and seven-day
weeks without adequate vacation relief and pay; and failure to enforce the mainte-
nance-of-membership provision. In an effort to break the deadlock, the progres-
sives drummed up local and national publicity, and sent a union delegation to
Washington to lobby for NWLB resumption of hearings on their case. Sympa-
thetic board member Wayne Morse, who met the delegation personally, proved in-
strumental in convincing NWLB director William Davis to act immediately.65

Meanwhile, IUMSWA president Green sought to reestablish order in Local
16 without allowing the progressives, and particularly the left, to assume control.
Within the national General Executive Board (GEB) he created a special commit-
tee of Ross Blood, John Grogan, and Herbert Moyer to deal with the situation in
Kearny. Blood and Grogan became key players in the political realignment then
developing within the national IUMSWA.66

The showdown between the progressives and Dempsey’s group came during
the July campaign for national convention delegates. This year the contest de-
veloped into a highly partisan ideological fight between two slates, each with
forty-one candidates. The progressives called themselves the “CIO Builders Com-
mittee,” and they attacked the Dempsey regime’s slate for its corrupt practices and
for being “phonies . . . trying to save the Union from Communism . . . By squan-
dering Union funds.” Dempsey’s “American Trade Unionists” slate pledged to
“fight as one to see that not only Local 16 shall be cleansed of Communism,” but
to support union leaders “who will . . . keep their eyes on one world capital, Wash-
ington, D.C.” The “CIO Builders Committee” had a straightforward program: end
union corruption, secure a new and better contract, and improve production to help
win the war. It supported militant action, within the confines of the no-strike
pledge. In contrast, the “American Trade Unionists” had no program or basis of
unity except anticommunism, and it was divided on the no-strike pledge.67

John Green intervened when the “CIO Builders Committee” slate won the
Local 16 delegate election. His attitude may have been fueled in part by the infor-
mation he received from informants in the yard. They included rivals on the left,
not just the right. During the height of the Flynn-Wright-McNulty scandal, Green
received a phone call from Mendy Mendelson, the particularly sectarian Trotsky-
ist, about “a rump meeting of the Commies and the Local 16 Investigating Com-
mittee.” Mendelson provided information at other times, but Green was reluctant
to establish permanent ties with him. Other informers included shipyard workers
who were recruited by the FBI through the Catholic Church in Jersey City. While
this surveillance network was separate from the union, some IUMSWA officers,
such as Hoboken Local 15’s John Grogan, had ties with the Association of
Catholic Trade Unionists (ACTU), which promoted these activities. Van Gelder,
who was never in the CPUSA, was under surveillance by the FBI at this time be-
cause he was willing to work with Party members in the labor movement and on
occasion attended meetings where Communists were present.68

Green found it advantageous to promote a growing anticommunist union bu-
reaucracy in North Jersey, with John Grogan emerging as one of the main leaders.
Grogan headed Local 15 in Hoboken, north of Jersey City. He was a machine-style
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trade unionist, but with more sophistication and connections than Local 16 leader
John Dempsey, who was tied to the Hague machine. Grogan had little experience
as a shipyard worker, having moved quickly from a non-production job to a full-
time officer. He soon built a power base in the North Jersey–New York City harbor
region and played a key role in the national IUMSWA officer’s moves against the
left wing in Local 16. The special committee set up by Green to deal with Local 16
problems provided Grogan with the opportunity to expand his trade-union influ-
ence in North Jersey, which eventually rivaled Green’s own New York Ship con-
stituency. In later years, Grogan used his local union base to move into national
IUMSWA leadership.69

Green’s effort to both rebuild Local 16 and contain the left also required re-
newed organizing. In early August he assigned IUMSWA staff organizer Gavin
MacPherson to the organizing drive at Federal’s Port Newark yard. MacPherson’s
chief task, however, was to deal with Local 16’s problems with the Kearny work-
ers. He originally ran Local 22, the Chelsea “shore gang” (dock workers) in Man-
hattan, which he had organized from the inside. He knew how to handle men on
the shape-up, the mob-connected ILA (International Longshoremen’s Associa-
tion) bureaucrats on the docks, and waterfront racketeers such as the Anastasia
gang. In the late 1930s he allied with the left in New York Port. Later he earned a
reputation as a hard-core anticommunist when he purged left-wing staffers in the
disastrous 1941 Fore River Shipyard organizing defeat in Quincy, Massachusetts.
At Kearny, however, he confronted a very different, far more established group of
progressives than at Quincy.70

The continuing deterioration of workers’ morale and their anger over delays
in expected wage raises and vacation days under endless overtime ignited a rank-
and-file rebellion in September. Even the militant left could no longer contain
workers who had lost confidence in government boards and distrusted the union’s
reliance on government-sponsored conferences. The unrest started among workers
who were not union members but who now numbered in the tens of thousands. As
Vic Johnson related: “Our problem was the unorganized, those who did not know
what was being done, or what the situation was in Washington. . . . Non-unionists
baited us for ‘being afraid to strike’ … . Around the yard appeared the slogan ‘No
dues till we get action!’. . . . Even sober old-time trade unionists . . . spoke bitterly
of ‘teaching that War Labor Board crowd a lesson.’ Spontaneous work stoppages,
slowdowns, sitdowns multiplied. Finally, we got a sitdown that we couldn’t keep
from the public or from the WLB. The hookers-on in the steelyard and plateshop
sat down and refused to budge. The company tried to break it up by sending the
men home. They went home, to return the next day and sit down again.”71

John Green came to Kearny to end the strike, but he met with “a respectful,
deadly silence,” according to Johnson. “The men were still sitting when he left the
yard forlornly.” On the swing shift, Johnson and other union leaders called a meet-
ing to try to keep the strike from spreading. Nine hundred men crowded around
Johnson and his colleagues, who stood on a pipe-bench and argued for holding off
another week until the NWLB’s Shipbuilding Commission made a decision. They
managed to convince the swing shift. On the following day the first shift hookers-
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on and welders also decided to go back to work. When an NWLB “strike wire” ar-
rived demanding an end to the job actions, the yard was running again, but the
workers had made their point. As Johnson put it, “Unless there was action in the
capital there was going to be action in the shipyards—plenty of it.” A break-
through finally came on 15 September, when the Shipbuilding Commission
handed down its decision. It ruled in favor of an automatic dues check-off for Fed-
eral Shipbuilding. To the average worker, however, the ruling’s stipulations for
retroactive wage increases and longer vacations were the real gains.72

On this same day Green suspended Local 16’s autonomy in an effort to con-
tain the chaos. He assigned staff organizer Charles George as the local’s interim
director. MacPherson and several other staff members continued to work at
Kearny and Port Newark, adding to the power of the national office over the local.
Green prohibited all distribution of leaflets or newspaper releases unless sanc-
tioned and signed by administrator George. Within days, Green also nullified the
results of the Local 16 delegate election for the IUMSWA national convention in
late September, replacing elected representatives from the “CIO Builders Commit-
tee” with Dempsey’s defeated “American Trade Unionists” candidates. Dempsey’s
factions now lined up behind MacPherson, who took over as administrator, while
the progressive-left faction supported George, whom Green demoted to staff or-
ganizer. John Grogan chaired a peace meeting between the factions, winning a
temporary truce. Both sides agreed to end distribution of unauthorized leaflets, but
Dempsey remained president with the blessing of the national office. Green then
established a provisional board under MacPherson, with a new grievance commit-
tee made up of MacPherson, Wright, and Levin, reducing the progressives to mi-
nority status once again. Despite clear evidence of extensive wrongdoing by Local
16 officers, particularly Wright, Green removed only treasurer McNulty.73

Federal Ship ignored the NWLB’s Shipbuilding Commission maintenance-
of-membership decision until workers mounted more protests like those of early
September. Acting independently of the union, however, workers were mainly
protesting delays in pay increases rather than dues-related issues. Their anger sur-
faced again in October. Many workers saw a connection between management’s
wage increase delays and the reinstatement of the corrupt leaders Wright and
Dempsey, especially when MacPherson put Dempsey back on the grievance
committee.74

For the first time since the union had come to Kearny, left-wing activists
found themselves in the middle. They opposed national office autarchy but could
not agree to support outright strike protests by the rank-and-file. In the words of
Nat Levin, “It was a time of great stress for many of us, caught between company
and national (patriotic) pressure for production. Press and radio . . . told us every
day, ‘You are war workers, safe from the war, and getting rich on the sacrifices of
others.’”75

According to Vic Johnson, some of the rank-and-file unionists decided it
was time to physically eject “Dempsey and his goons he usually keeps hanging
around the office.” Johnson and Blackie Nemitoff persuaded the rank-and-filers
not to do this; they were afraid that the union’s reputation would be ruined if the
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hall was wrecked. Instead, they proposed having “another demonstration” com-
bined with a one-hour work stoppage. To Johnson, “this was playing with dyna-
mite—how explosive we have since learned. Still, it seemed better at the time than
letting our tough boys loose on Dempsey and the union hall.” Johnson and the oth-
ers tried unsuccessfully to reach Green to get his approval of the alternative
protest, even though Green certainly would have vetoed the idea.76

Johnson already knew that “the die was cast.” At 2 P.M. during the Kearny
yard’s shift change, “hundreds of men began to pile up in front of the gates” to
protest the fact that the board-authorized wage increases had not been put in their
checks. Union activists circulated in the crowds, speaking in low voices to avoid
being overheard by company officials. The press had been notified of the job ac-
tion ahead of time, so reporters were there with their cameras. Police quickly re-
moved Johnson from company property at Industrial Relations Manager Love’s
request, and then ejected other leaders. When the shipyard’s starting whistle blew,
every worker managed to get through the gates. Technically, the action had not vi-
olated the no-strike pledge. After Johnson managed to sneak back into the yard, he
marched with fifty pipe fitters down to the superintendent’s office to demand that
steward Artie Knight, one of the leaders removed from the yard, be allowed to re-
turn. Management refused and fired Johnson, Knight, Joe Agata, Nemitoff, and
one other steward.77

Demonstrations later erupted on the swing shift when workers learned of the
firings. The grievance committee and a rank-and-file committee met with Love, to
no avail. Yard meetings among workers continued. On the following morning,
when Love publicized his decision to fire the leaders, the outside machinists
massed in a solid group to support Vic Johnson, their steward. Johnson, Ram-
sey MacDonald, who worked in the department, and Local 16 Administrator
MacPherson tried to defuse the situation, but “the machinists were steamed up by
this time so nobody could keep them in,” according to Johnson. On the swing shift
some stayed outside the gates, while others went in, worked two hours for their
time-and-a-half pay, and then left. The midnight shift did the same.78

Staggered walkouts by machinists and then second shift welders continued
over the next two days. Inside, Lou Kaplan kept the painters from going out. Al-
though he agreed action had to be taken, he was concerned that walking out of the
plant would be seen as a violation of the no-strike pledge. As an alternative, he or-
ganized a demonstration inside the plant. He and the painters marched around the
yard and then blocked the doors to Love’s office with him inside.79

The union’s yard leadership, supported by Johnson and his fired colleagues,
finally persuaded protesting workers to return to their jobs. These protests eventu-
ally got results. For the first time the company indicated that it would abide by the
NWLB decision on wages and vacations, after the full NWLB ruled favorably on
the Shipbuilding Commission’s earlier decision. The risks were too high on either
side for the confrontation to continue. A total of 13,000 workers took part in the
wildcat walkouts and demonstrations at one point or another during the second
week of October. This massive show of strength openly defied Green’s and
Dempsey’s conservative interpretation of the no-strike pledge. The company did
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not reinstate the five fired men, but it did institute the automatic dues check-off by
mid-November.80

The broad left had pushed the no-strike pledge to its limits, combining short
walkouts with demonstrations, and had won progressives and many rank-and-file
workers to its side. Top leaders in the Communist Party opposed these types of tac-
tics, but many rank-and-file party members and the independent left ignored their
advice by initiating new forms of direct action at Federal Ship. This attested to the
difference between the official CP line and the reality of working-class experience
inside the shipyards. The Trotskyist position of complete opposition to the no-
strike pledge also would have been unrealistic, because workers overwhelmingly
supported the war effort and its production needs, regardless of their immediate
grievances. Most workers in this industry simply would not have supported
lengthy full-scale strikes that jeopardized the lives of family members and friends
fighting overseas.81

In June 1944 an arbitrator finally settled the long-standing controversy over
enforcing maintenance-of-membership, ruling that certain employees charged by
the union with nonpayment of dues had to be fired. The legal fight by IUMSWA
attorney Goldstein had dragged on for over three years, and had involved not only
the NWLB but at various points the U.S. Navy, cabinet-level officials, and even the
president of the United States. Federal Shipbuilding management accepted main-
tenance-of-membership and the check-off, in part to alleviate the chaos caused by
the breakdown of union leadership in 1943. This did not automatically solve Local
16’s problems.82

To consolidate its gains, the local union needed to elect new leaders and
build a solid organization based on full membership involvement. This was ac-
complished by 1944, with a massive victory for the broad labor left, led by Terry
Foy. He was elected Local 16 president, finally defeating those around Dempsey.83

This victory, however, proved short-lived and never extended beyond the local
level. Green had amassed power at the national level and in other sympathetic lo-
cals. With the end of World War II, he was ready to move against the labor left,
which he knew planned to remove him as national president.

The left labor challenge to Green and the right wing came during the 
IUMSWA national convention in January 1946. A majority of the left-wing candi-
dates at Federal Ship had been elected as convention delegates, but when they ar-
rived at Atlantic City, Green’s faction refused to seat them. One of those elected to
the left-wing delegation was Lou Kaplan, who had become a full-time IUMSWA
staff organizer in 1944 and had left Federal Ship. In 1945 he directed the 
IUMSWA’s successful Fore River organizing campaign, but after the July NLRB
election win Green refused to let Kaplan lead negotiations for the new contract. In
protest, Kaplan went back to work at Federal Ship to fight on the inside. The left
labor campaign leading up to the January 1946 convention became national, with
Phil Van Gelder running against Ross Blood for his old position as national 
IUMSWA secretary-treasurer. Andy Reeder, as president of New York Ship Local
1, led the revolt against Green from inside Green’s home local and original base of 
support.84
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Ross Blood proved an ideal candidate against Van Gelder. He had been a
right-wing New Dealer who originally worked at New York Ship, Green’s home
base. He knew Local 16’s left-wing group well, having become involved, along
with John Grogan, in overseeing Local 16 when it was torn by factionalism and 
financial mismanagement during 1943. Blood became temporary secretary-
treasurer of the IUMSWA when Van Gelder joined the Army in late 1943, which
allowed him to establish a national network and extensive union patronage. On re-
turning from the European war in 1945, Van Gelder discovered that Blood had re-
placed him permanently. Green grew suspicious of Van Gelder’s loyalty when Van
Gelder refused in 1941 to attack left-wing trade unionists, including those in the
Communist Party, who sought positions at the national level of the IUMSWA.
Blood, on the other hand, was a dependable anticommunist and an avowed loyal-
ist who appeared not to threaten Green’s leadership.85

When Green’s faction refused to seat the duly-elected Federal Ship dele-
gates, Kaplan and others excluded leaped out of the balconies onto the main floor
and tried to physically take over the stage. Fistfights broke out everywhere, but the
rebels were eventually evicted from the hall. Van Gelder was defeated in the con-
vention vote, and the broad labor left within the IUMSWA collapsed. CP members
remained active in the union, but became totally marginalized.86

Green’s triumph over the left within the IUMSWA came at a terrible cost.
The shipbuilding industry went through massive downsizing as all wartime auxil-
iary yards closed and major established yards sharply cut back employment. By
the late 1940s even Federal Shipbuilding at Kearny closed its doors, never to re-
open. Green’s response to the deindustrialization crisis in shipbuilding was to raid
other unions for members, in particular AFL railroad locals. He tried to push a
conversion program for shipbuilding by lobbying Washington politicians. The
Truman administration, however, preferred to focus on the development of air-
power to meet challenges from the Soviet Union, rather than on building naval
ships, of which a huge surplus existed from World War II. IUMSWA rank-and-file
shipbuilders believed that Green was losing interest in their concerns and in re-
sponse turned to the AFL Boilermakers Union. By the early 1950s two of the
IUMSWA’s largest locals—New York Shipbuilding in Camden and Electric Boat
in Connecticut—had disaffiliated from the IUMSWA and joined the AFL. Green’s
power deteriorated along with his personal health, and John Grogan, his old ally
from North Jersey, displaced him as national president. Grogan later ran unsuc-
cessfully for mayor of Hoboken, New Jersey, but he retained his power base
within a now virulently anticommunist and thoroughly bureaucratic IUMSWA.87

The former leaders of IUMSWA’s labor left became dispersed, some re-
maining with the labor movement, others abandoning it altogether. Van Gelder left
the IUMSWA to organize with the Machinists Union, joining his old nemesis the
AFL. He remained with the Machinists for the remainder of his working life, and
in retirement saw the merger of the Machinists and the remains of the IUMSWA in
the 1980s. At the local level, however, not much changed. Four decades after the
destruction of the left in the IUMSWA, Fore River Local 5 union officers still
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falsely referred to Van Gelder as a Communist, even though the Fore River local
charter on their office wall had Van Gelder’s and Green’s signatures.88

Andy Reeder lost all interest in the union after the 1946 convention defeat
and one afternoon he just walked out of New York Ship, never to return. He left the
labor movement entirely and remade his life as a small businessman, spending
most of his leisure time organizing and coaching recreational baseball teams for
boys from lower-income families. He also lost all contact with people he had
known in the labor movement, and transformed himself from a Roosevelt Demo-
crat with IWW sympathies to a Reagan Republican.89

Terry Foy left the IUMSWA in the late 1940s, after the second 1946 conven-
tion. He stayed in the union movement for a number of years, organizing with the
Mine, Mill and Smelters Union under its Communist leadership following the
union’s expulsion from the CIO. As the anticommunist movement gained momen-
tum in the early 1950s, however, Foy left the union movement and became a bail
bondsman in North Jersey. Eventually he made a small fortune from what he de-
scribed as “the crime boom” of the 1960s and 1970s in the region. By the late
1980s he lived in a quiet North Jersey suburb, drove a gold Mercedes, and had no
contact with his former colleagues.90

Nat Levin left the Federal Shipyard in the late 1940s. By the early 1950s he
became a major target of anticommunist government investigations, even though
he never posed any type of security threat; if anything, he proved himself to be one
of the most patriotic shipyard activists during World War II. After he retired, he
lived in public housing with little money and lost contact with all his former ship-
yard colleagues except Henry Tully.91

Some former Federal Ship left-wingers remained active in the union move-
ment. Vic Johnson continued as a union organizer on the West Coast with Bridge’s
ILWU after leaving the IUMSWA. Henry Tully left Federal Ship after World War
II to take a more secure job with the U.S. Post Office in New York City. He also be-
came active in the postal union at the local level. When he retired, he continued to
live where he had since the 1940s, an apartment complex in the center of Harlem.
When interviewed, Tully made of point of the fact that Langston Hughes had lived
in the next apartment tower, and that both the Apollo Theater and the church where
Reverend Adam Clayton Powell, Jr. had been minister were a few blocks away.
Tully’s world symbolized the sense of African American history that many
Harlemites retained and which was central to his own worldview.92

Kaplan quit his job at Federal Ship immediately after the January 1946
IUMSWA convention but remained in the union movement. He had three opportu-
nities to organize with other unions. Harry Bridges, head of the ILWU, asked him
to go to Hawaii, which was rapidly becoming the ILWU’s stronghold. Kaplan
turned Bridges down because his wife June thought Hawaii was too far from their
New Jersey-based family. Jimmy Hoffa, a rising force in the Teamsters, had earlier
offered Kaplan a lucrative position in the union’s organizing department. Hoffa
got to know Kaplan when Kaplan was providing IUMSWA shipyard-worker sup-
port for striking UE Westinghouse workers in Philadelphia. Hoffa wanted to get
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trucks into the plant, but Kaplan argued with Hoffa that the truckers’ business
agent Cohn was “a crook and sellout artist.” Kaplan brought in some very tough
shipyard workers from New York Ship, Federal Ship, and Sun Ship, making it im-
possible for the truckers to break through the UE lines. Hoffa had Cohn removed
and brought him up on charges, in part as a favor to Kaplan because of his support
for Teamster pickets. Hoffa later arranged to meet Kaplan in a local Philadelphia
hotel. “Why are you wasting your time for peanuts?” Kaplan recalled Hoffa asking
him. “I’ll pay you more money than you’ve ever made in your life.” Kaplan
replied, “Jimmy, there are guys who do it because they believe in it,” and he turned
down the offer. The offer that Kaplan did accept came from the UE’s James 
Matles. In the UE, Kaplan went on to lead major organizing efforts to defeat chal-
lenges from the rival International Union of Electrical Workers (IUE) and the Ma-
chinists. He even faced his old ally, Phil Van Gelder, in several Machinist raids on
UE shops and consistently defeated Van Gelder.93

Kaplan was on the UE staff from 1946 to 1970, representing workers at GE,
Westinghouse, and many other companies. In the 1950s he was summoned and
testified before the House Un-American Activities Committee, but he refused to
turn on anyone in the left. During this time he and his family were under constant
FBI surveillance. In the 1960s Van Gelder and Kaplan met again, this time as
friends at a meeting of major union officials opposed to the Vietnam War. By the
end of the decade, Kaplan moved to the American Federation of State and County
Municipal Employees (AFSCME) where he organized public sector workers. He
also actively organized union support for civil rights protests, and was assisting the
AFSCME garbage workers in Memphis when Martin Luther King, Jr. was assassi-
nated there while championing their struggle. In 1971 Kaplan’s public sector con-
nections led New York Governor Nelson Rockefeller to call on him to serve as a
negotiator during the prison uprising at Attica, an event that spurred prison reform
across the nation. Kaplan’s last position was as Secretary of Workmen’s Compen-
sation for Pennsylvania under Governor Milton Schapp, whom Kaplan had known
many years before, having organized workers at one of Schapp’s factories into the
UE. The compensation reforms Kaplan initiated had a substantial influence on im-
proving other systems around the country.94

By the 1980s Kaplan had retired, but he began to meet on a number of occa-
sions with former IUMSWA colleagues and retired workers in public reunions, fo-
rums, and private interview sessions.95 Many of those who had completely lost
touch with the labor movement, including Reeder, Foy, and Levin, now had con-
tact with those who had once been part of a common struggle in the shipyards.
Others who had remained active but had lost contact with each other, such as Van
Gelder and Kaplan, could renew ties with these former activists. This was only a
brief moment at the end of their lives, however, and was a time for remembering,
rather than taking action. Had these former IUMSWA grassroots activists of the
broad labor left, and thousands like them from other unions, not been separated by
the anticommunist storm that swept America in the 1940s and 1950s, we can only
wonder how different the U.S. labor movement might be today.
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The Battle 
for Standard Coil

The United Electrical Workers, the Community
Service Organization, and the 

Catholic Church in Latino East Los Angeles

�
Kenneth C. Burt

In 1952, the United Electrical, Radio, and
Machine Workers (UE) battled the newly chartered International Union of Electri-
cal, Radio and Machine Employees (IUE) in East Los Angeles. The two unions
struggled for the right to represent electrical workers at Standard Coil, a secondary
supplier that provided parts for the Sabre Jet. The UE had been expelled from the
CIO in 1949 for following the Communist Party line, and the CIO chartered the
IUE the same day to bring electrical workers back into the CIO fold. A close look
at this previously unexamined campaign demonstrates two important points in the
evolving understanding of organized labor and the Cold War. First, the election
was not fundamentally a conflict between the right and the left, but a bitter battle
within the liberal left. Second, local conditions and alliances were the principal
determinants of election results. While the IUE utilized anticommunist rhetoric
and drew support from a range of anticommunist allies in its battle for Standard
Coil, it was ultimately grassroots issues, and not the national red scare, that de-
cided the election.

The rivalry between the UE and the IUE mobilized competing constellations
of allied organizations. The IUE received aid from the CIO, the Catholic Church,
the commercial media, and various federal agencies. The UE won assistance from
the other unions similarly expelled from the CIO and from the Communist Party
(CP) itself. As in many other representational elections involving UE, a majority
of the workers at Standard Coil were ethnic Catholics. In contrast to the large Gen-
eral Electric and Westinghouse plants in the East and Midwest, the factory in Los
Angeles was relatively small and the workforce was comprised overwhelmingly of
young Latinas. In addition, the UE was not the largest electrical union in Los 
Angeles—Manufacturing Local 1710 of the AFL International Brotherhood of
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Electrical Workers (IBEW) was larger. The most ironic twist in this case was that
the UE was not nobly defending itself from a “raid” by another union. At Standard
Coil, the UE was doing the raiding.1

The battle for Standard Coil took place amidst the sea change that trans-
formed both labor and Latino politics in greater Los Angeles and especially on the
east side, the heart of radical Los Angeles, between 1947 and 1952. In 1949 the
Communist Party and its allies lost control of the Los Angeles CIO Council, which
for a decade had enjoyed enormous influence and prestige within the liberal labor
left. The CP also lost most of its influence in Hollywood. Contributing factors in-
cluded the jurisdictional defeat of the Conference of Studio Unions by the Interna-
tional Association of Theatrical and Stage Employees (IATSE, AFL), the House
Un-American Activities Committee’s targeting of Communists, and the blacklist-
ing of suspected Reds by studio executives. During this period the Catholic
Church increased its role within the labor movement and the ethnic community by
establishing the Catholic Labor Institute and endorsing the Mexican American–
oriented Community Service Organization (CSO).2

Through CSO, the frequently victimized Latino community achieved un-
precedented power, including the 1949 election of Edward R. Roybal to the Los
Angeles city council. CSO represented the first efforts by Mexican Americans to
organize themselves with the assistance of Saul Alinsky, the Chicago-based, inde-
pendent radical, and head of the Industrial Areas Foundation (IAF). Alinsky hired
Fred Ross as the CSO organizer. CSO fundamentally altered the political dynamic
on the east side by registering 15,000 new voters and developing a membership of
1,000. It then leveraged this new power by forming multicultural alliances, particu-
larly with liberal to radical Jews. Politically, CSO and Roybal created a new space
between traditional Democratic Party liberalism and the Communist left, although
it worked with elements of both; the CP and the CIO Council sought to gain influ-
ence among Latinos and endorsed Roybal’s election in 1949. In becoming the first
Mexican American elected to the city council in modern history, Roybal had mobi-
lized Latinos while forming a broad multicultural coalition. The core of the pro-
gressive coalition consisted of Latinos and Jews, the Catholic Church, the CIO
United Steelworkers, and the AFL International Ladies Garment Workers Union.3

By contrast, the AFL Central Labor Council and the Building Trades Coun-
cil opposed Roybal, preferring to stay with the pro-labor incumbent, Parley P.
Christensen. So, too, did the AFL Labor League of Hollywood Voters, a federation
of twenty-odd Hollywood unions. It issued a statement that lauded Christensen
and attacked Roybal for accepting support from the CIO Council and its leftist al-
lies. “It is the position of the League of Hollywood Voters,” the statement read,
“that ‘Stalinists’ constitute the main menace to full democracy and complete civil
rights at home and abroad, and any candidate who accepts their support is auto-
matically an opponent of free labor and good citizens alike.” Actors Guild presi-
dent Ronald Reagan and IATSE head Roy Brewer, who was leading the attack on
the Hollywood left, led the league.4

This represented a dramatic realignment on the liberal left, because Council-
man Christensen was a leftist icon. In 1920 he served as the presidential candidate
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of the Farmer-Labor Party. That same year he visited Lenin in the Soviet Union
and was very close to the CP and left-led Los Angeles CIO Council. When Roybal
ran for the city council the first time in 1947, leftist voters stayed with the incum-
bent. “He had a long and vigorous record of support for the Left and it would have
been ingratitude to reject him,” said Dorothy Healey, head of the Los Angeles
Communist Party.5 But the CP’s needs changed during the 1948 presidential cam-
paign when it was seeking to build the Independent Progressive Party in Califor-
nia. This third party recruited two Latinos with CSO ties to run for public office,
and for the first time the CIO Council and the CP supported a Latino against a pro-
labor incumbent. This tactical development dovetailed with a new ideological con-
struct. “The only way to combat racism” was “to support minority candidates,”
even against “more progressive” or “better prepared” white candidates, according
to CP activist Leroy Parra.6

Standard Coil thrived as a secondary supplier in the booming civilian econ-
omy and the growing, federally subsidized, military industrial complex in Los An-
geles. Its product line included both TV tuners and a part for the Sabre Jet. The
company’s workforce was young, 90 percent female, and 70 percent Mexican
American. Memories vary as to conditions at the plant. Twenty-four-year-old He-
len Almanza Hatch, who had completed only two years of high school and whose
family had worked as farm and cannery workers, remembers the factory as pro-
viding good jobs.7 In contrast, Marie Mundy, an Irish American whose husband
was an active member of the AFL Plumbers Union, remembers it as “an awful
place to work.”8 Records indicate that the company sought to increase profits by
engaging in such old-fashioned techniques as speeding up the assembly line to fin-
ish a contract and then laying off workers until the next job was ready to start. The
company reportedly tolerated sexual harassment, docked workers pay for taking
too long to visit the company nurse, lacked maternity leave, showed favoritism in
the assignment of jobs and layoffs, and paid women less than men for doing the
same job.9

Local 1710 of the AFL IBEW represented the workers at Standard Coil. The
5,800-member local had grown out of the union’s building trades local and repre-
sented more electrical workers in Los Angeles than either the independent UE or
the IUE-CIO. Prior to the formation of Local 1710 in May 1951, Building Trades
Local 11 represented Standard Coil workers. It is not clear why the members’ loy-
alty to the union at Standard Coil was so tenuous. Possible causes include a weak
and poorly enforced contract, constant membership turnover, a slowness to em-
brace ethnic community concerns, and a cultural and occupational gap between
the male and non-Latino union building trades leadership and the largely female
and Mexican American manufacturing workers. Another issue was that the union
was not being democratically run; an IBEW representative with the power to ap-
point officers and shop stewards administered the new local. Management, more-
over, did not cooperate with the union to implement modern employee relations
practices, including the prompt handling of grievances.10

The IBEW, like the AFL Central Labor Council (CLC), had dutifully sup-
ported Christensen, an Anglo city council incumbent, instead of joining the social
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movement that swept Roybal into office in 1949. Shortly afterwards, however,
IBEW Local 1710 embraced Roybal and engaged the Mexican American commu-
nity by joining the CSO Labor Advisory Committee. The CLC worked to pass the
Roybal-authored fair employment ordinance, and provided monetary and political
help at key junctures, including Councilman Roybal’s reelection in 1951. The
CLC also pressured the city council in early 1952 to investigate the police beating
of CSO President Tony Rios and the Bloody Christmas beatings, when drunken
cops assaulted a group of young Latinos and Anglos in their custody.11

UE Local 1421 was a militant union with roughly 3,000 members that had
contracts with Columbia Records, GE, RCA, Westinghouse, and other small shops
and factories. The union had long supported Communist-guided Popular-Front or-
ganizations active among Mexican Americans, including the Spanish Speaking
People’s Congress, or “Congreso.” The Congreso played a historic role in creating
a broad-based Latino political presence, but the group shrank dramatically after it
followed the shift in the Communist Party line after the signing of the Nazi-Soviet
Non-Aggression Pact. The UE likewise played a leadership role in the Sleepy La-
goon Defense Committee. However, the UE, like the larger CP-led Los Angeles
CIO Council, had not supported Latino city council or state legislative candidates,
including Eduardo Quevedo, the first Congreso president. Not supporting Que-
vedo was “a toughie,” according to former International Longshoremen’s and
Warehousemen’s Union (ILWU) Warehouse Local 26 president Bert Corona. “We
had to swallow our pride. We had to follow the CIO line because we needed la-
bor.”12 This was also the case in 1947 when they joined the AFL in backing Coun-
cilman Christensen against Roybal and a Jewish candidate.

The UE decided in early 1951 to challenge the IBEW when its contract at
Standard Coil expired in March 1952. In March 1951, as the IBEW’s manufactur-
ing workers were in the process of becoming a separate local, the UE began to
identify dissatisfied employees and to organize them covertly within the plant. The
UE also encouraged supporters to take jobs at the plant. The lead organizer was In-
ternational Representative Henry Fiering, the UE’s trouble-shooter on the West
Coast and one of the union’s top liaisons with the CP. He joined the CIO in 1936
and had worked for the Steelworkers and the United Auto Workers before moving
to UE. “We acted like a union from the word go and we got our hands on the first
group of people. Taught them how to solve grievances, how to fight grievances
while they were building the union,” stated Fiering proudly. “And we did it in such
a way so that they protected themselves, they had an organization. . . . We carried
on slowdowns, and the boss didn’t know who was responsible, how it got
started.”13

Management at Standard Coil may not have been able to determine who ini-
tiated such job actions, but by August 1951 the IBEW (according to the Interna-
tional’s summary of its own records), recognized that the union faced “organized
resistance” and would “need cooperation from the employer.” Management de-
clined to help, apparently happy to see a divided workforce. The IBEW Local
1710 filed charges against the employer with the National Labor Relations Board
(NLRB) “for aiding and assisting the U.E. to secure signatures for membership”
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and claimed in a worksite leaflet that the company was sponsoring “U.E. propa-
ganda to stall contract negotiations.” The IBEW later stated that the employer
changed its attitude only when “the UE opened a campaign against Local 1710” in
November 1951. The company’s interest in the UE is unclear; either a dislike of
the radical union or a patriotic request by the FBI, or both, could have motivated
the company’s new fight stance.14

The UE filed a petition for a representational election on 29 November
1951, when it had 433 signatures out of a thousand-member workforce. UE Orga-
nizer Louis Torre noted confidently in his internal report: “We have the initiative in
the campaign so far and if we keep it moving, we will win.”15

The UE rented a storefront office around the corner from the plant on Valley
Boulevard, held regular small-group meetings with workers in different sections of
the plant, conducted plant-wide meetings, and sponsored dances and other social
events. Inside the plant, members of the Labor Youth League (the successor to the
Young Communist League) formed the backbone of the sixteen-member organiz-
ing committee. The UE also sought to inoculate itself against future attacks on the
issue of Communism by conducting “a very thorough educational job on the peo-
ple,” according to IUE National Organizer Lee Lundgren, who ominously wrote
IUE President James Carey that Standard Coil “is going to be quite a project to
undertake.”16

Workers in the plant noticed subtle changes that they did not fully under-
stand. Helen Almanza Hatch, who worked on the assembly line, recalls that “a
bunch of people got hired about the same time and they seemed to know each
other. They were very friendly and always talking. They threw big parties and 
invited all the girls. But they wore poor clothes. So I became suspicious. How 
did they afford to throw such big parties?”17 Grace Almanza Carlos added, “The
Communist-inspired union had sent in spies to wine and dine these girls who were
very young and very impressionable.”18

The IUE-CIO was alerted to the situation by an IBEW steward, who was
confused by a UE-distributed flyer implying that it was part of the CIO. Soon
thereafter the IUE filed the necessary authorization to appear on the ballot along
with the UE and the IBEW. So did the AFL International Association of Machin-
ists (IAM), which represented many auto mechanics and machinists in the airplane
industry.19

The IUE’s central purpose was to wrest control of the electrical industry
from the UE through a series of union representational elections and thereby bring
the electrical workforce back into the CIO. The IUE-CIO enjoyed the active sup-
port of the Catholic Church, President Truman, and numerous federal agencies.
The liberal U.S. president shared the CIO’s disdain toward the UE’s policies—es-
pecially its defense of the Soviet Union’s forceful annexation of Eastern Europe
and the Baltics, its opposition to the Marshall Plan, and its efforts to torpedo Tru-
man’s 1948 election by supporting the candidacy of Henry Wallace. Federal
government opposition to the UE came from both the liberal NLRB and the con-
servative FBI, which was preoccupied with fighting Communism.

While the IUE-CIO won key battles against the UE in other states, nation-
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ally it was facing tough financial times and it was a newcomer to the labor scene in
Los Angeles. The CIO union had no contracts in LA, no budget, and only one staff
member, who was working out of the office of CIO Southern California Regional
Director Irwin DeShetler. The CIO’s organizing staff was also stretched; the per-
son Lundgren expected to help him at Standard Coil was assigned to the CIO Fur-
niture Workers, which was competing against an independent leftist union and one
sponsored by the AFL.20

Despite limited resources, Lundgren moved to establish himself and put to-
gether the necessary pieces for a successful campaign against the UE at Standard
Coil. A welder in Chicago during World War II, Lundgren rose through the UE,
first to chief shop steward, then secretary-treasurer, and finally to field represen-
tative for Local 1150. Following his election, the president of the union local 
recruited him into the Communist Party, where for the next five years he oper-
ated—by his own admission—as part of the Communist group that controlled the
local union. Then in late 1950, Lundgren publicly broke with his former comrades
and joined the staff of the new IUE. This conversion resulted in a fierce ideologi-
cal commitment, a rare understanding of the UE’s organizing tactics, and a first-
hand knowledge that many of the UE leadership who had signed the legally
required non-Communist affidavits were still active in the CP.21

Lundgren’s strategy operated on at least four levels. First, he pressed the na-
tional IUE-CIO office to lobby the NLRB informally to delay the representational
election at Standard Coil (“At the present time UE could win the election hands
down,” he told the IUE General Counsel).22 Second, he distributed literature to the
workers and identified possible supporters. Third, he used the good offices of the
CIO to gain the support of labor leaders in Boyle Heights, particularly in the Steel-
workers, Amalgamated Clothing Workers, and the International Ladies Garment
Workers Union. Fourth, he went through the CIO and these local unions to gain
support from key community groups such as the CSO and the Catholic Labor
Institute. These groups were bound to the progressive anticommunist labor move-
ment by personal ties, overlapping members, political alliances, and direct finan-
cial support.23

This network of heavily Latino unions assumed the role of a private IUE
strategy team. To win the election, they advised Lundgren, the IUE needed to start
an all-out campaign that included opening up an office near the plant, infiltrating a
couple of loyal Mexican Americans into the plant, and hiring a Latino organizer
from the Boyle Heights area.24

On 7 March, with the election date still not set, Lundgren wrote to National
IUE President James Carey, reporting on the support for the CIO among Mexican
Americans and emphasizing the importance of an IUE victory in LA:

The Mexican people in the LA labor movement are particularly concerned
[about the continued strength of the UE]. This is especially true of the
Mexican organizers in both the CIO and AFL, who work very closely in
the Community Service Organizations (CSO). This organization was set
up primarily to fight for minority rights, and reduce the strength of the CP,
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which was capitalizing on the discrimination against minority groups in
LA. The CSO also did a very effective job in helping to elect councilman
Roybal, the Mexican councilman in LA, who comes from the Boyle
Heights area. As you can see, this organization carries quite a bit a weight
in this community where the Standard Coil plant is located.

A victory for the UE in the Standard Coil plant would be a set back not
only to IUE-CIO but also to this excellent group of anticommunists. We
know with CSO support we can pressure Councilman Roybal to attack the
UE as a Communist union. Roybal has tremendous influence among Mex-
icans in Boyle Heights and can materially help us.25

While Lundgren misstated that the CSO was designed to limit the CP influ-
ence, the Alinsky-affiliated organization nonetheless had that effect by empower-
ing Mexican Americans to elect public officials and to influence public policy. The
CP and its front group’s appeal had been greatest when they spoke to unaddressed
grievances.26

CIO Regional Director DeShetler, who had helped orchestrate the purge of
the CIO Council and who had a reputation as a no-holds barred anticommunist,
went on the offensive by publicly naming key UE organizers as Communists. He
generated articles in the daily newspapers and the Catholic archdiocese paper, The
Tidings, which served to alert the faithful about the impending representational
election.27

Recognizing a heightened sense of frustration at the plant and threatened by
the growing popularity of the UE, the IBEW and company management worked
together to settle all grievances and conclude negotiations for a new contract. The
company even flew in twenty women, covered by an IBEW contract with Standard
Coil in Chicago, to champion the incumbent union. The UE responded to the
worker wage-gains by saying: “We’ll take all the raise and benefits we can get 
now and then go back for the rest after the election—WHEN UE NEGOTIATES A [NEW]
CONTRACT.”28

Organized labor was not the only organization interested in the unionization
of immigrant workers and in fighting Communism. So too was the Catholic
Church. The IUE gained an invaluable ally in the church when Archbishop James
Francis McIntyre took a personal interest in the election. McIntyre’s predecessor,
Bishop John J. Cantwell, D.D., and his top aide in the field of social justice, the
Right Reverend Monsignor Thomas O’Dwyer, had worked with individuals sus-
pected of being Communists in a number of cases. This was particularly true in the
case of Phillip “Slim” Connelly, a parochial school-trained, Mass-attending Com-
munist who had headed the LA CIO Council from 1939 to 1949 (when the left lost
control). The Catholic Interracial Council of Los Angeles, advised by the Rev-
erend George Dunne, S.J., even awarded its Blessed Martin de Porres award to
Connelly. Monsignor O’Dwyer, described as a “leftist” by James Mendez, a Trot-
skyist CSO leader, headed the CIO effort in 1946 to pass a California voter initia-
tive to increase public housing. That same year, O’Dwyer, representing Bishop
Cantwell, had tried to settle the Hollywood Studio Strike to the benefit of the left-
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ist Conference of Studio Unions, which was led by Herb Sorrell, another Catholic
who followed the CP line.29

Unlike the Interracial Council award to Connelly, whom the American Bish-
ops identified as a Communist in their secret study “The Problem of American
Communism in 1945,” the actions of Cantwell and O’Dwyer fit comfortably
within existing orthodoxy. According to the eyes-only report, “. . . no Catholic
should join a strict front group. On the other hand, where Communists infiltrate an
existing organization, such as a labor union, the situation is entirely different. Here
is a legitimate organization, directed towards an essentially good purpose, and ac-
cidentally infected to some degree with Communism.” The document added that
Catholics should stay engaged in such groups and emphasized that “[t]he problem
of Communism in the C.I.O. will be solved at the local, not the national level.”30

In 1947 the church provided its imprimatur to the CSO in the form of a let-
ter of support signed by Associate Bishop Joseph McGucken. CSO organizer Fred
Ross effectively used the letter to provide assurance that the progressive Alinsky-
affiliated organization had no ties with Communists. The church institutionalized
its role in the CSO with the placement of Reverend William Barry on the CSO ex-
ecutive board. Even here, CSO, the church, and the Communists had a complex re-
lationship. The CSO allowed Communists to join, while working to insure that
they did not take control. Father Barry, for example, became reconciled to Com-
munist participation in the CSO voter registration drive once Alinsky assured him
that it was justified, provided it advanced CSO goals.31

The Archdiocese’s toleration of Communists ended in 1948 when Pope Pius
XII appointed McIntyre, a protégé of New York’s Cardinal Francis Spellman, to
head the church in Los Angeles. A product of Wall Street, McIntyre was by nature
more conservative and more zealous in his anticommunist views than his prede-
cessor. His personal convictions were reinforced by international developments.
Unable to negotiate an understanding with Josef Stalin to stop the Communist
slaughter of ordained religious leaders, particularly in Eastern Europe, the Pope
declared in 1949 that a Communist could not be a Catholic, and he forbade
Catholics from associating with Communists.32 Then in 1952 the Vatican issued a
“shocking catalogue” of 142 members of the Catholic hierarchy, most of them in
Eastern Europe, who had been “either murdered, imprisoned, expelled or other-
wise impeded in the exercise of their offices” by Communists. At the same time,
the bishops also stressed the “plight of millions of Catholic laity” there.33

This evolution in dealing with Communists was also present among liberal
and progressive Catholics, including labor priests, at a national level. Catholic
leaders who had joined President Roosevelt and the CP in aiding the organization
of the CIO during the thirties were becoming increasingly focused on removing
the pro-Soviet left from the labor movement. In 1950, the Rev. Raymond A. 
McGowan, Director of Social Action for the National Catholic Welfare Confer-
ence, addressed the IUE’s second annual convention. “You have broken loose
from the old Communist-dominated union,” he stated, adding, “Communist-
controlled unions have lost all claim on the loyalty of their members. Communism
helped the North Korean aggressors and threatens World War III.”34
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For Archbishop McIntyre, ambitious and strongly anticommunist, Standard
Coil represented both an obligation and an opportunity. He used the issue of Com-
munism to mold the Catholic faithful into a powerful political block, show his loy-
alty to Rome, and expand the church’s influence with key economic and political
groups in Los Angeles who shared a commitment to anticommunism. This in-
cluded both the city’s Protestant and conservative business leaders and also liberal
labor leaders in the AFL and CIO. McIntyre also strengthened his relationship
with organized labor by participating in the annual Labor Day Mass and decreeing
that all new church construction would be union-built.35

The Archbishop’s intervention set in motion a series of actions that reverber-
ated throughout the east side and profoundly altered the pre-election dynamic at
Standard Coil. Father John V. Coffield remembered getting the word from the
archbishop: “The FBI contacted the archbishop and told him that at Standard Coil,
these Communists were just about ready to have voting, take over from the IBEW,
and transfer to the UE.” Coffield continued, “So the archbishop got in touch with
those of us who were interested, and said, ‘Contact these gals and help them to un-
derstand what’s at stake. These Communists are going to take over.’” For the east
side priests, Americanism, Catholicism, and pastoral responsibility were now in-
separable, and the Holy Mother Church had an opportunity to defeat godless Com-
munism at Standard Coil.36

The east side clergy swung into action, using FBI-supplied lists of members
working at Standard Coil. One of the clergy’s most effective tactics was to meet
with members of their congregation to explain the grave moral implications of
supporting a union linked to the persecutors of Christians behind the Iron Curtain.
The priests also skillfully involved the parents of young women workers to coun-
terbalance UE influence. Reverend Coffield recalled how many of the young
women were “real impressed” because the more worldly UE leaders sponsored
parties with liquor. According to CSO President Anthony P. (Tony) Rios, “Father
Coffield in El Monte called two meetings with [Standard Coil] workers and their
families. Once he started, other churches followed suit.”37

Priests like Coffield counseled parishioners such as Helen Almanza Hunt as
part of these organized meetings and also served as spiritual advisors to workers in
the plant such as Ramona Almanza Granados. Granados, age thirty-nine, had pre-
viously worked, along with her mother and daughter, in an El Monte walnut 
factory and as a farm worker in the Central Valley. She had become a dyed-in-the-
wool New Deal Democrat and had two brothers serving in World War II. Now she
was a “floor lady” to whom the younger women looked for advice. “Father
Coffield used to be her mentor, teach her what was going on, because she didn’t
understand a lot of it,” recalled her daughter.38

The warnings of the east side priests influenced the young workers because
of the priests’ popularity and their reputation as champions of both Mexican
Americans and workers. Father Coffield, for example, was known as Juanote (or
Big John). He was a student of Saul Alinsky and Dorothy Day and was known as
a leftist within the church. After he learned that his Latino parishioners in the
Hicks Camp barrio of El Monte were unwelcome in the larger English-speaking
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church, he formed a separate Spanish-speaking parish and built a sanctuary out of
an old walnut factory. During World War II, the priest intervened with the military
to keep rioting servicemen out of El Monte during the anti-Latino “Zoot Suit” ri-
ots. In the late forties he helped organize the Catholic Labor Institute’s annual La-
bor Day Mass and helped found the Catholic Labor School at St. Mary’s in Boyle
Heights. Moreover, Reverend Coffield used the Young Catholic Student/Young
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Catholic Worker program to teach the Social Gospel and to prepare the young
adults for union leadership.39

With its own credibility now riding on the election, the church moved to in-
sure that the IUE had the best possible Mexican American organizer, preferably
one from the neighborhood. CSO President Tony Rios seemed the ideal candidate.
A thirty-four-year-old steelworker, Rios was an officer in his union and a member
of the Los Angeles County Democratic Central Committee. He was also an expe-
rienced labor and community organizer, with both deep roots in the east side and a
broad political reach across Los Angeles. As a founder of the CSO, he had played
a key role in registering 15,000 new voters, electing Councilman Roybal, estab-
lishing links to other civil rights groups, and generally establishing Latinos as a
dynamic force within the community. Rios identified himself as a Catholic Worker
or Christian Socialist, and he knew a large number of Communists. He also main-
tained relationships with people and groups within the growing anti-Stalinist left,
which shared accumulated grievances against the CP and the Soviet Union, in-
cluding Stalin’s murder of Socialist labor leaders in Eastern Europe and the assas-
sination of Leon Trotsky in Mexico.40

Perhaps most importantly, Rios had become an icon in Latino Los Angeles.
He was the first Mexican American victim of police brutality to confront the Los
Angeles Police Department (LAPD) and win. Rios was arrested in January 1952
for interfering with a police officer because he assisted a man being beaten outside
a cafe by a drunken undercover cop. The police arrested Rios and then beat him at
the police station. The beatings stopped only through the intervention of Roybal.
Unintimidated by police threats to his life, Rios went public with charges of police
brutality, and Fred Ross organized support for him within the Latino, labor, and
liberal communities. Rios defeated the LAPD in court when an Anglo jury found
him not guilty of “interfering with a police officer.”41

Rios then attacked the systemic violence in the police department and en-
couraged the victims of another police beating to make their case public. He also
arranged for Roybal, O’Dwyer, AFL and CIO leaders, and leaders in the Jewish,
Japanese, and African American communities to join in demanding an investiga-
tion of police practices in minority communities. This provoked a citywide crisis
of confidence in the police department that grew with a grand jury investigation
into the LAPD’s role in the “Bloody Christmas” beatings and resulted in a crimi-
nal trial and the first-ever imprisonment of police officers for abusing minorities.42

Lundgren could not convince Rios to work for the IUE. Rios was earning
more at his foundry job and was steadfast in his commitment to the CSO, and he
was reluctant to give up either. So Lundgren turned to the church for assistance.
“Lee Lundgren and representatives of the eighteen priests who were pledged to
fight the raid met with me to ask me to help them stop the UE,” Rios vividly re-
called. “They asked me to take a leave of absence from my job for ninety days,
which I did.”43

One of the first things Rios did was to attack the Communists for using his
police beating to advance their own agenda. “We caught the UE raising money for
my defense, but they never turned it in,” Rios recalled. While emphasizing that the
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threat to American freedom and the problems of police brutality were real, Rios
publicly attacked the Committee to Preserve American Freedoms as a “Commu-
nist front group” seeking to “exploit police abuses for their own totalitarian ends.”
He demanded that they cease using his name without authorization and urged “sin-
cere community leaders who have been lured into unwittingly permitting their
names to be used by this committee” to disassociate themselves from the group.
Rios’ attack served to highlight the Communist tactic of working through front or-
ganizations, thus reinforcing the IUE’s claim that the UE was Communist-led.44

Rios’ aggressive criticism of the Communists and his entry into the Standard
Coil campaign as a CIO organizer served as a one-two punch to the UE. First, he
dramatically undercut the legitimacy of the UE’s civil rights work. Second, while
the CSO as an organization did not take a position in the representational election,
Rios symbolized the Roybal-church-labor-CSO coalition opposition to the UE.
UE Organizer Fiering recalled “it became divisive with the CIO in there, particu-
larly since we had made the great mistake in starting off by championing the cause
of two people who had been victimized because they were Chicanos . . . one of
whom was a CIO worker. And he comes out with a blast against us—Tony Rios.”
Rios benefited not only from his status as a victim of a police beating, but also
from his links to the CIO, CSO, the Democratic Party, and the American Council
of the Spanish-Speaking. So powerful was Rios’ position in the community that
Fiering described him as “really deputy . . . to Roybal.”45

Roybal later acknowledged that he expressed his opposition to the UE raid
while emphasizing that the CSO never took a position in the controversial elec-
tion.46 However, it seems that Roybal’s role must have been largely behind-the-
scenes. Only at one juncture does his name appear in any of the campaign leaflets
or newspaper articles about the campaign, and it was to deny involvement. “Since
Councilman Roybal’s name was brought into the campaign by the opposition, the
UE asked him for a statement on this matter,” noted a small item at the bottom of
a UE newsletter. “He authorized the UE to print the following: ‘I am not a union
organizer. I am a City Councilman and I am not taking any sides in the Standard
Coil campaign.’ ”47

Roybal’s influence was substantial. Not only was he the most prominent
Mexican American in Los Angeles, but he was also the principal champion of la-
bor, civil rights, and civil liberties on the city council. Roybal had even risked his
political career to support the civil liberties of Communists by casting the lone
vote against requiring Communists to register with the city—a principled position
he developed with the assistance of the CSO’s Fred Ross and Tony Rios.48

Now, under Rios’ guidance, the IUE’s underdog campaign began to hit its
stride, although the UE continued to identify the incumbent IBEW as its principal
adversary. The national IUE, convinced that they had a chance to win the election,
opened its checkbook. It allowed the local union to mount an organizing campaign
similar to that already deployed by UE and an increasingly aggressive IBEW,
which sponsored a dance and a picnic in addition to negotiating for higher wages.
The Standard Coil management, for its part, increased its scrutiny of UE activists
inside the plant and fired workers who were a “security risk.”49
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One case of a UE activist firing involved Bette Hollcroft, who started at Stan-
dard Coil five years earlier after the UE lost their strike at her former employer,
Sterling Electric. She then became the IBEW’s Chief Steward for three years before
returning to her UE roots when they opened their campaign at Standard Coil. After
she was fired, she stated that the company had offered to make her a manager and to
give her a shopping trip to New York if she would change sides. “Our eyes were
opened up as to how red-baiting is used as a club over workers,” wrote the UE in its
newsletter. “This proves that red-baiting is the weapon of the bosses. The AFL and
CIO gave [plant manager] Swanson the ammunition to use the phony charge of
‘Communism’ against workers who fight for better conditions.”50

This was a time when support ran high for American troops fighting the
Communists who had invaded non-Communist South Korea. The IUE-CIO re-
minded the workers that the UE refused to support their siblings, friends, and for-
mer classmates fighting in Korea. Standard Coil, they argued, was a defense plant.
It made parts for the Sabre Jet, “the only plane,” according to the official Air Force
historian, “on the friendly side of the Iron Curtain that could consistently slug it
out with the [Soviet built] MIG-15.”51

The UE countered the attacks on its Communist ties by releasing rebuttals
from workers such as Manuel Rodriquez, who wrote “I am a Standard Coil worker
and of Mexican descent, Catholic, and a veteran of World War II. What is more I
am a UE member and intend to stay one.” The union also quoted the famous in its
defense. A flyer, “UE Defends Democracy . . . and Religious Freedom,” quoted a
deceased Catholic cardinal who had criticized red-baiting during the Depression,
when the Catholic Church and the CP were both supporting CIO organizing ef-
forts. The UE also emphasized that many of its signatories had military contracts
and there had never been any problems.52

The union likewise continued to emphasize workplace concerns, from poor
pay, to the lack of seniority in layoffs, to the arbitrary nature of supervisors and the
plant manager. Some of the most potent issues revolved around gender, which
were being addressed nationally by UE staff member Betty Friedan.53

Organizationally, the UE responded to the increased competition from the
IUE at Standard Coil by rushing in more of their best organizers along with UE ac-
tivists from other area plants. The UE campaign now had five “nationally known”
organizers (all non-Latino) and the Spanish-speaking Ignacio Hernandez, who
took a leave from his job at Westinghouse to organize at Standard Coil. The union
also received help from ILWU Warehouse Local 26 and Mine-Mill Local 700,
both of which had large Mexican American memberships and were in internation-
als that were expelled from the CIO for following the Communist Party line. Ben
Dobbs, labor secretary for the Los Angeles Communist Party, coordinated support
for the UE. Finally, the UE promised that the workers at Standard Coil would have
their own union local.54

The UE also sought to persuade and pressure the pro-labor clergy. One of
the UE’s targets was Father Coffield. “They were furious,” recalled Coffield. “One
of them came over to tell me what a betrayer of the working class I was.” He then
added: “But [the UE organizer] was most eager to find out what information the
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FBI had on her. So I had to play dumb.” He did not reveal that he had received
copies of the FBI reports on “these Communist leaders.”55

The UE also visited the Reverend Thaddeus Shubsda of San Antonio De
Paula Parish in Boyle Heights. Shubsda was later the spiritual advisor for the
Catholic Labor Institute before becoming Bishop of Ventura and Santa Barbara
Counties. Father Shubsda received the UE-led delegation of sixteen workers, but
the presence of William Elconin, as the UE union official leading the group, un-
dermined their case because of his long association with the CP. Shubsda then
turned the tables on the UE. He used their visit as an opportunity to issue an open
letter to Socorro Serrano, the parishioner who most likely arranged the meeting,
and the other workers. The letter addressed the close relationship between the UE
and the Communist Party, and highlighted the opposition to the UE by political,
labor and religious leaders.

Socorro, it has been proved again and again that the Communist, whether
he lives in Los Angeles, Korea, China or Moscow, Russia is part of the
same worldwide conspiracy. He takes his orders from the men in the
Kremlin who are causing so much misery in the world. They hate God and
religion. They are responsible for the murder of thousands of bishops,
priests, nuns and Catholic people. They would like to overthrow the
United States Government and replace it with a Communist dictatorship,
and they intend to use you and your fellow-workers to help them.

In view of all this, it is hard to see how a good Christian, a good Amer-
ican, or any other honest and sensible person could join an organization
which is under the thumb of this kind of leadership no matter what they
promise you.

“Socorro, we know that there are a lot of things about the wages, benefits,
and working conditions at Standard Coil that need plenty of improving,” con-
cluded Father Shubsda. “We believe that you need a good, strong, American union
to defend your just rights.”56

“We picked Father Shubsda [to sign the letter] because the Communists are
confusing the girls by spreading the false rumor that he said that they are not Com-
munists,” Reverend Joseph Kearney wrote, on Catholic Labor Institute stationery,
in a letter to east side pastors. He asked the priests to send a copy of the letter
along with a “personal note” to their parishioners working at the plant.57

With the election scheduled for Tuesday, 20 May, emotions hit fever pitch.
The UE sought to hold onto its support by reminding the workers about the unjust
treatment by the employer and by contrasting their positive action to defend 
injured workers with the IUE’s and IBEW’s rhetoric. The UE charged that red-bait-
ing was only a cover for discrimination against women. In a flyer, “Here’s Why
They Yell ‘Communism,’” the UE reproduced part of a locally-negotiated IUE con-
tract in Springfield, Mass., that stated that, in the event of a layoff, “it will first be
applied among married women whose husbands are able to work.” Another leaflet
contrasted such discrimination to the treatment of women under UE contracts at
Dutra Steel and Columbia Records in Los Angeles. There, women were allowed a
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year’s maternity leave. “Her seniority is not only protected but the year she is off
while having her baby is added to her seniority as if she had been working.”58

UE’s issue-oriented campaign was reportedly reinforced with threats of vio-
lence—what one internal IUE document referred to as “a female goon squad.”
IUE supporter Helen Almanza Hunt recalled that her older sister, “who worked in
the other end of the plant, overheard some people saying that they were going to
beat me up if I didn’t support the other union. So she got up the courage to tell
them that they were talking about her sister, and if they were going to beat me up,
they had to go through her first.”59 Grace Almanza Carlos spoke of similar threats.
“The girls were so confused, they were crying, going to [my] mother. They were
threatening them that if they didn’t vote with the other union they would beat them
up,” said Grace Almanza. “Of course my mother was very outspoken, and very
confident, but she was afraid, and she told me she was very afraid. People would
drive by [our house]. My mother told us never to go out in the front yard.”60

The CIO’s pro-IUE campaign was complemented by the church’s anti-UE
message. Rev. Coffield and a number of parish youths joined in leafleting before
working at the plant. The banner headline on one flyer screamed: “THE CATHOLIC

LABOR INSTITUTE SAYS: ‘DON’T LET THE COMMIES FOOL YOU’!!!” The leaflet pushed
the church’s pro-labor, anticommunist message and stressed: “The Church knows
that the Communist, whether he lives in Los Angeles or Moscow, is part of the
same world-wide conspiracy.” Priests as part of their Sunday sermon “probably”
repeated this message, according to Reverend Kearney, the CLI spiritual advisor.61

On 20 May, 93 percent of the eligible workers went to the polls. The UE re-
ceived 301 votes, IUE got 200, IBEW polled 137, and IAM placed last, with 58.
Six workers voted for “no union” and 19 ballots were void or challenged. While
the UE finished more than one hundred votes ahead of the IUE, it failed to secure
a majority of the workers. This represented a major setback to the UE and quan-
tifiably demonstrated the impact of the coordinated campaign that had been waged
by the CIO and Catholic Church.62

“Immediately following the election we contacted the IBEW and IAM sup-
porters,” an elated Lundgren notified national IUE President Carey. “Most of the
leaders of these two groups are now openly supporting us. On top of this we have
won about ten or fifteen away from the UE. . . . If election could be held within
next two weeks we would win.”63

Now the UE adopted a delaying strategy. The UE filed charges with the
NLRB that the company discharged or harassed its supporters while favoring the
IUE-CIO. The UE received unwitting help from the IAM-AFL, which challenged
the results of the May election based on violations by the UE and the company.
Knowing that an expanded voter pool would increase its chance in the runoff, the
UE demanded that roughly six hundred new employees be allowed to vote.64

The delay frustrated the IUE, which wanted a quick election and was once
again facing a dire financial situation. Given that further delays seemed inevitable,
however, Lundgren suggested to his national office in August that it should seek to
have the election around 1 October to coincide with the House Un-American Ac-
tivities Committee hearing planned for Los Angeles on 29 September.65
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At this point, Standard Coil’s New York headquarters formally weighed in,
arguing to the NLRB that the election delay was interfering with its ability to pro-
vide “critical materials for the United States Armed Services.” Soon thereafter, the
NLRB set the election for 28 August. It also decided to follow precedent by main-
taining the existing voter roll (which generally had the effect of making it more
difficult for an employer to manipulate the election). The IUE and the UE publicly
welcomed the decision to conduct the election in two weeks.66

Even with this new date, the IUE was benefiting from the actions of various
government agencies investigating the UE’s Communist connections.67 In mid-
July, the federal grand jury in Los Angeles had subpoenaed the UE organizer Carl
Brant, and his subpoena and appearance before the grand jury made the newspa-
pers. The grand jury directed Brant to come back for further questions on 27 Au-
gust, the day before the vote at Standard Coil. On 26 August, two days before the
election, the House Un-American Activities Committee subpoenaed three UE or-
ganizers, William Elconin, Henry Fiering, and Louis Torre, along with a number
of rank-and-file members, directing them to testify at a special hearing in Los An-
geles on 5 October. To dramatize the subpoena, a United States marshal delivered
it to Fiering at the company gate. “Probe Slated on Reds in War Plant,” ran the
headline in the Los Angeles Times.68

On 27 August 1952, one day before the election, Brant again testified before
the federal grand jury. Afterwards, in open court, the U.S. attorney read a verbatim
transcript of Brant’s grand jury testimony, complete with his repeated use of the
Fifth Amendment, in response to questions about his Communist Party affiliations.
This highly unusual legal move produced additional headlines during the final
twenty-four hours before the representational election.69

Seeking to reduce the impact of these attacks, the UE issued a flyer, “Promi-
nent Americans Expose the Un-American Activities Committee.” The handbill
quoted President Roosevelt, CIO President Philip Murray, AFL President William
Green and Catholic and Protestant sources. The UE also continued to pound away
at the unfairness of the IUE and Standard Coil’s not supporting the right of all
workers to vote.70

Finally, on 28 August, the workers at Standard Coil made their selection.
The results: UE got 248 votes, IUE received 310, and 377 ballots were challenged.
Most of the challenged votes came from newly-hired workers who had been ruled
ineligible but wanted to cast a provisional ballot anyway. The UE continued to ar-
gue that recently-hired workers should have their ballots counted and claimed
election violations by both the company and the IUE. The UE called for a “demo-
cratic election—an election which would include the new workers” and criticized
the unfairness of the government’s last minute efforts to smear the UE leaders.
“This crude frame-up of the UE by the company, the IUE-CIO and the Un-Amer-
ican Committee was even admitted as such by an IUE-CIO leader,” claimed the
UE in its leaflet entitled, “Report of Standard Coil Election.” “When [a] IUE-CIO
stooge was asked, ‘Why didn’t you have the subpoenas served eight months ago?’
the IUE-CIO leader replied, ‘The CIO decided it was most convenient to have it
served two days before the election at the plant gates so the people in the shop
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wouldn’t have time to think it over.’” In the end, the NLRB certified that the IUE
had won the representational election.71

With the vote certified by the NLRB, Rios, Lundgren, and a committee of
workers negotiated a new contract at Standard Coil, the first for the IUE-CIO in
Los Angeles. The contract provided for substantial wage increases, plant-wide
seniority as the basis for promotions and layoffs, and five paid holidays. It also
provided for a Christmas bonus, a paid summer vacation, health insurance (includ-
ing pregnancy coverage), and accidental death and life insurance. The contract
also eliminated extra pay for male workers, prohibited racial discrimination, guar-
anteed health and safety, and created a steward system and binding arbitration to
handle grievances.72

Despite these major improvements, the factory remained a difficult place to
work. The IUE-CIO faced the continuing presence of an organized UE faction
within the plant, a company management driven by production schedules, and its
own institutional weakness. The IUE held back on confronting the company over
contract issues, as it needed to maintain labor peace at Standard Coil while it fo-
cused its limited resources on organizing workers at other, smaller plants and
shops. (Between the time of the Standard Coil election and the completion of con-
tract negotiations, for example, the IUE-CIO fought and beat the UE, the IAM,
and the IBEW for the right to represent workers at RCA in West Los Angeles.)
When the IUE decided not to be aggressive in enforcing the contract, Tony Rios
resigned his position as IUE organizer “to protect my reputation.”73

The battle for Standard Coil was the product of its time and place, a local
event driven by individuals and organizations within a larger social, political, and
economic environment. International, national, and local events all figured in the
UE’s failed raid, but local people and local relationships proved pivotal. The
Catholic Labor Institute provided the most prominent opposition to the UE. But it
worked as part of a broad anti-UE coalition, which ranged from the anticommunist
left to the anticommunist right, with most participants coming from the liberal-
left. Unlike the Association of Catholic Trade Unionists (ACTU) in the East and
Midwest, anticommunism played a secondary role in the Los Angeles-based
Catholic Labor Institute’s overall mission.

The battle for Standard Coil may appear at first glance to be a carbon copy
of other anti-UE campaigns. It contained many of the same components, including
the intervention of federal agencies (particularly the FBI), the CIO, and the
Catholic Church. In addition, evidence indicates that some of the Washington,
D.C.-based elements within the anticommunist coalition, such as the House Un-
American Activities Committee, did use almost a cookie-cutter approach to the
election, following a pattern tested in other elections. The frontline combatants, in-
cluding CSO president Tony Rios, labor priest John Coffield, and the organizers
from the garment unions, were progressives or non-Communist leftists. The lead
IUE organizer, Lee Lundgren, was a former CP operative within the UE. The 
National Labor Relations Board, the CIO, and the Catholic Church (with the ex-
ception of people like Archbishop McIntyre) stood on the “right” only where
Communists were concerned. Within the larger political spectrum, they were pro-
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gressive anticommunists. In fact, it was their positioning within the liberal left and
their work in the Latino community that made their intervention so effective.

Just as the Standard Coil election was a battle within labor and the liberal
left, local conditions and alliances determined the outcome. This helps explains
that while the CSO never officially engaged in the conflict, many of those within
the CSO milieu took the attack on the IBEW-AFL very seriously. The AFL was a
key financial and political supporter of the CSO, and it had defended Tony Rios
against his unfair arrest and protested his police beating. But it was the CIO and
the Catholic Church to which CSO President Tony Rios was closest. The liberal
priests who had helped in his trial defense aided union organizing efforts and
played a critical role in the CSO’s development. They played two important func-
tions: aiding in parish-level mobilizing of the community, and in defending the
CSO from unfair right-wing accusations that it was somehow Communistic. Once
the CIO and the labor priests decided to act, people like Tony Rios felt an obliga-
tion to put aside other projects to help this effort.

Ultimately Tony Rios provides the key to understanding IUE’s success, be-
cause his decision to organize for the IUE represents the convergence of political
alliances and personal experiences. Rios seized the opportunity to strike a blow to
a longtime adversary while at the same time working for the CIO, God, and coun-
try. The overlay of ethnicity, religion, ideology, and community reinforced Rios’
strength. As a local, working class Latino hero who had defeated the LAPD in
court, Rios personified the new east side (and, except for gender, the demograph-
ics of the workforce at Standard Coil). By contrast, Fiering, the principal UE or-
ganizer, was Jewish and from out of state. Rios was left of center in his politics,
and his coalition colleagues included Catholic Workers, Socialists, Trotskyists,
and independent radicals. Once Rios mobilized the full weight of this network, the
CP lacked enough room on the left to put together a formidable coalition, thus in-
creasing its reliance on CP cadres both inside and outside the Standard Coil plant.

The second most influential person was Father Coffield. Like Rios, he cam-
paigned against the UE out of a sincere belief in the importance of building pro-
gressive, non-Communist unions. Forty-five years later he remained proud of his
role in the Standard Coil election, listing it as a career highlight along with his suc-
cessful efforts to keep rioting servicemen from attacking Mexican Americans in El
Monte during the “Zoot Suit” riots. Nor was Coffield a mere lackey for Arch-
bishop McIntyre. Coffield was a dedicated church radical whose advocacy on be-
half of God’s less fortunate often got him in trouble. Later, in the sixties, Cardinal
McIntyre banished him from Los Angeles when he thought the priest had ignored
a directive to remain silent on the 1964 Fair Housing proposition. Nonetheless, his
fiftieth anniversary as a priest was celebrated by, among many others, one-time
CSO organizer Cesar Chavez.74

Standard Coil and the other bitter battles over the role of Communists within
the liberal left were thus largely settled before the national emergence of Senator
Joseph McCarthy, whose brand of right-wing anticommunism would define the pe-
riod in the popular imagination. Liberals and the anti-CP left had already routed the
Communists from their perches of influence within liberal and labor groups; 
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McCarthy’s right-wing anticommunism served largely as cover for business inter-
ests and their allies in the Republican Party. They were aided by the FBI, which,
ironically, opened a file on Rios within months of the Standard Coil election. The
FBI also continued a file on Fiering even after he left the UE, even though their own
records showed that he quit the Communist Party in 1956—the year that the Soviet
Union officially exposed the crimes against humanity committed by Stalin.75
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Popular Anticommunism
and the UE in 

Evansville, Indiana
�

Samuel W. White

Following World War II, Evansville, Indi-
ana, proudly proclaimed itself the “refrigerator capital of the world.” In 1946, In-
ternational Harvester purchased the Republic Steel Plant and began producing
refrigerators, supplementing the refrigerator production at Servel, Inc., and
Seeger-Sunbeam. Refrigerators and automotive goods came to dominate the post-
war economy of Evansville, which depended on the production of these consumer
durables as never before. Evansville’s workforce continued to climb after the war,
from 64,000 in 1945 to 80,000 in 1950. Of the 80,000 workers employed in the
city in 1950, 20,000 produced consumer durables, and more than 10,000 of these
workers labored at one of the city’s three refrigerator factories.1

By the end of 1946, Local 813 of the United Electrical, Radio, and Machine
Workers of America (UE) had organized three of the city’s leading employers:
Seeger-Sunbeam, Faultless, and, finally, the Servel plant. Based largely on its rep-
utation for getting higher wages and benefits for workers, Local 813 expanded
from its base in the refrigerator factories to other plants such as George Koch &
Sons, Bucyrus-Erie, and Hoosier Cardinal, quickly becoming the largest labor or-
ganization in the city, with over 7,000 members.2

UE’s growth in Evansville was part of a general pattern of growth for the la-
bor movement in the city during the previous decade. By 1949 the CIO alone
would boast more than 15,000 members in Evansville, constituting nearly 50 per-
cent of the workforce. While definite membership figures for the AFL are not
available, it, too, grew during the 1930s and 1940s, with the building trades as its
most organized and active jurisdiction. Even a conservative estimate of AFL mem-
bership in 1949 put the total organized Evansville workforce at well over 60 per-
cent. The largest affiliates of the CIO remained the UE and the United Automobile
Workers (UAW), the latter of which represented approximately 6,000 workers at
the International Harvester, Briggs, and Chrysler plants in the city.3

In 1946, the labor movement in Evansville appeared to be in a position to
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consolidate the gains it had made during the previous decade. This changed
quickly, however, as the Cold War, and what might be called “popular anticommu-
nism,” drove a wedge between the UE and the community, and, most importantly,
between unions—effectively forestalling the opportunity to consolidate the labor
movement that existed following the Second World War.

Of all the issues confronting the Evansville labor movement during the post-
war period, anticommunism proved most divisive. While the local AFL unions and
the Central Labor Union had long opposed Communism within the labor move-
ment, the CIO became locked in a bitter struggle to reconcile the issue of Commu-
nism within its member unions. As the local CIO affiliates fought first to define
and then resolve the issue, the AFL stood ready to raid the membership of those
CIO affiliates weakened by internal strife. In July 1946, President Charles E.
Wright of UE 813 predicted that

The manufacturers in this community together with other forces will leave
no stone unturned. They will use the old and much worn cry of red bait-
ing. They will use racial prejudice to stir-up trouble and pit the workers
against each other. They will attempt to pit the workers of each shop
against one another. This union will become the target of these forces not
only from without but also from . . . within our union.4

Wright’s words proved prophetic as employers, government agencies, ordi-
nary citizens of the community, and members of the labor movement itself moved
to contain, and eventually to destroy, the UE in Evansville during the decade after
the Second World War. Americans’ Cold War fears and anxieties provided context
for the struggle to roll back the UE in Evansville. While anticommunism had a
long history in the city by 1946, politicians, working people, employers, the labor
movement, and the general public found Communism to be an increasingly im-
portant issue in their lives during the postwar period. Both the major political par-
ties and the labor movement joined employers in being “tough on Communism”
during this period and, in doing so, created a more unified political culture in the
city than had existed for more than a decade. The political consensus that emerged
in late-1940s Evansville had its greatest impact on the labor movement as anti-
communism within the ranks of labor altered the style and direction of labor in the
city. In many ways, the interests of workers were lost in the storm of Cold War pol-
itics that emerged in Evansville during the postwar period. The multifaceted na-
ture of anticommunism, extending from the shop floor to the state created a
difficult set of challenges for left-led unions like the UE.5

In his 1983 autobiography, Arthur Kinoy, a one-time lawyer for the UE, ob-
served “Evansville in September 1948 brought sharply into focus all the tensions
that had been mounting in the labor movement since the end of the war.”6 For the
labor movement in general, and especially local unions like UE 813, popular anti-
communism severely weakened its position in the community. While few could at-
tack the UE’s trade union and shop floor success, the political positions of its
leadership left locals like 813 open to attacks. As Ronald Filipelli and Mark 
McColloch discovered in their national study of the UE, in Evansville a combina-
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tion of community concerns about Communism, external political pressure, and
anticommunist factions within the union itself damaged Local 813’s ability to
function as an effective labor organization.7

During the years 1946 to 1949, several local CIO unions in Evansville began
to stake out positions on the issue of Communism. Local 312 of the United Furni-
ture Workers of America voted to uphold the elected officials of the union and
branded the “red-baiting attempts” by an “opposition gang” as against the best in-
terests of the membership. According to a Local 312 spokesman, “members here
in Evansville will not fall for the propaganda that has been initiated by the rene-
gades of the labor movement who espouse the program of the National Associa-
tion of Manufacturers, the Evansville Cooperative League, and other anti-labor
forces.”8

UAW Local 265 chose to condemn “Communism and Fascism” in a resolu-
tion that also condemned the Taft-Hartley bill. Stating that Local 265 was “being
made a battleground between the forces of capitalism on one side and Commu-
nism and Fascism on the other,” the resolution concluded that neither conservative
business organizations nor those organizations that seek to overthrow the govern-
ment should be allowed to have control over their union.9

The Evansville Industrial Union Council, composed of CIO affiliates,
moved to isolate known or alleged Communists within its ranks. In May 1947,
IUC members voted a member of the United Packinghouse Workers, Dale Craig,
into the office of council president, thereby removing from office Charles Wright,
a member and president of UE Local 813. In doing so, IUC members responded 
to pressure from local CIO officials who believed the organization to be “UE-dom-
inated” and who regarded Wright as personifying the “extreme left wing faction of
the CIO.” The press release covering the election results stated that the actions of
the members would help to “restore confidence of the public in CIO unions” in
Evansville. Following the withdrawal of the UE from the CIO in 1949, the IUC
passed a resolution in November of the same year calling on workers at Servel and
Faultless Caster to “throw-off the UE” and create a “strong, aggressive democratic
union affiliated with the CIO.” The Machinists, Automobile Workers, and the In-
ternational Union of Electrical Workers (IUE) moved quickly to support the IUC’s
threat with action. Several years later, the IUC boldly proclaimed to all Evansville
community agencies soliciting CIO support that they must choose between the
CIO and UE Local 813. The resolution stated that “those who permit themselves
to be used by the UE for propaganda purposes, and give all recognition and re-
spectability to this organization, can look exclusively to the UE in the future for
their aid and support.” IUC president Hobert Butler commented further that the
agencies that want CIO support will have to say “we don’t want anything to do
with the UE.”10

By the early 1950s the IUE became the largest industrial labor organization
in Evansville, primarily by raiding the membership of the UE in the city. The IUE
became the vehicle the CIO used to rid itself of the UE and, as such, became the
only CIO union chartered for the express purpose of raiding another union. In
1949 the IUE only represented workers at the Seeger refrigerator plant, but it
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maintained organizing activities in all UE plants, eventually filling the void left
when the UE lost members to the rising tide of anticommunism in the city.11

A concerted employer offensive against the UE in Evansville began when
the union organized the city’s Bucyrus-Erie plant. Bucyrus had contracts with the
United Steelworkers of America at other plants, but viewed the UE as a threat. The
UE’s demands at the Bucyrus plant differed from those of other unions encoun-
tered by Bucyrus-Erie management. After the NLRB election in 1946, UE insisted
on partial control of the plant. Local 813 demanded the right to determine work
schedules and overtime hours for all its members and the elimination of the stan-
dard “no-strike-no-lockout” and “management responsibility” clauses used in
contracts between Bucyrus and the Steelworkers. Local 813 also demanded the
resolution of a large number of grievances, top seniority for all stewards, and
union security and maintenance of membership clauses.12

Politically, Local 813 members supported several progressive initiatives and
candidates that provided employers and anticommunists with plenty of ammuni-
tion to attack the UE. The local’s support of presidential candidate Henry Wallace
in 1948 precipitated a community-wide reaction against all who supported the
progressive candidate, and provided the context for a riot when Wallace spoke in
Evansville during the campaign.

In the spring of 1948, Wallace faced strong protests from several prominent
leaders in the community prior to his campaign stop in Evansville. Brigadier Gen-
eral Howard Maxwell, adjutant general in charge of the armory where Wallace
was scheduled to speak, insisted that Paul Robeson not be allowed to appear with
Wallace on threat of a ban to keep the candidate from speaking at all. Another per-
former substituted for Robeson, who did not accompany Wallace to Evansville.
The Vanderburgh County Council of Veterans Organizations also hurled charges at
Wallace, demanding to know why “he aspires to be President of these United
States, at the same time accepting the support of groups dedicated to the overthrow
of the very thing he seeks?” On the eve of the speech, a parade organized by the
Spirit of Kilroy, a local organization comprising veterans employed in local indus-
trial plants, protested Wallace’s use of the Coliseum, which was the city’s monu-
ment to service men. The parade barred “any persons who believe in Communist
principles.”13

On 7 April, Wallace found a city in opposition to his third-party candidacy.
Those who came to hear him speak, estimated by the newspapers to be between
500 to 800 people, were met by a much larger crowd of protesters demonstrating
against Wallace. The demonstrators paraded around the coliseum before forcefully
entering the foyer to jeer Wallace and keep people from entering. Several skir-
mishes ensued, and a few Wallace supporters received injuries in what the Courier
reported as a “riot.” Following Wallace’s visit, Evansville College dismissed Pro-
fessor George Parker for acting as chairman of the local Wallace rally and for in-
troducing the candidate at the coliseum. College officials stated that they fired
Parker for “his political activity, both on and off campus.”14

Other issues pitted the UE against rival unions in the city. UE Local 813’s
strong support for the continuation of the Fair Employment Practice Committee
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(FEPC) met criticism by the UAW union and their counterparts in the city’s ship-
yards, all of whom opposed the hiring and upgrading of African American workers
during the war. Local 813 also opposed the Marshall Plan, which the rest of
Evansville labor supported.15

Prior to the representation election at Bucyrus-Erie, H. R. Knox, president
of the company, warned workers in the Evansville plant that, “the moment they
[Bucyrus workers] get UE, Moscow will be ordering them to take a wage increase
against their will and will supply specially trained dictators to do the ordering.”
Knox refused to deal with the UE after the Bucyrus election on the grounds that
Communists dominated the union. Intending to cloud the economic issues with an
anticommunist campaign, Knox refused all UE demands after the election and of-
fered the standard contract that he gave to workers at other Bucyrus plants. Pre-
dictably, negotiations broke off in mid-1947 and did not resume until April 1948.16

As the UE struggled to win a contract at Bucyrus, an anticommunist faction
within 813 began to consolidate. The anticommunist faction, referred to by mem-
bers as the Committee for Democratic Action (CDA), profited from the anticom-
munist hysteria enveloping the community. The CDA, always a small group,
precariously attempted to support the local’s members and, at the same time, not
discredit and damage the local’s ability to fight employers, many of whom also ac-
cused 813 leaders of being Communists.17

By August 1948 the UE had no choice but to strike Bucyrus. The strike
rocked the community of Evansville and received daily coverage in the local press.
Several violent skirmishes occurred on the picket line when the CDA organized
small groups of workers to cross the picket line and honor the company’s back-to-
work efforts. On 31 August, the Republican governor of Indiana, Ralph F. Gates,
sent 140 state troopers to support a planned re-opening by the company. Following
the worst day of violence in the strike, the state police managed only to escort
about one-third of the plant’s twelve hundred workers inside.18

On 7 September, Bucyrus secured a restraining order barring all picketing at
the plant. The next day subpoenas were issued to Local 813 officers and selected
members, calling on them to appear before a special subcommittee of the House
Committee on Education and Labor, which was scheduled to conduct hearings in
Evansville beginning 10 September. Republican Congressman Edward A. Mitchell,
an Evansville native, chaired the hearings. Mitchell had for some time used his of-
fice in an attempt to identify Communists within the UE in his hometown.19 The
subpoenas, combined with the picket restraining orders, plunged Local 813’s
morale to a new low. The local called off the Bucyrus strike at midnight, 8 Septem-
ber, and prepared to meet the challenge of the congressional investigation.20

When the congressional hearings convened on 10 September, it became
clear that they were geared to discredit and, thereby, weaken the leadership of Lo-
cal 813. Without any legislative purpose, Representative Mitchell’s line of inquiry
turned on the two questions: “Are you a Communist?” and “Do you believe in
God?” The press faithfully listed the names of those accused of being Commu-
nists. Spurred on by Mitchell’s call, “I hope the press representatives will give
them [the people of Evansville] a good job of exposing these people,” the press
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Figure 7.1 Indiana State Police stand guard at the Bucyrus-Erie plant during the strike by
UE Local 813, 31 August 1948. Credit: University of Southern Indiana, Archives and Spe-
cial Collections, Labor History Collection.



also listed as possible Communists those workers who refused to answer
Mitchell’s questions without their attorneys present. Mitchell incited vigilantes to
action when he asked, in reference to those who asked for their counsel to be pres-
ent, “would it be a violation of your constitutional rights if a group got together
and hid behind the constitution and tarred and feathered you birds?” The sensa-
tionalism of the event, combined with the prestige of the members of congress
who ran the hearings, damaged support for Local 813 in the community.21

On the second day of the hearings several workers from the UAW and UE
testified. These workers were critical of the hearings and claimed that their orga-
nizations could solve their own problems without the committee’s intervention.
One worker criticized the Taft-Hartley Act on the grounds that the government
used it “to hurt the common working people” of America. Another worker reiter-
ated this sentiment, stating that the hearings and Taft-Hartley harm “workers who
did not want the AFL again.” Workers also attested to the link between the ex-
ploitative incentive-pay system used by Bucyrus and labor unrest. These workers
frustrated Mitchell when they all stated that they had faith in God and were defi-
nitely not Communists. Obviously, the testimony of these workers refuted the
stereotypical UE 813 member that Mitchell wished to expose. Mitchell then cen-
tered the remainder of the session on the sensational accusations of a single wit-
ness, Kathryn Bell, a member of the CDA. Bell proclaimed to have met most of
UE 813’s leaders at local meetings of the Communist Party, to which she admitted
she had once belonged, and that many of the UE’s militants were nothing more
than plotting Communist conspirators. Bell’s testimony received extended cover-
age in the press, while the issue of the situation at the Bucyrus plant and workers’
grievances went unreported.22

After the subcommittee left town, anticommunist forces in Evansville took
advantage of the hearings to carry out their own attacks against militant union
members in the city.23 On Monday, 14 September, gangs of CDA, Association 
of Catholic Trade Unionists (ACTU), and Ku Klux Klan members answered
Mitchell’s call to action when they surrounded, threatened, and escorted workers
out of Seeger and Briggs Indiana Corporation. In all, fourteen men and women
union members were driven out of five separate plants in Evansville by anticom-
munist vigilante groups, with the encouragement of plant managers. All fourteen
workers had refused to testify during the subcommittee hearings. At Servel and
Faultless, company foremen and supervisors led the workers out of the plants.
Similar purges took place at the International Harvester plant. In all cases, plant
managers took no steps to defend those workers led out of the shops. In short or-
der the subcommittee accomplished its goals of breaking the Bucyrus strike and of
dispersing rank-and-file member support for UE 813.24

In the end, the subcommittee found little evidence of Communist Party influ-
ence in the affairs of UE 813, but some of the information supplied by a few of the
forty-six witnesses called during the hearings proved damaging to Local 813. The
subcommittee appeared most concerned about three leaders of the UE in Evans-
ville: William Sentner, who was UE District Eight President; James Payne, the
Business Agent for Local 813; and Sadelle Berger, a staff member for the local.
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William Sentner came to Evansville from St. Louis during the late 1930s to
help organize the UE. He was one of the few CIO leaders to openly acknowledge
his membership in the Communist Party. Due to his militant and aggressive
unionism, Sentner gained popularity and respect from many rank-and-file work-
ers involved in UE’s struggle to organize workers in the Midwest. A talented or-
ganizer, Sentner fought for the UE at the factory gate and at the bargaining table.
News of Sentner’s organizing record and leadership abilities preceded his move
to Evansville in the late 1930s. Local 813 leaders and members welcomed Sent-
ner, quickly acknowledged his intelligence, and, most importantly, thought that
Sentner knew what working people needed and how to get it for them. It was dur-
ing this period that UE 813 members made Sentner an honorary member of their
local. Before the Bucyrus-Erie strike of 1948, Sentner’s politics mattered little to
workers who saw in him the leadership qualities necessary to continue UE’s fight
to organize Evansville.25

James Payne, also from St. Louis, built a similar reputation and following
among Evansville workers. Payne gained much of his reputation by serving as a
gifted and inspirational public speaker. Bernard McAtee, a former UE shop stew-
ard at Servel, remembered Payne for his ability to “know exactly when and how to
stir the members to action.” McAtee went on to state, “Payne could incite a riot
just as easily as he could put one down, just by giving a speech.” Payne maintained
a high degree of rank-and-file support and loyalty in Evansville until the UE dis-
banded its local there in 1955. While Payne did not openly acknowledge his polit-
ical affiliations, he probably shared Sentner’s Communist Party orientation. In
1956, after UE Local 813 voted to merge with the International Association of Ma-
chinists (IAM), the IAM put Payne on trial in St. Louis for allegations of ties to the
Communist Party. Several former members of the UE in Evansville went to St.
Louis to testify on Payne’s behalf, demonstrating their loyalty to Payne and the
UE.26

Sadelle Berger and her husband Sydney came to Evansville in 1946 from the
Lower East Side of Manhattan. Sydney began practicing law in Evansville during
the same year and eventually devoted considerable time to the legal challenges
facing Local 813. Soon after their arrival in Evansville, the Jewish couple became
friends of William Sentner. The close relationship between the Bergers and Sent-
ner led to allegations that the Bergers were also members of the Communist Party,
allegations that proved false. Sentner’s eventual indictment under the Smith Act,
and the attempted deportation of his wife Toni under the McCarran Act, became
key aspects of Sadelle’s daily “UE on the Air” radio program in Evansville and her
ongoing efforts to counter the rising tide of anticommunism and reaction in post-
war America.27

Given that the UE’s international officers had not complied with the Taft-
Hartley non-Communist affidavits, and, therefore, the UE enjoyed no rights under
the act, employers in Evansville wasted little time in exercising their power in the
workplace after the subcommittee left town. Emboldened by the congressional
hearings, local employers reasserted themselves in ways that under normal con-
ditions would constitute blatant violations of the NLRA, as amended by Taft-
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Hartley. By doing so, employers sent a clear message to UE members: continued
support for the UE would be costly. At Faultless, the company set up its own “Taft-
Hartley affidavit room.” Faultless personnel managers had prepared and notarized
affidavits that asked workers to renounce Communism and asked for their reli-
gious affiliations as proof of their loyalty. Those workers who refused to sign the
affidavits were fired. Faultless also prepared forms so workers could apply to the
subcommittee for forgiveness. A company personnel manager told one worker,
fired at Faultless for refusing to testify at the hearings, that he “would have to
straighten himself out with [Representative] Mitchell. Mitchell is the only one
who can get you out of this.” Faultless took further advantage of the situation and
stalled on all settlements of UE grievances.28

Other employers in Evansville used the hearings to crack down on working
conditions in their plants. Seeger cut incentive rates in plant number two. Servel
fired two union grievance committee members and laid off a steward without just
cause. The Bucyrus Company, by this time, had fired a total of sixty-five workers,
most of whom were never able to attain employment in the Evansville area again.
The offensive launched by employers in the city made it difficult for UE 813 to re-
cover from the sensational event of the hearings. Without these actions by em-
ployers, the damage done to Local 813 by the hearings probably could have been
managed.29

By 1949 the internecine war within the labor movement in Evansville cre-
ated a unified labor and political community aligned against the UE. While the
more extreme elements of the Republican Party had been temporarily silenced, the
Democratic Party, if not the political system as a whole, moved rightward and
away from the New Deal of the late 1930s. Tolerance for unions like the UE waned
as Evansville residents continued to support efforts to rid their community of the
alleged Communist menace.

By 1950, in addition to unifying labor, anticommunism emerged stronger
than ever as a means to combat the UE in Evansville. Shortly after the Bucyrus-
Erie strike investigation by Congressmen Mitchell, an ad hoc local “anticommu-
nist committee,” chaired by Troy James, a Seeger employee and a leader of IUE
Local 808, drafted a local “anti-Red ordinance” that Republican members of the
city council worked to pass during the fall of 1950. The ordinance contained fif-
teen sections providing that any Communist, or anyone aiding and supporting
Communists in any way, would be guilty of a misdemeanor and, on conviction,
would be subject to a fine of not less than $499 and a jail sentence of not less than
179 days. An amendment drafted by local attorney Matthew Weinzapel, which
was included in the measure, also made it unlawful for Communists to enter, live,
or work in Evansville. The ordinance received endorsements from local posts of
the American Legion, the local National Guard unit, the Knights of St. John, the
Spirit of Kilroy, the local chapter of the Veterans of Foreign Wars, and the Indiana
Parents Association. The city council voted in favor of the ordinance, but Mayor
Diekmann vetoed the measure after receiving advice from city attorneys who
found the violations included in the ordinance “too broad and too indefinite.”
When backers of the ordinance decided not to attempt to overturn Diekmann’s
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veto, spokesmen for the anticommunist committee told the press that “Alger Hiss
and Stalin tactics had been used to block the ordinance” and asked “what the boys
in Korea would think of the council’s action.”30

Following an intense period of efforts designed to raid the membership of
the UE in Evansville, the labor movement moved swiftly to finish off the inde-
pendent union. By the mid-1950s, Local 813 could not count on the support of any
other labor organizations in the Evansville area, a reality that hastened its efforts to
consider merger with the IAM.

In early November 1954, Walter Reuther, then international president of the
UAW, spoke in Evansville to a packed audience at the coliseum. Reuther devoted
the first half of his speech, intended as part of a dedication ceremony for a new
UAW local in the city, to making an appeal to Servel workers to throw off the “mill-
stone” of the UE and rejoin the fold. Reuther concluded by stating that the labor
movement was on record as saying “there is no place in American unionism for
anyone who does not put the United States of America above all other nations.”31

By 1955 the organizations and individuals set against the UE in Evansville
succeeded in their decade-long struggle to eliminate the UE from the city. The de-
feat of the UE did not, however, end industrial conflict in the city as employers,
politicians, and many of the city’s residents had hoped. Rather, popular anticom-
munism during the postwar period merely submerged workers’ issues and labor
relations problems in Evansville, both of which resurfaced in the first half of the
1950s.

In his recent history of the CIO, Robert Zieger best summarizes both the im-
pact that labor’s internal war had on American society after the Second World War
and the more recent decline of the labor movement. For Zieger, it was not the
CIO’s purging of progressive unions such as the UE during the postwar period that
resulted in an irreversible setback for the labor movement. Rather, it was the sub-
sequent failure to follow this period in history with a renewed effort to organize
the unorganized and, thereby, increase the power and influence of labor in Ameri-
can society. Instead, labor’s internal war drew heavily upon the resources of the la-
bor movement, and the numerous raids that took place merely resulted in a
reshuffled labor movement, not a measurably larger one. Zieger also argues that
the CIO’s “ardent embrace of economic growth, combined with the de-emphasis
on redistributionist goals, helped pave the way for the contemporary assault on or-
ganized labor and the decline of union sentiment among workers.”32 Indeed, the
continued embrace of economic growth by organized labor in Evansville coin-
cided with a bitter war to silence those voices in the labor movement that articu-
lated an alternative future. Perhaps this chapter in history, seen through the lens of
Evansville, Indiana, best shows the limits of modern American liberalism as
brought forth by the New Deal and the subsequent limits of democratic expression
in American society following the Second World War. To paraphrase Gary Gerstle,
at some point in the long historical period we refer to as postwar America, work-
ing class Americans and their organizations lost the ambition to re-create their
world.33
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“A Stern Struggle”
Catholic Activism and 

San Francisco Labor, 1934–1958

�
William Issel

On 24 November 1936, twenty-one-year-
old Joseph L. Alioto delivered a prize-winning speech in San Francisco. A future
mayor of San Francisco, Alioto would soon graduate from St. Mary’s College and
go on to earn a law degree at the Catholic University in Washington, D.C. In an ad-
dress entitled “The Catholic Internationale,” Alioto warned his audience at the St.
Ignatius Council of the Young Men’s Institute: “Communism has attained the po-
sition of a universal power [and] stands today as a cancer in the world’s social or-
ganism.” Given its international scope and its appeal as a “counterfeit religion,”
only a true religion “that is likewise international” would be able “to cut away this
cancerous growth.” “There is only one power in the world which answers that de-
scription: the Roman Catholic Church. The battle lines . . . are clearly marked: It is
to be the Catholic Internationale arrayed against the Communist Internationale;
Rome against Moscow; Christ against Anti-Christ.”1

Alioto’s speech was published in The Moraga Quarterly, a St. Mary’s Col-
lege publication that served as a forum for Catholic intellectual life in northern
California. Three years later The Moraga Quarterly published another speech by a
young San Franciscan, this one devoted to “the [necessary] preparation for en-
trance into the field of labor relations” and titled “The Catholic College Graduate
and Labor.” The author was John F. (Jack) Henning, a recent St. Mary’s College
graduate who later became the head of the California State Federation of Labor as
well as Undersecretary of Labor in the Kennedy and Johnson administrations.
Henning argued, “The army of the church is today engaged in a stern struggle” and
“the need of the Catholic Church for an articulate laity in Labor is too gigantic to
question.” He stressed that Catholics in labor relations needed to fight both “Amer-
ican Way” individualism and the “painted panaceas” of “the land of Communism
or the land of Fascism.” Henning praised “those who act only as the voice of the
membership, the voice of the rank and file, who administer their offices upon the
direct rule of the majority of the membership.” He also urged Catholics in the la-
bor movement to avoid red-baiting: “question the motives of those leaders who
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brand every militant surge of rank and file activity the result of ‘red agitation.’”
Catholic workers should endorse genuinely democratic unionism and get involved
with the “Association of Catholic Trade Unionists, the Catholic Worker move-
ment, and other similar enterprises which sponsor Catholic labor schools.”2

During the 1930s, ’40s, and ’50s, Jack Henning and scores of militant
Catholics in San Francisco mobilized on several fronts to build independent and
democratic unions and to defeat both the labor left and the business right. Aided by
diocesan priests under the leadership of Archbishops Edward J. Hanna and John J.
Mitty and priests of the Jesuit order, unionists worked to shape the city’s labor
movement along the lines laid out in the labor encyclicals of Popes Leo XIII and
Pius XI. Drawing upon the papal letters, San Francisco activists championed pri-
vate property as well as the right of workers to dignity and a fair share of business
profits. They condemned both laissez-faire capitalism and class conflict. They op-
posed Communism, to be sure, but anticommunism was not the sole or primary
purpose of their work. San Francisco Catholic labor activism expressed first and
foremost the conviction that Americans should build a moral economy jointly
managed by labor unions, business organizations, and government, the latter rep-
resenting the interests of the community at large.

This San Francisco story can best be understood as part of a larger national
history with three overlapping themes: first, the growing power and influence of
Catholics in American public life; second, the creation of a coast-to-coast network
of Roman Catholic labor relations theorists and union organizers; and, third, the
clash of ideologies and the struggle for power that pitted Catholics against Com-
munists. This essay addresses four aspects of the San Francisco story: first, how
Archbishops Hanna and Mitty developed political education programs based on
the labor encyclicals promoting labor union legitimacy and encouraged coopera-
tion between business and labor; then, how unionists organized a branch of the As-
sociation of Catholic Trade Unionists (ACTU) to facilitate their “stern struggle”
against laissez-faire individualism and left-wing radicalism; third, how the Jesuits
established a Catholic labor school, the University of San Francisco Labor Man-
agement School (LMS), which provided basic training in operating democratic
unions and conducting collective bargaining; and, fourth, how the church and the
labor movement cooperated during the late 1940s and 1950s to protect union
rights against a robust revival of laissez-faire business activism.

San Francisco stood out among American cities in the extent to which
Catholic social teachings influenced labor activism since the 1890s, when the no-
tions of a moral economy in Pope Leo XIII’s 1891 labor encyclical Rerum No-
varum became an explicit part of the rationale for building the local labor
movement.3 In 1931, Pope Pius XI issued Quadragesimo Anno, reaffirming and
extending the principles of the 1891 labor encyclical, and in 1937 he condemned
Communism in Divini Redemptoris.

Catholics in San Francisco used the encyclicals in a communal effort to shape
a labor movement with multiple dimensions. Labor organizers, officials, and nego-
tiators pointed to the encyclicals as evidence that God was on their side as they
fought to build and sustain their unions. Labor priests explained the encyclicals in
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their sermons and lectures demanding justice and dignity for workers. The arch-
bishops cited the encyclicals as authority for their calls to resolve differences be-
tween labor and capital through compromise and arbitration, and they quoted the
encyclicals as ammunition when they condemned right-wing businessmen and left-
wing unionists.

The activism of the church during Archbishop Mitty’s tenure was shaped by
the events of the Pacific Coast maritime strike from May through July of 1934, as
well as by Church teaching on social justice in general and the rights of labor in
particular. On 9 June 1934, at the end of the first month of a coast-wide strike by
longshoremen and sailors, the official Archdiocesan newspaper presented the
Catholic Church’s point of view in a front-page editorial on “The Maritime
Strikes.” “The rights of the ship-owners over their ships do not give them the right
to impoverish the whole community; nor do the rights of the striking workers in-
clude the right to pursue their aims regardless of the consequences to the third
party in the dispute, namely the people who are not directly involved, but whom
[sic] depend upon cargoes for their livelihoods and sustenance.”4

Sounding a theme that would prove continuous through the 1940s and
1950s, The Monitor urged “all Catholics, who are employers, or who are in any
way directly connected [with management] to read and know the contents of the
encyclicals . . . that treat of the problems of capital and labor . . . and to acquaint
their associates and acquaintances with the contents of these encyclicals and to
give them copies of them.” Should Catholic San Franciscans fail in this duty, ac-
cording to the editorialist, “then those Catholics will be held to answer.”5

In addition to prescribing the moral responsibility of all San Franciscans to
involve themselves personally in helping to settle labor conflicts according to
Catholic principles, the editorial alerted Catholics to the particular danger posed
by extremism. “Shipowners have a perfect right to refuse to deliver the manage-
ment of their business to a Soviet. Longshoremen have a perfect right to organize
in a union and to bargain collectively for wages and hours that will enable them to
support their families in frugal comfort, to educate their children, and to lay some-
thing by for sickness and old age. But these rights are obscured because of the lais-
sez faire extremists on the one hand and the Communist fanatics on the other. The
public has had enough of both.” “We regret that hate motivates both of these
groups. The Communists hate injustice more than they love justice. The ruthless
‘individualists’ among employers do not consider justice at all, but hate all who
check their lust for power and money.”6

San Franciscans needed to organize a Catholic counterforce. “If Christian
workers would stem the tide of Communism, they must bring to the workers’
cause as devoted an energy and as strict a discipline as members of the Communist
Party manifest. Communism is a religion—a materialistic religion [and] appeals to
many workers because the apostles of Communism work with a zeal worthy of a
better cause. They can be challenged and checked only by men, who for the love
of God study the Catholic teaching as thoroughly as Communists study the Com-
munist theory; who devote as much energy to the propagation of the principles
contained in the encyclicals on labor as the Communists do in spreading the doc-
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trine of Marx; who labor as industriously to apply Catholic principles as the Com-
munists work to apply the principles of Lenin.”7

During the worst violence of the waterfront strike, from 3 July to 5 July,
Archbishop Hanna invited Sam Kagel, an economist who worked for the Pacific
Coast Labor Bureau advising unions, and E. B. O’Grady, a union leader, to arch-
diocese headquarters and personally urged them to do what they could to stop the
bloodshed.8 Then on 13 July, with the city three days from a general strike, Hanna
addressed San Franciscans in a speech broadcast over radio stations KGO, KPO,
and KFRC. Returning to the themes enunciated in the 9 June editorial, the Arch-
bishop explicitly endorsed both labor unions and collective bargaining, and con-
demned employer exploitation that ignored “the human character of the worker.”
Then, in a blunt rejection of the Communist Party slogan “class against class,”
Hanna criticized unionists who premised their activities on the necessity of “con-
flict between class and class,” and warned leftist unionists, “rights must be reli-
giously respected wherever they are found.” Both sides in the waterfront strike,
Hanna insisted, should move quickly to accept the results of arbitration, keeping in
mind the “underlying principles, which have ever been the teaching of Christianity
during 2000 years.”9

Settlement of the waterfront strike came during the next two weeks, due in
part to the intervention of John Francis Neylan, a prominent Catholic lawyer close
to the Archbishop, and in part to the work of the National Longshoremen’s Board
on which Hanna served. The strike settlement realigned the relationship between
organized labor and business in the direction called for by Catholic leaders. Busi-
ness leaders agreed to arbitration. They expressed a public commitment to respect
the rights of labor and to treat workers with dignity. They also pledged themselves,
in the words of the chamber of commerce president, “to see that those isolated in-
stances in which labor has been exploited shall be corrected.”10

Moderates from business and labor and local government officials, many of
them Catholic activists, constructed the settlement and brought the strike to an
end. These leaders, and the city press, immediately set to work representing the
settlement as a victory for business unionism, with its emphasis on putting pork
chops on the table, and a defeat for radical unionism, with its call for proletarian
revolution in the streets. The city’s voters expressed their moderate character in
many ways, perhaps none more dramatically than by reestablishing the right to
peaceful picketing by unions, while at the same time consistently choosing for
mayors and supervisors moderate businessmen over leftist reformers. Tension per-
sisted in the city’s public life. Business leaders’ rhetorical affirmation of labor’s
rights clashed with their practical desire to limit union power, but the Catholic
principles that had helped to shape the outcome of the Great Strike became in-
creasingly a part of San Francisco’s public culture in the decades to come.11

Archbishop John J. Mitty took office shortly after the settlement of the 1934
waterfront strike, in March 1935. Mitty was not new to the city, for he had served
as auxiliary bishop and coadjutor of the archdiocese since 1932, but he did not
serve on the kinds of high-profile mediation and arbitration boards that had made
Hanna so well known. The new archbishop nonetheless worked effectively,
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typically relying upon trusted intermediaries recruited from both the clergy and
the laity.12

Although Mitty tended to delegate authority in matters having to do with la-
bor relations, he also used his office as a “bully pulpit” and he expressed himself in
a forthright manner in private communications. Early in his administration, the
new archbishop lectured one of the city’s business leaders, shipping executive
Hugh Gallagher, on the teachings of Leo XIII’s labor encyclical. Mitty expressed
his concern about the future, reminding Gallagher that “there is, then, grave dan-
ger of a duplication of the events of the summer of 1934—a general strike, vio-
lence, bloodshed and loss of life.13

To avert this calamity, both groups should be willing to submit disputed
points to an impartial board of arbitration. When conciliation and media-
tion have failed, this appears to be the only rational method of settling an
industrial dispute on the basis of justice and equity, rather than on the ba-
sis of the economic power of the employers or the numerical strength and
organization of the employees. San Francisco wants not a temporary truce
but a permanent peace.”

Throughout the first decade of Mitty’s tenure, the Catholic Church rarely
missed an opportunity to publicize the importance of conducting labor relations
according to the principles expressed in the labor encyclicals. The Monitor, the of-
ficial weekly newspaper of the archdiocese, routinely provided its readers with
front-page coverage of local and national news of the labor movement. News of
events that included speeches on labor issues by church leaders often ran as the
lead story, with the text of the sermon or speech reprinted in full on the editorial
page.

In the spring of 1937 the city’s financial elite began pressing the chamber of
commerce to formulate a cooperative, institutionalized working relationship with
citywide central bodies of the American Federation of Labor (AFL) and the Con-
gress of Industrial Organizations (CIO). This process continued during and after
World War II.14 The Monitor frequently added its voice to the discussion, and in
1947 the paper devoted an entire special edition promoting the need for such co-
operation as a necessary precondition for the future economic prosperity of the
bay area.15 Throughout the 1930s and 1940s, only those of Communism and World
War II rivaled issues involving labor and capital for frequency of coverage in The
Monitor’s editorial columns. While focusing on specific incidents and events,
these editorials consistently invoked the labor encyclicals, alternately emphasizing
the rights of workers, the need for labor and capital to cooperate, and the responsi-
bilities of the state.16

The church also took advantage of a variety of opportunities to promote the
labor encyclicals. Many of these opportunities arose in connection with events that
were directly related to either the working class in general or organized labor in
particular. The celebration of Labor Day provided one such opportunity. Desig-
nated in 1910 by Archbishop Riordan as an occasion for special ceremonies
dedicated to working men and women, the Labor Day Mass had become a city tra-
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Figure 8.1 “This Is the May Day Celebration We Want.” The official newspaper of the
Archdiocese of San Francisco printed this illustration on the front page of the 4 May 1935
edition. The Catholic labor agenda of cooperation and mutual obligation, with its stress on
the (white) man as the breadwinner, is explicitly linked to future prosperity. Credit: The
Monitor, 4 May 1935.



dition by 1935. Archbishop Mitty used the Mass both as a forum in which to
preach at length on labor issues and as an opportunity for the church hierarchy to
appear in public with labor leaders in a dramatic gesture of support for unions.17

The emphases of the sermons changed over time. One typical of the mid-1930s
stressed the rights of labor, while another delivered in 1943 emphasized the need
for unity typical of World War II. However, they were all based almost exclusively
on the teachings set forth in the labor encyclicals and frequently included quota-
tions from the documents.18

In addition to the Labor Day Mass, other events that were more directly con-
nected to organized labor provided similar opportunities. At the funeral services
for Michael J. Casey in May 1937, the archbishop eulogized the longtime presi-
dent of the San Francisco Teamster’s Union. Mitty praised Casey for his solidarity
with members of his union who had voted their support for the general strike, even
though Casey had opposed it. Casey had “put into practice the teachings of both
Leo XIII and Pius XI,” had been “fair and just in the demands that he made upon
industry and he was likewise insistent that labor give its full meed of justice to 
industry.” A staunch opponent of Communism, Casey’s conservative, Catholic
unionism provided a model for the future, according to Mitty: “Here we have a fair
solution of the problems that confront our city and country today.”19 Labor leaders
also regularly sought church representation at a variety of union functions. Al-
though these events did not always provide a platform from which to speak on the
labor encyclicals, church participation in them was nonetheless important as a
public display of solidarity with organized labor.20

Other more neutral events and occasions, both secular and religious, also af-
forded opportunities for the church to publicize the labor encyclicals. In 1940, for
instance, the Rev. Hugh A. Donohoe represented the archbishop at the State Con-
ference of Social Workers. Donohoe delivered an address on “The church and La-
bor Unions,” in which he called for a “united front of organized employees led by
men who think in terms of the general welfare.”21 The archbishop himself often in-
voked the labor encyclicals and consistently called for the application of Christian
principles to everyday life when speaking at meetings of various Catholic lay or-
ganizations. Mitty liked to point out that a “religion is worthless unless it has a
message for human beings in every phase of human life.” He repeatedly exhorted
the members of lay organizations, such as parish Holy Name societies, the San
Francisco Academy of Catholic Men, and the local chapter of the National Coun-
cil of Catholic Women, to heed the call of Pius XI and bring Christian principles
“into industrial and economic matters, into legislative problems, and into political
questions.”22

The labor encyclicals themselves often gave rise to events that publicized
their message. The anniversaries of their publication were invariably marked by
public lectures and occasionally by radio broadcasts, as well as by luncheons and
discussion groups hosted by lay organizations and featuring addresses by local au-
thorities on the labor encyclicals. These events always received extensive coverage
in The Monitor and often attracted the attention of the major daily papers as well.
In 1936 and 1941—years that marked major jubilees of Rerum Novarum and
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Quadragesimo Anno—the church sponsored elaborate events that not only served
to publicize the principles of the encyclicals but also brought leaders of business,
labor, and government together to discuss labor relations policy questions.23

Archbishop Mitty worked to put the principles of the labor encyclicals into
practice by involving the church in activities that fostered cooperation among
business, labor, and government. Between 1935 and America’s entry into World
War II, the formative years of the evolving, albeit tension-filled, business, labor
and government relationship in San Francisco, the church sponsored three major
programs designed to bring together leaders of business, labor, and government.
Two of those programs were specifically designed to provide a forum for the dis-
cussion that would lead to the creation of a cooperative, even corporatist, system
of local labor relations.24 In subsequent years, the church participated in or lent its
support to government-sponsored programs that were characterized by extensive
cooperation between labor and capital and thus served to strengthen the partner-
ship between the two.25

In the summer of 1937 the archdiocese sponsored the Social Action School
for Priests. The purpose of this intensive summer program was to provide priests
with training that would enable them to better aid their parishioners in contending
with social and economic problems. Part of a national program, the San Francisco
event fit nicely with the archbishop’s overall strategy in connection with Pius XI’s
promotion of “Catholic Action,” as well as his concern with local conflicts be-
tween labor and capital. The church-sponsored program aimed to influence future
industrial relations activities involving leaders of organized labor and business, as
well as representatives of government, academia, and the clergy.26

The character of the program itself indicates the level of importance the
church placed on labor relations and expressed the papal doctrine that the resolu-
tion of such problems required the cooperation of all affected parties. Although a
“social action school” might address a wide variety of issues, the city’s program
was devoted almost exclusively to labor issues. Indeed, one local newspaper
described it as “a unique labor school.”27 Five broad courses were offered: The
Principles of Social and Distributive Justice, Catholic Social Philosophy, The La-
bor Problem, The Agricultural Problem, and The History of the American Labor
Movement. The latter course focused primarily on the growth of the CIO. Al-
though all but one of the regular faculty were members of the clergy, no less than
sixteen outside experts were drawn from organized labor, business, government,
and academia. Among the guest lecturers were professors of economics and his-
tory from Dominican College and Stanford University; Burton Edises, regional at-
torney of the National Labor Relations Board; Almon Roth, president of the San
Francisco Waterfront Employers Association; and John Brophy, national director
of the Congress of Industrial Organizations.28

The church also sponsored programs that were explicitly designed to foster
cooperation between various elements of society, especially organized labor and
business. In 1936 and again in 1941 (the years marking jubilees of the labor en-
cyclicals), San Francisco hosted regional Catholic conferences on industrial
problems. Cosponsored by the archdiocese and the National Catholic Welfare
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Conference, these conferences were not merely another way for the church to pub-
licize the principles of the encyclicals. They also represented a deliberate attempt
to make Catholic unionism the model for the practice of labor relations in San
Francisco. Representatives of various interest groups were brought together to
“examine economic maladjustments which are obstacles to a social order based on
Christian principles.”29 The two-day conferences were open to the public and fea-
tured a dozen different sessions focusing on specific issues related to labor and in-
dustry. Speakers were drawn from government, academia, the church, business,
and organized labor, and speakers emphasized the validity of each of their differ-
ent perspectives. Frederick J. Koster made one of the keynote addresses at the
1936 conference, but labor leaders and church officials constituted the majority of
speakers and their contributions received the most extensive coverage in The Mon-
itor. In his opening address, Archbishop Mitty explained, “This is a conference to
discuss, to learn. We have the highest respect for the principles of other people.
We feel that they are holding them in good faith and that they have a right to pre-
sent their point of view. We do not deal with personalities. We are merely dealing
with issues and with principles.”30

Differences in the tone and makeup of the two conferences are suggestive of
the progress made toward greater cooperation between labor and capital between
1936 and 1941. In his remarks to the 1936 conference, Archbishop Mitty not only
reminded the participants of the need to respect each other’s viewpoints but also
forcefully asserted the rights of the working class and defended the church’s inter-
vention in labor relations. An excerpt from Mitty’s opening address is illustrative.31

We teach that man has certain God-given rights that no government and
no group of individuals, no corporations can take away. If industry tends
to take them away, or if the social order tends to do it, then it is trespass-
ing on God-given rights. If in industry people are not given a living wage,
if they have to live under conditions that destroy morality, then they are
touching upon moral principles. It is the duty of [the] Church to speak up
in defense of the individual because of her duty as the teacher of mankind.

In 1941, the archbishop’s remarks were more evenhanded, emphasizing that
both labor and capital bore responsibility for achieving a social order along the
lines of that outlined in the labor encyclicals. Moreover, while representatives of
the church and organized labor dominated the 1936 conference, the 1941 confer-
ence provided a much greater opportunity for participation by business leaders and
government officials. Mayor Angelo Rossi delivered the opening address, and Al-
mon E. Roth, now president of the San Francisco Employers Council, spoke on the
status of employer-employee relations in the city. Frank P. Foisie, Roth’s successor
as president of the Waterfront Employers Association, led a discussion of the role
of the individual within a mass economy.32

Although American involvement in the Second World War understandably
diverted church interests, energies, and resources away from elaborate labor-
related events and programs, Archbishop Mitty continued to involve the church in
activities designed to promote cooperation between labor and business. He gave
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active and outspoken support to a number of war-related programs. The Salvage
for Victory and the War Chest campaigns attracted his patronage. Both campaigns
were premised upon cooperation between business and labor, and the AFL and
CIO county councils regarded the programs as a means to promote union re-
spectability. From the church’s perspective, these patriotic service activities could
both dramatize Catholic loyalty to the American nation and further the construc-
tion of a local Catholic Christian commonwealth.33 Mitty also lent support to the
War Labor Board and to the voluntary labor-management committees encouraged
by the War Production Board. Because these organizations included equal repre-
sentation of both labor and capital, the church viewed them not only as necessary
for the war effort but also as excellent examples of the kind of cooperative associ-
ations that Pius XI had endorsed in Quadragesimo Anno. Union leaders received
reminders of the importance of defining their roles in a broad fashion that would
encompass the needs of the community as well as the demands of their con-
stituents. They were also encouraged to participate in labor-management commit-
tees and to honor the decisions of the War Labor Board.34

Church efforts to promote the practice of Catholic unionism during World
War II also benefited from the appointment of the Reverend Hugh A. Donohoe in
November 1942 to succeed Gordon O’Neill as editor of The Monitor. Donohoe
was a close confidant of the archbishop and a rising star within the local church hi-
erarchy. A product of the city’s heavily Irish, Catholic, working-class Mission Dis-
trict, Donohoe was a classmate of John F. Shelley at St. Paul’s school. Shelley
became president and secretary-treasurer of the AFL county council, president of
the state labor federation, state senator, congressman, and mayor, and the two men
remained close friends. Ordained in 1930, the priest had earned the confidence of
the labor movement by his support for the longshoremen and the sailors during the
1934 waterfront strike.

Like his Baltimore counterpart, Father John Francis Cronin, Donohoe com-
pleted his doctoral work at Catholic University under the supervision of Mon-
signor John A. Ryan. Ryan’s books, articles, graduate courses, and personal
inspiration had shaped the Catholic social justice movement for three decades.
Donohoe’s dissertation analyzed “Collective Bargaining Under the NIRA,” and he
became the Bay Area’s leading expert on the labor encyclicals.35 Donohoe was San
Francisco’s most prominent “labor priest,” and he actively involved himself in the
entire range of archdiocesan activities related to labor relations as early as October
1936, when he drafted the letter that Mitty sent to Hugh Gallagher. Besides editing
the official newspaper from 1942 though 1947, during which time he increased the
paper’s pro-labor slant, Donohoe was also regularly drafted to deliver Labor Day
sermons and public lectures on the labor encyclicals, as well as to represent the
archbishop at various union functions. A professor of social science at the arch-
diocese’s St. Patrick’s Seminary in Menlo Park, Donohoe taught classes in indus-
trial ethics. He not only taught one of the courses offered at the Social Action
School for Priests, but he also organized and administered the entire program.36

Reverend Donohoe also played a key role in Archbishop Mitty’s efforts to
support moderate alternatives to radical unionism. Given the influence of Catholic
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social teaching on labor activism in the city, San Francisco Catholics had long re-
garded principled anticommunism and militant trade unionism as fitting together
as comfortably as the two halves of a walnut. The papal teachings did not conflict
with the interests and the hopes for the future of the predominantly Catholic work-
ing class in San Francisco. On the contrary, the new encyclical of 1931 reaffirmed
both the uncompromising demands for dignity and justice associated with the fire-
brand Father Peter Yorke and the patient willingness to cooperate and compromise
that had been characteristic of Archbishop Hanna.37

At the same time, where issues of labor were concerned, the large numbers
of Catholic lay activists who owned and operated business firms found the
church’s positions on labor relations and Communism compatible with their own
points of view. Even before Divini Redemptoris, the Catholic Church displayed a
consistent opposition to Communism, a doctrine that many business leaders in San
Francisco (Catholic and otherwise) perceived to be the cause of labor radicalism.

Archbishop Mitty supported the struggle by anticommunist unions for greater
influence in the city’s public life while he simultaneously waged a campaign
against Communism. The evidence from San Francisco supports historian David
J. O’Brien’s generalization that “Since the middle of the nineteenth century Com-
munism was regarded as the great enemy of Catholicism, the ultimate expression
of modern man’s revolt against God, the church, and civilization.”38 However, to
his credit, the archbishop refused to encourage the personal vilification and char-
acter assassination practiced by red-baiting super-patriots.39 Catholic labor ac-
tivists followed suit. Various anticommunists condemned left-wing influence in
waterfront labor unions in San Francisco and claimed that Harry Bridges of the In-
ternational Longshoremen and Warehousemen’s Union (ILWU) was a tool of the
Communist Party. Jack Henning and other activists refused, however, to support
the campaigns to deport Bridges, and he and other Catholic labor leaders main-
tained cordial relations with Bridges.40 Also, in the late 1940s and early 1950s,
during the frenzied fear-mongering that accompanied the revelations of Soviet es-
pionage, Jack Shelley outspokenly defended individuals targeted as subversives
and victimized by guilt-by-association tactics.41

The church in San Francisco used the same forums through which it pro-
moted mainstream unionism to combat left-wing unionism: The Monitor, Labor
Day sermons, public lectures, special events and programs, and union functions. It
was not uncommon for the church to engage in public defense of management
against those who were viewed as radical unionists.42 During the intra-union strife
between Communists and anticommunists that accompanied the onset of the Cold
War, Archbishop Mitty lent his full support to the latter group. In one instance in
1946, he issued explicit instructions to individual priests to “advise [cannery
workers] to vote to remain in the AFL” rather than to affiliate with the CIO in a
union election supervised by the National Labor Relations Board. This was to be
done “diplomatically, without using the name of the Archbishop or this office” be-
cause the CIO outfit “is a Communistic organization.”43

In addition to his own work in combating Communist influence in the union
movement, the archbishop also endorsed Catholic lay activists who established a
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San Francisco branch of the Association of Catholic Trade Unionists (ACTU). The
ACTU was founded in New York in March 1937 by several former members of the
Catholic Worker Movement who had grown dissatisfied with what they saw as 
the utopian character of that organization. Their new group proposed to promote
unionization and to increase the practice of Catholic principles within the labor
movement. The organization conducted labor schools, sponsored public lectures,
published pamphlets and newspapers, supported strikes, provided legal assistance
for the rank and file, and solicited church support for union activities. By 1940
Catholic unionists had established eight regional chapters in cities across the na-
tion. While modeled after the New York organization, each chapter emerged under
various local conditions and remained essentially autonomous.44

San Francisco unionists organized a chapter in 1938, during a retail clerk’s
strike, in response to an incident in which three nuns crossed a picket line. An-
gered and frustrated by the nuns’ insensitivity to the strike effort, not to mention
their apparent ignorance of Catholic teachings, several Catholic unionists formed
an ad hoc committee to inform the public of the church’s position on labor issues.
This committee quickly evolved into a local chapter of the ACTU, the formation of
which was announced in a press release dated 18 September 1938.45 The new or-
ganization, its membership restricted to Catholics, ratified a constitution that de-
clared as its purpose “To foster and spread . . . sound trade unionism built on
Christian principles” along the lines of the ACTU program, which drew upon
Catholic labor teachings and stressed both the rights and the duties of workers.46

The rights included job security, an income high enough to allow a family to live a
decent life, collective bargaining through independent, democratic unions, a de-
cent share in employer profits, the right to strike and picket for a just cause, a just
price, and decent hours and working conditions. Duties included performing an
honest day’s work, joining a union, striking only for a just cause, refraining from
violence, respecting property rights, living up to agreements freely made, en-
forcing honesty and democracy in the union, and cooperating with employers in
establishing industry councils and producer cooperatives. In San Francisco and
elsewhere, the ACTU sponsored educational programs designed to increase the
number and influence of Catholic unionists as organizers, officers, and negotiators.
In 1948 the local chapter amended the constitution to add clauses requiring “strict
honesty within the union and a square deal for everybody regardless of race, color,
or creed” and prohibiting membership to anyone “who is a member of any subver-
sive organization.”47

Archbishop Mitty gave the ACTU his “wholehearted approval,” and he gave
his blessing to Hugh A. Donohoe’s request to serve as its chaplain, the only ACTU
office that was not an elective position. Initially, the archbishop instructed Dono-
hoe to steer the ACTU away from “political activities and from possible difficul-
ties between various labor organizations.”48 However, as Mitty became convinced
of the ACTU’s commitment to the spread of unionism based on Christian princi-
ples, he quickly recognized the organization’s potential to counter the influence of
Communism within the local labor movement, and he gave it his unreserved full
support. The ACTU received public praise as an excellent example of the type of
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Catholic worker societies called for by Pius XI in Quadragesimo Anno. Business
leaders received assurance that the new organization had the endorsement of the
archdiocese. Catholic workers received encouragement to join the group.49

John F. Maguire served as president of the ACTU during its active years
from 1939 to the mid-1950s. Like Donohoe and John Shelley, Maguire was a
graduate of St. Paul’s grammar school in the heavily Catholic Mission District. By
1944, ACTU membership within the archdiocese had swelled to the point where a
second chapter was established in Oakland. The Oakland chaplain was Father
Bernard Cronin, a graduate of the Social Action School for Priests.50 During
twenty-five years of operation, some 750 applications were distributed and 600
union members joined and paid dues, though monthly meetings and communion
breakfasts typically attracted fewer than two-dozen activists. By the time Laura
Smith, a Retail Clerk’s Union member who had been a founding member, closed
the checking account in 1963, the group had been largely inactive for five years.51

During its first fifteen years, San Francisco ACTU members worked to make
a difference in the San Francisco labor movement, particularly on the waterfront.
The most dramatic evidence of the ACTU’s work occurred in Local 10 of the
ILWU, where ACTU members made a concerted effort to compete with left-wing
candidates for local offices. Harry Bridges was international president of the
ILWU, and he scoffed at charges that he operated a Communist dictatorship and
boasted of his union’s democratic procedures.52 Bridges had a point. In 1943,
James Stanley Kearney, who joined the ACTU in early 1940, ran against Commu-
nist Party member Archie Brown in the election for Local vice-president in 1943.
Kearney won the election. Then, during the subsequent twenty-seven years, Kear-
ney won elections for nine one-year terms as the president of Local 10. Kearney
was serving as president when he died suddenly in 1970, and the entire waterfront
shut down to honor his memory. It is not surprising that Paul Pinsky, the director
of the Research Department of the ILWU, sent to ACTU meetings an informant
who took notes on the proceedings. Kearney’s electoral success, and that of
George Bradley, another Local 10 officer and ACTU activist, has been relatively
ignored in previous accounts of the ILWU. When Catholic activists have been ac-
knowledged, they have been described using the pejorative phrase “rightwing fac-
tion.”53 They have been mistakenly characterized solely as anticommunists, and
their religious principles and motives have been ignored.54

Along with the ACTU, the University of San Francisco (USF) Labor Man-
agement School also promoted alternatives to radical unionism. The idea for the
establishment of the labor management school emerged in a series of discussions
in 1946 between Father Hugh A. Donohoe and Jesuit Father Andrew C. Boss of
USF. Boss was a graduate of Gonzaga College with a graduate degree in labor eco-
nomics and industrial relations from Georgetown University. Like Donohoe,
Alioto, Henning, McGuire, and Shelley, Boss was a San Francisco native, one of
six sons of a Mission District barber. Like Donohoe, Boss saw the establishment
of a local branch of the national network of Jesuit labor schools as a way to en-
hance the status and power of the mainstream labor movement as well as to more
effectively compete against the Communist Party in San Francisco. Donohoe and
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Boss regarded the new school as one element of a two-part strategy. The ACTU,
which was nearly a decade old at the time, would continue its work within the lo-
cal labor movement, and the Jesuits at USF would operate an educational program
that could effectively compete with the Communist-supported California Labor
School. Father Boss recalled in a 1972 interview:55

It was a bad time for labor, with the depression still a sharp memory and
the Postwar turmoil creating fertile ground for the commies. They had a
Communist labor school in San Francisco, and it was touch and go as to
the influence they were beginning to have on the labor movement. We
needed something to shift the spotlight onto the sound teachings of the
church about the dignity of the workingman and his rights.

The USF Labor-Management School opened its doors in the spring of 1948
and received the enthusiastic support of both Archbishop Mitty and his new Aux-
iliary Bishop, Hugh A. Donohoe. Father Boss became the director in 1950 and
served in that position until his retirement in 1975. In 1978 the institution ceased
to operate independently, and its courses were absorbed into the USF Business
School curriculum. As was the case with the ACTU, the school received consider-
able publicity in the official newspaper of the archdiocese, The Monitor, and
Catholic unionists were encouraged to attend. Unlike the ACTU educational pro-
grams, one did not have to be Catholic or a union member to attend. The USF
school was open to union members and to management personnel who were di-
rectly involved in negotiations with unions. This more inclusive admission policy,
coupled with greater resources that allowed for a wider variety of courses, made
the USF program a much more viable alternative to the California Labor School
than were the ACTU-sponsored programs.56

The school offered two ten-week sessions each year to mixed classes of
union members and officials, management personnel, and lawyers involved in la-
bor-management negotiations. Jesuits from the USF faculty, union officials, and
management executives taught the non-credit evening courses. Topics included
practical offerings such as parliamentary procedure, public speaking, and how to
take a case to the NLRB, as well as broader offerings such as “Election Year—
1948,” “Philosophy of Communism,” and “Soviet Expansion.”57

During Archbishop Mitty’s tenure, attendance at the fall and spring sessions
averaged 120. The largest enrollment (230) came in the spring of 1949, during the
adjustment period after the passage of the Taft-Hartley Act. The second-largest en-
rollment (199) occurred in the spring of 1958 during the McClellan hearings lead-
ing to the passage of the Landrum-Griffin Act in the following year. From 1948
through 1950, the first three years of its existence, the school attracted over 500
students to its programs. By the beginning of the fall 1958 session, 1,500 Bay Area
union and management people had graduated from the school. By 1969 graduates
numbered over 5,000 and included representatives of approximately five hundred
different labor unions and two hundred businesses.58

Besides running the two sessions each year, with four to six evening classes
each session, the Labor Management School also published a monthly magazine,
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The USF Labor Management School Panel, and sponsored conferences and sym-
posia devoted to particular issues. Prior to the AFL-CIO merger, the county labor
council presidents of each organization actively participated in courses and con-
ferences, as did business agents, presidents, vice presidents, and research directors
of individual local unions from AFL and CIO unions. Jack Henning regularly
taught courses and spoke at conferences. During the 1950s the Labor Management
School cooperated with the San Francisco Urban League and the Council for Civic
Unity on behalf of liberal racial reform measures, and in 1957 Mayor George
Christopher appointed Henning to the city’s new Commission on Equal Employ-
ment Opportunity.59

By the end of the 1940s organized labor had established itself as a legiti-
mate, even welcome, partner alongside business and government in the liberal
growth coalition that shaped San Francisco’s urban development into the 1970s.
Archbishop Mitty continued to put the influence of the church on the side of the la-
bor movement at a time when business sought to roll back some of the gains
unions had made since the New Deal. This position often placed him at odds with
the more conservative business leaders of the city. In 1947, Mitty joined Republi-
can Party leaders Governor Earl Warren and Mayor Roger Lapham at the opening
ceremonies of the American Federation of Labor’s 1947 convention in the city.60

Lapham, who had come a long way from his call in 1934 for violent repression of
the waterfront strike, had accepted the legal right of unions to represent their mem-
bers and to participate in collective bargaining with employers. However, Lapham
continued to endorse measures such as the Taft-Hartley Act of 1947 and the un-
successful “Right to Work” state ballot initiative in 1958, both aimed at limiting
the powers available to labor unions.61 The archbishop, on the other hand, put the
church on record as being strongly opposed to Taft-Hartley, and The Monitor pro-
vided considerable space to national and local union leaders who condemned the
measure during Congressional debates and deplored its passage when it was
passed over President Truman’s veto.62

In the case of the so-called “Right to Work” initiative of 1958, Proposition
18, which California voters rejected by a substantial margin, Mitty’s initial strat-
egy was cautious. In July he consulted with his counterparts Joseph T. McGucken
in Sacramento and J. Francis Cardinal McIntyre in Los Angeles, and then an-
nounced that the church’s official position would be to stay neutral. Roger Lapham
was anything but neutral. The former mayor served as the Northern California
chairman for the Proposition 18 campaign. In October Lapham debated the mea-
sure on public television with Harry Bridges of the ILWU and before a San Fran-
cisco State College audience with Jack Henning—then research director for the
California Federation of Labor.63

Then attorney Gregory A. Harrison made a move that changed the dynamics
of the campaign entirely. Harrison was the brother of Maurice E. Harrison, one of
the founding members of the city’s St. Thomas More Society and a staunch sup-
porter of the archbishop’s Catholic Action initiative of the late 1930s.64 Both broth-
ers were partners in the law firm of Brobeck, Phleger, and Harrison, the firm that
had represented the shipowners from the early thirties to the late forties. In 1948,
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however, the shipowners’ organization had taken their business to a rival firm, one
that was critical of the older tradition of employer intransigence and supportive of
the “New Look” in labor relations that had been developing since the settlement of
the 1934 strike.65 Now, just days before the November election, Harrison bought a
large ad in all the major newspapers headlined “Popes, Prelates and Priests Urge
Voluntary Unionism.” Pictures of Popes Pius XI, Pius XII, Leo XIII, and Cardinal
Francis Spellman were placed alongside carefully selected quotations that implied
that the Catholic Church urged a “yes” vote on “Right to Work.”66 Mitty responded
by issuing another almost full-page newspaper ad that appeared the day before the
election. The archbishop’s statement rejected the claim “that so-called ‘voluntary
unionism’ is the official teaching of the Catholic Church” and condemned Gregory
Harrison’s “gross misrepresentation of the facts.” Mitty’s recommendation that
voters “vote as they see fit on any issue in accordance with their conscience” ap-
peared again. The ad also contained explicit criticisms of Proposition 18 by Mon-
signor Matthew Connelly, the chaplain of the San Francisco Port, and Father Boss,
dean of the USF Labor Management School.67 When the election was over and the
votes had been counted, California voters rejected the measure by a substantial
margin, and the president of the state labor federation sent a warm “thank you” let-
ter to archdiocesan headquarters.68

Throughout the period from 1932 to 1958, Catholic activism represented a
communal enterprise of a positive character in San Francisco. During the New
Deal years and beyond, Catholic activists played a progressive role in the city’s la-
bor movement. They acted out of a genuine commitment to a distinctive religious
program of economic and social justice for workers and a democratic union move-
ment. The archbishops drew upon the labor encyclicals to promote a Catholic doc-
trine of labor relations. Labor leaders, rank-and-file union members, and labor
priests inspired by Monsignor John A. Ryan’s pro-labor Catholic social teachings
cooperated to build a labor movement shaped by Catholic principles. The San
Francisco case challenges the conventional wisdom about Catholics in the labor
movement during the Cold War, because the city’s Catholic activists competed
against left-wing activists without stooping to red-baiting and super-patriotic dem-
agoguery, and they defended unions against right-wing business politicians during
the revival of free enterprise ideology after World War II.

The institutional relationships developed by the Catholic Church and union
activists in San Francisco during the quarter-century after the tumultuous year of
1934 played a significant role in the establishment of the city’s post-World War II
liberal political culture. It would be an exaggeration to assert that Catholic ac-
tivism, premised upon principles derived from church teachings, constituted the
sole, or even the most important, cause of the success of the corporatist system of
labor relations that operated in the city by 1958. However, it would be equally er-
roneous to conclude that San Francisco Catholics and church officials constituted
a hegemonic anti-progressive ideological entity that produced negative conse-
quences for the San Francisco labor movement. The evidence is clear that the
archbishop assiduously involved diocesan priests in labor relations, but it is also
clear that union leaders actively sought out Church support, and that both leaders
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and rank-and-file union members participated actively in labor-related programs
sponsored by the archdiocese. By the beginning of the 1950s the city’s postwar
political culture was established. Moderate labor unions, with Roman Catholic
unionists occupying many of the key local and statewide positions, and nearly all
of those in the local and state AFL, made common cause with a reformed business
community that had rejected the pre-1934 old-guard laissez-faire philosophy. This
political culture has been represented in previous accounts as a pragmatic refor-
mulation of older booster principles generated by the structural and functional dy-
namics of postwar political economy and the politics of national political parties.69

Such a deterministic interpretation of the city’s “growth machine” political
culture represents a substantial oversimplification. Material interests played an im-
portant causal role in the creation of the postwar politics of growth.70 At the same
time, ideas also mattered, particularly the belief that anti-radical unions organized
along the lines of Catholic labor philosophy promised to be the most authentic rep-
resentatives of the working class.

This study of San Francisco brings evidence of a distinctive West Coast
Catholic progressivism into a historiography that has typically utilized limited
East Coast and Midwestern evidence to draw conclusions about Catholics in the
labor movement nationally and has too often adopted anachronistic criteria for
what constituted progressivism in the period. Nearly twenty years ago historian
Ronald Schatz described the difficulty of assessing the impact of Catholic princi-
ples and activities in the labor movement. Schatz concluded, “the influence of the
Catholic Church in 20th-century American labor history is . . . at once ubiquitous
and elusive.”71 Research during the past decade has added considerable substance
to that assessment and undercuts arguments that an equivalency existed between
an undifferentiated Catholic conservative anticommunism and Catholic labor ac-
tivism.72 In 1991, Dennis Deslippe described a variety of successful positive initia-
tives undertaken by the ACTU in Detroit, and Joseph McShane documented the
effectiveness of the Jesuit labor schools on the East Coast.73 In 1993, Monsignor
George C. Higgins, a well-known labor activist during his thirty-six years with the
National Catholic Welfare Conference, published his Reflections of a “Labor
Priest.” Higgins pointed out the grassroots origins and the positive character of
Catholic labor activism from the thirties to the sixties. He also revealed how the
Detroit ACTU and Archbishop Edward Mooney worked together to reduce the in-
fluence of the demagogic Father Charles Coughlin. More recently, Kenneth J.
Heineman provided detailed evidence of the existence of A Catholic New Deal in
Pittsburgh, James T. Fisher has explored the activities of Father John M. Corridan
on the New York Waterfront, and Steve Rosswurm has analyzed the work of labor
priests in CIO unions.74 The new evidence from New York, Detroit, Pittsburgh,
Chicago, and, as demonstrated in this essay, San Francisco, calls into question “the
thesis of a ‘conservative’ church that joined the labor struggle merely to oppose
Communism or . . . to serve narrow, institutional interests.” The new evidence in-
stead supports the claim of Monsignor Higgins that “action for the genuine
progress of labor was the rule rather than the exception in the Catholic social ac-
tion movement.”75
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Memories of the 
Red Decade

HUAC Investigations in Maryland

�
Vernon L. Pedersen

The fall of the Soviet Union and the col-
lapse of international Communism have prompted historians to reevaluate many as-
pects of Cold War America. Some of the recently published works, such as the Yale
University Press series The Annals of Communism, or Allen Weinstein’s The
Haunted Wood, are based upon newly released documents and focus on resolving
old controversies. Weinstein’s book deals with Soviet spies in the United States and
offers convincing evidence of the guilt of both Alger Hiss and Julius Rosenberg.
John Haynes and Harvey Klehr have published two volumes of documents, The Se-
cret World of American Communism and The Soviet World of American Commu-
nism, drawn from the files of the Russian State Archive of Social and Political
History (RGASPI). The two collections detail the close relationship of the Ameri-
can party with the Soviet Union, reveal the organization of the party’s underground
apparatus and establish the party membership of such controversial figures as the
West Coast longshoremen’s union leader, Harry Bridges. Other authors, however,
have reconsidered the domestic aspects of the Cold War by looking at previously
available sources with an eye informed by the recent revelations.

Two of the most important efforts are Richard Gid Powers’ 1994 book, Not
Without Honor: The History of American Anticommunism, and Ellen Schrecker’s
Many are the Crimes: McCarthyism in America. Both books agree that, although op-
position to Communism was often unjustifiably extreme, most of the individuals and
organizations targeted by anticommunists were, in fact, tied to the Communist Party
USA (CPUSA). Powers, as his title implies, finds some anticommunism to have been
legitimate and responsible. Schrecker, however, concludes that, even acknowledging
the many shortcomings of the Communist Party, and despite the new proof of a solid
basis for American fears of subversion, McCarthyism was a “disgrace.”1

If Schrecker refers only to the antics of the junior senator from Wisconsin
and the group of extremists and opportunists that surrounded him, then there is lit-
tle to argue about. However, anticommunism cannot be exclusively identified with
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Joseph McCarthy. Indeed the best aspect of Powers’ book is that it portrays anti-
communism as a complex, pluralistic movement with elements ranging from 
responsible, principled anticommunists to conspiracy-obsessed extremists.
Schrecker is less interested in the make-up of anticommunism than in exploring
the wider impact of McCarthyism, which she concludes resulted in setbacks for la-
bor, restriction of debate on social issues, and severe personal consequences for
many individuals identified with leftist causes.

Powers looks at anticommunism over a seventy-year span and locates the
beginning of the movement in the nation’s reaction to the Bolshevik Revolution.
Schrecker focuses most of her study on the height of anticommunism in the 1950s
and roots the movement in domestic opposition to the New Deal, rather than reac-
tion to events abroad. Powers draws on sources written from the anticommunist
perspective, while Schrecker takes her information primarily from sources hostile
to anticommunism. This essay combines the two perspectives and seeks to evalu-
ate both the consequences of anticommunism and the mix of responsible and ex-
tremist elements within the movement by examining the investigations of the
House Committee on Un-American Activities (HUAC) into the Communist Party
of Maryland.

HUAC specifically targeted the Maryland party on five occasions, in 1940,
1944, 1951, 1954 and 1957. The 1940 hearings established a pattern followed, to
varying degrees, by all the rest. Although ostensibly concerned with the general is-
sue of un-American propaganda, the hearings in fact exclusively targeted the
Communist Party and took place within a year of an international event, the Nazi-
Soviet pact, which highlighted fears of the Soviet Union as a potential threat to
American security. Most importantly, they were followed by a combination of of-
ficial and informal reprisals against the Communist Party. The 1944 and 1954
hearings depart from this pattern in several ways but conform to a fourth aspect
that all the hearings share: the close involvement of organizations and individuals
with long histories of firmly held anticommunist beliefs.

In 1940 J.B. Matthews, whom Powers describes as the archetype of a 1920s-
era fellow traveler, ably filled this role. Matthews began his career as a pacifist
Methodist missionary in Burma. Upon his return to the United States he became
involved in the 1924 La Follette presidential campaign. Convinced that the Com-
munist Party was the only organization capable of uniting the various left-wing
groups in America, Matthews joined a dizzying variety of party fronts and worked
hard for the Communist cause. He traveled to the Soviet Union every year between
the years 1927 and 1932, and served as chair of the United States Congress
Against War, later known as the League Against War and Fascism. Matthews’s ex-
posure to the inner world of international Communism eventually disillusioned
him, prompting him to resign from the League Against War and Fascism in 1934
and to break completely with Communism in 1935. In August 1938, Matthews ac-
cepted a job as the chief investigator for Martin Dies’ newly formed congressional
committee, and began a life-long career as an anticommunist.2

In the wake of the Nazi-Soviet pact and the partition of Poland, Matthews
prepared a series of hearings involving both national and regional Communist
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Party leaders that were designed to expose the subversive nature of the organiza-
tion. Matthews’ hearings were not the first federal investigation of Communists in
Maryland. In 1919 the Bureau of Investigation, predecessor of the FBI, placed the
Maryland Communist Party under surveillance and arrested dozens of its members
in Baltimore during the Palmer raids. In 1930, Hamilton Fish, concerned about the
rise in Communist activity since the onset of the Depression, formed a special
congressional committee to investigate radicals. Interested in the Baltimore situa-
tion, Fish first invited police inspector George Henry to come to Washington to
testify. When Henry refused, on the grounds that there was “no Communist prob-
lem in Baltimore,” Fish hastily substituted Mrs. Ruben Ross Holloway, who was
active in a number of patriotic organizations. She testified that the city had become
“a little center of red activity.”3

Despite the Palmer raids, Fish committee hearings, and regular surveillance
by the FBI and military intelligence, there was surprisingly little concrete infor-
mation available on the Maryland party, prompting Matthews to send HUAC
agents armed with subpoenas to the party’s Baltimore headquarters. There, agents
Charles Randal and I.H. O’Hanion seized membership records, the minutes of dis-
trict meetings, and served Dorothy Rose Blumberg, wife of district secretary 
Albert Blumberg, with a summons requiring her to give testimony before the com-
mittee in Washington.4

The hearings began the day after the raid on the morning of March 29, 1940.
Matthews conducted much of the questioning himself, showing particular interest
in documents indicating that several individuals had joined the party under false
names. Blumberg turned aside Matthews’ questions with protestations of igno-
rance, which, although false, defeated all attempts to pry information out of her.
Albert Blumberg, served with a summons while attending his wife’s session, was
not so fortunate. After a failed attempt to invoke the First Amendment, he refused
to discuss anyone but himself, resulting in a contempt-of-Congress charge. Both
informal, community reactions and formal, legal repercussions immediately fol-
lowed the hearings. The Ku Klux Klan burned a cross on the Blumbergs’ lawn, and
Johns Hopkins University, where Albert had taught philosophy, barred him from
speaking on campus. Thomas D’Alesandro, congressman from Maryland, de-
manded further investigations into “red” activities, and the legislature passed a law
restricting third-party access to the state ballot.5

Dorothy Rose Blumberg, who directed the petition drive that secured Com-
munist candidates a place on the ballot for the 1940 elections, suffered the worst
backlash from the hearings. In June, Dies committee investigators acquired copies
of the party’s election petitions and sent letters to all 2,200 signers. The letters ad-
vised them that the Dies Committee possessed evidence of fraud relating to the pe-
tition and implied, in selective quotes from the petition’s fine print, that signing the
document was tantamount to admitting party membership. The committee re-
ceived 302 replies from intimidated signers, in which they either claimed they had
been misled or denied having signed the petition at all. Maryland State Attorney J.
Bernard Wells then initiated perjury charges against Dorothy Rose Blumberg and
five other signature collectors. All six were convicted, and three individuals,
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including Blumberg, were forced to pay fines of up to one thousand dollars to
avoid jail sentences.6

Although initially damaging, the Dies committee backlash had no long-term
effect on the Maryland party, because America’s entrance into the Second World
War as allies of the Soviet Union severely blunted anticommunist arguments. By
1944 the party had more than 2,000 members and possibly as many as 10,000 sup-
porters. Its members led locals of the International Union of Marine and Ship-
building Workers of America (IUMSWA), the National Maritime Union (NMU),
the Cumberland branch of the International Textile Workers union, and enjoyed a
strong position on the Baltimore Industrial Union council. Although operating
openly and regularly sponsoring radio broadcasts that, by 1944, had become com-
pletely supportive of the Roosevelt administration’s policies, the party continued
to maintain some front groups. The two most successful of these were the Total
War Employment Committee (TWEC), which sought the hiring of blacks into jobs
formerly reserved for whites, and the Sweethearts of Servicemen (SOS), which
conducted activities similar to the United Service Organization (USO).7

The party’s wartime endeavors attracted the attention of numerous oppo-
nents. The most important adversary was the FBI, which resumed active surveil-
lance and planted several spies and informers within the Maryland party. The
party’s most visible adversary, however, was John Francis Cronin, a Baltimore
priest. A former student of Father John Ryan at Catholic University, whose course
on distributive justice inspired many of the church’s “labor priests,” Cronin is an
excellent example of the responsible anticommunists described by Powers. Cronin
came to Baltimore determined to use the 1931 encyclical, Quadragesimo Anno
(literally “In the Fortieth Year,” but generally known as the encyclical on social
justice), issued by Pope Pius XI as a lever to expand Catholic influence in union
circles. Besides establishing a labor school at the Catholic community house on
Broadway, Cronin was active in the organization of a number of CIO locals in Bal-
timore, in particular those attached to the IUMSWA. Although Cronin took an in-
terest in the problem of Communist influence in labor unions, he initially
discounted such tales as the fantasies of frustrated politicians.8

In 1942, however, workers at the Fairfield shipyard and FBI agents ap-
proached Cronin separately and asked him to help prevent a Communist Party
takeover of IUMSWA Local 43. Cronin obliged and conducted a bruising two-
year fight against the Communists at the yards. He ultimately lost the struggle be-
cause of the cohesion and discipline of Maryland party secretary Al Lannon’s
cadres and Cronin’s willingness, which he later came to regret, to ally himself with
opportunists and racists on the grounds of Catholicism and shared anticommu-
nism. Cronin’s defeat earned him the sympathy of Martin Dies and J.B. Matthews,
who devoted a portion of their 1944 hearings on Communist influence in the CIO
to Local 43. The committee called as witnesses several shipyard employees with
intimate knowledge of party activities, who accurately described the extent of
party control over the union. However, the general public ignored the hearings and
the party seems to have suffered no adverse consequences.9
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In the fall of 1944 the Communist Party reached the height of its influence in
Maryland. Bernard “Whitey” Goodfriend, a party organizer at the Fairfield shipyards,
habitually carried around a four-inch stack of membership cards and openly signed
up new recruits. Party members in the armed forces wore their uniforms to party
meetings, and prominent state officials spoke at thinly disguised Communist rallies
organized in support of the war. On 3 November 1944, the Communists capped their
campaign for a fourth term for Franklin Roosevelt with a mass rally at the Fifth Reg-
iment Armory. Officially sponsored by the CIO’s Political Action Committee (which,
in Baltimore, was entirely controlled by the party), the rally drew over 8,000 people.
The official Democratic Party rally, held a few days later, drew only 3,500.10

The Maryland party’s triumph proved fleeting. The very next year the na-
tional leadership of the IUMSWA took decisive action against the Communists at
the Fairfield yards by suspending the autonomy of Local 43. Ross D. Blood, the
IUMSWA national secretary, personally went to Baltimore to reorganize the local
and offered the Communists an equal role with the anticommunists on the local’s
interim board. However, the Communists rejected Blood’s overtures, launched a
smear campaign against John Green, the IUMSWA president, and adopted a pol-
icy of disruption of union meetings. The tactics proved to be a serious miscalcula-
tion that cost the Communists all their hard-won influence. Setbacks also took
place within the one-time Communist stronghold of the National Maritime Union.
The problems began when Harry Connor, the NMU port agent, became convinced
that the union’s secretary, Florence Schwartz, a Communist Party member, was
conspiring against him. Connor fired Schwartz, beginning a chain of events which,
combined with national president Joe Curran’s turn against the party, resulted in
an almost complete loss of party influence by 1947. The collapse on the waterfront
inspired party leaders to attempt to expand the Steel Club at Bethlehem Steel’s
Sparrows Point plant, but an aggressive transfer of cadres resulted in only a small,
and largely ineffective, organization.11

The Catholic Church, emboldened by the party’s weakness, launched an en-
ergetic campaign that excoriated the party in the press and led to the firing of a
Baltimore schoolteacher, Regina Frankfeld, wife of Philip Frankfeld, the general
secretary of the Maryland Party. The spread of anticommunist sentiment, fueled
by the Cold War, the arrest of eleven national party leaders under the Smith Act,
and mounting spy scandals resulting from the testimony of Elizabeth Bently and
Whittaker Chambers spurred the Maryland legislature to action. In 1947, William
McGrath, delegate from Prince George’s county, proposed an amendment to the
Maryland constitution barring from public office anyone who advocated the over-
throw of the United States government by force or violence. The amendment
passed by a wide margin in 1948 but lacked any means of enforcement. Accord-
ingly, the legislature requested that the governor form a commission to draft a
comprehensive counter-subversive measure. The commission, headed by Frank B.
Ober, an anticommunist attorney and prominent Catholic layman, presented its re-
sults late in the year and the measure, dubbed the Ober Law, passed the Maryland
assembly with a single dissenting vote in 1949.12
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The Ober Law required detailed loyalty oaths of all public employees, de-
manded rigorous efforts from schools to stamp out subversive influences, and
mandated the creation of public records on all disloyal persons and organizations.
Fearing that the law damaged personal liberty far more than it protected the state
against subversion, a coalition of individuals and groups joined the Communist
Party in a campaign to have the act declared unconstitutional. Organized as the
Citizen’s Committee Against the Ober Law, the group included the Maryland
branch of Henry Wallace’s Progressive Party, the Marine Cooks and Stewards
union, the Maryland chapter of the American Association of Social Workers, and
several black attorneys who feared the Ober Law might be used to roll back civil
rights advances. The coalition enjoyed early success and forced a referendum vote
on the Ober Law as part of the 1950 general election.

In February, however, Senator Joseph McCarthy burst on the scene with his
allegations of Communist spies in the State Department, in June the Korean War
began, and in July Julius and Ethel Rosenberg were arrested on charges of be-
traying the secret of the atom bomb to the Soviets. The combination of aggres-
sion by a Communist country and fears of internal subversion ensured approval
of the Ober Law, which received 259,000 votes in favor and only 79,000 votes
against. Although aimed at Communists, the only individuals ever prosecuted un-
der the Ober Law were several pacifists and Quakers, whose religion forbade oath
taking.13

In the summer of 1951, bolstered by public insecurity, HUAC focused its
full attention on the Maryland party. In a direct appeal to the public’s sense of in-
security, HUAC declared that it was investigating Communist activities in the Bal-
timore defense area. The hearings singled out party activities in labor unions and
the majority of the witnesses called were union, as well as party, members. None
of the first twenty-four witnesses could be coaxed to admit anything, with the ex-
ception of William Spegal, who related that he had rented his apartment to Whit-
taker Chambers and his partner in espionage, David Carpenter, during the late
1930s. At the time of the hearings, Chambers, famous for his branding of Alger
Hiss as a Soviet spy, was embroiled in controversy over accusations—later dis-
missed as unfounded—that State department official O. Edmund Clubb had been a
Soviet courier. Spegal’s testimony appears to have been included by HUAC inves-
tigators to provide support for Chambers and to link the party with espionage in
the public mind.14

The hearings bogged down and had begun attracting ridicule from the Balti-
more press until the committee brought Mary Stalcup Markward to the stand.
Markward, a former beautician, had spent seven years inside the Maryland party
as an informant for the FBI until ill health forced her to resign. When HUAC sub-
poenaed Markward as a Communist, the FBI agreed to let her come in from the
cold and testify. Markward’s testimony covered a wide range of topics, from the
extent of Communist influence over Henry Wallace’s Progressive Party, to the in-
creasingly tight, almost paranoid, security arrangements adopted by Philip Frank-
feld. Markward also tried to explain the subtleties of Communist ideology, but the
committee wasted much of her time reading long lists of names to her and re-
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questing that she identify the individuals as Party members. Many of the people
named were no longer in the Baltimore area, and at least one was dead.15

One month after the completion of the 1951 hearings, Federal agents ar-
rested six people as part of the “second string” Smith Act trials. Three of them,
George Meyers (head of the CP in Baltimore), Leroy Wood (head of the CP in
Washington, D.C.), and Maurice Braverman, a lawyer, were active in the regional
Party. Two others, Philip Frankfeld (former head of the state CP organization) and
his wife Regina, had transferred out of Maryland only a few months previously.
One of the arrested individuals, however, had had little recent contact with the
party in Maryland, but a long relationship with HUAC: Dorothy Rose Blumberg.
Federal authorities also issued subpoenas authorizing the arrest of her husband Al-
bert, but he had gone underground as one of the party’s “unavailables.”

The “Red Round-up,” as the press dubbed the Smith Act arrests, made good
copy. The Baltimore papers regularly ran stories detailing the legal battles between
the opposing camps of lawyers and following the activities of the defendants after
their release from jail. On 17 September 1951, the Baltimore Sun printed a full-
page article with accompanying photos describing the intense surveillance that the
FBI placed on Dorothy Rose Blumberg and the two Frankfelds. One photo shows
the trio of Communists walking through Druid Hill Park followed closely by two
agents, in another they are sitting on a park bench while an agent peers at them
from behind a tree. As many as four carloads of agents shadowed the former party
leaders everywhere they went, agents accompanied them into movie theaters and,
on one occasion, even flagged a taxi for them after a shopping trip. An air of
amusement over the Bureau’s obsessive behavior, and sympathy for the accused
reds, clearly comes through the sober journalistic prose. However, the Sun also ran
a series of articles by Herbert Philbrick based on his book I lead Three Lives,
which recounted his years as an FBI informant in the Communist Party. Defense
lawyers attempted to block publication of the series, arguing that they created a
“prejudicial atmosphere,” but the petition was dismissed.16

The Baltimore Smith Act trial began on 11 March 1952, and followed virtu-
ally the same pattern as the HUAC hearings that preceded it; but there was one
noteworthy difference. The first three people called to testify—Paul Crouch, John
Lautner, and William Odell Nowell—were ex-Communists who had no connec-
tion with the Maryland party except for a passing acquaintance with Philip Frank-
feld. Lautner had known Frankfeld as one of many regional organizers. Crouch
had worked with him in the New York Young Communist League, where they
drew up plans for the infiltration of Communists into the U.S. Army. Nowell testi-
fied that he had met Frankfeld in 1931 when they both attended the Lenin School
in Moscow. There, Nowell recalled, they had studied ideology and security tech-
niques and received paramilitary training. Frankfeld had worked for years as an
open Communist, so there was no need for the three men to identify him as a party
member. The real purpose of their testimony was to present Communist ideology
and tactics and to establish that, no matter how innocuous the activities of a partic-
ular defendant might seem, they were all linked to a ruthless, international, revolu-
tionary organization.17
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All six defendants were convicted under the membership clause of the Smith
Act, fined one thousand dollars each, and sentenced to prison terms of two to five
years. Two years later FBI agents in New York City arrested Albert Blumberg on
Smith Act charges. Quickly extradited to Philadelphia, Blumberg was indicted in
October, beginning a lengthy legal process which brought his case to trial in Feb-
ruary of 1956. Although his trial lacked the intensity of the earlier proceedings, he
too was convicted and sentenced to jail.18

The publicity and pressure brought against the Maryland Communist Party
during the HUAC hearings and the Smith Act trial stripped the party of all but its
most dedicated members and subjected those remaining to extreme levels of
stress. Although not fired from their jobs, the witnesses employed at Sparrows
Point endured a long period of ostracism during which their fellow employees re-
fused to speak to them or acknowledge their presence, outside the immediate de-
mands of their jobs. Despite this, the party’s Steel Club continued to function, and
the party worked through a variety of front groups for such causes as civil rights
and the defense of the Rosenbergs. Although FBI agents remained within the
Maryland party, tightened security seriously limited their effectiveness. As a re-
sult, when HUAC targeted Maryland in 1954, it looked not to recent activities, but
to the heady days of the Popular Front.19

On 15 March 1954, HUAC investigators opened a series of meetings featur-
ing the testimony of former Baltimore clergymen John Hutchinson and Joseph
Nowak. The hearings followed by a year the publication of J. B. Matthews’
conspiracy-ridden book, Reds and our Churches, but none of the witnesses called
had been active in the party in Maryland since the 1940s. Joseph Nowak, who had
left the ministry and gone to work for the YMCA in Chicago, sadly confessed to
his former membership in the party. John Hutchinson denied having any contact
with the CPUSA. However, two former Maryland party leaders, Earl Reno and
Leonard Patterson, both of whom had left the party in the late 1940s, identified
both ministers as close fellow-travelers. Reno and Patterson presented an interest-
ing contrast on the stand. Reno related the details of his work, organizing the steel
industry and spreading Communist influence in western Maryland, with an odd
mixture of pride and regret. Patterson, a black waterfront organizer, had nothing
but criticism for the party and played to the Committee by praising the state of
race relations in the United States. The hearings had no discernable impact on the
Maryland party. A month later, the televised Army-McCarthy hearings destroyed
Senator Joseph McCarthy’s reputation, leading to his eventual humiliation and
censure by the U.S. Senate.20

Two years later, when George Meyers returned from prison and resumed
leadership of the Maryland district, the party showed some signs of recovery. In
addition, much of the community reaction rising from the events of 1951 and 1952
had become diluted with the end of the Korean War and the fall of Senator 
McCarthy. Then, in February 1956, Nikita Khrushchev stunned the world with
revelations of Stalin’s crimes. The speech precipitated a split in the CPUSA be-
tween those who remained committed to the hard line and those, led loosely by
Daily Worker editor John Gates, who advocated dramatic reform. Nine months
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later the Soviet Union suppressed the Hungarian revolt, which the CPUSA pub-
licly supported, to its detriment.

The internal debate over the Khrushchev speech severely weakened the
Communist Party, while defense of Soviet actions in Hungary raised the specter of
Soviet aggression in the minds of the public and emboldened the party’s enemies.
On 1 May 1957 spokesmen for HUAC and the Maryland Subversive Activities
Unit (a state agency that had been created to monitor radicals and enforce the Ober
Law) announced joint hearings on Communist influence in local industry. The
substance of the planned hearings differed little from the 1951 HUAC investiga-
tions and included a number of the same witnesses. The style, however, proved to
be very different. The 1951 hearings had lost much of their intended effect by be-
ing held in Washington and stretched out over three weeks. The new hearings
lasted only three days, were held in Baltimore, broadcast live on television, and at-
tended by a handpicked audience drawn from “patriotic and civic” organizations
that could be depended upon to boo and hiss at all the right times.21

The hearings featured prominently the testimony of Clifford Miller, a West
Virginian who had briefly joined the party in the late 1940s and then, rather enthu-
siastically, became an informant for the FBI and later the Ober Law Commission.
Miller told a dark tale of secret meetings, code names, and misguided idealism, his
intensity and candor contrasting starkly with the behavior of subpoenaed party
members on the stand. Irving Kandel, who led the party during Meyer’s imprison-
ment, constantly rocked back and forth in his chair and only reluctantly yielded
such small pieces of information as his address and educational background. Oth-
ers angrily denounced the committee as unconstitutional and defended the party as
an advocate of civil rights. Wearing a stylish dress with matching hat and gloves,
Sirkka Tuomi Lee, a former actress and Rosenberg activist, played to the cameras.
Lee tried to use the witness stand as a podium to speak out on social issues and to
urge Marylanders to actively participate in civic organizations, but she also took
the Fifth Amendment sixteen times, depriving her testimony of much of its
strength.22

The 1957 hearings devastated the party, completing the process begun by the
Khrushchev speech. The day after the hearings ended, Bethlehem Steel fired all of
their employees who had appeared before the committee. Within a week five more
witnesses lost their jobs, while others were publicly threatened or had their homes
vandalized. Party leaders assumed that the FBI was unlikely to have given up all of
its informants, and began an obsessive hunt for the remaining spies. Supporters of
John Gates were subject to particular suspicion, and by 1960 all but the hard liners
had abandoned the party, reducing it to seventy members divided between Balti-
more and Washington. Subjected to almost unbearable social pressure, riven inter-
nally by factionalism and consumed by paranoia, the Maryland Communist Party,
in the words of party member William Wood, “tore at itself in frustration” and
nearly perished.23

HUAC never conducted another investigation of the Maryland party, even
though several FBI informants continued to monitor its activities; it had no need
to. The 1957 hearings, coming at a moment when the organization was critically
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weakened, destroyed the party as an effective influence in Maryland. A fragment
of the party survived and even revived a bit in the late 1960s and early 1970s, but
HUAC itself was gone by then, a victim of its own excesses.

Although the HUAC investigations, aided by extensive regional support, 
and combined with the party’s internal crises eventually crushed the Maryland
Communist Party, they had little negative effect beyond their intended targets.
Schrecker holds anticommunism responsible for serious setbacks to labor, how-
ever this was not the case in Maryland. HUAC twice claimed to be investigating
the labor situation and subpoenaed numerous union members, but in fact labor was
never the issue. Union strength in Baltimore did not decline in the wake of any of
the hearings and remained robust as long as heavy industry thrived. However, the
tone of unionism changed.

IUMSWA Local 43 at the Fairfield shipyards had once been a hotbed of so-
cial reform, with union members, often under party leadership, passing frequent
resolutions on racial and social equality. After 1945 and the expulsion of the Com-
munists, the union became quiet, its minutes concerned with dues collection and
financial matters rather than broader social and political issues. The steel union at
Sparrows Point underwent a similar change. In the 1930s and 1940s, shop stew-
ards had been militant representatives of their union members, but by the late
1950s they were primarily concerned with organizing union picnics and other
morale-building exercises. It is difficult, however, to measure how much of this
change in mood was due to anticommunism and how much to postwar prosperity.24

The greatest social damage caused by anticommunism came not from
HUAC, but from the locally enacted Ober Law. Several individuals lost their jobs
and suffered harm because of the law’s stipulation that public employees take a
loyalty oath. Worse, none of the individuals prosecuted under the Ober Law were
Communists. Here is definite evidence of the kind of collateral damage that Ellen
Schrecker describes at length. However, bad as it was, it cannot be considered
widespread or catastrophic.25

The Maryland situation upholds the broader outlines of Richard Gid Power’s
work. Powers described HUAC as torn between responsible and extremist varieties
of anticommunism, as exemplified by the contrast between HUAC’s relatively
moderate publications and its tendency to stage spectacular hearings featuring a
cast of conspiracy theorists. In the same way, the HUAC investigators who laid the
groundwork for the Maryland hearings may be said to have behaved responsibly, in
that no “innocents” were targeted. All of the individuals subpoenaed by HUAC in
the state were in fact members of the Communist Party. But the Maryland hearings
themselves, while beginning as relatively low-key affairs, ended with the 1957
televised hearings that can only be described as public spectacle.

The transformation of HUAC’s efforts in Maryland seems to have been
driven by a sense of frustration that increased over time as a result of the party’s
ability to resist and recover from the committee’s repeated investigations. The
anticommunists’ frustration, and perhaps their anxiety, was no doubt elevated be-
cause the party was always semi-concealed, making it difficult to determine how
badly it had been hurt. As a result, the hearings increased in intensity as time went
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on, and HUAC, at least in Maryland, showed a tendency to return to past targets
again and again. This explains Dorothy Rose Blumberg’s Smith Act arrest, the cast
of characters from the Popular Front at the 1954 sessions, the presence of seven
1951 witnesses (plus the wives of two others) at the 1957 hearing, and the obses-
sion with naming names.

The determined effort on the part of anticommunists to reveal the party as
subversive, conspiratorial, and dangerous also accounts for the prominent place
given to the three ex-Communists at the Smith act trial. Although the organizers
and supporters of HUAC had a very clear vision of Communism as a conspirator-
ial, subversive, foreign-controlled movement, most individual Communists did
not conform to that image. The testimony of the ex-Communists allowed the in-
vestigators to break through what they saw as the party’s façade—the face pre-
sented by the Maryland party leaders—to the reality that the anticommunists were
convinced lay just below the surface. J. B. Matthews became so frustrated by party
members’ abilities to hide successfully behind other organizations that he became
a compulsive conspiracy theorist. Father Cronin, on the other hand, resisted the
temptation and retained a balanced view. By the early 1960s he fell under attack
by right-wing extremists for his claims that Communist subversion was not a dan-
ger to the United States.

The Maryland HUAC hearings reveal a number of interesting patterns, but
perhaps the most significant is that HUAC’s most effective assaults against the
Maryland Communist Party were all tied to international events that heightened
public fears about the Soviet Union. The tense public mood contributed to the as-
saults against the party that followed the hearings. By contrast, the hearings in
1944—while the United States was a Soviet ally—and 1954, after the end of the
Korean War, triggered little or no public reaction. Anticommunism enjoyed wide-
spread endorsement only in times of threats (real or perceived) to national security
and, at least in the mid-Atlantic, was not a form of “witch hunting” but the mani-
festation of a genuine contest between ideologies.
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Negotiating Cold 
War Politics

The Washington Pension Union and the 
Labor Left in the 1940s and 1950s

�
Margaret Miller

Though it was often vilified in the main-
stream press for its Communist leadership, the Washington Pension Union
(WPU)—a state-level welfare rights lobby—remains scarcely known, even in his-
tories of the American left. The pension union’s predecessor, the Washington
Commonwealth Federation, has been hailed as “one of the most active and broad-
based left-wing movements in U.S. history.”1 However, the WPU, formed by the
Commonwealth Federation in 1937, quickly eclipsed its precursor in both mem-
bership and clout and became a major player in state political debates over social
welfare provision, labor organization, and civil rights. It built a vibrant and nation-
ally recognized social movement, noted for its adaptability and resilience. The
story of the WPU’s success in creating a more equitable welfare state and in build-
ing a movement that fused labor and welfare rights advocacy reveals significant
continuities in left politics from the 1930s to the early Cold War era.

In 1949, Time alarmingly characterized the WPU as an eager participant in
the Pacific Coast “holy wars,” led by “power-hungry Communists, vote-hungry
politicos, sharp-eyed promoters, and croupy and lugubrious old bucks” to raid
state treasuries. The Time journalist claimed that WPU president William Pennock
was a “crafty smooth-talking party-liner” who deceptively “herded” the aged.2

Conventional accounts similarly dismiss the pension union as a Communist front
with a pernicious plan: first, to bankrupt state finances through generous public as-
sistance payments, then to provoke popular discontent and weaken the state, and
ultimately to hasten the spread of Communism.3 Curiously, in an otherwise
thoughtful and persuasive study of Popular Front politics in Washington, the au-
thor described the pension union in freakish terms; he likened it to “Frankenstein’s
monster . . . loom[ing] larger than its creator.”4

The formation of a pension union did seem odd, and a strange digression,
even to sympathetic observers in 1937. When Morris Rappaport, the district or-
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ganizer for the Communist Party’s District 12 (the Northwest, centered in Seattle),
first heard of the idea, he was reportedly struck speechless. In the late 1930s, the
left had set its sights on labor and the Democratic Party, not on senior citizens.5

Nevertheless, this strategy to revive labor-left politics by organizing Old Age As-
sistance recipients was a prescient one. Activists appropriated a popular cause and
used it, in part, to promote a more ambitious reform agenda, eventually conjoining
welfare, labor, and civil rights. The broader social movement that ensued—its suc-
cesses and failures—must be understood as part of larger transformations and re-
lationships rooted in the political economy of Washington State and not simply the
result of a Communist conspiracy.

A telling anecdote reveals the extent to which antipathy toward alleged
Communists in the WPU clouded perceptions of the union. In the fall of 1950
Washington’s governor, Arthur Langlie, received a letter from WPU president
William Pennock. It was like many Pennock would write during his activist career;
it revealed a detailed and keen understanding of state legal obligations and urged
that more ameliorative measures be put in place to extend public assistance provi-
sion. To the governor’s office, however, Pennock’s appeal seemed of minor con-
cern, and the letter was stamped simply, “No reply.” And yet, a prominently
positioned silhouette in the pension union letterhead puzzled someone in the gov-
ernor’s office. Penned in the margins next to the silhouette was a telling query;
“Who is this?” the writer wondered, “-Pennock?” With a quick glance, one would
easily recognize the silhouette as that of the nation’s first president, George Wash-
ington. But in this popular cultural symbol, the governor’s office could see only its
Communist adversary, William Pennock.6

There is no question that members of the Communist Party were heavily in-
volved in the pension union’s leadership, and that WPU ballot initiative campaigns
and related causes reflected Popular Front political sensibilities. Opponents, how-
ever, feared that the WPU was a false front for Soviet-inspired subversion. Critical
observers found particular activities troubling, such as the union’s petition in 1941
to free Earl Browder, the imprisoned Communist Party secretary. Although the
WPU leadership publicly steered clear of sectarian political stances, such as the
CP’s staunch opposition to the United States’ entry into the war during the Nazi-
Soviet Pact period, its careful avoidance of public controversy did little to calm
concerns about Communist infiltration. Such fears appeared to be justified when
three WPU leaders admitted Communist Party membership during Seattle’s Smith
Act trials in 1953. Eventually, the pension union reluctantly acquiesced to the Sub-
versive Activities Control Board’s demand that it register as a Communist front in
1959.7

Undoubtedly, CP politics gave some shape to the WPU’s reform agenda.
From civil rights advocacy to peace campaigns, Communists and others on the left
creatively used pension politics as a platform for a wide array of causes. However,
the pension union—with its diverse mass base and autonomous locals—never
simply functioned as a Communist front organization. In fact, its tenacity is best
explained by examining the organization’s distinctly regional political, economic,
and social origins. Why and how could Old Age Assistance advocacy sustain the
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state’s flagging labor-left coalition and earn widespread public support in an in-
creasingly hostile era? First, so-called “pension” advocacy was a rich vein to mine.
The popularity of public assistance for the aged was already well-proven by the
depression-era Townsend movement, with its call for a two hundred dollar-a-
month pension for all elderly citizens. Although the fiscal imprudence of the plan
rendered it impractical, the Townsend movement forced politicians to deal with
the pension issue, as “many of them were running scared at the signs of support-
ers-loads of petitions, letters, and telegrams arriving daily.”8 “Pensions,” moreover,
were popular, especially with “articulate” white-collar and educated Americans as
well as with adult children of elderly parents who looked to the state for relief.9

Politicians knew that the Townsend Plan and the more theatrical Ham and Eggers’
call for “Thirty Dollars Every Thursday” for the aged in California were unsound
schemes. However, they could not avoid the weighty influence of the aged and
their advocates. As a writer in The Nation’s Business noted, pension pressure
groups could “elect, or defeat, men running for office. They can, will, and do, de-
vote their full time to the job.”10

Important changes in New Deal policy also provided activists at the local
level with resources and opportunities necessary to build a movement based upon
welfare rights advocacy. The Social Security Act (1935) legitimated the practice of
assistance to the elderly by establishing an Old Age Assistance (OAA) program, in
which states held wide discretionary control and through which activists could
wield influence. Moreover, elements of the Old Age Assistance program and its
practical administration reflected efforts to distance OAA provision from more
stigmatized forms of relief. The act allowed applicants who were denied benefits
the opportunity to appeal decisions through a fair hearing process and barred fed-
eral provision of any “in-kind” payments, such as food and clothing, associated
with conventional relief or charity. In addition, Old Age Assistance offices were
usually separate from those administering “relief,” and applications for OAA
could be readily found in “post offices, banks, and newspaper offices.”11

Old Age Assistance proved so compelling that some states submitted bold
proposals to provide all elderly residents, regardless of need, with a “pension.” In
Washington, Governor Clarence Martin and conservative Democrats envisioned a
more modest program and proposed mostly voluntarist solutions, such as self-help
and cooperation, to the human and economic crises of the Great Depression. The
Martin administration’s insistence that the needy seek support from relatives
stirred widespread opposition and galvanized support for liberalized public assis-
tance. In July 1937 at Seattle’s Moose Hall, over one thousand people attended a
“mass meeting” to discuss the formation of a pension union. By 1940, thirty thou-
sand people had joined the Washington Pension Union through 163 locals across
the state.12

The WPU emerged, in part, to revive the faltering Washington Common-
wealth Federation. However, demographic, socio-economic, and political devel-
opments in the state turned this organizational innovation into a burgeoning social
movement. From 1920 to 1930, Washington had the fastest growing proportion of
elderly residents in the nation, reflecting in part the in-migration of retirees during
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that period.13 In addition, many ethnic fraternal organizations and the Washington
State Federation of Scandinavian-American Democratic Clubs supported the
WPU, because their own members had previous experience with pension provi-
sion in their native countries and viewed statist policies favorably.14 Of critical im-
portance too were the state’s predominantly extractive economy and its highly
seasonal and unstable employment patterns. As the WPU demonstrated, a political
program that linked welfare and labor rights could gain strong support from the
state’s working-class communities dependent upon, for example, the timber and
maritime industries.

Finally, the state’s political structure encouraged grassroots organizing. The
open or “blanket” primary, established in 1935, permitted voters to cross party
lines and build issue-oriented movements around political candidacies, as was
well proven by the Washington Commonwealth Federation and by public power
proponents. The ballot initiative process was another valuable tool for coalition
building. It provided activists with the means to organize politically, to educate
voters, and to exert direct influence on the legislative process. WPU canvassers
routinely collected two to three times the number of signatures required to get an
initiative on the ballot. They were motivated not only by incentives or awards,
such as a ham or an electric frying pan presented by a WPU officer, but also by
their desire to educate and inform the electorate. Furthermore, as journalist and ac-
tivist Terry Pettus explained, the pension union wanted more than the signature; it
“wanted that vote” for WPU measures and candidates.15

Social welfare advocacy proved strong enough to carry left politics into the
post-World War II era and profoundly transformed the left in Washington. Ac-
tivists from the Depression-era Unemployed Councils, the Workers’ Alliance, the
Washington Commonwealth Federation, American Federation of Labor (AFL)
and Congresss of Industrial Organizations (CIO) locals joined pension union
members to place social welfare provision at the center of public debate. For over
fifteen years, the WPU pressured state government to increase social welfare ben-
efits for the aged, the blind, Aid to Dependent Children recipients, and the un-
employed though passage of its incessant state ballot initiatives and through
legislative lobbying. Supporters elected WPU stalwarts to the state legislature
through the Democratic Party and built resourceful alliances with a broad array of
labor organizations, the Grange, Townsend Clubs, and the public power move-
ment. And, in the mid-to-late 1940s, the pension union introduced a movement
ideology that explicitly linked social welfare, labor, and civil rights, and their
overlapping constituencies.

The WPU’s ties to organized labor and its explicit appeal to working people
were central to its success and longevity. An early observer noted that the WPU
leadership included socialists, Communists, wobblies, and “strong union mem-
bers.” It was no accident that the organization, named a “union,” not a club or an
association, appropriated the familiar forms of labor organizations with locals,
county councils, a state board, and an executive committee.16 This model also in-
cluded local grievance committees that directed assistance recipients’ complaints
through the pension union to the state. Essentially, the WPU acted as a bargaining
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agent. Leaders lobbied the state legislature for liberalized assistance and provided
counsel and representation for recipients in fair hearings with state officials.
Within its first three years, the pension union had taken up fourteen hundred cases
through fair hearings, 140 of which had made their way to court.17

Members were drawn to the pension union for a variety of reasons and
found it sufficiently flexible to accommodate diverse levels of commitment and in-
terest. For the aging “old left,” Old Age Assistance advocacy resonated with their
concerns about making ends meet during the Depression; the aged, after all, were
over-represented among the unemployed and faced great difficulties securing re-
lief and employment. Older women in need were particularly vulnerable. Relief
work and Old Age Insurance (“social security”) narrowly targeted the predomi-
nantly male industrial workforce. Furthermore, despite the boom in industrial pro-
duction during World War II, civil and private defense manufacturers routinely
barred women over age thirty-five from employment. The Boeing Company delib-
erately limited the number of older women hired, yet it received sixteen thousand
job applications from women over age fifty-five during the first year of the war
alone.18 For many, Old Age Assistance became a critical resource and, as a result, a
highly charged political issue.

Pension politics and the WPU’s broader vision for the state also neatly dove-
tailed with the past political experiences of “native radicals,” including Debsian
socialists, Populists, and Farmer-Labor Party advocates. Etta Tripp, for example,
who eventually became WPU vice-president and also Master of the Curley Creek
Grange in the late 1940s, chose to become a pension-movement leader in her later
years, after a lifetime devoted to progressive causes in Washington State. In 1910
she supported female suffrage campaigns and joined the Socialist Party. During
the 1920s she worked on the Farmer-Labor Party’s campaigns and in the 1930s
and 1940s she became a Democratic Party precinct committeewoman, a member
of a county executive committee, and delegate to the state Democratic Convention.
She also taught in the Workers Education Division of the Works Progress Admin-
istration (WPA) during the Depression, organized WPA workers in the Workers’
Alliance and helped found the Washington Pension Union in 1937.19

Leaders like Tripp could deliver on their promises. They brought an end to
lien laws affecting assistance recipients’ estates, helped abolish the practice of
“relative responsibility” (a state requirement that able family members financially
support aged relatives in need), and advocated for individual recipients with griev-
ances against county or state welfare offices. By establishing a grievance commit-
tee in every WPU local, the union not only involved those interested in advocacy,
but established a readily accessible channel to the state’s fair hearing process,
where individuals—members or not—could be represented by skilled activists.

The pension union also launched political careers. Politically ambitious
leaders such as William Pennock, Tom Rabbitt, Lenus Westman, Nathan Atkinson,
John Caughlin, Emma Taylor Harmon, and Edward Pettus served terms in the state
legislature during the late 1930s and the 1940s. In addition, WPU officers culti-
vated close political relationships with members of the state congressional dele-
gation, such as John Coffee (Democrat), and with Jerry O’Connell, chair of the
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CIO’s Political Action Committee (CIO-PAC). Local members garnered political
experience and influence through the union as well. Evelyn Gardner, a WPU mem-
ber in Yakima, for example, won the 14th District race in primary elections for
state senate in 1942.20 Pension union members also eagerly sought positions on
Democratic Party precinct committees. For young activists from the Workers’ Al-
liance, the Democratic Party, and the Communist Party, membership in the pen-
sion union offered effective training in precinct canvassing and grassroots
community organizing. It also provided precocious political aspirants with an es-
tablished network and mass base essential to their successful candidacies in state
legislative races. According to WPU supporter Terry Pettus, “there were great op-
portunities” for young organizers “funneled through” the pension union, so great
that people frequently joked that “in Washington state, the youth movement was in
the . . . Pension Union.”21

Members also turned to the pension union to build a rewarding social life.
Although some more doctrinaire members occasionally lamented that local meet-
ings were “just social hours” and not politically “effective,” social activities were
both highly valued and essential to maintaining involvement in the union. The
famed hootenannies, indigenous to the Washington left and held by the WPU, to-
gether with labor unions and the Washington Commonwealth Federation, served
as fundraisers for the left and gave WPU members an opportunity to mingle with
progressives from a variety of backgrounds and causes. Hootenannies not only
raised political consciousness, but spirits as well. If the music, beer, and bratwurst
of Washington’s Hootenannies did not appeal, pension union members could at-
tend an informative mass meeting every Sunday at Seattle’s Shipscalers’ Hall. At
these weekly meetings, they discussed WPU business and, importantly, viewed
comedies by Abbott & Costello, documentaries, and plays, or listened to readings
of Abraham Lincoln’s speeches and Mark Twain’s satire. In members’ recollec-
tions of the WPU, social and cultural events were as vivid as the union’s political
work. Many had high praise for Louise Pennock, a former Seattle Repertory Play-
house instructor and actor who entertained members across the state with her ac-
cordion music and who was fondly known as the WPU’s “portable orchestra.” For
members in rural communities far from the pension union’s Puget Sound strong-
holds, such visits coupled with the WPU’s widely-broadcast daily radio programs
to keep members in touch with state-level leadership. WPU social events also
stirred grassroots civil rights campaigns by bringing together the membership with
civil rights leaders and African American intellectuals such as Paul Robeson, Es-
landa Robeson, and W.E.B. Du Bois.22

Old Age Assistance advocacy thus proved to be an important strategy to build
the political careers of left activists, particularly Communists, and to sustain an am-
bitious reform agenda. As Etta Tripp intimated in 1941, welfare activists could
“capitalize on our grievance work—in other words, politicalize it.”23 WPU leaders
encouraged rank-and-file members to vote Democratic, to participate in precinct-
level party organizing, and to view the fight for liberalized public assistance as part
of a broader vision connecting a variety of political communities. In 1944, for ex-
ample, the pension union pulled together an array of representatives from local
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labor unions, the AFL, central labor councils, CIO industrial union councils, the
Washington Federation of Labor and the state CIO, the Democratic Party, the CIO-
PAC, and the Social Workers Council to back an ambitious initiative measure. As
Robert Zieger argues, from the perspective of many CIO stalwarts, “the flux of the
reconversion period offered a unique opportunity to rewrite the rules governing the
management of the American economy and the political and social order that it un-
dergirded.” While a return to pre–New Deal liberalism seemed unfathomable, he
argues that it remained unclear what “new rules” would govern postwar America.24

The Washington Pension Union and its labor allies had some clear proposals. Their
“social security” program in 1944 supported federal full employment measures and
called for higher Old Age Assistance grants. The measure also sought to raise un-
employment compensation, with coverage extended to agricultural workers, and to
establish maternity grants for working women.25

Although this particular ballot initiative lost in the general election, the
movement itself flourished, particularly among workers in the state’s unstable core
industries where the confluence of labor and welfare rights made sense to working
people who had occasion to turn to public assistance. Electoral support for the
WPU’s initiatives remained strong in working-class communities in the Puget
Sound region and in the timber and fishing industry communities on the coast. Its
importance as a source of potential political capital in working-class communities
was clear from the beginning. After the WPU’s first successful initiative campaign
in 1940, for example, membership increased 400 percent in Aberdeen, a mill town
and a CIO stronghold.26 Throughout the 1940s the pension union’s reform program
earned endorsements from the state CIO, the Washington Federation of Labor, and
a diverse array of local labor unions. Most consistently supportive were left-lean-
ing locals from the Building Service Employees Union, the International Long-
shoremen’s and Warehousemen’s Union, the International Woodworkers of
America, and the Marine Cooks and Stewards Union.

Eventually, working-class women and African Americans pointed the WPU
in new directions. Both groups were only marginally incorporated into the region’s
booming war industries during the early 1940s and frequently looked beyond con-
ventional advocacy groups for support. The Washington Pension Union’s early
ballot initiative success in 1941 drew the attention of other public assistance recip-
ients. In that year, families dissatisfied with the government’s notoriously meager
Aid to Dependent Children (ADC) grants formed the ADC Union, modeled on the
pension union. The organizations worked in tandem and paid careful attention to a
variety of issues such as rent control, affordable housing development, affordable
childcare, pay equity, equity in public assistance provision, and anti-discrimina-
tion campaigns. The broadening of the WPU’s mission to include issues of gender
and race reflected the pressing concerns of the state’s increasingly diverse polity,
the wartime strains on old-timers and newcomers alike, and the responsiveness of
the union’s leadership to these developments.27

Long before the formation of the National Welfare Rights Organization
(NWRO) in the 1960s, parents of poor children in Washington built a movement in
Washington State through the ADC Union. Its membership, comprised mostly of
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women, surpassed that of the better-known NWRO, and its assertive tactics, in-
cluding a two-day occupation of the secretary of state’s office in the capitol in
1952, rivaled later civil and welfare rights protest activities. Photographs of ADC
Union actions and other related sources strongly suggest that the WPU did not
practice the left’s “sentimental maternalism,” with its propensity to view women
primarily as nurturers of people and peace or as “auxiliaries” in labor’s struggles.28

Old Age Assistance and ADC recipients included a larger percentage of women,
who subsequently made a place for themselves as leaders in the state organization
and at the local level. Importantly, WPU and ADC Union activists deliberately
chose inclusive language. They argued that equitable welfare rights were due “cit-
izens,” “pioneers,” and “workers,” and, with a few exceptions, largely avoided
gendered constructions and maternalist rhetoric.

The WPU’s enlightened sexual politics were matched by its involvement in
postwar anti-discrimination campaigns. Racial justice had been far from the cen-
ter of labor-left pursuits in the late 1930s and early 1940s. In fact, pension union
leaders purposefully avoided involvement in controversial issues such as anti-
alien land laws and Japanese internment, though they did lead opposition in the
state legislature to restrictive residential covenants, to discrimination and segre-
gation in public facilities, and to a ban on interracial marriage. During and after
World War II, African Americans and others in the WPU and the ADC Union
fought hard against discrimination in the workplace, in the housing market, and
in welfare provision. The WPU’s “Negro-White Unity” campaigns addressed
such issues and reflected, in part, its egalitarian politics. Interestingly, the re-
markable vitality of the Communist-led Civil Rights Congress (CRC) in the state
during the late 1940s was due, in large part, to the support of WPU members with
prior experiences in local anti-discrimination campaigns. CRC chapters in Seattle
and Anacortes were among the few consistently reliable ones in the nation and re-
ceived high praise for their timely payment of dues and myriad fundraising activ-
ities.29 It was through the WPU’s local meetings and publications, however, that
CRC causes gained wider attention throughout the state. Tellingly, in correspon-
dence from rank-and-file WPU members to President Truman, support for CRC
causes figured prominently.30

Despite the WPU’s ability to refashion a Popular-Front politics for the post-
war era, the defining experiences of this labor-welfare-rights movement in the late
1940s and 1950s appear to be political repression from external opponents and
isolation that was often self-imposed. In 1946 the state Democratic Party leader-
ship began a purge of alleged Communists and eliminated state party offices held
by those believed to be a liability.31 Republicans had effectively used anticommu-
nism in the 1946 elections to win a two-thirds majority in the House and they at-
tracted the support of enough Democrats on key issues to control the Senate.
While the state Democratic hierarchy hoped to reassert its influence by crippling
the party’s left wing, its actions had unexpected implications. Many alleged Com-
munists in the Democratic Party not only lost their legislative races in the 1946
elections, but also found what they saw as good reason to leave the Democratic
fold and to explore third-party possibilities just two years later.
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In 1948, WPU leaders broke from the Democratic Party, endorsed the Pro-
gressive Party’s full national slate, and campaigned as Progressives for state of-
fices. It proved to be a disastrous move. Terry Pettus recalled that “there were
hundreds of [p]rogressive Democratic precinct committeemen [who followed the
CP’s lead to Henry Wallace’s campaign]. And they were individually served with
a demand to resign and they resigned by the score and we tore down an organiza-
tion that we had worked so hard over the years to build up.” He conceded, “we
burned our bridges.”32

While the pension union leadership further alienated itself from mainstream
politics with its hopeful turn to the Progressive Party, powerful forces in state pol-
itics and core industries worked doubly hard to destroy the WPU. In 1948 the pen-
sion union came under investigation by the state legislature’s Joint Fact-Finding
Committee on Un-American Activities, known also as the Canwell Committee.33

In 1950, following on the heels of the Canwell Committee, the Citizens’ Public
Assistance Committee (CPAC) introduced a ballot initiative to curb welfare bene-
fits and to expose the WPU as a false front. According to pension union sources,
CPAC was “[Governor] Langlie’s committee . . . of insurance companies, the tim-
ber and allied companies, [and] the big businesses of Washington.”34 Its visible
leadership appeared less conspiratorial. The CPAC’s sponsoring committee for the
initiative consisted of state businessmen in agriculture and publishing, while rank-
and-file support came from groups like the American Legion.35 These opponents
claimed that the WPU’s program was “squarely in line with the SOVIET policy of
compelling us to spend ourselves to destruction” and “serve[d] the designs of the
Supreme Soviet at Moscow.”36 As an added dramatic maneuver in this ideologi-
cally charged fight, CPAC delivered its initiative signature petitions to the state
capitol in a heavily guarded armored car.37

Conditions worsened for welfare activists. The state required public assis-
tance recipients to take loyalty oaths, which further stigmatized assistance provi-
sion and implied that welfare rights advocates harbored subversives. Authorities
sought to harass individual activists. The state police broke up a WPU event in a
state park in the summer of 1950 and various pension union members faced arrest
while advocating for individual recipients at local welfare offices.38 In the fall of
1952, the arrests of WPU president William Pennock, WPU organizer Paul
Bowen, and journalist Terry Pettus, along with four other alleged Communists,
threw the movement into disarray. During the trial of Seattle’s Smith Act defen-
dants, charged with conspiring to teach and to advocate the overthrow of the
United States government, Pension Union president William Pennock admitted
belonging to the CP. According to Terry Pettus it was a disastrous move, as his
“declaration created havoc.”39

These were harsh times for the labor left and the pension union leadership,
yet also a period of surprising achievements. In 1948 alone, the political fallout
from Progressive Party endorsements, the Canwell Committee investigations, and
purges within the labor movement and the Democratic Party were potentially dev-
astating. Communists themselves were divided over how to respond, and the party
leadership compounded these problems by sending a significant part of its leader-
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ship cadres underground. Nevertheless, the movement survived and experienced
measurable successes because it was, at base, driven by citizens’ pragmatic and
tangible concerns. For workers in the state’s primary industries, the pension union
remained an effective proponent of what was essentially a New Deal vision link-
ing labor and welfare rights. In 1948, a politically tumultuous year, voters passed
a groundbreaking pension union ballot initiative by a wide margin. Initiative 172,
“an act relating to Citizens’ Security,” provided a minimum monthly grant of sixty
dollars to the aged in need, and more significantly, mandated uniformity of treat-
ment for all categories of assistance recipients, including those who received Aid
to Dependent Children and General Assistance. This was a significant achieve-
ment. The initiative established parity among all categories of assistance, bridged
the historic divide between the “deserving” and “undeserving” poor, and made as-
sistance a “right” due citizens. It also made national news. A writer in Newsweek
claimed that the measure “would . . . make Washington the nation’s first welfare
state.”40

The initiative campaign in 1948 also drew support from the labor left and
from working-class communities, which together reflected a strong desire to craft
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Figure 10.1 Leaders and members of the Washington Pension Union delivered signatures
for the innovative ballot initiative 172 to the state capitol in 1948. Pictured in the second
row center (sixth and seventh from left) are Vice-President Nora McCoy and President
William J. Pennock. Etta Tripp is seated in the first row, far left. Credit: MSCUA, Univer-
sity of Washington Libraries, UW22281.
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a better and newer deal in postwar Washington. Various locals from the Building
Service Employees Union, the International Woodworkers of America, and the In-
ternational Longshoremen and Warehousemen’s Union, for example, joined cen-
tral bodies such as the Bellingham Industrial Union Council to offer financial
contributions. The measure passed by its widest margins in counties where the
timber, fishing, or canning industries were prevalent, in many places earning over
70 percent of the vote.41

At the same time, the popular basis for progressive reform contracted after
1948. No longer could the allegedly Communist-dominated WPU attract the
broad-based support from labor as it did during earlier initiative campaigns. It re-
mained an effective advocate, however, because it was responsive to new emerg-
ing constituencies. Unemployment, especially among workers in the state’s timber
and wood-products industries, had provoked heated contest between labor and the
state over social welfare provision in 1949 and 1950.42 In 1949, WPU leaders
worked with sixty representatives from AFL and CIO unions to establish the
Union Counseling Committee to address workers’ unemployment compensation
grievances, to press for increased benefits, and to lobby for a prevailing-wage fed-
eral public works program.

Organizing the unemployed was not a marginal endeavor, and the stakes
were high. The state director of Public Assistance, for example, was a former tim-
ber-industry executive employed by the Weyerhaeuser Company and a prominent
public relations consultant for corporate clients. As expected, he swiftly removed
50,000 able-bodied men from the General Assistance rolls, forcing them into an
already flooded labor market in 1950. Such tangible connections between social
welfare and labor rights continued to provide dynamism to the movement.
Throughout the early 1950s the WPU supported the state CIO’s related campaign
to increase unemployment compensation and successfully fought against state
right-to-work initiatives in 1956 and 1958.43

It was widely recognized in the mainstream press at the time, and in later ob-
servations, that social welfare was a hot state issue and that it dominated state pol-
itics from 1940 through the 1950s.44 Yet despite such heated polemics, including
attempts by state legislators to portray recipients as “chiselers” and activists as
subversives, public assistance had become a matter of convention and of “commu-
nity responsibility.” Moreover, many elements of the WPU’s once-controversial
program were put into practice, and Democratic Governor Albert Rosellini eagerly
met with Pension Union leaders at the state capitol in 1957.

By the late 1950s, however, little remained of a movement. Anticommunist
repression surely took its toll, while other factors contributed to the union’s de-
cline. William Pennock, a Smith Act defendant, died tragically from a Nembutal
overdose during the trial in August 1953. At his defense Pennock admitted proudly
that he belonged to the CP and earnestly detailed his political philosophies and the
pragmatic and legitimate endeavors they inspired. Those who knew him well,
however, feared that he would not hold up to the prosecution’s “foul methods at
cross-examination.”45 Paul Bowen and Terry Pettus, prominent activists involved
in the WPU, were also among those convicted of conspiring to advocate the over-
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throw of the United States government. In 1948 the WPU demonstrated its un-
canny ability to beat the political odds. The trial in 1953, however, put the WPU’s
resilience to its ultimate test. It not only broke William Pennock’s spirit but also
severely weakened the movement. Meanwhile, elderly activists and local support-
ers passed away. Some members, alienated by the sectarian politics of leaders,
bolted from the union. Organized labor traded its stake in public welfare for pri-
vate benefits won through the collective bargaining process. In addition, Old Age
Insurance, or “social security,” began to cover more of the state’s aged, thus mak-
ing public assistance a less pivotal issue.

Recent scholarship makes some compelling assertions about Cold War soci-
ety that counter the more familiar themes of the era, such as suburban com-
placency and consumerism, political repression, and the valorization of female
domesticity. In the 1950s, for example, women entered new sectors of employ-
ment in increasing numbers and built political communities through the Commu-
nity Service Organization and the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People. A civil rights movement rooted itself firmly in the contested ter-
rain of the era, while an old left searched for ways to cultivate a new left. As some
historians argue, the postwar era now appears “less dark and static” than presumed
and, in many ways, “bridged” New Deal era activism with that of the 1960s.46 The
Washington Pension Union’s story could end with its remarkable electoral suc-
cesses in 1948, its repression in 1953, its attempts to revive a welfare rights move-
ment in 1960, its formal dissolution in 1961, or perhaps with portraits of activists
who endured to build new political communities in the 1960s. Terry Pettus,
through his community organizing work in Seattle, and Paul Bowen, in his voter
registration project in Seattle’s African American communities in the 1960s,
moved from the activism of the 1930s to that of the 1960s. Viewed collectively, all
of these possible endings to the WPU’s story underscore the essential tension be-
tween resilience and repression, and between continuity and disjuncture, which
characterize the history of the left during this politically dynamic era.

Antistatist politics also made critical headway during the fifties. In Washing-
ton state, the far right garnered valuable political capital out of its antiwelfare cam-
paigns and its anticommunist sparring with the WPU. The right’s calls for local
control over welfare, for a reversion to the meager system of assistance prior to
1935, and for the dismantling of “socialist” legislation were all measures to build
popular support, increasingly concentrated in central and eastern Washington’s
agricultural communities. While the Cold War right sought to control and curtail
welfare provision in the fifties, liberal reform groups and some surviving elements
of the New Deal era left did manage to pique public concern for long-neglected
constituencies, such as migrant and seasonal farm workers. As one keen observer
of Washington politics noted in 1950, social welfare was “one of those things
which becomes the standard for crusades in all directions.”47

It is tempting, also, to think of new beginnings, of “bridges.” Just three years
after the Washington Pension Union’s formal dissolution in 1961, a new labor-
based social welfare rights movement, fueled by President Lyndon Johnson’s
declaration of a War on Poverty, gained momentum in the state’s agricultural
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heartland. This later movement was comprised of a loose coalition of community-
based organizations (churches, community action agencies, and farm labor advo-
cacy organizations) and eventually headed by emergent Mexican American
community organizers and farm labor activists. The pension union’s work and the
political legacy left by earlier welfare and labor rights’ advocates helped pave the
way for this later movement. In the 1940s and 1950s, for example, the WPU
sought to end restrictive residency requirements barring ready access to assistance
for those in need, such as migrant farm workers. After her husband’s death in
1953, Louise Pennock and the ADC Union were among the first in the state to
publicize the poor working and living conditions of migrant farm workers and
their families. In the mid-to-late 1950s, this same campaign became the primary
focus of both state and national advocates for migrant and seasonal farm laborers.

Ironically, Cold War anticommunists’ swashbuckling attacks on the WPU in
the 1950s may have played a crucial part in reform renewal. The welfare backlash,
so vital to the right’s political project, kept social welfare issues at center stage in
state politics. The far right eventually dulled welfare politics’ radical edge, making
advocacy appear less dangerous and consequently more appealing to moderate re-
form elements (the Council of Churches, liberal professionals) that stepped in to
fill the void. New coalitions with surviving elements of the Old Left’s institutional
base, and with an alleged Communist or two, emerged in the 1950s and 1960s and
laid the groundwork for movement renewal in the mid 1960s. As a writer in the
last edition of the WPU’s Pension Builder presciently observed in 1961, “[a]n or-
ganization that served the people at the grassroots in their distress and need cannot
be buried even though legally it may cease to exist.”48
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The Lost World of United
States Labor Education

Curricula at East and West Coast 
Communist Schools, 1944–1957

�
Marvin Gettleman

As the tide of battle in World War II swung
decisively against the Axis in 1943–1944, the United States Communist Party trans-
formed and upgraded its main East and West Coast labor schools—the Jefferson
School of Social Science in New York City, and the California Labor School in San
Francisco/Oakland. These changes were responses to the tremendous increase in
war production in both cities, and the opportunity, indeed the necessity, to train
workers (many of whom, especially in California, had recently migrated from the ru-
ral South) in trade union principles and in anti-racism, so as to protect the home front
war effort. Under Earl Browder’s wartime leadership, the Communist Party at this
time took a super-patriotic ideological turn, adopting a wartime no-strike pledge, ad-
vancing the new slogan “Communism is Twentieth Century Americanism,” and
naming its Eastern and Midwestern adult schools after more or less mainstream
American heroes—the Samuel Adams School in Boston, Tom Paine in Philadelphia,
George Washington Carver in Harlem, Abraham Lincoln in Chicago, and Jefferson
in New York. On the West Coast, simple geographical names—the Pacific North-
west Labor School (in Seattle), and the California Labor School—sufficed.

Since the early 1920s the party had sponsored open, adult educational cen-
ters (often under the name Workers Schools), but the wartime schools were con-
ducted on a vastly expanded scale.1 Not only were there many more students than
had attended the earlier schools—thousands each term, at each of the dozen or so
new schools—but the curriculum was also greatly expanded. Hundreds of courses
were offered at the schools’ main centers and in outlying extension annexes.2 Dur-
ing wartime the schools’ primary (but, not only) aim was to forge in their class-
rooms and lecture halls “mass weapons, as sharp and decisive as bullets in the
struggle against fascism.”3

In the immediate postwar period the slogan “Education for Jobs and Peace,”4

(and corresponding curricular changes) prevailed. By 1946, with Roosevelt dead
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and Browder ousted from party leadership, Browder’s signature strategy—that the
Communists should aim at being respected and welcome allies of the New Deal—
was rapidly fraying. The Jefferson School catalog warned in 1946 that “Fascism is
not dead. . . . Oppression of the Negro people and anti-Semitism are increasing.
. . . Resurgent imperialism, especially American imperialism, menaces the Ameri-
can people and the forward-marching peoples of all countries.” As the threatening
Cold War clouds gathered, the Jefferson School (along with its counterparts on the
West Coast, and elsewhere) attempted “to provide the scientific understanding
necessary to solve these vital problems through individual and collective action.”5

How these educational institutions tried to do so is the subject of this essay.
One way was to open the schools to “the whole mass of the people,”6 as the

Jefferson School at first put it—later adding the qualification “. . . except known
enemies of the working class.”7 The same inclusive sentiment, phrased differently,
appeared in the California Labor School’s catalog description of entrance require-
ments, which was stated simply: “There are none.”8 The rare obstreperous anti-
communists who were identifiable by their classroom behavior could be easily
dealt with, but neither of the two major party schools (the only ones formally pros-
ecuted by the U.S. government’s Subversive Activities Control Board [SACB])
were unable to weed out secretly unfriendly students—especially those planted by
the FBI. The very openness of these schools refuted (and was clearly intended to
refute) the widespread view that Communists operated mainly by secretive and
stealthy means. As hostility to Communism rose in the late 1940’s and 1950s, the
Jefferson School announced that attendance would no longer be taken in class so
that Communist students (who had good reason to believe they would face harass-
ment if their party membership were known), and non-Communists too, would be
protected by a “veil of anonymity.”9 But this precaution did little to deter the FBI.
Hoover’s Bureau, which always took the dimmest view possible of Communism
and Communists,10 recruited (and paid) informers to attend the party schools in or-
der to collect data for the suppression that eventually came when the SACB forced
both the Jefferson School and the California Labor School to close their doors in
the mid-1950s.11

When these doors had opened a dozen years earlier, students flocked
through them and found a rich treat of curricular and extra-curricular choices of-
fered by a group of talented intellectuals in and near the Communist Party. Two
years after its establishment, the Jefferson School offered at its Sixteenth Street
“main campus”12 no less than four hundred courses in a dozen different fields!13

History and contemporary affairs comprised the largest category. Twin brothers
Jack and Philip Foner, who in 1946 offered Monday and Tuesday evening sections
of an introductory American history course, had been fired in 1941 from their
teaching jobs at the municipal colleges of New York City, as had the Jefferson
School’s director, the philosopher Howard Selsam, his assistant David Goldway,
and several other teachers and administrators. These firings were the main (and
clearly intended) results of New York State’s own rehearsal for McCarthyism—the
“Rapp-Coudert” investigation and purge of the colleges.14

The California Labor School boasted at least as distinguished a faculty,
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even if its first director, Dave Jenkins, had only an eighth-grade formal education.
The school’s education director, Holland Roberts, who earlier had been a Stan-
ford University professor of education, succeeded Jenkins in 1948.15 Most of the
teachers of economic and political subjects were Communist Party officials, like
Oleta Yates, Jules Carson and Celeste Strack, or trade union officials (mainly
from the ILWU and West Coast public workers unions). Whatever else it did, the
California Labor School was also a kind of beaux-arts academy,16 and many of its
finest teachers were in the arts, dance and theater departments. For example, the
renowned muralist Anton Refregier, who attracted many students to his art
classes at the school, offered when he was in California to do the Rincon Postal
Annex murals. The experienced and dedicated drama director Dave Sarvis helped
produce and direct many of the California Labor School’s elaborate theatrical
presentations, among them the powerful labor drama Stevedore, set on the water-
front, and a political spoof on the musical South Pacific, entitled (soon after the
establishment of the anticommunist alliance, NATO) North Atlantic.17 There was
also a vigorous literary movement (and journal, The San Francisco Writers Work-
shop) that flourished at the West Coast school, in which the future New York
Times writer Anthony Boucher and the novelist and later historian Alexander
Saxton were involved.18 West Coast psychiatrists and public health people taught
some of the most popular courses at the California Labor School. A bitter behind-
the-scenes battle flourished over these unorthodox offerings, and sometimes Jef-
ferson School personnel were brought in from the East Coast to lay down the
“correct” anti-Freudian line, but soon eclectic psychological doctrines would, at
least while Dave Jenkins was director, creep back into the curriculum.19 One of
the latter moments may have been the appearance of the young non-Communist
Erik Erikson delivering a lecture in a California Labor School course called
“Mental Hygiene Today.”20

Aside from the very different East and West Coast approaches to psychology,
there was much cooperation and intellectual cross-fertilization between the two
schools—mainly taking the form of using writings by such faculty at the New York
school as Philip S. Foner, Howard Selsam, Herbert Aptheker and Herbert Morais in
West Coast courses.21 An important history course taught under a variety of titles at
both the Jefferson School and the California Labor School and at every earlier and
later party school was in the fall of 1946 called “History and Problems of the Negro
in America.” At the West Coast school the director Dave Jenkins (who later admitted
he had been woefully under-prepared) usually taught the Negro history and related
courses—until a group of African American trade unionists from the school’s Oak-
land campus took over.22 The Jefferson School instructor in this course was the im-
measurably better-prepared Doxey A. Wilkerson, who had earlier taught at Howard
University and had served on the staff of Gunnar Myrdal’s Carnegie Corporation-
funded project that eventually produced the immensely influential study of race, An
American Dilemma (1944). Wilkerson, whose wife Yolanda also taught at the Jeffer-
son School, later became faculty and curriculum director and served on the Commu-
nist Party’s defense team in the main Smith Act case, Dennis v. U.S. In 1956,
disillusioned with the party and its intellectual rigidity, Doxey Wilkerson was given
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the thankless but highly responsible task of closing up and selling off the Jefferson
School—after which he resigned his long-time Communist Party membership.23

Another veteran and victim of New York’s Rapp-Coudert purges, George
Squier, headed the Jefferson School’s Trade Union Division, seeing to it that a
comprehensive array of courses on collective bargaining, labor journalism and his-
tory, parliamentary procedure, public speaking, strike strategy, etc., were avail-
able. This division offered many of these courses at union halls and at Jefferson
School annexes around New York City, as well as at the main campus. In addition,
on request, the school dispatched its teachers to shops and factories for lunch-hour
talks, which left-wing bosses and foremen sometimes attended along with the
workers.24 Not only did the Jefferson School serve those unions in the clothing and
light-industrial shops in the New York area that were willing to accept them (this,
of course, excluded any shop where David Dubinsky’s profoundly anticommunist
International Ladies’ Garment Workers Union—with its own internal educational
programs—held sway), it was a union shop, itself. Permanent Jefferson School
employees, all members of State, County and Municipal Workers of America Lo-
cal 555, were entitled to one-week paid vacation, sick leave, and an employee-
friendly severance procedure. Women working there were entitled to maternity
leave, with assured return to their jobs. Salary levels varied from $65 per week for
the director down to switchboard operators at $35.25

Although faculty and staff appear not to have been themselves unionized on
the West Coast, the course offerings in labor studies were far richer at the Califor-
nia Labor School—double the number at the Jefferson School in 1946. Some cov-
ered the same ground: organizing strategies, contact negotiations, and duties of
union officers and stewards.26 California Trade Union director Irwin Elber (a for-
mer organizer for the United Federal Workers union) administered a broad range
of labor educational services, which at first won begrudging support from Pacific
Coast AFL unions whose leaders were famously hostile to Communism, but who
had no comparable educational programs. Some of the older non-Communist
rank-and-file members in these unions fondly remembered the ultra-radical Indus-
trial Workers of the World (IWW), and had a measure of sympathy, or at least 
respect—perhaps derived from the legendary 1934 waterfront strikes in which
Communists played an heroic role—for Communism.27 In San Francisco/Oakland,
seventy-five AFL and CIO unions (plus the American Veterans Committee and the
NAACP) initially sponsored and helped finance the California Labor School, but
the single union that gave the most continuous and generous support was the In-
ternational Longshoremen’s and Warehousemen’s Union (ILWU), whose fiery
leader Harry Bridges personally believed that all the education a worker needed
took “place on the shop floor or the docks.” Despite this, Bridges saw to it that
substantial financial aid went regularly to the California Labor School.28 Like the
Jefferson School, but in a much different labor context, the California Labor
School also offered its services—preparing union pamphlets and newspapers,
even offering to conduct dance concerts and theatrical shows at local meetings.
Such unions as the ILWU, the Marine Cooks and Stewards, and many others ea-
gerly accepted these programs.29 The school’s active drama department sometimes
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sent theatrical troupes into dangerous strike situations in California’s Central Val-
ley to entertain and encourage agricultural workers who faced growers determined
to beat back all attempts at unionization in the fields. Often the actors had to bring
burly longshoremen along for defense against company goons.30

At these Communist schools the teaching of Marxism was deemed no less a
necessity than labor studies. In that “lost world” of pre-McCarthy radicalism,
Marxism was considered “the theory,” and other subjects in the curriculum the
praxis that would test, and possibly validate, the theory. The Jefferson School staff
offered most of its basic instruction in Marxist tenets in a course significantly ti-
tled “The Science of Society.” Inscribed in this course title was the conviction that
Marxism was the science of society, and little else (besides anthropology and psy-
chology) need be done to supplement it in the social studies curriculum, a view
that seemed to be more prevalent at the party school in New York than the one in
San Francisco/Oakland.

At the Jefferson School in 1946 no fewer than ten sections of Science of So-
ciety (a pre-requisite for advanced courses) were offered, including a Saturday
morning section for students on the night shift during the week. Sometimes a
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Figure 11.1 The California Labor School curriculum provided opportunities for local
unionists and other students to hear from both local and national figures. From right to left:
founding director David Jenkins, singer and actor Paul Robeson, playwright and screen-
writer John Howard Lawson, and San Francisco longshoremen’s union activist Revels
Cayton. Credit: Labor Archives and Research Center, San Francisco State University.



Spanish-language section (Principios de Marxismo) was added.31 The announced
educational aim was “the scientific study of social life and development.” The
enumerated topics dealt with in The Science of Society were fairly comprehen-
sive: The Origin and Nature of Capitalist Society; Imperialism: The Highest
Stage of Capitalism; The Meaning of Fascism; What is a Nation?; Capitalist
Democracy and Socialist Revolution; The Theory and Practice of Socialism; Just
and Unjust Wars; The Problem of World Security; The Role of the Working Class
and Its Organizations; The Tactics of the Class Struggle; The Materialist Concep-
tion of History.32

Probably no other course in the Jefferson School curriculum varied so much
as The Science of Society, changing each term as society itself changed, and as the
party line also shifted. In 1949, when party schools everywhere in the U.S. were
coming under government attack, several of the courses were altered. The concept
of class struggle was elevated from a subject whose tactics were explored, to “the
history of social development,” itself. “The Negro Question” was added, along
with the concept of “socialist democracy.”33 These changes reflected a waning of
enthusiasm for Truman-era liberalism in party circles (more than reciprocated in
the post-FDR White House), and a perceived need to defend the “peoples’ democ-
racies” in Soviet-dominated eastern Europe—in short, the key issues in the rapidly
oncoming Cold War era.

The Cold War and the domestic repression that accompanied it destroyed the
Communist schools in the United States and much else of the Communist move-
ment. This destruction, and the later collapse of Communism in the Soviet Union
and Eastern Europe constitutes such a fundamental historical break that only a
strenuous exercise of historical imagination can recapture the lost world of Com-
munist education. This is especially true of what might be called the traditional cul-
tural elements of the party school curricula. Some anticommunists, noting courses
like “Modern Art: Cézanne to the Present,” Beethoven’s chamber music, Shake-
speare’s plays, “The Novel and the People,” mural painting (taught at the California
Labor School by the eminent muralist Anton Refregier), and “The Mystery Story”
(taught at the Jefferson School by Dashiell Hammett),34 dismissed them as mere
“come-ons” to draw people into the subversive Communist conspiracy.35

From a less ideological, post-Cold War perspective, these cultural aspects of
the party schools’ curricula can be seen to have several other pedagogical func-
tions not dreamed of in the rarefied world of anticommunist polemics. One of
these might have been a “hidden curriculum” at the Communist schools—a
hunger among the students for literary culture and self improvement (not antithet-
ical to the announced aims of these schools, but also not quite what they hoped to
foster).

Another set of courses offered at East and West Coast schools, which could
not claim the status of high culture, seemed to be directed at the improvement of
employment and lifestyle. For example, a 1944 Jefferson School “Beauty and
Fashion Clinic: Making the Most of your Appearance,” bears some resemblance to
later dress-and-groom-for-success exhortations aimed at individual advancement,
but clearly had another audience, and another aim, in mind.
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This course will show the busy working woman how she can make herself
more attractive with the least expenditure of time and money. She will de-
velop not only a technique to meet her individual problems of appearance,
but an understanding of the factors involved in beauty and fashion. The
student will be taught how to put on make-up correctly, the best colors and
types, ingredients of cosmetics and their effect on various skin types; pro-
tection of hands and skin for the woman industrial worker; how to balance
a diet for health and beauty; how to control weight; exercises for posture
and figure improvement, how to sit, stand and walk; how to choose the
most becoming coiffures, how to care for the hair; clothes to flatter the
figure, good and bad taste in fashion, how to dress for type, figure and

job.36

Such offerings were directed at women factory and office workers who
might be union shop stewards or members of contract-negotiation committees and
who had learned that to be taken seriously by bosses, male union comrades, and
even men in the party, a certain level of dress and grooming had to be attained. But
many of the women were from immigrant families, with mothers and aunts who
were unable to advise them on American concepts of acceptable beauty and fash-
ion care. The Communist Party stepped in to remedy the situation.37

Whatever else the party schools did, they had to address problems of student
literacy, especially since difficult Marxist texts had to be taught in educational in-
stitutions tethered to such a theory-driven organization. The issues of teaching
skills, student motivation, and literacy training were not easily handled by the
Communist pedagogues at these schools. But such concerns came to their atten-
tion in a variety of ways:38 many students lacked prior schooling, and teachers
(many of whom were autodidacts, or learned scholars unused to working-class
students) sometimes neglected coherence and clarity in classroom communica-
tion. What set off alarm bells were classes where few or none of the initial students
returned for the second session. Teachers would have to be taken in hand, given
advice and coaching by Doxey Wilkerson, or Assistant Director David Goldway.
This was far more serious a matter than statistical attrition or forfeited tuition fees.
Students who lost interest in classes were in danger of being lost to the move-
ment—and building a movement was what Communism was all about.

By the time attention became focused on students with learning problems
and undeveloped study habits, the party schools were already under government
threat. Belated though they may have been, these concerns prompted at the Jeffer-
son School (and less formally at the California Labor School) creative but stillborn
pedagogical initiatives. The main point was to sever teaching from all connection
with the idea of student failure. The absence of grades in both CLS and the Jeffer-
son School facilitated acceptance of this policy, which received its most extensive
West Coast elaboration in an unpublished text by CLS Education Director Hol-
land Roberts.39 The Jefferson School produced a pedagogical pamphlet in the 
final bruising years of governmental assault and doomed fight-back. This five-
cent, sixteen-page, pocket-sized How to Study (1954),40 almost totally unknown,
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deserves the status of a minor educational classic. It sought to motivate students by
stressing that the “capitalist rulers” of the United States, out of fear of Marxism,
attempted to spread the false belief that sophisticated theories such as Marxism
were “only for the select few,” and not for working people. Therefore people who
did study Marxism on their own, or in such places as the Jefferson School, besides
gaining the satisfaction that came from mastery of a difficult subject, had the
added incentive of waging just and wholesome class struggle, and confounding the
capitalist oppressors, when they did their homework.41 Encapsulating the now
widely-accepted pedagogical notion that a student’s confidence in the ability to
learn should properly precede and sustain learning itself, How to Study, and paral-
lel ideas that developed at the California Labor School, emerged organically from
the lost world of Communist labor education. Such ideas could conceivably help
to address the present-day global crisis in education.

The Marxist provenance of their educational concepts and curricula is per-
haps what most clearly indicates that these schools represent a “lost world” of
pedagogical innovation. Many now dispatch Marxism to the dustbin of quaint 
antiquated beliefs, and attempts to understand the era of Marxist legitimacy de-
mand a considerable exercise of historical imagination. One must grasp the efforts
of dedicated pedagogues directly inspired by Marx’s celebrated “eleventh thesis”
on Feuerbach—the necessity not only of interpreting the world, but also changing
it. I call this conviction of education as action to change the world “engaged peda-
gogy.” It describes an epoch in the recent past during which teaching and learning
were conceived of as active, not passive, processes, which included such collective
action as students marching alongside teachers and school staff in May Day pa-
rades, or transmuting the mere study of “Negro history” into demonstrations and
letter-writing campaigns against segregation, lynching, and the poll tax. After
World War II the ideal of transmuting theory into action found application in mili-
tant trade union activity. This essay has attempted to show that, at least in the
United States,42 a curriculum of liberation-oriented labor education once animated
the pedagogy of Communist Party educators. These activities deserve attention be-
cause, despite their flaws, Communists took the responsibility of teaching Marx-
ism—both theory and praxis—seriously, and thus infused their educational
projects with the rare quality of passionate commitment.
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Operation Dixie, 
the Red Scare, and 

the Defeat of Southern 
Labor Organizing

�
Michael K. Honey

Historic possibilities for changing the
South seemed to exist at the end of World War II, based on new hopes for organiz-
ing southern workers. Just as the war galvanized the American economy, pulling it
out of the Depression of the 1930s, it also accelerated industrialization and urban-
ization in the South. The number of industrial workers in the region jumped from
1.6 million before the war to 2.4 million by August 1945. Growing manufacturing
and commercial centers increasingly overshadowed the traditional economy of
cotton and agricultural goods production. During the war, one-quarter of the
South’s farm population left the land for northern or southern employment in cities
and factories. The manufacturing economy began to displace cotton as “king” and
transform the face of the region.1

Many labor activists, civil rights leaders, and New Deal liberals hoped that
the corollary to economic growth would be the creation of movements to trans-
form southern society that would produce rapid advances in living standards, edu-
cation, economic security, political rights, and union organization for southern
workers. A core of activists had struggled for years to change the South from a re-
actionary bastion of local ruling elites who used anti-unionism, racism, and anti-
communism interchangeably to stay in power. By the end of the war, these
activists became very optimistic that the South would move away from farm ten-
ancy and poverty and toward greater democracy, racial justice, and economic ad-
vance. Former first lady Eleanor Roosevelt, among others, felt that “the era of the
low standard of living and low labor costs is probably rapidly drawing to an end.”2

Like most New Dealers and Progressives of the time, Mrs. Roosevelt based
her hopes on the expansion of unions. The war had to some degree thwarted anti-
union campaigns by southern employers, who had in the past flagrantly violated
federal labor laws and crushed organizing through the use of racism, red-baiting,
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and brute force. When faced with the potential loss of federal contracts, however,
many politicians and some employers tempered their rhetoric and behavior. The
War Labor Board and other federal agencies, though timidly and reluctantly, es-
tablished a floor of minimum wages, and imposed union security and minimal job
rights in southern factories with federal war contracts. This, far more than the
Wagner Act during the New Deal 1930s, gave unions new room to organize.3

Organizers had good reason to believe that they could defeat the anti-unionism
of the South’s ruling class of planters, merchants, bankers and industrialists, for
unions had reached a new level of strength at the end of the war. Aided by the War
Labor Board, the Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO) expanded its south-
ern membership from a pre-war high of 150,000 to 225,000 members. In addition,
100,000 belonged to the United Mine Workers, which became independent of the
CIO in 1942. Southern membership in the American Federation of Labor (AFL),
which claimed 1.8 million in the region, grew even faster. Nationally, unions had
reached a new high point, with some 10 million AFL and 4.5 million CIO mem-
bers comprising about 35 percent of the civilian work force. From this position of
strength, tackling the anti-union South seemed very feasible.4

Many also believed that the rapid spread of unions in the South would be the
beginning of the end of the South’s system of racial segregation. Lucy Randolph
Mason, a publicist and civil rights trouble-shooter for the CIO, thought many
southern white workers had come to accept blacks into their unions as equal part-
ners during the war. She seemed to ignore the fact that race riots in the Mississippi
shipyards and violent attacks by whites against African American soldiers during
the war pointed in quite a different direction.5 Yet the expansion of unions during
the war among both white and black workers gave southern liberals and civil
rights leaders reason to hope that white workers could accept blacks as union
members and ultimately accept them as citizens, as well. Roosevelt, W.E.B. Du
Bois, and many others saw the CIO as the most promising vehicle for making this
happen. No other interracial organization of such size existed in either the South or
the rest of the country. And even though many whites in its member unions prac-
ticed racism and discrimination on a daily basis, the CIO as an institution had fully
committed itself to integration. Based on its record of organizing and its policies
of interracialism, Mason believed, by the war’s end the CIO had already brought
“more hope for progress to Negroes than any other social institution in the South.”6

Progressives hoped that, in time, unionization and a continuing federal pres-
ence might overwhelm white opposition to black rights. They were not just engag-
ing in wishful thinking, for they had already seen some changes in the racial
system ushered in by the union movement. Under the auspices of the CIO, south-
ern workers throughout the 1930s and during the war had come together in support
of common economic demands, usually within and sometimes outside the normal
confines of segregation. The elimination of opposition to biracial unionization
among white workers already seemed well under way. African Americans, who
worked in most of the region’s industries, had already become the CIO’s strongest
supporters. Many in the CIO and the black community saw the cause of civil rights
for black people and the right of workers to organize as inseparably bound in the
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South, for both strategic and moral reasons. Without black support, unionization
could not succeed in many industries. And, after millions had died fighting a war
against fascism, the ultimate expression of racism, the necessity of fighting for the
human rights for all people seemed obvious.7

A powerful force for interracial organizing also existed within the left-wing
unions of the CIO. The trade union left had been crucial to organizing African
Americans and the South. The Communist Party had organized campaigns to save
victims of racism such as the Scottsboro defendants and made opposition to
racism central to its goal of transforming American social and economic institu-
tions. Left-wing unions such as the United Packinghouse Workers of America
(UPWA), the Food, Tobacco, Agricultural, and Allied Workers Union of America
(FTA), the International Longshoremen’s and Warehousemen’s Union (ILWU),
the United Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers (UE) and others made equal
rights a core part of their educational programs and organizing agenda. Indeed, the
packinghouse union would never have succeeded in the 1930s or survived during
the 1940s without a strong anti-racist and pro-civil rights program.8 Left-led
unions had long taken the position that fighting racism and racial division was cru-
cial to any effort to organize workers in the South.

Indeed, there is no exaggeration in Robert Zieger’s assessment that “in re-
gard to race and gender the Communist-influenced CIO affiliates stood in the van-
guard” in moving the whole CIO toward an equal rights philosophy. In the
formative years of industrial unionism, leftist unions played key roles in forging
an anti-racist consensus, which became part of what Communists called the “left-
center” coalition within the CIO. The United Mine Workers of America (UMW),
the United Auto Workers (UAW), the United Steelworkers of America (USWA),
and other major CIO unions not only accepted Communists and other leftist or-
ganizers into their ranks but also came to see interracial organizing as one of the
keys to CIO success. Although they disagreed on how far to move on issues of
racial equality, both the small and large unions and the “center” and “left” leader-
ship within the CIO at least rhetorically accepted the need for anti-discrimination
policies and for interracial organizing. Most AFL unions, by contrast, excluded or
segregated African American and other minority workers, even when paying lip
service to anti-discrimination principles.9

During the war, however, the Communist Party downplayed racial militancy
and supported the CIO’s no-strike pledge in support of maximum war production.
For their zealousness in support of the no-strike pledge and all-out efforts to max-
imize production, Communists lost some strength and credibility in the UAW and
other unions. Yet at the shop-floor level, unionists throughout the CIO often side-
stepped the no-strike position, as workers themselves enforced their demands
through quick wildcat strikes and other job actions. Rank-and-file discontent with
speed up, long hours of work, and a wage freeze eventually led to the biggest
strike wave in United States history. Neither Communists nor any other union
leaders could control worker militancy, and some did not try. Black workers too
became increasingly impatient on all fronts. In the South, leftists hoped that this
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unrest among both black and white workers could be used to forge a greater degree
of unity in action and help to break down, rather than build up, racial divisions.
They based their optimism also on continued existence of a “center-left” bloc in
CIO unions.10

The rise of a center-left bloc in the unions had its corollary in the rise of a
people’s movement in the South before and during the war. It too revolved to a
significant degree around the issue of equal rights for all, including African Amer-
icans and women. Before the war, liberals, civil-rights advocates and unionists had
joined forces in the Southern Conference for Human Welfare (SCHW). During the
war, the “popular front” of labor and liberal organizations and activists spread, and
it continued to grow in the immediate postwar period. The National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) expanded dramatically all over
the South and among black workers in northern factory towns like Detroit. Even in
a citadel of white supremacy such as South Carolina, NAACP membership
jumped from 800 in 1939 to over 14,000 by 1948. The NAACP became a central
partner to the CIO in all its campaigns for equal rights after the war.11

The interracial and liberal Southern Conference also remained an important
partner in efforts to organize workers and to implement dreams of human equality.
The SCHW had its most rapid expansion in 1945–1946, growing to 10,000 mem-
bers, and with a budget of $200,000. Its program mirrored the CIO’s. In coalition
with the CIO’s Political Action Committee, the SCHW mapped a postwar strategy
to bring organized workers, the African American community, and liberals into a
majority coalition. This coalition, it hoped, would eliminate the poll tax and other-
wise enfranchise blacks and poor whites. Through an alliance of working-class,
farming, and middle-class voters, the SCHW hoped to remove elected Southern
reactionaries who held back developments in the South and blocked progressive
legislation in Congress. The SCHW further anticipated that these changes would
open the way to reconstruct the educational, political, and economic systems that
had been imposed on the South by an oligarchy of elites since the era of Recon-
struction. The election of more liberal elements in 1944 and the South’s under-
ground traditions of Populism and agrarian socialism provided some tangible
signs of hope for a people’s movement to transform the region12

The success of Highlander Folk School in Tennessee also suggested growing
possibilities for an alliance of white and black, both as workers and as citizens.
Highlander had experienced a doubling of the number of workers in its courses in
the last year of the war and had trained thousands of CIO members in trade-union
philosophy and action. After the war, Highlander held its programs on an interracial
basis and continued to expand as a labor school. The Southern Conference, High-
lander, the NAACP, and the CIO enjoyed a solid partnership in 1946. These orga-
nizations moved toward ever more open resistance to segregation at the end of the
war. Allan S. Haywood, director of organization for the CIO, indicated as much at
the closing session of Highlander’s CIO summer school in 1945, declaring, “we
must stamp out all forms of discrimination,” for “only with a unified movement
based on equal rights” could labor’s attempt to organize the South succeed.13
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An important aspect of the coalition and the CIO’s developing unity around
equal rights issues at the end of the war had to do with a muting of anticommu-
nism. The CIO and its partner organizations mostly followed a “don’t ask, don’t
tell” policy and allowed Communists and Socialists to function freely. The CIO re-
peatedly defended Highlander and the Southern Conference from continual at-
tacks in the media and by elected officials who called them “Communist” because
of their support for labor rights and interracialism. Wartime unity between the
United States and the Soviet Union had diluted the “Communist” charge. As one
white worker from Georgia at Highlander’s 1945 session commented, “we used to
fall for this red baiting stuff, but now we know what it’s used for.” Many unionists
had come to see anticommunism as not just an attack on members of the Commu-
nist Party, but as a device to attack all liberals and radicals and divide the labor
movement.14

A significant coalition of union supporters envisioned a movement to over-
turn the old order in the South, and they had built the institutions and the unity 
that could make it happen. Their hopes seemed to match the realities of southern
working-class consciousness to a significant degree. Returning enlisted men ex-
pected better wages and working conditions and improved standards of living. In
Athens, Tennessee, the GI Non-Partisan League ran a slate of candidates in the fall
of 1946 to oust a corrupt city machine that was allied with political boss Edward
H. Crump in Memphis. After a six-hour gun battle over impoundment of the city’s
election ballots by the authorities, white GI’s nearly lynched the sheriff and his
men for shooting a black supporter of the GI ticket in the back. Black veterans also
expressed heightened expectations for change, and often fought back militantly
against Jim Crow. In Columbia, Tennessee, they armed themselves to resist an on-
slaught of violence by police, state troopers and white vigilantes in February
1946.15

Activist white and black veterans both figured heavily in the CIO’s plans to
organize the South. More than whites, however, black workers were primed for
change. In factories, black war veterans like Matthew Davis in Memphis carried
themselves with pride and refused to shuffle or grin at the indignities of segrega-
tion. A basic shift in rights consciousness had occurred not only among black war
veterans, but also among people who had spent the war years struggling for better
conditions in factories and other work places throughout the South. Aided by the
War Labor Board and other federal agencies, African American workers became
highly conscious of the opportunities that existed to organize at the work place and
to confront the many indignities that Jim Crow heaped upon them outside of work.
Leftist unions and civil rights advocates within the CIO particularly understood
this dynamic and tried to use it to spread union organization wherever possible.16

Despite signs of change, however, major obstacles confronted southern
unionists. The CIO had already organized many of the southern facilities of major
national corporations that were under union contract in the North, but organizing
the next tier of industries promised to be very tough. The largest percentage of the
industries yet to be organized were locally-owned enterprises in competition with
each other. These low-wage industries included textiles and woodworking, plus
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producers of food and agricultural goods. Employers in such low-wage bastions
could be expected to go all out to defeat unionization. Since the days of slavery,
southern businessmen had believed that low labor costs provided their main ad-
vantage, compared to the North. Southern unionists knew that such employers
would fight viciously when they faced unionization.17

Maintaining the South’s elaborate racial system had everything to do with
keeping wages low. Many southern employers relied heavily on black labor. The
racial caste system had deprived black workers of basic civil and political rights,
making it difficult for them to demand improvements. It also separated white and
black workers into superior and subordinate in nearly every aspect of their lives
and work. Racial divide-and-rule by southern legislatures, courts, the police, the
news media, and the churches kept unions and working-class political activity
weak. Southern congressmen during the New Deal had excluded agricultural em-
ployees and domestic workers, the vast majority of them black southerners, from
Wagner Act coverage. Employers excluded blacks from textile production jobs but
threatened to introduce them, should white workers ever demand too much or go
on strike. Even though World War II created a higher-wage industrial sector that
some chambers of commerce appreciated, most business people still thought keep-
ing wages low and blacks subordinate and unorganized remained the keys to get-
ting industries to move to the South. In the postwar years most employers did
everything possible to enforce the color line and to keep unions out.18

At the war’s end, a stone wall of opposition to unions made it very difficult
for the CIO to reach beyond the core of southern work places they had already or-
ganized. Exceptional dedication and innovative long-term strategies at the work
place and in the community were required for any further organizing to succeed.
But many CIO leaders had a different model in mind. “Flying squadrons,” dra-
matic confrontations, and quick victories during the sit-down strikes and organiz-
ing drives of the 1930s misled many CIO leaders into thinking they could move
quickly in the South. According to historian Barbara Griffith, “the idea of targeting
the most powerful corporations,” defeating them, and then getting other compa-
nies to fall in line “became a cornerstone of CIO belief.” Such a strategy required
a sympathetic government and labor law and an aroused and liberal electorate.
Such a strategy would not work in the South. As Highlander’s Myles Horton later
pointed out, organizing indigenous southern industries required long campaigns,
worker education, grass-roots activities in the trenches of company towns and ur-
ban centers, and infinite patience.19

It also required a deep commitment to struggling for black civil rights.
Blacks predominated or held a large share of jobs in most of the unorganized sec-
tors, except for textiles. To organize them would require breaking down the racism
of white workers and resisting the paternalistic ideology and racism of owners. It
would require labor educational campaigns to change the southern white workers’
self image in order to open up the possibility of joining with an interracial CIO.
Successful organizing would require fighting for the rights of African Americans
to function as citizens, with the right to speak, associate, and organize together and
with whites. It also meant changing the whole of southern society, as the Southern
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Conference envisioned. To get political power out of the hands of the southern 
oligarchy of business people and landed elites meant campaigns to defeat anti-
democratic measures such as the poll tax and literacy laws, and gaining voting
rights for blacks as well as poor whites.20 Although CIO organizers spoke optimisti-
cally of organizing the South, most of them were not prepared actually to do it.

In early 1946 the CIO announced Operation Dixie, a million-dollar campaign
to hire two hundred people to organize the region. It was the single-largest labor or-
ganizing drive ever undertaken in the South. In its postwar optimism, the CIO hoped
that the drive would bring civil rights as well as labor rights to the South, that white
workers as well as blacks would join the drive, that the CIO itself would be united
and maintain a strong united front with progressive organizations, and that the fed-
eral government and labor laws would provide a sympathetic and supportive frame-
work for southern organizing. All these assumptions were very quickly dashed on
the hard rocks of the red scare, segregationist upsurge, and the Cold War.21

The CIO’s first reports on the drive seemed to show great success. In the
summer of 1946, the CIO reported ten new locals affiliating per week, and twenty
affiliating per week by September; it reported enrolling 280,000 new members at
the end of the first year of the campaign, and 400,000 new members by the end of
the first year and a half. Tennessee led the way, with 70,000 to 85,000 new mem-
bers by February 1947. Some 22,000 new members were reported in North Car-
olina, 15,000 in Alabama, 14,500 in Texas, and 7,000 in Virginia. Some of these
figures were inflated, and by late 1947 the overall estimate of new members lev-
eled out at 280,000. The CIO also made important breakthroughs in Arkansas,
where membership doubled. In Mississippi the CIO took the important Masonite
plant away from the AFL because of strong support from black workers.22

One definite area of advance emerged from the organizing of the left-wing
Food, Tobacco and Agricultural (FTA) workers’ union. The FTA expanded the
CIO’s organizing among the poorest and most neglected Southern workers,
namely the tobacco and cotton-press workers of the Carolinas, west Tennessee,
and Arkansas. In the second year of Operation Dixie the FTA won 111 elections
covering 15,000 workers in the South, second only to the International Wood-
workers of America (IWA) in the number of organizing victories in the early
months of the Southern campaign. Both unions mainly organized black workers,
who continued to demonstrate much stronger support for the CIO than whites. In
addition to such organizational advances, CIO voters contributed to the election of
southern liberals to statewide offices, including Estes Kefauver in Tennessee, Jim
Folsom in Alabama, and Frank Porter Graham in North Carolina.23

Although the organizing drive had impressive beginnings, union statistics
were sometimes misleading. Many workers who signed cards for a union, or even
voted for one, never enjoyed the benefits of unionization due to obstructionist ac-
tions taken by their employers. Some union estimates were gross exaggerations. In
some cases, the number of workers organized still represented a pittance. Only
about 4 percent of textile workers belonged to unions, compared to hundreds of
thousands of still-unorganized workers, for example. In fact, more textile workers
voted against unions than for them during Operation Dixie.24
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Yet the CIO’s initiative proved credible enough to spur the AFL to undertake
its own southern drive. As it had done all along, the AFL reacted to industrial or-
ganizing by attacking fellow unionists in the CIO. The AFL stressed cooperation
between employers and unions as an alternative to supposed CIO policies of con-
frontation. It also appealed to workers and employers as a safe alternative to the
“Communist”-dominated CIO. At its conference opening the organizing drive,
AFL southern director George Googe told delegates the CIO consisted of “politi-
cal manipulators, who wish to undermine our present American form of govern-
ment as well as life.” AFL secretary-treasurer George Meany called Operation
Dixie the “CIO-Communist drive in the South.”25

Interestingly, the AFL itself focused heavily on organizing African Ameri-
cans. Some 450,000 of the AFL’s 650,000 black members in 1946 were southern-
ers, many of them in longshore work and in laboring occupations within the
building trades. The AFL unions in the South actually had more black members
(450,000) than did the CIO (200,000). But the CIO, as an organization primarily
focusing on non-craft workers, threatened to take many of these workers away. Its
victory at Masonite in Laurel spurred the AFL to hire black organizers and to ap-
peal openly to black workers.26 The AFL attacked CIO unions with high-ranking
blacks as being Communist-led, but red-baiting by the AFL and by employers did
not seem to frighten many blacks away from CIO unions. Indeed, Leroy Boyd in
Memphis felt he and other blacks were more likely to believe a union might stand
up for them when whites attacked it as being led by Communists. “Among Ne-
groes, they didn’t pay any attention” to Communist baiting, Boyd recalled, “be-
cause they knew how white men felt about another white man speaking up for the
Negro. He was just branded a Communist.” For the same reason, however, red-
baiting did cause many Southern white workers to turn away; for them, as for
blacks, “Communist” usually meant integrationist. Such white workers often fa-
vored the AFL, if they favored a union at all, because they saw it as a white su-
premacist organization.27

Despite the AFL’s appeals for inter-class collaboration, employers fre-
quently attacked AFL as well as CIO organizers with anti-union propaganda, ar-
rests, and vigilante violence. The AFL claimed a half-million new members in the
South, yet it seems that the AFL gained far fewer new members than hoped for or
claimed. The AFL scuttled its southern campaign after little more than a year and
increasingly resorted to raids on existing CIO unions to gain new members. But
since the AFL still had a significant number of black members and a range of
racial practices, the CIO still had to prove itself as an effective organization, to
blacks as well as whites.28

Not surprisingly, the CIO ran into even more opposition than the AFL. In-
deed, the external forces against unionization proved overwhelming. Although the
Operation Dixie drive began when labor organizations and a revived postwar New
Deal coalition seemed to be at their height, within months the Cold War had begun
in earnest and it soon wrecked whatever chances had existed for changing the
South. The Democratic Party dumped labor-supporter Henry Wallace in favor of
the more conservative Harry Truman as vice-president in 1944. More significantly,
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Republicans took over both the House and the Senate in the nation’s Congress dur-
ing the 1946 election. The turn to the right in American politics virtually destroyed
federal support for southern labor organizing. Indeed, this was one of the major
objectives of business and political leaders in the Republican Party. The news me-
dia, the Republican party, the Chamber of Commerce and the National Associa-
tion of Manufacturers barraged the public with anti-unionism and anticommunism
in response to a national strike wave in 1946, leading to the Republican victories
in the fall elections. As Robert Zieger points out, the CIO had gained much of its
success due to a supportive or at least sympathetic president and Congress during
the New Deal and World War II, but conditions now changed dramatically.29

As Republicans and, increasingly, Democrats began to shift the politics of
the nation to the right, supporters of the old order in the South emphasized not
simply their support for racial segregation, but the threat to the nation of “Com-
munist” labor and civil rights organizing. In the aftermath of Nazism, pounding on
the racial issue by itself would not necessarily gain Southern leaders allies at the
national level, but it quickly became apparent that pounding on the “Communist”
issue might. Southern Democrats had joined with Republicans in Congress to es-
tablish a permanent House Un-American Activities Committee in 1945, and
HUAC and employer organizations unleashed an aggressive propaganda barrage
to convince public opinion that the CIO, Highlander, and the Southern Conference
were all subversive.30

Both on a national level and in the South, the intensifying red-baiting aimed
at dividing the labor movement internally and isolating the CIO from both its allies
and the general public. Journalist Stetson Kennedy documented in great detail the
collaboration of employers, various elements of the right wing, and segregationists
in circulating racist and anti-union propaganda in the South. The Southern States
Industrial Council distributed its Militant Truth newspaper in a special “labor edi-
tion” of 100,000 copies. This publication not only harped on the subversion ques-
tion, but also raised the specter of “black domination” in the South, with one of its
leaflets attacking fair employment proceedings under the heading “Shall We Be
Ruled By Whites or Blacks?” Harding College in Arkansas planned in 1946 to
spend $450,000 to spread anti-labor literature, and over the years it developed a
National Education Program taught anticommunist propaganda at military bases
across the South. Texas lumber and oil barons funded Christian America, probably
the most well-endowed anti-union organization in the South, which helped to
launch anticommunist crusaders like Billy James Hargis, Robert Welch of the
John Birch Society, and former general Edwin A. Walker.31

Throughout the region, labor organizing touched off a mean and ugly war, as
Southern businessmen, landed elites, and politicians mobilized to save the “south-
ern way of life” of segregation and low wages. Labor’s use of the picket line,
marches, boycotts, and the joining of white and black workers as allies all seemed
akin to revolution to many white southern leaders. The CIO’s plans to end the poll
tax and remove reactionary Southern political leaders in order to pass national
health care and other social legislation seemed equally revolutionary. With racist
and anti-union propaganda circulating in the millions and filtering through the
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Southern news media, state legislatures and city councils passed a raft of anti-
union ordinances, requiring organizers to have a “license,” outlawing picketing, or
implementing “right to work” laws that banned the union shop.32

The effects of the anti-union barrage could be brutal. In Arkansas, when an
anti-union militant killed a black member of the FTA who was on picket duty, the
state exonerated the attackers but sentenced the other picketers to the penitentiary
for violating the state’s “anti-violence” law. The re-emergence of the Ku Klux
Klan galvanized the anti-union campaign. In 1946, KKK members beat and mur-
dered black workers in Georgia, openly burned crosses in Chattanooga and South
Carolina, and ran a candidate for Congress in Birmingham.33 Thugs beat up white
organizer John Riffe in Columbia, South Carolina. A non-union employee shot to
death Lowell Simmons, a textile union organizer, in Bemis, Tennessee.34 In Tifton,
Georgia, twenty-nine workers found themselves fired from their jobs and black-
listed everywhere in town for their organizing activities.35 This war against the
right to organize forced workers to soberly calculate their chances for survival be-
fore joining a union. And racial apartheid impeded every step of the organizing
process in many workplaces, from shaking hands to leafleting plant gates.

The labor movement, particularly in the South, had always confronted re-
pression, racism, and red-baiting. However, as the Cold War accelerated in 1947
and 1948, the CIO confronted the most hostile opposition it had faced since the
bloody 1930s. Well-funded attacks on the right of labor to organize and terrorism
against blacks and unionists escalated even further after passage of the Taft-Hartley
law in the summer of 1947. The new law allowed states to ban the union shop,
made secondary boycotts and picketing illegal, required union leaders to sign an
anticommunist oath, allowed greater government intervention against strikes, and
limited union political contributions. Within a year of Taft-Hartley’s passage, seven
of the thirteen Southern states had passed “right to work” laws.

As they lost federal support for the right to organize, unionists experienced
defeat after defeat. A five-month campaign to bring the east Tennessee textile in-
dustry into the CIO stalled because the CIO’s textile union had not filed anticom-
munist affidavits with the National Labor Relations Board, which therefore would
not place it on the ballot in elections to determine whether it could represent the
workers. Here, in the most heavily industrial portion of the state, as in many other
instances, the Taft-Hartley’s new provisions virtually destroyed CIO organizing.
In Nashville the CIO’s steelworkers union likewise lost a plant because the union
had not filed anticommunist affidavits with the NLRB, and similar cases appeared
across the South. The CIO as a whole at first resisted this provision of the law, but
when unions finally did comply, they faced other bureaucratic barriers erected by
the law’s reorganization of NLRB procedures. By 1949 the NLRB had such a mas-
sive backlog of cases that the certification process took a year or more, ruining nu-
merous organizing efforts. Organizers began to give way to lawyers, for only they
could follow the intricacies of the new law.36

Taft-Hartley encouraged state anti-labor legislation, hamstrung the union
election procedure, and emasculated federal protections for organizing. It also un-
dercut much of the CIO’s relationship with friends in the federal government. Its
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allies in the Democratic Party began moving to the right, as demagogic anti-
communists began to take control of Congress and the media. In the South, the ac-
celerating anticommunist rhetoric had the effect of cloaking segregationist and
anti-union appeals with a new degree of patriotic respectability. Backed by the ac-
cusations of HUAC, Southern Congressmen, and the news media, segregationists
could argue more convincingly than ever before that groups organizing for labor
and civil rights were subversive and that persecuting them furthered American in-
terests in the Cold War with the Soviet Union. Anticommunism and Cold War pa-
triotism in effect gave segregation a new lease on life.37

The CIO had always faced fierce repression and combined attacks of racism
and anticommunism in the South, but the CIO unions had maintained a semblance
of internal unity. Now external pressures coincided with a demoralizing internal
battle to sap the energies of unionists. Because of the actions of many CIO union-
ists themselves, Operation Dixie left an embarrassing record of failure and an ugly
legacy of internal persecution that AFL-CIO leaders later tried to forget. As histo-
rian Numan Bartley summarized its results, “the organizing drive that some hoped
would rally southern reformers resulted instead in the disaggregation and ultimate
decimation of liberalism in the region.”38 If anything, Operation Dixie taught a po-
tent lesson in how not to organize, showing how internal divisions within the labor
movement could undermine all efforts to confront its more powerful foes in Amer-
ican corporations.

The Operation Dixie organizing campaign reflected political and racial divi-
sions from its inception. Van Bittner, the Southern Organizing Committee (SOC)
director, was an adamant anticommunist who virtually excluded left-wing and
African American activists from Operation Dixie. In so doing, he removed from
the campaign the people most committed to the principle of black-white unity and
most willing to put their lives on the line in organizing situations. Bittner believed
that hiring conservative white male organizers from the South could belie the im-
age of the CIO as a radical outsider. He regularly issued directives that organizers
should not broach broader issues of politics and fair employment practices, the
very issues that animated the postwar Progressive coalition and that could attract
African American support. Bittner told SOC organizers to cut all ties to the CIO’s
own Political Action Committees, in which Communists played a strong role, in
order to avoid political issues and appeal to workers on strictly economic
grounds—wages, hours, working conditions. “We are not mentioning the color of
people,” he said, and even stated there was “no Negro problem in the South.”
Hence, when organizers in the FTA, the Mine-Mill, and other leftists tried to ad-
vance civil rights issues, the SOC charged them with subverting the campaign. In
Memphis, for example, CIO leaders pushed leftists out of SOC activities for sup-
porting the work of the National Negro Congress.39

In an effort to remove the taint of association with interracialism and radi-
calism, the CIO also practically severed its links to its left-liberal supporters in the
South. In line with the trend established at the CIO Convention in 1946, which
passed a resolution strongly censuring the Communist Party, Bittner openly at-
tacked the Southern Conference, which he claimed was “living off the CIO.” Due
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primarily to the red scare, the CIO Executive Board removed the conference from
its list of approved organizations. With CIO funding and political support gone,
the conference quickly went into decline. The CIO still supported the NAACP, but
that organization also began censuring and expelling its own leftists. Under the
pressure of segregation’s counter-offensive and burgeoning red-baiting, the SOC
detached the CIO from what few allies it had, namely those people who belonged
to the Progressive movement in the South. In so doing, it alienated and marginal-
ized potential African American recruits, as well as cut off much-needed support
by labor radicals and southern Progressives.40

Bittner hoped that portraying the CIO as a non-racial, non-liberal organiza-
tion would lessen attacks against it and win over white workers. Racial issues
could not be avoided, however, as civil rights supporters in the larger society
fought to enact fair employment laws at the state and federal levels, to desegregate
the armed forces, colleges, and schools, and to attain voting rights for blacks in the
postwar period. Defenders of the status quo such as Strom Thurmond and the
State’s Rights (Dixiecrat) Party, the KKK, and later the White Citizens Councils
would all fan the flames of white worker reaction against civil rights advances.
Under these circumstances, neither the CIO nor anyone else could prevent intensi-
fied racial conflict, and no simple strategy for organizing black and white workers,
together or apart, could be relied upon. But clearly some method had to be found
for bringing both blacks and whites into the unions on a working basis, and Bittner
and the SOC did not seem to have one.41

Lacking a clear strategy and perspective on how to deal with the problem of
racism, Operation Dixie leaders did not prepare for the long-term and difficult
process required to organize in southern communities. They thought they would
crack the non-union South primarily by organizing the massive textile industry.
The largest number of southerners worked in textiles, and CIO leaders sought to
do as the CIO in the North had in the 1930s, when the Steel Workers and the Auto
Workers unions won campaigns at some of the largest companies and thereby
caused smaller employers (sometimes after much resistance, to be certain) to fall
into line eventually. But this strategy did not work in southern textiles, for a num-
ber of reasons.

Whites overwhelmingly dominated textiles, with only a few blacks em-
ployed as janitors and in other non-operative positions. They proved especially re-
sistant to organizing in the postwar period, though not because “lint heads” had no
class-consciousness, as employers said. In fact, southern textile workers had led
one of the most militant industry-wide strikes in American history in 1934. Em-
ployers and the state together blacklisted, jailed, and even killed them in the
streets, and as a result of their defeat, those textile workers who still had jobs
sought desperately to hold onto their precarious niche. Many of them left as soon
as better jobs opened during World War II. According to historian Timothy
Minchin, most of the white workers who remained during the postwar period felt
they had improved their lot and at this point were not willing to risk their jobs by
joining a union. Furthermore, in this bastion of white industrial employment, few
white workers could envision themselves as part of the interracial labor movement
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of the CIO. Employers played heavily upon white workers’ fears that they might
lose their jobs to blacks, and the SOC organizing drives at major mills were com-
plete disasters. For example, twenty Cannon plants employing 24,000 workers
around Kannapolis, North Carolina, provided juicy targets for organizing; but
most white workers would not join, and some even threatened organizers and
chased them away.42

By focusing on textiles at the onset of Operation Dixie, the SOC put its re-
sources into a losing battle. They might instead have focused more resources on
organizing in woodworking, furniture factories, food processing, and other indus-
tries where blacks made up a significant portion of the work force. These indus-
tries required hard, long-term, and expensive organizing in a variety of shops
whose numbers, in most cases, paled by comparison to the massive numbers of
workers that could be found in some of the largest textile plants. Nonetheless, CIO
interracialism attracted black workers, who became the strongest supporters of
unionization. And, as leftist FTA organizers Ed McCrea in Memphis and Karl
Korstad in Winston-Salem, North Carolina, observed, even in a majority-black
work force sometimes unions could attract enough whites to build effective multi-
racial unions with a significant degree of power on the shop floor.43

The left-led FTA’s organizing campaigns in the Memphis food industry and
in North Carolina’s tobacco industry did just that; FTA organized a nucleus of
shops during the war and created the most dynamic postwar movement in the CIO.
In Memphis, FTA Local 19 had a black president and an energetic shop steward
system that led the expansion of the city’s CIO membership; the FTA also doubled
its membership in Mississippi Delta food and cotton processing plants between
1944 and the fall of 1946. In eastern North Carolina, the FTA signed up workers in
sixty-six tobacco-leaf houses and gained 8,000 members, based on civil rights
unionism and strong black leadership. These activities were not all tied to Opera-
tion Dixie, but the FTA demonstrated that strong black participation and the ac-
quiescence or participation of a smaller number of whites could bring success in
low-wage industries. In the furniture industry, black organizer Leroy Clark re-
called, exciting organizing occurred during Operation Dixie precisely because the
United Furniture Workers Union (UFWA) had dared to organize black and white
workers together. This entailed risks to organizers, who sometimes had to meet
with workers at night in the fields, but UFWA organizing produced results. Indeed,
based largely on initiatives by labor’s left, at the end of 1946 the CIO claimed to
have lost only 54 of 288 labor elections across the South, and the FTA claimed
15,000 new workers and 111 election wins in Operation Dixie’s first two years.44

Women, not coincidentally, made up 50 percent of the new union members
during Operation Dixie. Women in large numbers had moved into industry during
the war, and many of them—especially black women—continued to work after the
war, even if forced into lower-paying employment when soldiers returned home.
As Robert Korstad documents, both during and after the war black women pro-
vided a potent organizing force in low-wage industries. The FTA’s Moranda Smith
became the first black woman to hold a regional leadership post within the CIO,
and black women played a key role in creating the FTA’s dynamic Local 22. Not
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only in the tobacco industry, but also in woodworking, textile, and various service
industries, women workers potentially provided a new base, if unions applied a
suitable strategy of community and rights-based organizing.45

And, as historian William Jones shows, success in organizing black workers
was not just limited to left-led unions. With few known leftists among them, black
workers in the IWA fueled a series of successful organizing drives among wood-
workers in eastern North Carolina, in a period when most CIO unions had begun
to flounder. They picked up strong support in the black community and among
rank-and-file workers. Typically, employers refused to bargain even after the
workers voted for the IWA, forcing its members in Elizabethtown to strike one of
the major employers in the region. Despite arrests, beatings, evictions from com-
pany housing, and anti-union propaganda in the local media, workers persisted in
their strike and forced the employer to bargain. Black workers, Jones notes, also
forced the CIO’s Operation Dixie leaders in that state to realize that civil rights
unionism could be far more effective than the SOC’s “race neutral” approach to
organizing, which spoke only about wages and conditions and avoided the very is-
sues of dignity and social welfare that most concerned black workers.46
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Figure 12.1 During the war, CIO unions organized the black workers at Nickey Brothers
hardwood flooring company and in many other low wage shops. “Red” William Davis of
the National Maritime Union, the Communist Party district organizer, set up picket lines of
white NMU members to support blacks during a 1946 strike at Nickey Brothers, but soon
the CIO expelled Davis and others leading interracial activities. Credit: Photo courtesy of
Ed McCrea.



These examples suggested alternatives to the Southern Organizing Commit-
tee’s centralized structure, its focus on white workers, and its emphasis on eco-
nomic gains only, instead of a larger vision relating unionization to broader black
community demands for equal treatment and dignity. But anticommunism and
racism, and perhaps a bureaucratic mind-set, cut short consideration of such ex-
periments in the South. “The privileging of textiles, the marginalization of the left,
and the relegation of blacks to a subsidiary role shaped every aspect of the cam-
paign,” as Zieger summarized the CIO’s southern strategy.47 Faced with an incred-
ible external climate of reaction built up by the Republican Party, the media and
corporate leaders in the late 1940s, the CIO’s internal climate of conservatism also
crippled organizing. Moreover, after passage of the Taft-Hartley Act in 1947, the
CIO moved into an even more depressing chapter of its history in which it de-
stroyed many of the organizers and the unions that fought hardest for black civil
rights and interracial unionism. This Cold War within the CIO defeated the cre-
ation of a labor movement culture of organizing for years to come.

Operation Dixie simply codified what numerous CIO regional directors in
the South (all of them white males) had long sought to do: to marginalize leftists
and interracial activities in the industrial unions. For example, although he was a
liberal, CIO regional director Paul Christopher purposefully gave control of the
Memphis Industrial Union Council and the CIO’s Operation Dixie activities to the
racially conservative W.A. “Red” Copeland in order to marginalize the left.
Copeland and his friends from the American Newspaper Guild sought to put an in-
delible stamp of anticommunism and racial conservatism on the Memphis CIO.
Pete Swim of the Guild became Operation Dixie’s public relations director, and
later went to work in Southeast Asia to support the U.S. State Department’s anti-
communist program in Vietnam and elsewhere. Copeland, Swim, people like Earl
Crowder of the Steel Workers, and other CIO union appointees mobilized the local
CIO against “Communist” policies of civil rights, interracialism, and United
States detente with the Soviet Union associated with the FTA and other left-led
unions. Copeland, typical of a number of the CIO’s Operation Dixie leaders, did
not associate with blacks and refused to allow blacks or women prominent roles
either as organizers or workers in CIO offices. According to Myles Horton at
Highlander, SOC leaders thought union organizing consisted mainly of getting
workers to sign union cards, pay dues, and support collective bargaining. They did
not particularly support rank-and-file participation and control, a strong shop
steward system, or contestation over social issues, the very things that leftists such
as Horton thought made unions worth having.48

In 1948 conflict between local and national CIO leaders and CIO leftists at
all levels came to a head during the presidential elections. The CIO had at first 
opposed the illiberal (in comparison to Franklin Roosevelt or his former Vice-
President Henry Wallace) Harry Truman in his bid for re-election, but it eventually
swung to his support. Under pressure from the Democratic Party left, Truman ulti-
mately adopted a civil rights plank and defied a backlash from Strom Thurmond,
Boss Crump, and other southern Democrats who walked out of the Democratic
convention to form the Dixiecrat party. Remnants of the Southern Conference,
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along with activists from the Mine-Mill, the FTA, and some of the other Commu-
nist and left-led unions, however, did not accept Truman, who had already initiated
an aggressive Cold War foreign policy. Instead, they endorsed Henry Wallace as a
third-party candidate calling for a renewed New Deal and detente with the Soviet
Union. Against the wishes of the national CIO, the heads of various left unions en-
dorsed Wallace and urged people to work for his election. In the South, New Deal
liberals and leftist unionists organized a Southern speaking tour for Wallace’s Pro-
gressive Party ticket. They also ran black candidates for Congress and other
elected offices. Wallace had an interracial entourage, including singer-actor Paul
Robeson, and refused to abide by segregated seating or other conventions of white
supremacy. Some of the most daring interracial and civil rights organizing of the
era occurred during this campaign, despite terrifying mob attacks against Wallace
and his entourage in North Carolina, Alabama, and elsewhere in the South.49

After the Wallace campaign the CIO severed its remaining connections with
progressive interracial allies in the South, who now organized into the Southern
Conference Educational Fund (SCEF). White Southern CIO representatives ig-
nored SCEF and increasingly pressed for Highlander to adopt an exclusionary
anticommunist policy. Its director, Myles Horton, resented this political intrusion,
which went against the basic purpose of the school to serve unionists and commu-
nity activists of all persuasions. He believed that this demand actually reflected
growing anger by some white CIO leaders at the increasing use of Highlander’s fa-
cilities by black workers and its policy of holding meetings on an integrated ba-
sis.50 The national CIO likewise pressured Highlander to establish a policy of
political orthodoxy, asking it to specifically exclude the Mine-Mill. That union had
long been a participant at Highlander and brought the most integrated delegations
to the school. The CIO also asked Highlander to place an anticommunist provision
in its statement of principles. Horton refused to do either thing. In July 1949, the
CIO told Highlander that no Southern school would be held that year, and, as seg-
regationist accusations of “Communism” against Highlander accelerated, the
school’s formal relations with the CIO came virtually to a halt. As Highlander
went on to help build the foundations for the civil rights movement without AFL
or CIO support, the State of Tennessee repeatedly tried, unsuccessfully, to destroy
it.51

With the active involvement of Operation Dixie director Van Bittner, the
CIO now began to destroy its own member unions. The 1948 and 1949 CIO con-
ventions proscribed the unions whose programs were supposedly directed toward
achievement of the Communist Party program. CIO President Philip Murray in
1948 scourged Communist union leaders as “degraded thinkers, dry rot leaders,
afflictions on mankind,” and by 1949 labeled them “sulking cowards, apostles of
hate.” In places like Memphis, conservative white males in the CIO leadership es-
pecially appreciated this attack on the left, which had been all too insistent on
racial equality. Communist labor organizers Ed McCrea in the FTA and Red Davis
in the National Maritime Union (NMU) had built the CIO from the ground up in
Memphis, bringing poor whites and blacks together on the waterfront and in the
cotton processing mills. Now the Memphis Labor Council expelled them after
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they insisted on desegregating the CIO hall, claiming that their fight for desegre-
gation was merely a Communist ploy. At the local level throughout the South, the
right wing of the labor movement took over by pandering to anticommunism, and
often to racism as well. Frightened centrists, people such as Richard Routon of the
Rubber Workers union in Memphis, who had gone to Highlander and had long
worked with Communists in the CIO, went silent, rather than make themselves
targets for red-baiting.52

Historian Philip Foner accurately concluded that the CIO leadership ulti-
mately “devoted more attention after 1948 to destroying unions than to organizing
the South.” The CIO expelled eleven of its unions with close to one million mem-
bers, including the Mine-Mill and the FTA, both mainstays of interracial southern
organizing since the 1930s. Both of these pioneer unions were destroyed, and so
were others. Some left-led unions with strong anti-racist programs managed to
stay in the CIO, most notably the United Packinghouse Workers Union, which
used its model anti-racist programs as moral pressure to stop CIO leaders from
purging them, and the Furniture Workers Union and the NMU, both of which
eliminated Communist leaders and organizers. The CIO now deemed pioneers
who had built the CIO “unfit to associate with decent men and women in free dem-
ocratic trade unions,” if they were Communists or thought to be Communists, and
discarded a number of the unions they had helped to create.53

In pursuing the purge, the CIO completely ignored due process rights and
First Amendment guarantees of freedom of thought and freedom of speech. They
ignored rights of member unions to make their own decisions, elect their own
leaders, and follow their own policies. Union autonomy was a treasured craft
union principle that would continue to be invoked after the AFL-CIO merger as an
excuse for the continued existence of union segregation, but it was ignored during
the CIO’s red scare. The CIO’s hearings were, in fact, little more than kangaroo
courts, in which the prosecution and judge were one and the same, and which re-
sulted, not surprisingly, in the CIO “convicting” left-led unions of ideological
crimes. The “evidence” consisted primarily of the similarity of statements and res-
olutions passed by Communist union leaders to positions taken by the Communist
Party or the Soviet Union. As in the trials of the Haymarket martyrs of 1886, or the
Industrial Workers of the World and Socialist Party leaders during the red scare of
the World War I era, the CIO convicted its own members largely for what they
thought.54 Ultimately, such leaders as Copeland went even further toward support-
ing what became known as “McCarthyism” by working with the Federal Bureau
of Investigation, HUAC and its twin, the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee
(SISS), and local and state “red hunters” to completely banish leftists from the la-
bor movement.55

The CIO claimed the left-led unions did not adequately represent their mem-
bers, but more balanced appraisals by scholars, including Robert Zieger, indicate
that they represented their members as well or better than most unions, had more
union democracy, and fought more aggressively against racial and gender discrimi-
nation. And, as Harvey Levenstein’s even-handed study long ago documented,
Communist-led unions proved perfectly willing to share power and even behave
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obsequiously within the CIO. “There is little evidence of pattern or grand design in
the mosaic of Communist unions,” much less the conspiracy to undermine the
unions on behalf of Moscow of which they stood accused. On the other hand, the
purge enforced a new conformity within CIO unions such as the UAW that, as Mar-
tin Halpern shows, undermined union democracy and rank-and-file initiatives.56

From the beginning, the CIO’s Southern Organizing Committee had pursued
a strategy of appealing to southern whites and accommodating the right-wing cli-
mate in the region. Once the red scare within the CIO took off, it eased the way for
resurgence of segregated locals and discriminatory practices, as segregationists
across the South intensified their efforts to make the labor movement a bastion of
white supremacy. CIO top leaders claimed they were only concerned about “hard
core” Communists, but in the South, especially, the anticommunist dragnet in-
cluded anyone who stood up against segregation or the U.S. government’s escalat-
ing atomic testing and its military intervention in Korea, Vietnam, and throughout
the world. CIO attacks on member unions in the South that passed civil rights or
peace resolutions now gave credence to segregationist charges that union organiz-
ers, especially those who insisted on black-white equality, were actually trying to
stir up sedition and bring about Communist revolution.

Employers and segregationists in the Birmingham area leveled this charge
against the Bessemer local of the Mine-Mill, in which black workers had played a
leading role since the 1930s. In 1949 the local suffered heavy attacks by a move-
ment of white racists who wanted to take union affairs into their own hands. At the
same time, vigilantes and police subjected blacks in the “Bombingham” area to an
increasingly virulent campaign of bombings, beatings, and murders, creating a cli-
mate of terror that continued into the 1950s and 1960s. Following a number of
confrontations and assaults on Mine-Mill members, white Steelworkers took over
the Bessemer local by a narrow margin, in a vote that proceeded strictly along
racial lines. Yet both the Steelworkers’ president David McDonald and the CIO
Executive Board later blamed the Mine-Mill for using the “Communist weapon of
fear” and “racial hatred” to split white and black workers. The CIO continued to
support the USWA local even as it became the preserve of lily-white leaders. De-
spite subsequent efforts by Alabama’s AFL-CIO leader Barney Weeks to moderate
the actions of some white union segregationists, much damage had already been
done to union interracialism.57

In Winston-Salem, North Carolina, Local 22 of the FTA became one of the
most tragic victims of the red scare. The CIO’s attack on “Communist” unions
aided efforts by the R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, the local segregationist es-
tablishment, and HUAC to destroy FTA’s Local 22, which represented some 7,000
tobacco workers as early as 1941 and had obtained widespread support from the
CIO and Southern liberals in its 1947 strike. Local 22’s successes, the result of its
strong support from black tobacco workers, many of them women, and its strong
ties to the black community as a whole, made it a base for civil rights and labor or-
ganizing in the state and led to the election of the first African American alderman
in Winston-Salem since Reconstruction. HUAC’s “investigation,” a red-baiting
campaign in the press, and challenges in 1949 NLRB elections by the CIO’s
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black-led but right-wing United Transport Service Workers union ultimately de-
stroyed Local 22. This left the huge Reynolds tobacco plant unorganized—as it
has been ever since. As in Birmingham, in the name of fighting Communism the
CIO lent its support in North Carolina to the destruction of a militant, black-led
union actively involved in the fight for black civil rights. As historian Robert
Korstad demonstrated in agonizing detail, the destruction of the local undermined
a generation of black working-class activists and largely severed the emerging
civil rights movement from working-class leadership.58

These two incidents “constitute some of the most unsavory episodes in CIO
history,” according to Zieger, but there were many others. Black Furniture Union
organizer Leroy Clark recalled how he was maneuvered into destroying a black
leader of his union in Memphis as a “Communist” simply because he was too mil-
itant on civil rights. He also remembered how white CIO leaders during and after
the red scare consolidated their power in order to keep the leadership white and
create peace with employers. CIO director “Red” Copeland led the way in “nam-
ing” Communists within the local labor movement, in CIO meetings, before the
press and with FBI agents, and finally as a star witness at the SISS hearings on
Communism in the labor movement held in Memphis in 1952. Segregationist
leader and United States Senator James Eastland and CIO leaders, the Urban
League, and the news media ganged up on FTA Local 19 to destroy its leadership
and decimate a union that had a strong interracial presence and leadership in 
low-wage food processing and cotton compressing industries. The purges not only
robbed the unions of strong black leaders, but of black union leaders’ strongest
white supporters.59

At this point, more of the CIO’s energy in Memphis went to promoting
groups like the “Crusade for Freedom,” aimed at “fighting Communism,” than to
organizing workers. It is not too much to say that some unionists turned anticom-
munism into a substitute for class-consciousness. Indeed, John Riffe, who became
the last director of Operation Dixie after the death of Van Bittner in 1949, through
anticommunism began a “comradeship beyond class” with some of the richest
men in America in a group called Moral Re-Armament. The purges helped to cre-
ate an ideological wasteland and to reinforce the most bureaucratic local leaders.

In his book on the CIO, Zieger justifies the expulsion of the left unions as
necessary to save the CIO’s political soul from Communists and to secure its prac-
tical relationships to the Democratic Party. Yet his own research shows how disas-
trous the purge and the Cold War proved to be for the CIO. As he acknowledges, it
decimated the unions that had done the most to organize African Americans, other
workers of color, and women; it created an atmosphere of conformity within the
CIO that made all civil rights and peace movements suspect; and it strengthened
the hand of the CIO’s right wing. In the South, white men like Copeland in Mem-
phis sought to impose segregation and an ideological pro-capitalist straight jacket
on all trade unionists. CIO national leaders still hoped that Operation Dixie would
provide “living proof” that the CIO could organize without its left wing. With such
leaders as Copeland, however, they soon found that Operation Dixie proved just
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the opposite. Right-wing leaders with racist attitudes toward black workers proved
incapable and unwilling to organize the unorganized.60

The failure of Operation Dixie paved the way for a new period in which or-
ganizing came to almost a complete standstill. From 1946 to 1953 the AFL’s per-
centage of membership in the South increased slightly, while the CIO’s overall
percentage of southern union members slightly declined. For years, the two feder-
ations raided each other’s members in the South. According to Ray Marshall, the
CIO won 44,000 members away from AFL unions and the AFL won 40,000 mem-
bers away from CIO unions, a net exchange of 4,000 members. CIO unions also
heavily raided the unions of expelled left-led unions, wrecking or absorbing most
of them. Following the abolition of the Southern Organizing Committee in 1953
and the AFL and CIO merger in 1955, organizing practically halted in an era of
“right-center” unity. Textile union educator Lawrence Rogin, himself a supporter
of purging Communists, remembered many years later how ludicrous the red scare
had become, as one of the CIO’s textile union leaders blamed Communists for the
union’s failure to organize white workers, in a union which had no Communists to
speak of.61

Most unions ceased to be agents of social change. Black workers like Leroy
Clark, George Holloway, Leroy Boyd, and others in Memphis remembered the
1950s as a time in which the unions turned away from their increasing demands
for equal rights. In already-organized mass-production industries such as steel,
auto, electrical, and rubber, lethargic AFL-CIO union leaders failed to challenge
departmental seniority, segregated jobs, and the marginalization of racial minori-
ties and women as union leaders. Nor did they move decisively into organizing mi-
nority and women workers in service industries, or even into organizing the
growing ranks of white-collar workers. The AFL-CIO’s increasingly white, male,
bureaucratic leadership weakened union links to the growing civil rights move-
ment. Although the national AFL-CIO did much to lobby for the civil rights legis-
lation of the 1960s, it did not endorse the March on Washington of 1963 or the
Poor People’s Campaign of 1968, nor did it decisively challenge discrimination
within its ranks. Black workers and the black community generally turned increas-
ingly away from supposed allies in labor to create all-black labor organizations
and union caucuses and to build the civil rights movement.62

However, the defeat of the CIO in the South cannot be chalked up solely to
the overwhelming power of ruling elites dead set against unionization, or to the
self-defeating politics of anticommunism within the CIO. Increasingly virulent
racism among southern white workers, fanned by the segregationist movement,
HUAC, the Dixiecrats, and Cold War hysteria made it more and more difficult for
the CIO to do anything about organizing the South. It might even be tempting to
conclude that dreams of creating an egalitarian labor movement could never have
succeeded in the postwar South. Industrial unionists had long sought to convince
white workers that they had more to gain by joining together with black workers
than by trying to keep them down, yet egalitarian organizing efforts had been re-
peatedly defeated by employer appeals to whites to place their supposed racial
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interests above their class interests. Many white workers did believe they had a
stake in segregation, for this system placed black workers at their disposal as
“helpers,” reserved the best-paid jobs for whites, and generally placed whites in a
position of social superiority over blacks. Racism among white workers has al-
ways clearly been an obstacle to change in the South.63

CIO organizers had long argued that the racial division of labor, far from en-
riching the white worker, undermined unions and thereby pulled down wages for
everyone, and helped to keep Southern workers among the poorest in the United
States. CIO Communists like Ed McCrea, Red Davis, and Karl Korstad believed
that reactionary racism among white workers had been in decline after World War
II, and that the red scare’s purpose was in part to close this potential opening to-
ward class realignment in the South. They blamed the Cold War and the CIO’s red
scare for derailing the possibility of change, and they certainly did.64 Yet white su-
premacy’s wide and deep roots in the working class made the union movement
vulnerable to an escalating campaign of racism after the war. Not only in the
South, but also in places like Detroit, racism within the working class helped to
bury the postwar dream of equality and mass unionization.65 For example, in the
wake of the Supreme Court’s 1954 Brown school desegregation decision, many
white workers in Memphis joined racist organizations and fought to maintain seg-
regated job assignments, seniority lists, and union halls at the International Har-
vester plant. The pattern of working-class as well as middle- and upper-class white
support for job and housing discrimination existed almost everywhere. Historian
Bruce Nelson documents in great detail that racism remained the Achilles’ heel of
the American labor movement.66

Indeed, Allan Draper suggests that hopes for interracial labor organizing in
the South after World War II were badly misplaced. He argues for a practical ac-
counting of interracial unionism in the South; it worked when blacks were a ma-
jority, or exercised control over key aspects of the production process, but when
whites had clear control they almost always used unions to keep blacks out of
leadership and in the worst jobs. African Americans recognized these grim reali-
ties and had realistic expectations of what the union could and could not do for
them under the circumstances. Draper contends that “the new southern labor his-
tory,” some of which has focused on the daring efforts to cross the color line by
Communist and leftist organizers in the FTA, Mine-Mill, Highlander and else-
where, “may be blinded by romanticism.” The left’s idea that that racism could be
overcome by “a racially principled, committed, visionary leadership,” he says,
fails “to appreciate the paralyzing dilemma that confronted organizers and labor
leaders who recognized the costs of segregation but were constrained by a mem-
bership and region that were determined to defend it.”67

The fact that deep racism among white workers created a huge obstacle does
not prove, however, that no opening existed for organizing the South at the end of
World War II. The CIO’s “opportunities lost” after the war did indeed exist. CIO
organizers had overcome racism among whites in the worst places and at the worst
times, both in the North and the South, and the postwar era also provided numer-
ous examples that organizing blacks and whites together could work.68 By the pe-
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riod documented by Draper from the middle 1950s forward, however, the damage
had been done, and organizing proved far more difficult. The left had been nearly
destroyed, and segregationist and red scare propaganda had fanned flames of ha-
tred and fear into a raging fire. Barbara Griffith’s study of Operation Dixie shows
that many factors account for the ultimate inability of the CIO to overcome the ob-
stacles it faced in the South. But how tragic, that the CIO itself joined in the hyste-
ria that made possibilities for interracial and civil rights unionism so dim.

Zieger believes that, as unsavory as its actions were, the CIO had no choice
but to purge unions led by Communists who seemed blind to the bureaucracy and
terror of the Soviet Union. “How long could a CIO tainted with the practical and
moral incubus of Communist association have remained an effective force?” he
asks. Looked at another way, however, the labor movement could not afford to
lose its leftist pariahs. Even from the perspective of the AFL-CIO leadership, one
might question whether the alliance or the ideological purity imposed by the Cold
War was worth the price.69 The expulsion of much of the left diverted attention
from labor’s real problems and it did not stop its factional fighting. Faction fight-
ing within the CIO’s textile union and between the AFL and CIO unions weakened
the already disastrous position of unions within the southern textile industry, for
example. Although Operation Dixie leaders had seen textiles as key to organizing
the South, by 1952 only 15 percent of Southern textile workers belonged to
unions, as compared to 20 percent prior to Operation Dixie. By the mid-1960s,
this dwindled to 8 percent, one measure of the ultimate failure of southern orga-
nizing. In 1953 only 17 percent of the South’s nonagricultural work force be-
longed to unions, roughly the same proportion as at the start of Operation Dixie.70

During the 1950s, with textile unionism in decline, black-led unions
smashed, and the bulk of Southern-based industries still untouched by labor or-
ganization, the stage had been set for decades of decline. Unions in the South be-
came increasingly moribund placeholders for a shrinking proportion of mostly
white and male workers. Unable to organize a significant interracial base in the
South, the union movement as a whole could not stop the hemorrhaging of orga-
nized industries out of the North to the South, nor from the South to unorganized
areas of the Third World. And it could not revive its own status as a leader of social
reform. At a national level, the loss of radical organizers and the ideological reori-
entation of the AFL-CIO led it to support American efforts to roll back peasant and
worker movements in Latin America, Southeast Asia, and the very areas of the
world that desperately needed organizing. As Nelson Lichtenstein argues, strategic
failures by the unions led to their alienation from social movements of the 1960s
and 1970s and their increasing marginalization by the end of the century.71

If the Cold War undermined the labor movement, it also undercut a more
wide-ranging civil rights struggle. Only when civil rights laws in the 1960s opened
up textile employment to African Americans did workers in that industry start to
join unions again.72 But by then it was almost too late, as industries began to move
beyond United States borders. Splitting labor radicalism from organized labor 
and from the civil rights movement also helped produce a leadership of Cold 
War liberals in the Democratic party who, unlike those in the earlier Southern
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Conference, Highlander, and CIO alliance, “identified national and international
corporate expansion with the growth of democratic values” and “came to view
corporate business development as an engine of southern progress,” in the words
of historian Newman Bartley.73 Failure to address the economic issues tied to seg-
regation and racism gave ample opening to demagogues like George Wallace,
Richard Nixon, and later Ronald Reagan to mobilize white workers against their
own class interests. Instead of the broadened coalition for equality that people like
Martin Luther King, Jr., sought in the aftermath of the civil rights revolution, a
new generation of Republican conservatives kept defensive, resurgent racism alive
while brazenly representing the interests of capital.74

It would be absurd to argue that if only Communists and alleged Commu-
nists had not been purged, or if only Operation Dixie had been conducted differ-
ently, our entire labor history would be different. The forces against change were
indeed powerful. Yet there is an important difference between fighting the good
fight and losing, and fighting a bad fight and losing. Unionists often draw on the
lessons of defeat and the remnants of previous movements to prevail in new cir-
cumstances. Some workers, particularly blacks, did bring knowledge and re-
sources aquired from both successes and defeats in the labor movement into
subsequent struggles for civil rights.75 Although it has acknowledged the damage
done, however, the AFL-CIO and member unions remain mostly reluctant to fully
discuss the internal red scare and its effects. And the failure to organize the post-
war South, at a time when the American labor movement had reached its strongest
point, weighs heavily on the state of the unions to the present day.

Perhaps the persistence of a popular front program that linked the fates of
poor people and workers across color lines might have provided more of a plat-
form for continuing equal rights struggles; perhaps a more radical presence in the
unions might have kept the urge to organize alive. We don’t know what might have
been. But we do know that the Cold War attacks on economic radicalism, on the
right to organize, and on interracialism, together with the split within the labor
movement, helped to open the way to an onslaught of an aggressive capitalism de-
termined to whittle away the power of organized labor. Under this onslaught, the
percentage of workers belonging to unions in the United States as a whole ulti-
mately dropped far below the 17 percent who belonged to unions in the South in
1953. By the end of the twentieth century, most of the United States looked like
the 1950s non-union South.76

In the 1980s and 1990s, factories closed, capital moved overseas, corpora-
tions broke unions, and labor laws typically became more of a hindrance than a
help to organizers. With a weak labor movement, racial antagonisms often flared
and African Americans, other workers of color, and especially women still occu-
pied a disproportionate share of bad jobs, or held no jobs. Economic and racial in-
equalities widened, and neither political party seemed willing to deeply challenge
these inequities. In the South, the labor movement remained at its lowest ebb.
North Carolina, one of the most industrialized states in the region, still had the
lowest rate of unionization (2.5 percent, as of 1997), while many other southern
states followed closely behind.77
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Many factors account for these conditions, and they are certainly not limited
to what happened to unions, or even to the American South, during the Cold War.
But it is important that we understand just how deeply the defeat of southern or-
ganizing in the postwar era cut into the history of American labor. It is a defeat
from which the United States labor movement has yet to recover, in an era of
global capitalism that has made organizing more difficult than ever.
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“A Dangerous
Demagogue”

Containing the Influence of the Mexican 
Labor-Left and Its United States Allies

�
Gigi Peterson

Through the last decade of the twentieth
century, coalitions of Mexican and U.S. activists worked to address the tangled is-
sues of workers’ rights, inter- and intra-American inequities, and racial and ethnic
discrimination. Their work echoes that of a previous generation of Mexican and
U.S. activists, whose efforts marked the beginning, rather than the end, of the Cold
War period. From the mid-thirties through the immediate postwar years, a Mexi-
can labor-left and its allies across the border evoked the U.S. government’s Good
Neighbor Policy as justification for anti-imperialist, anti-discrimination, and pro-
labor struggles. These activists may be termed “grassroots Good Neighbors,” for
they challenged U.S. policies that fostered hegemony over other American coun-
tries, U.S. corporate actions that encouraged Latin Americans’ economic depend-
ency, and Anglo American claims of superiority over other American peoples.
Their challenges helped shape U.S. officials’ “containment” of progressive forces
in the Americas.

In both Mexico and the United States, the ranks of the grassroots Good
Neighbors included the overlapping categories of union organizers, Communist
Party members and sympathizers, community and civil rights activists, and Marx-
ist intellectuals. The Mexican labor-left discussed here coalesced around the dy-
namic figure of Vicente Lombardo Toledano, a Marxist lawyer-turned-labor leader
who helped found the Confederación de Trabajadores de México (Confederation
of Mexican Workers, or CTM) in early 1936. Soon after, Lombardo and his circle
also inaugurated the Universidad Obrera de México (UOM, or Workers University
of Mexico), which by that summer had developed an English-language newsletter
and summer school to foster cross-border solidarity.1 Inspiration for the newsletter
sprang from the contacts established by Lombardo and other CTM leaders in the
spring of 1936 when, soon after the founding of their own labor confederation,
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they toured the United States to meet with leaders of the newly-formed CIO and
with other U.S. organizations, including communist groups and schools.2

Working from the late 1930s through the mid-1940s, the lombardistas and
their U.S. allies helped shape a unique period of relative symmetry between Mex-
ican and U.S. organized labor. The grassroots Good Neighbors found encourage-
ment and useful rhetoric in the much-publicized “Good Neighbor Policy” of
Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s administration. Numerous factors shaped this policy,
including earlier administrations’ shift away from military occupations that came
to be seen as ineffective or counterproductive. As articulated in 1933, the policy
promised to end U.S. military intervention in Latin America and to give Latin
Americans “a fair share” of their nations’ earnings.3 Policymakers in the Roosevelt
administration also hoped that an improved U.S. image would enhance trade rela-
tions with Latin American countries. Initially, this dimension of the Good Neigh-
bor Policy also included support for modest Latin American development
programs, aimed at increasing the potential consumer market for U.S. goods.

Elements of the U.S. policy fit well with the Mexican labor-left’s work to
build an anti-imperialist lobby in the United States, particularly during the mid-
to-late 1930s. These marked the final years both of Lázaro Cárdenas’s presiden-
tial term and of the last major reformist phase of the Mexican Revolution.
Cardenismo, the policies swirling around the charismatic figure of President
Cárdenas, included land and labor reform, economic nationalism, and attempts
to institute socialist education. Cardenistas comprised a heterogenous set of sup-
porters, the lombardistas among them. Recognizing that cardenista reforms
sometimes threatened foreign properties and ignited anti-Mexican campaigns in
U.S. investors’ circles, the lombardistas defended cardenismo as a “Mexican
New Deal.”

Paralleling New Deal plans for economic recovery from the Great Depres-
sion, by the late 1930s the Good Neighbor Policy shifted from redistribution and
industrialization to emphasis on wartime production. By the end of the decade, the
policy had evolved to stress hemispheric solidarity against the Axis powers.4 At the
same time, influential U.S. policymakers came to view Latin American national-
ism and statism as threats to their economic plans for the postwar world.

Likewise, by late 1941 the lombardistas’ cross-border campaigns had moved
from emphasizing that neighbors keep their “hands off” the Mexican Revolution
to promoting inter-American cooperation with the Allied war effort. Nevertheless,
they consistently linked labor and civil rights struggles to the international strug-
gle against fascism, and by the war’s end reinvigorated their criticism of foreign
capital’s penetration of Latin American economies.

Lombardo, especially, began to address domestic issues in the United
States, comparing racist and nativist currents in the Americas to fascist ideologies
in Europe. He also emerged as a strong and visible Latin American critic of the
U.S. government’s postwar visions for the Americas. As described in one internal
U.S. State Department report, “the long-range economic policy of the United
States” was to develop in Mexico “a balanced and exporting economy . . . [that
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would be] an economic and strategic bulwark to ours, and a growing market for
American goods and services.”5 The lombardistas’ objections were part of a wider
Latin American leftist prescription for development that countered the U.S. ap-
proach by calling for a strong state role in the economy and curbs on foreign cap-
ital and imports.

Universidad Obrera publications reveal that the lombardistas hewed to the
Soviet line about participation in the Allied war effort; for the duration of the
Molotov-Ribentropp Pact, for example, the lombardistas criticized the “imperial-
istic” warmongering of the Allies. To dismiss Lombardo Toledano as a simple tool
of the Soviets would be facile, however, for he adapted tenets of international
communism to fit the unique relations between Mexico and the United States. He
was also an outspoken and consistent critic of fascism and anti-Semitism.

Lombardo was one of Latin America’s most prominent leftists in the
1930s, and his rise intersected with that of Lázaro Cárdenas, president of Mex-
ico from 1934 to 1940. Lombardo’s political star had begun to ascend in Mexico
in the middle of the decade, by which time the young attorney had converted to
Marxism.6 Though never a member of Mexico’s Communist Party, during the
mid-1930s to early 1940s Lombardo was perhaps Mexico’s most important col-
laborator with the Soviet Union and the U.S. Communist Party (CPUSA).7 After
visiting the U.S.S.R. in 1935 he promoted both its foreign policy and its domes-
tic programs, co-editing in 1935 a book with a title that summarized his positive
assessment: Un Viaje al Mundo del Porvenir (A Trip to the World of the Future).8

Lombardo’s early career in educational and government posts typified that
of many well-educated Mexican leftists, and in the late 1920s through early
1930s he also held important posts in Mexico’s major labor confederation, the
Confederación Regional Obrera Mexicana (CROM).9 Among his projects for the
CROM was conducting “worker education” programs that “planted the seeds of
humanistic culture” in workers. Under scrutiny for various forms of misconduct,
CROM leaders welcomed what they viewed as a “diversion” of worker atten-
tion.10 Dissatisfied with the growing ineptitude and corruption of the CROM, in
1933 Lombardo and fellow leftists engineered a diversion of another sort: they
founded a breakaway union movement that eventually became the nucleus of 
the CTM.

Even before these left-wing unionists reorganized themselves in the CTM in
early 1936, they proved an important pillar of support for President Cárdenas.
From the early days of his administration, Cárdenas faced significant opposition to
land and labor reforms, and attempts to institute “socialist education” (that is, sec-
ular and materialist educational approaches).11 Organized in a “National Commit-
tee in Defense of the Proletariat” (Comité Nacional en Defensa Proletaria, or
CNDP), the Mexican labor-left supported cardenismo against enemies such as for-
mer president Plutarco Calles, a CROM ally whose dictatorial ambitions eventu-
ally earned him exile in Los Angeles. The CNDP, comprised of overlapping
categories of Mexican Communists, lombardistas, and other left-leaning unionists,
served as the basis for the CTM, which held its founding congress in February
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1936.12 In return for their support for cardenismo, the lombardistas and the CTM
enjoyed significant, though not unqualified, support from Cárdenas.13

While circulating through prominent positions in the CTM, Lombardo and
his circle also drew on their backgrounds as educators by operating the Universi-
dad Obrera de México and publishing periodicals and pamphlets. Dedicated in
1936, the UOM offered “class-conscious education” to Mexican workers and de-
veloped an English language summer school that brought its first class to Mexico
City in July 1936. The roots of the Universidad Obrera de México lay in a prepara-
tory school created to serve disadvantaged students, the Preparatoria Gabino
Barreda, founded by Lombardo and other educational reformers in 1933. Reorga-
nized as the Universidad Gabino Barreda, its faculty included Lombardo and oth-
ers who had been expelled from the National University of Mexico for their
Marxist ideas.14

The same year the summer school began, the UOM began to publish The
Mexican Labor News. The editors aimed to publish weekly, though during some
spells the publication came out less often; it ran three-to-four mimeographed
pages in length. This English-language paper reported on Mexican labor and pol-
itics from the point of view of the lombardistas. Mailed to “labor and liberal cir-
cles” that ranged from unions to university libraries, the Mexican Labor News
emphasized Mexican parallels to and solidarity with the CIO and other “progres-
sive” forces in the United States.15 Another Universidad Obrera publication with
transnational reach was the monthly magazine Futuro. Directed toward Spanish-
reading leftists, this publication presented content that was decidedly more radi-
cal. Published from 1933 to 1945, Futuro covered international issues from a
perspective that reflected Soviet interpretations as well as the influence of Span-
ish Republicans, many of whom became exiles in Mexico—with some contribut-
ing writings and artwork to Futuro and other UOM publications.16 The magazine
also devoted considerable attention to U.S. politics and often featured articles in
translation by prominent U.S. leftists. Coverage of U.S. developments also
marked another of the lombardistas’ regular publications, the CTM organ El Pop-
ular, which was directed at a general Mexican readership. The content of this
CTM daily reflected the lombardistas’ steady exchange of information with labor
and left-wing sources in the United States, as evidenced by laudatory articles on
the CIO, on Earl Browder and other U.S. Communists, and by reprinted articles
and photographs.17

Sources vary in their discussion of the degree of official state support for the
Universidad Obrera during the Cárdenas presidency. Some make the reasonable
assertion that the Universidad received government funds. Lombardo’s daughter,
Adriana Lombardo, insisted that the Universidad functioned on a portion of
unions’ dues, and that while he was president, Cárdenas offered no financial help
but provided assistance with matters such as visas and passports for traveling lom-
bardistas.18 What is clear is that Lombardo traveled for many years on a diplomatic
passport, and Cárdenas gave the Universidad Obrera his blessing, providing dona-
tions and serving on its consulting council after he left the presidency.19 In addi-
tion, the CTM enjoyed a symbiotic if not entirely conflict-free relationship with
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the Mexican state and, especially in its initial years, benefited from many favor-
able rulings by federal labor arbitrators.20 The Mexican Labor News serves as one
window through which to trace these rulings and the CTM leadership’s responses.

The Universidad Obrera’s publishing activities helped maintain Lombardo’s
visibility throughout the Americas, even though his domestic influence declined
after 1940—when he stepped down as general secretary of the CTM and Cárdenas
left office. Mexican national politics moved rightward under President Manuel
Avila Camacho, who worked to dilute the power of former cardenistas, including
the left wing of the CTM. Cognizant of a rightward shift generally in Mexican pol-
itics, both Lombardo and Cárdenas accepted and supported Avila Camacho’s can-
didacy and presidency.21

While the CTM’s new general secretary, Fidel Velázquez, continued to ce-
ment ties between the CTM and the state, Lombardo increasingly turned his ener-
gies to international activities. He maintained a steady stream of visits and other
contacts with labor and left-wing activists in the United States. His travels and
speeches also extended to other parts of the Americas as he promoted the Confed-
eration of Latin American Workers (CTAL) that he had founded in 1938 to unite
Latin American labor in an organization that would be independent of U.S. influ-
ence.22 The CTAL differed from previous and later inter-American labor organiza-
tions in uniting only Latin American confederations. This marked a self-conscious
attempt to avoid the U.S. domination of other eras, as in the Pan-American Feder-
ation of Labor, which the AFL attempted to resurrect in 1939 in order to undercut
the CTAL. Because of these transnational efforts, especially, many key U.S. State
Department officials viewed Lombardo as an influential and potentially dangerous
Latin American figure.

In sum, even after his influence in the CTM began to decline, the highly vis-
ible Lombardo engaged in international activities that alarmed U.S. officials on
several major counts: he maintained friendly ties with CPUSA and left-wing CIO
leaders; he gradually became involved in the issue of domestic discrimination in
the United States; and he offered left-wing leadership to a pan-Latin American la-
bor organization, the CTAL, which in its heyday boasted three-quarters of Latin
America’s organized workers as members.23 As World War II drew to a close, a
fourth concern emerged as Lombardo advocated Latin American development
strategies characterized by economic nationalism and state planning. These views
collided with U.S. policy shapers’ visions of private capital and free trade ruling
the hemisphere’s economies.

Over the years, many of Lombardo’s critics focused on his close ties to the
Comintern, and then the Soviet and U.S. Communist Parties, but the more astute
minds among them recognized that the real danger lay in his inter-American in-
fluence in the four areas mentioned above. A sophisticated thinker as well as a
prodigious writer and public speaker, Lombardo infused Marxist critiques of in-
equality and imperialism with the rhetoric and imagery of the Good Neighbor, the
New Deal, and the struggle against fascism. The consensus among many U.S.
policymakers seemed to support the assessment of U.S. Ambassador to Mexico
George Messersmith, an accomplished State Department veteran sent to Mexico
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in February 1942 to ensure wartime collaboration.24 Replacing the elderly Jose-
phus Daniels, whose sympathies lay with many of the redistributive aspects of
cardenismo, Messermith expressed sensibilities that fit within the rightward shifts
in both the Mexican and U.S. administrations. Lombardo, Messersmith observed
in 1942, was “a dangerous demagogue and may be one of the forces with which
we have to reckon in the postwar world.”25

The Mexican Labor News and Futuro reported frequently on Lombardo’s trav-
els, and U.S. State Department records supplement this record of his itineraries.
Lombardo’s frequent U.S. visits covered a wide range of venues and audiences, in-
cluding Fourth of July and Labor Day rallies in Texas, California State CIO Conven-
tions, and a fellow Mexican intellectual’s class at George Washington University.26

Though Lombardo was perhaps the most well-known and well-traveled of the Mex-
ican labor-left’s “ambassadors” to the United States, he was part of a much broader
stream of individuals and information that flowed between the CTM and CIO. From
1936 through the early 1940s, CTM and CIO leaders exchanged friendly correspon-
dence and sent delegates to each other’s conventions, both for national and regional
confederations and for unions in particular industries. Illustrating the range of such
exchanges were the CTM representatives who journeyed north for the 1936 Ameri-
can Federation of Teachers convention, and the U.S. oilworkers who served as fra-
ternal delegates to the Third Congress of the CTAL.27 With much fanfare, John L.
Lewis himself had addressed the founding convention of the CTAL in 1938. Like the
lombardistas, Lewis also linked union struggles to international concerns. His
speech to the CTAL convention echoed themes the lombardistas often emphasized
in their overtures to U.S. labor, including the idea that the CIO would join with “the
workers of the Western Hemisphere and workers everywhere to fight our common
foe and to a common end.”28

Lewis’s appearance in Mexico City paralleled Lombardo’s many visits to
the United States. As diplomatic historian Samuel Flagg Bemis, a contemporary,
noted, “Mexican and American labor leaders fraternized conspicuously in the cap-
itals of both countries. Labor had now become a factor to be reckoned with in 
inter-American diplomacy.”29 Engaging in some diplomacy of its own, the CIO es-
tablished a Committee on Latin American Affairs in 1939. Its members included
Mine Mill and Smelter Worker (Mine-Mill) President Reid Robinson, and Kathryn
Lewis, daughter and personal secretary of the CIO’s John L. Lewis.30 Ms. Lewis’s
travels to Latin America included traveling to the 1939 Eighth Pan American Con-
ference in Lima as a U.S. delegate appointed by President Roosevelt.31 The follow-
ing year she followed in her father’s footsteps by attending the CTAL convention
in Mexico City as a CIO delegate.32

Especially while Lombardo and Lewis headed their respective labor confed-
erations, a steady stream of telegrams and other messages of solidarity passed
between the CTM and CIO. The Mexican Labor News, especially, touted these
communiqués, often quoting them to illustrate the “brotherly relations” between
the national confederations and their leaders.33 One measure of the efficacy of
these alternative diplomatic channels became apparent in 1938, when President
Cárdenas nationalized the properties of petroleum companies that had defied Mex-
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ico’s labor law and its Supreme Court. Through the years of wrangling over com-
pensation, calls for U.S. intervention, and oil companies’ boycott of Mexican pe-
troleum, the cooperation among grassroots Good Neighbors helped shape the
CIO’s response to the nationalization. The U.S. organization swung solidly in sup-
port of Cárdenas and the CTM. Reporting on one manifestation of this solidarity,
U.S. Ambassador to Mexico Josephus Daniels informed the Secretary of State that
“all the [Mexico City] morning papers give considerable prominence to the ex-
change of telegrams between Licenciado Lombardo Toledano . . . and Mr. John L.
Lewis.” Even the conservative paper Excelsior, he noted, published a copy of
Lewis’s telegram of support, “under the headlines: ‘C.I.O. backs Oil Workers.’ ”34

Back in the United States, certain West Coast CIO locals, including some
with significant Latino membership, sent letters to the State Department and urged
a settlement that would respect Mexican sovereignty.35 The ILWU stood among the
Pacific Coast unions supporting Cárdenas’s nationalization, and the San Francisco
CIO Industrial Union Council as a whole also supported the Mexican position.36

John L. Lewis even helped circumvent the boycott by arranging contacts with a
middleman who channeled Mexican oil to other markets, including Axis powers.37

All of these factors helped prompt Roosevelt Administration officials to engineer a
face-saving resolution for all sides.38

In addition to these demonstrations of solidarity and links among top lead-
ers, CTM and CIO locals engaged in collaboration of a more practical nature, aid-
ing each other’s strikes and organizing Mexican-descent workers in the western
and southwestern United States.39 In 1936, for example, Mexican dockworkers re-
fused to handle ships loaded by strikebreakers in the United States. By 1938, the
West Coast International Longshoremen’s and Warehousemen’s Union (ILWU)
refused to handle “hot cargoes” from Mexico, as defined by Mexican waterfront
unions.40 The ILWU’s internationalism stemmed from many members of its rank
and file, and from the radical leadership of Harry Bridges, whose affinity for Mex-
ican labor developed in the early 1920s, when he was “thrilled” to learn of orga-
nized labor’s gains there. Meanwhile, laudatory coverage of Bridges graced
Mexican left-wing publications. Lombardo’s attendance at California CIO con-
ventions also demonstrated the ties between the Mexican labor-left and the ILWU,
which included not only dockworkers but warehouse and pharmaceutical workers,
many of them Latinos.41

In other industries, cross-border solidarity and reciprocal aid also shaped
union activities, especially in the border regions. The Mine Mill workers were es-
pecially adept in using transnational collaboration to build their locals.42 With deep
historical roots in the radical movements of Western miners, Mine-Mill’s interna-
tionalism was shaped by leftist leaders, significant numbers of Latino mineral
workers, and the fact that labor on both sides of the U.S.–Mexican border had long
battled common enemies like the American Smelting and Refining Company
(ASARCO)—a point frequently emphasized in the Mexican Labor News.43 Exem-
plifying the U.S. unionists’ desire for collaboration was a 1937 letter that the Den-
ver Mine Mill branch sent to a CTM local, pledging moral, and if necessary,
financial support to their Mexican counterparts who were battling ASARCO.44
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In other locations, solidarity extended to union organizing itself. Mine-Mill
organizing drives in Laredo, El Paso, and other parts of Texas were assisted by the
CTM and by sympathetic Mexican consuls. For a 1939 organizing campaign in El
Paso, the CTM lent Mine-Mill one of its organizers, and set about organizing
Mexican smelter workers (who would cross the border to work in the United
States) in their home city of Ciudad Juárez. The unionists also received support
from a cardenista Mexican consul stationed in El Paso.45 Noting this collaboration
and reports of reciprocal aid during strikes, the U.S. Consul General in Ciudad
Juárez communicated his alarm to Secretary of State Cordell Hull.

This transnational union activity, worried Consul William Blocker, “might
possibly be indicative of an important change in the relations between worker and
employer in the entire hemisphere.”46 Deep suspicion of the Mexican labor-left col-
ored many of Blocker’s communications to the State Department. From a previous
post at the U.S. Consulate in Monterrey, in 1938 he had warned that the “intelligent
class of Mexicans” feared that the boycott of Mexican oil might press the Mexican
government so severely that “close advisors of the President, namely Toledano
[sic], [Francisco] Múgica, and [Luis] Rodríguez, will forc[e] upon President Cárde-
nas an openly communistic program.” With the support of workers who “believe[d]
in Cárdenas,” they would seize all industry and instigate a coup.47 Though the
feared coup never transpired, Blocker moved to another key post in the border
region, the Ciudad Juárez Consulate. In 1941 he was entrusted with a “strictly con-
fidential” survey of another important issue in U.S.–Mexican relations: discrim-
ination against Mexican ethnics in the Southwestern United States.48 The
“Texas-reared” Blocker based much of his report on frank conversations with polit-
ical officials in his home state, from Governor Coke Stevenson to local mayors and
sheriffs,49 and even old friends and a “kinsman” within the Texas state bureau-
cracy.50 The final report downplayed reports of discrimination and sharply criticized
the influences that had seeped northward across the Mexican-U.S. border.

Blocker linked the Mexican labor-left not only to labor struggles in the
southwestern United States, but to anti-discrimination activism that exposed the
less-than-neighborly treatment of ethnic Mexicans.51 In his 1942 report to the State
Department on the issue of discrimination, Blocker warned of a dangerous combi-
nation of Mexican influences. The CTM had “whipped into line” politicians and
business sectors, he argued, and encouraged by the reformist government of Pres-
ident Lázaro Cárdenas, new attitudes of “social freedom . . . spread like wildfire,”
including into the United States. These dangerous attitudes “inspire[d] Mexicans
to demand a better status wherever they may be found.”52

In the United States, Blocker argued, this “wildfire” of spreading radicalism
threatened longtime social and economic practices, encouraging Latino organiza-
tions and Mexican consuls to make “mountains out of molehills” of incidents of
alleged discrimination.53 These activists and consuls used the Good Neighbor Pol-
icy “to force special recognition of social privileges” and championed even the
“lower strata” of ethnic Mexicans, who had formerly been “willing and hard work-
ers” content with their lot.54 Though Blocker’s report illustrates an unsympathetic
view of these influences, he observed what both contemporaries and later scholars
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have pointed out, that popular memories of the Mexican Revolution did influence
political culture—and many social movements—among Mexican immigrants and
Mexican Americans in the United States. Just as the lombardistas evoked the im-
agery of the Mexican Revolution to portray, to their U.S. allies, a progressive Mex-
ico in which CTM unionists were on the march, so ethnic Mexicans could evoke
their Mexico’s revolutionary traditions—reworked and re-imagined—to justify
struggles for justice on U.S. soil.55

Blocker’s report reflected the biases of those fellow Texans—Anglos, all of
them—whom he had interviewed. Blocker cast anti-Mexican discrimination in his
home state as an issue of class. Defending local norms, he concluded that with a
few rare exceptions, “white collar class” Mexicans were treated with courtesy, and
that when discrimination occurred, it was based on hygiene and “social status de-
rived from the position in the community rather than from racial classification.”
Blocker argued that “Lulacs” [chapters of the League of United Latin-American
Citizens (LULAC), a middle-class, assimilationist-oriented organization] and con-
suls “have been reaching too far down into the lower strata of their people for
equal social recognition.”56 The Latin psyche also played a role, he argued, for in
“the battle of temperament between the Indian blood mixed with the Moor and the
Castilian,” emotionalism and hyper-sensitivity resulted.57

Blocker’s report reveals many blind spots in its denial of discrimination,
which had become a sore point in U.S.–Mexican relations by the early 1940s.58 Al-
legations of discrimination against U.S. workers of Mexican descent hampered
negotiations over Mexico’s sending guest workers, or braceros, to the United
States to alleviate wartime labor shortages, primarily in agriculture. In its initial
agreement with the U.S. government, the Mexican government even refused to
send braceros to Texas, the state with the most abuses.

Blocker’s views bore some similarities to those of another border area official
who sent the State Department frequent warnings about Mexican radicalism. Chris
Fox, sheriff of El Paso County, Texas, saw a grand Communist conspiracy in the
collaboration among the CTM, CIO, and U.S. groups such as LULAC and El Con-
greso del Pueblo de Habla Española (the Spanish-Speaking People’s Congress).

Sheriff Fox harassed and arrested unionists and other activists in his juris-
diction, from Mine-Mill members to El Paso’s Mexican Consul Manuel Esparza,
who assisted labor and civil rights activists and ended up being reassigned because
of U.S. pressure.59 As vice president and general manager of the El Paso Chamber
of Commerce, Fox also expressed resentment of outsiders’ attempts to raise the is-
sue of discrimination in Texas. In one letter to Blocker, he railed against holding
Fair Employment Practices Committee (FEPC) hearings in Texas, arguing that
“another one of the President’s Committee[s] [would be] stirring up strife, trouble,
fear, and suspicion,” just when Anglo Texans “sponsored many celebrations” and
went to great effort and expense to “iron out difficulties.”60 Seconding Fox’s argu-
ments against using this wartime commission to probe the issue of discrimination,
Blocker advised the State Department against holding public hearings, asserting
that they would “antagonize employers and cast doubt in the mind of Latin
employees as to the friendly attitude of Anglo employers.”61 State Department
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officials were not of one mind regarding the hearings, and for many, their positions
changed over time. Blocker’s input appears to have been influential. U.S. Ambas-
sador to Mexico George Messersmith weighed in as well, and in the end State De-
partment officials opposed FEPC hearings in the Southwest.62

Though Blocker’s and Fox’s concerns about the swirl of radicalism in the
border region reflect their own attitudes about challenges to economic and social
relations, the two officials were correct about the fact of collaboration among the
CTM, Mexican consuls, and U.S. organizations, including El Congreso del Pueblo
de Habla Española. Established in 1938 as an umbrella organization for labor and
civil rights groups, the Congreso del Pueblo had many members who were CIO
and CPUSA activists (or both).63 The CTM sent Adolfo Orive Alba, of its Mexicali
branch, as its representative to the founding convention of the Congreso del
Pueblo.64 An important left-winger in the CTM, Orive maintained contact with the
U.S. organization’s leaders, requesting information about California legislation
that would halt relief for Mexican families and offering CTM support for the Con-
greso’s campaign against such measures.65 In another instance of cross-border sol-
idarity, Congreso Secretary Josefina Fierro asked Vicente Lombardo Toledano to
send a CTAL delegate to a Congreso rally in Los Angeles. The U.S. censor inter-
cepting this letter noted that previously Lombardo had sent Fierro a packet of Uni-
versidad Obrera publications.66

Contacts with U.S. activists influenced the ways the Mexican labor-left ad-
dressed various domestic developments in the United States. The issue of anti-
Mexican discrimination in wartime Los Angeles serves as a prominent illustration
of this exchange. The connections between grassroots Good Neighbors lent a
transnational dimension to one important issue in U.S.–Mexican relations: dis-
crimination against Mexican American youth, many of them characterized as
“pachucos” or “zoot suiters” who sported a counter-cultural style in dress and
manners.67 In Mexican slang, a “pachuco” was a young Mexican American man
(or in the case of a “pachuca,” young woman) who had become “Americanized” in
speech and manners and who had adopted clothing styles and habits that affected
a “rebel” status. While some pachucos smoked marijuana and engaged in fisticuffs
with “clubs” from other neighborhoods, many others simply wore the loose-fitting
pants and other styles popular among wartime youth.68

Characterized by baggy pants, pegged at the ankle, and a long and broad-
shouldered jacket, versions of the zoot suit emerged among various urban minor-
ity populations in the 1920s and 1930s. Better-known wearers included some of
the African American entertainment giants who emerged during the Harlem Re-
naissance, and urban youth of African American, Filipino, and Latino descent. In
parallels to other epochs, the garb that began as a mark of urban counter-culture
came to be part of an over-the-counter culture, as elements of the “zoot suit” style
were adopted by young men in the U.S. mainstream. As one Los Angeles-area ac-
tivist recalled, “kids all over the country were wearing drapes” (the loose-fitting,
pleated pants that were part of a zoot suit).69 But in Los Angeles in the early 1940s,
the press equated pachucos and zoot suiters with outlaws and wartime saboteurs.70

After clashes between groups of Mexican American youth in August 1942, the Los
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Angeles Times reported that “Boy ‘Wars’” and “Juvenile Terrorism” left a “grisly
toll.”71 Headlines continued to emphasize this “warfare” and a “reign of terror” by
gangs.72 Like other area papers, the Times frequently quoted public officials who
raged about the “terrorists” who posed a wartime threat. In one article, for exam-
ple, Chief Probation Officer Karl Holton argued that “kid gangsters” whose be-
havior diverted scarce wartime resources were “all saboteurs.”73 A perusal of Los
Angeles Times articles shortly before the Sleepy Lagoon case reveals the regular
emphasis on the “un-American” and “traitorous” activities of labor and commu-
nity activists, often emphasizing any foreign elements.

These images of a community besieged by “terrorist” and “un-American”
youth increased in August of 1942, when the Los Angeles Times and the Los
Angeles Herald stepped up their usual invective about “un-American” groups to
focus on “gang wars” and a supposed wave of terror perpetrated by Mexican-
descent youth.74 The precipitating event in this case was the discovery of the bat-
tered body of young José Diaz. Earlier, on the eve of his death, rival groups of
Mexican American youth had clashed nearby, at a popular hangout known as
“Sleepy Lagoon.” A citywide police round-up of some three hundred young Mex-
ican Americans followed, and culminated in seventeen being convicted—under
circumstances later found unconstitutional—of complicity in Diaz’s murder.
Among some of the spurious evidence presented to the Grand Jury was a “Report
on Mexicans” authored by Los Angeles County Sheriff Edward Duran Ayres. The
“Ayres Report,” as it came to be known, argued that a “biological basis” shaped
Mexican criminality: the lust for violence and knives could be traced to Mexi-
cans’ bloodthirsty Aztec ancestry. This Indian background, Ayres argued, was ul-
timately tainted by the “Oriental characteristic” of “utter disregard for the value
of life.” This was part of the great “difference between the races of man.”75 Issued
under the auspices of the “Foreign Relations Bureau” of the Sheriff’s Depart-
ment, the report implied that these genetic inferiors were foreign intruders who
threatened decent society. Presuming to draw on Mexico’s experience with its
“Indian” element, and interpreting the Mexican Revolution far differently than
the lombardistas, Ayres proposed tough punishment as the solution to “gangster-
ism” in the United States.76

Sentiments similar to those of Ayres tainted the trial of the Sleepy Lagoon
seventeen, and the local chapter of the International Defense Fund initiated an ap-
peals process. A few months after the convictions, activists from this initial nu-
cleus of defenders worked to establish a broader coalition that tapped CIO locals,
Los Angeles community groups—including minority organizations—and sympa-
thetic U.S. and Mexican consular officials.77 A March 1943 meeting brought to-
gether members of twenty union locals, thirty-four church, civic and youth
organizations, and local branches of the Communist Party. Ignacio López repre-
sented the U.S. State Department’s Office of the Coordinator of Inter-American
Affairs (OCIAA) as an “interested observer.” Mexican Consul General Manuel
Aguilar, who quietly assisted the committee over the next year and a half, spoke at
the meeting and invoked the Good Neighbor Policy, an important strategy that
emerged from the meeting.
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Eventually reconstituted as the Sleepy Lagoon Defense Committee, the
group created a national committee with Carey McWilliams, an attorney and pro-
lific writer on labor and minority issues, as chair. While McWilliams worked his
own connections with public officials, the Defense Committee developed a wide
variety of publicity, fund-raising, and letter-writing campaigns to promote the le-
gal appeal. However, it was another set of events that brought greater attention to
the case.

In June of 1943, U.S. servicemen on leave in Los Angeles provided the De-
fense Committee’s cause with an unintended boost. Rampaging through Mexican
barrios, they beat and stripped minority youth—many of them Mexican Ameri-
cans sporting zoot suits.78 Adding insult to injury, Los Angeles police responded
by arresting many of the victims. Local papers’ coverage of the so-called “Zoot
Suit Riots” (“Servicemen’s Riots” in some more recent scholarship) incited fur-
ther anger and violence against the “un-American” minority youth. This local con-
flict flared into an international crisis, because Latin American media coverage of
the attacks threatened to disrupt hemispheric solidarity, just as the U.S. govern-
ment was seeking Mexican guest workers and other assistance for the Allied war
effort. The behavior of Los Angeles’ public officials in the riots confirmed the
claims of defenders of the Sleepy Lagoon seventeen: these young men had been
railroaded by police and justice systems that were deeply prejudiced against Mex-
ican American youth.

The anti-Mexican discrimination in wartime Los Angeles became a crucial
element in the dialogue between grassroots Good Neighbors, and their publica-
tions revealed this. A January 1943 article in the CTM organ El Popular painted
the defendants as part of a broader population of hooligans. According to this ac-
count—written after the Sleepy Lagoon convictions but before the Servicemen’s
Riots—the pachucos had fallen under the influence of sinarquistas operating in
the United States.79 Founded in Mexico in 1937, the National Sinarquista Union
was a right-wing Catholic organization opposed to cardenismo, lombardismo, and
other left-wing currents. These leanings and the support that some sinarquistas
gave to European fascism earned the wrath of both Mexican and U.S. leftists, who
also manipulated their governments’ fear of the fascist influence in the Americas.

El Popular claimed that the sinarquistas had supplied the pachucos with
marijuana and asserted vaguely that “so things led” to the death of José Díaz.
Thus, the lombardistas initially depicted the Sleepy Lagoon controversy as an at-
tempt by fascist agents to provoke ill will between the Mexican and U.S. peoples,
and the youths in question appeared merely to be pawns—albeit delinquent
ones—in this conspiracy. This view fit with a disdain for the pachucos common to
Mexican intellectuals.80 It also illustrated the lombardista tendency to label as “fas-
cist agents” those who posed any obstacle to Allied war operations or to the CTM.
This tendency, visible in the Mexican Labor News, is also characteristic of Com-
munist Party publications of the time, including the Mexican Communist Party
organ, La Voz de Mexico (which received funds and other assistance from the
CPUSA).81

In just a few months, however, lombardista publications transformed these
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youths from dope-smoking dupes of the sinarchistas to symbols of a bicultural
Americanism. By June 1943, El Popular had rehabilitated their image: one article
likened the draped pants worn by pachucos to the garb of Argentine gauchos and
gypsy flamenco artists. At the same time, it situated their flamboyant style within
the popular culture of swing, declaring that it symbolized “the spirit of North
American youth.” The title chosen for this article, “Pachucos . . . Zoot Suits . . . Jit-
terbugs” made it clear that zoot suits represented not criminality but a quirky fad
of the young.82

Then in August 1943, the lombardista magazine Futuro carried photos of
victims of the Los Angeles violence. “Contra los ‘Pachucos’: Contra los Mexi-
canos” (“Against Pachucos, against Mexicans”) declared the headline. The feature
affirmed the youths’ Mexican cultural identity at the same time that it decried the
denial of their rights within U.S. society. By finally embracing the pachucos as
mexicanos, the lombardistas parted company with Mexican contemporaries who
disparaged these bicultural boys with an attitude. Exemplifying the negative view
was the much earlier essay from 1934, “The Pachuco and other Extremes,” in
which the prominent writer Octavio Paz declared the pachuco “an orphan lacking
both protectors and positive values.” In contrast, the grassroots Good Neighbors—
on both sides of the border—made these youth not orphans but possessors of dual
parentage.83

The Sleepy Lagoon case became a very public part of these activists’ ex-
changes, shaping each side’s rhetoric and proving that the pachucos did indeed
have “protectors.” The grassroots Good Neighbors’ insistence on the dual identity
of the pachucos strengthens the case for using the term “Mexican American” to re-
fer to these ethnic Mexican youth, a term insisted upon by some of their contem-
poraries. An interesting interplay can be seen between these U.S. developments
and the lombardista attempts to redefine “American” in a continental sense that
underscored parallels between progressive forces in Mexico and the United States.

By mid-June of 1943, Lombardo launched a blistering attack on Los Ange-
les officials and the Mexican Labor News published excerpts of one speech. “Race
Hatred of Zoot-Suit Riots Exposed” contained Lombardo’s assessment of Sheriff
Ayres and like-minded bigots: they were “saboteurs of Mexican American friend-
ship and of unity between the United States and Latin America.”84 Lombardo con-
trasted these saboteurs with “the labor and political leaders” whose work against
discrimination proved them to be “the sincerest friends of Mexican-United States
Good Neighborliness.”85

His sincere friends in Los Angeles returned the compliments in their own
publications, which also echoed the Mexicans’ emphasis on fascist conspirators. A
Defense Committee pamphlet affirmed that supporters of the Sleepy Lagoon appel-
lants helped “Lombardo and other democratic leaders in Latin America” argue that
“not all Americans think like Ed Duran Ayres or act like the prosecution that sent
the seventeen boys to jail.”86 Thanks to Lombardo’s efforts, the pamphlet argued,
the “Mexican Fifth column had a limited success in capitalizing on the work of its
U.S. counterpart.”87 While the Sleepy Lagoon Defense Committee’s arguments in-
corporated rhetoric common to CP influence and organizations, the arguments also
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reflected a cross-border exchange of information. This exchange was shaped by Mex-
ican leftists’ interpretation of the unique relationship between Mexico and the United
States, including the fact that the United States had historically sheltered many
forces—mexicano and gringo—opposed to the reforms of the Mexican Revolution.

Joining in the transnational flow of alternative media, the CIO News took up
the cause of the Sleepy Lagoon appellants. Articles with headlines such as “Race
Hatred is Sabotage” and “CIO Hits Race Discrimination as Treason” turned the
rhetorical tables on the media and officials who had long blasted labor and left-
wing “subversives.” Behind this antidiscrimination campaign were many of the
same West Coast unions whose internationalist and Latino members had previ-
ously supported grassroots Good Neighbor ties with Mexican labor.

The CIO News also illustrated another connection to the lombardistas: in
1943 it began to cover Latin American labor, through reports by a young journal-
ist from the Universidad Obrera, César Ortiz Tinoco. In 1942 Ortiz had toured the
United States as part of a delegation of Latin American journalists, sponsored by
the U.S. government in order to promote the war effort. Ortiz’s trip ended on the
West Coast, and he appears to have been one channel through which news of the
Sleepy Lagoon case made its way to the lombardistas. After his return to Mexico,
the Defense Committee stepped up its efforts to reach allies south of the border,
including sending materials directly to Lombardo and Cárdenas.88 Soon the more
positive images of the pachucos appeared in Universidad Obrera publications such
as El Popular, Futuro, and the Mexican Labor News.89

At the same time that U.S.-based civil rights activists educated the Mexican
labor-left about the situation in Los Angeles, information from and about the lom-
bardistas migrated north, as evidenced by the files of the Sleepy Lagoon Defense
Committee and U.S. censors’ monitoring of Latino activists. SLDC organizational
files include materials discussing the CTAL and other activities of Lombardo, and
the swiftness with which Universidad Obrera and SLDC publications quoted each
other’s representatives indicates a level of exchange. As mentioned above, censors
noted pamphlets sent from the Universidad Obrera to Josefina Fierro, a member of
the committee, including a publication titled “El Sinarquismo en México.”90 Like
the lombardistas, the Defense Committee also inserted fears about sinarquista ac-
tivities into their arguments, thus linking local struggles to international dangers.
The committee’s 1943 volume, The Sleepy Lagoon Case, combined this approach
with a spin that appropriated some of the language of anticommunism, arguing
that “as we take the offensive against the Axis enemies everywhere in the world,
we take the offensive against their agents and stooges and dupes in California.”91

Paralleling the rhetoric of the lombardistas, and often quoting it, Defense
Committee publications framed this local civil rights struggle as part of an interna-
tional battle. They too appealed to the Good Neighbor ideal, insisting that non-
discrimination and equal rights constituted true Americanism and that racism was a
component of Nazi ideology. The grassroots Good Neighbors—on both sides of the
border—also emphasized that halting discrimination was essential to preserving
Latino and Latin American support for the Allied war effort. This was the argument
that moved U.S. officials, at a variety of levels, to take action regarding the situation
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in Los Angeles. In response to the 1943 Servicemen’s Riots, federal pressure curbed
the anti-Mexican tone of local media, military authorities temporarily declared Los
Angeles off-limits for servicemen on leave, and federal and local officials scrambled
to create programs to serve Mexican American youth. Finally, in October 1944, an
appeals court reversed the convictions of the Sleepy Lagoon defendants. This
marked an important victory not only for the individuals freed from prison, but for
the cross-ethnic, cross-border coalition that struggled for their release.

Elsewhere in the United States, cross-border connections also shaped discus-
sions of discrimination. Soon after the Servicemen’s Riots, Lombardo began to as-
sail racism in his speeches both in Mexico and during his frequent visits to the
United States. To a Fourth of July gathering of unionists in El Paso, Texas in 1943,
he presented “The Falsehood of a Racial Interpretation of the History of the Amer-
icas,” a speech that challenged the ideas espoused by prominent thinkers of his
time, including U.S. diplomatic historian Samuel Flagg Bemis, whose book on
U.S.–Latin American relations had been published that same year. Though Lom-
bardo did not mention Bemis by name, the elements of his speech constituted a
clear refutation of Bemis’s claims that low “climatic energy” and the “volatility” of
a racially mixed population hindered Latin Americans’ progress. Lombardo instead
drew on Marxist-Leninist theory to describe how imperialism had distorted eco-
nomic development in Latin America. Lombardo argued that “the fundamental fac-
tor differentiating the two Americas is not race, but rather economic structure.”92

Lombardo likened U.S. development to Latin American underdevelopment,
arguing that both were “the work of a small group of big financiers, industrialists,
and businessmen from North America.”93 Latin Americans’ understanding of this
fact, he explained, shaped their deep-seated anti-imperialist feelings. Latin Amer-
icans fought fascism, he asserted, because in accordance with the Atlantic Charter
they wanted self-determination and democracy. They resisted the resurgence of
“imperialismo yanqui” that monopoly capital could create.94

Though other Latin American intellectuals held and voiced some of these
views, the lombardistas were unique in bringing them to popular venues in the
United States.95 In his July fourth speech, Lombardo drew on his listeners’ famil-
iarity with wartime hardships to emphasize the economic disparities in the Ameri-
cas. Latin Americans, he argued, faced not temporary but “permanent privations,”
influenced by export monoculture’s distortion of their countries’ economies.96

These arguments foreshadowed the economic plans that he and other Latin Amer-
ican economic nationalists would voice at the war’s end.

Appropriately tapping wartime concerns, Lombardo’s speech in El Paso also
linked racial prejudice to fascism, thus weaving patriotism into a critique of U.S.
domestic practices. “It would be absurd to combat the Nazi regime because it aims
at establishing the hegemony of the German race,” he argued, “if at the same time
among our own people there exist discriminatory sentiments with respect to Indi-
ans, negroes, and mestizos, if people continue to be classified according to their
color. No man in America can or should call himself anti-fascist or democratic if
he considers negroes, Indians, or mestizos to be inferior. In this hour, all discrimi-
nation is a boost to fascism.”97
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Two days later, Lombardo continued to address social issues in the United
States, as he explained to the African American congregation at El Paso’s Mt. Zion
Baptist Church that true Christians, like socialists, strove for justice. The two
groups, he argued, needed to unite in order to preserve freedom of religious and
political beliefs and to battle discrimination in all its forms.98 No doubt appeals
such as these fed reactionaries’ arguments about “communists” agitating for civil
rights.

Lombardo’s interest in Texas manifested itself in another project that
emerged in June 1944. A veritable who’s who of Mexican artists, political figures,
and intellectuals formed the Comité Mexicano Contra el Racismo (Mexican Com-
mittee against Racism, CMCR). Vicente Lombardo Toledano was one of several
(male) vice presidents and his wife, Rosa María Otero Gama, was one of two (fe-
male) secretaries. Other prominent members included: Eduardo Villaseñor, presi-
dent of the Bank of Mexico; poet and anthropologist Andrés Henestrosa; painter
José Clemente Orozco; actress Dolores del Río; educator Alfonso Caso; and sev-
eral senators, governors, and other officeholders.99 Beyond the Comité’s consulting
council, it is likely that a number of members were simply endorsers who perhaps
also provided financial support.

The Comité published Fraternidad, a magazine that reported on incidents of
discrimination and the struggles against them. In addition to highlighting the vic-
tory of the Sleepy Lagoon Defense Committee and appointing the former SLDC
secretary as a U.S. correspondent, the magazine’s editors reported regularly on the
work of the Texas Good Neighbor Commission and the cases that organization
needed to address. Cover graphics for some of the issues were provided by Alberto
Beltrán, an artist whose distinctive woodcuts and illustrations graced numerous
Universidad Obrera publications.100

Despite Fraternidad’s coverage of U.S. groups and individuals working for
positive changes, Ciudad Juárez Consul William Blocker resented this effort to
raise the issue of discrimination. He forwarded copies of the publication to the
State Department, claiming that “this magazine is not only Communistic, but rad-
ically a serious agent of racial discrimination.” Though his comments do not make
clear how Fraternidad promoted discrimination, he clearly viewed its publishers
as “agents” who promoted conflict between classes and countries.101 He com-
plained to Ambassador Messersmith that the magazine was “becoming more and
more vicious in criticizing Texas.”102 To State Department official John Carrigan he
sent a particularly colorful copy, along with his complaints about its circulation
across the border: “This is the rottenest magazine I have ever seen, and I am sur-
prised that the Mexican Government is permitting it to be published, particularly
with the names listed on the second page of the Consultive Commission thereon. It
is as red as the red ink in which it is published, and its circulation in Texas cer-
tainly does not improve the racial discrimination situation.”103

Blocker’s complaints about Fraternidad echo the sentiments expressed in
his aforementioned report to the State Department, in which he blasted activists
who “stirred up” presumably happy “peons.” Again, he saw the “reds” who raised
the issue of discrimination as evidence of a spillover of Mexican labor radicalism.
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Blocker continued to view this transnational activism as a threat to long-term U.S.
interests in the region. “By keeping the border peaceful,” he had argued in 1942,
“our future with Latin America in the reorganization of the economic setup will
come easier in making lasting beneficial arrangements.”104 Blocker’s vision of eco-
nomic cooperation paralleled that of other U.S. policyshapers—and it clashed
with ideas posed by the lombardistas. Responding to the inter-American confer-
ences of the late wartime and immediate postwar period, Lombardo and other
Latin American leftists decried U.S. proposals that Latin American countries open
their economies to free trade and private investors.105

One such important conference took place at Chapultepec Palace in Mexico
City in February 1945, where representatives from the hemisphere’s nations met
to discuss future economic links. At this Inter-American Conference on the Prob-
lems of War and Peace, U.S. delegates called for discontinuing aid to Latin Amer-
ica, such as the grants and loans provided during wartime.106 After the war, many
Latin Americans expected to be rewarded for the sacrifices they had made to sup-
port the Allied effort, but by the 1947 inter-American conference in Río de
Janiero, U.S. leaders had shifted away from policies to promote Latin American
development, and aid was instead directed to Europe and Japan. These policymak-
ers trumpeted private capital and free trade as the means for development in Latin
America.

Many of the Latin American delegates argued that foreign public capital and
state involvement in the economy were essential for their countries, and many of
them supported tariff protection and curbs on foreign enterprises that threatened
the “public interest” or the “just and adequate participation” of national capital.
Nevertheless, in the final analysis, the Chapultepec Conference constituted a “vic-
tory” for U.S. business interests, and only a few clauses acknowledged Latin
American concerns. As one historian puts it: “[The U.S. leaders’] postulates and
assumptions . . . were in reality a modification of Adam Smith’s division of labor
thesis. The United States would produce manufactures and heavy items; Latin
American countries would turn out semi-finished goods and branch off into light
industry while still producing raw materials.”107

Even during the war the lombardistas had objected to such an asymmetrical
division of labor, and in the postwar period their anti-imperialist arguments re-
sumed. In one attack on the Chapultepec plan, Lombardo described Latin America
as comprised of “semicolonial countries” that served as investment zones for im-
perialist powers such as Great Britain and the United States. Latin America
suffered “triple exploitation,” in that foreign monopolies tried to gain control of
important resources, set low prices for the primary materials, and set high prices
for manufactured imports to the region. These trade and investment practices, he
argued, distorted Latin American economies, creating regions of monoculture and
thwarting development of industry, particularly heavy industry.108

Leaning on Marxist-Leninist theories of imperialism, Lombardo and his col-
leagues argued that Latin American development necessarily followed a different
trajectory than in the United States and other industrialized countries of the global
north. They argued that European imperialism (a system into which the United
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States was eventually adopted as a junior partner) pressed colonies to specialize in
the export of raw materials. Most of the wealth generated by such primary produc-
tion had benefited the colonizing countries, building them into industrial power-
houses with which manufacturers in the less-developed countries could not hope
to compete.109

Also troubling to State Department officials was the fact that the lombardis-
tas frequently invoked Roosevelt and the Good Neighbor Policy in their critiques
of postwar policies, implying that the policies marked a betrayal of FDR’s pro-
gressive ideals. Like other Latin Americans who posed alternatives to U.S. post-
war economic proposals, Lombardo framed his ideas as an extension of the Allied
cause and the visions of its leaders. In the name of the CTAL, he even argued that
the final Chapultepec agreement was “not only contrary to the interests of the peo-
ples of Latin America, but also adversarial to the criteria expressed by the demo-
cratic sectors of the United States and of Great Britain, and in particular, the point
of view expressed by the illustrious chiefs of those great powers, President
Franklin Delano Roosevelt and Prime Minster Winston Churchill.”110

The lombardistas’ own proposals for protectionist and state-guided econ-
omies, including land reform and income redistribution, were, in the words of one
astute State Department analyst, “in the spirit of economic nationalism and with
industrialization of Latin America as the goal.” This unnamed analyst argued that
lombardista ideas were consistent with basic Marxist theory and strategy for the
“colonial and semi-colonial world.” Denying that Lombardo’s de-emphasis of
class struggle was a “crude switchover” decreed by Moscow, the analyst explained
that this was “a far subtler shift centering about the ‘anti-imperialist’ (in the pres-
ent historical juncture read ‘anti-U.S.’) facet of Marxist policy.”111 This shift helped
explain why, in 1945, Lombardo sided with Mexican industrialists in opposing
U.S. economic penetration in the postwar period. This act alienated him from
some sectors of organized labor and confirmed the opinion, held by parties rang-
ing from Ambassador Messersmith to left-wing contemporaries and later scholars,
that Lombardo was an opportunist extraordinaire. More nuanced interpretations
place some of Lombardo’s political shifts within a changing Mexican political
context that threatened to reverse many of the social and labor gains made under
Cárdenas, though Universidad Obrera publications do reveal his personalismo and
a degree of opportunism.112

Lombardo’s economic nationalist alliance with Mexican industrialists also
conflicted with U.S. policy shapers’ goals, which framed Latin American countries
not only as producers of crucial raw materials but also as investment zones for
U.S. capital, a position summarized well by Messersmith in 1944: “At the end of
the last war we entered into the “assembling” stage for certain products abroad; at
the end of this war we shall actually have to begin manufacturing certain articles
abroad. We can do this through branch American companies of the parent plant at
home, using the same methods and techniques that we have at home and selling
our goods under the same trademarks, but having the advantage of cheaper or
more easily available raw materials, and particularly of labor cheaper than our
own.”113 Despite Latin American protests, this U.S. emphasis on private capital
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emerged victorious, ironically, as Congress poured money and planners into the
economies of Western Europe and Japan.

In addition to criticizing the economic implications of U.S. foreign policy,
Lombardo continued to probe inequities in U.S. domestic affairs. In 1945 the Uni-
versidad Obrera staff mailed surveys about postwar relations to selected university
professors in the United States and Canada. “What measures do you propose in or-
der to end the racial discrimination which still exists in certain parts of the United
States, against people of Latin American descent?” read one of the questions.114 The
lombardistas intended to send their findings to U.S. Congressional leaders and to the
U.S. delegation to the 1945 United Nations conference in San Francisco. One State
Department official reported that Lombardo himself would “be kept under scrutiny
in San Francisco so it is very much hoped that he will be kept within bounds.”115

Key State Department officials viewed Lombardo as an irritating critic of
U.S. policies and practices who brought his critiques of imperialism, discrimina-
tion, and other presumed U.S. ills to a variety of forums. He was all the more dan-
gerous to U.S. interests because, as Ambassador Messersmith put it, he was
viewed “as a sort of apostle and a great leader” by many labor leaders and much of
the public in Latin America.116

U.S. officials targeted this apostle and his allies in a variety of ways, and
many of their tactics foreshadowed future forms of “containment” in the Ameri-
cas. Surveillance activities, expanded during wartime, established some of the in-
stitutional and ideological bases for later intelligence-gathering on Latin American
forces for social change. Much of this intelligence work crossed the line into out-
right intrigue, from hopes of smearing Lombardo to concerted efforts to under-
mine his U.S. and Latin American supporters.

From the time Lombardo rose to prominence as co-founder and Secretary
General of the CTM in 1936, U.S. officials had spied and reported on his activities.
A 1938 State Department directive instructed all consular officers in Mexico to
prepare regular reports on labor leaders in their areas, and in 1942 officers were
specifically directed to monitor Lombardo.117 State Department records, especially
from the Mexico City Embassy, include volumes of clippings about Lombardo’s
travels, speeches, and writings. The records also reveal FBI and embassy intercep-
tion of Lombardo’s telephone conversations, telegraphic and mail correspondence,
and surveillance of his travels, including in the United States.118 Lombardo usually
traveled with his wife, attorney Rosa María Otero Gama, who served as “his right
hand,” and they often had their young daughters in tow.119 One of them, Adriana
Lombardo, remembered these trips to the United States, “always with the police
right behind us,” and described her father’s work as “a family affair.”120 Indeed, one
confidential U.S. report remarked upon this family unity, lamenting that Lom-
bardo’s “home life is simple and quiet and has never been the subject of adverse
public comment.”121 If Lombardo’s private life could not provide an avenue for
scandal-mongering, some State Department officials hoped that his political con-
tacts might.

Lombardo was one important target in a web of expanded wartime intelli-
gence gathering. Beginning in 1940 and 1941, the FBI moved beyond its domestic
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purview by placing officers as special “attachés” in various U.S. embassies in
Latin America.122 Paralleling the bureau’s targeting of U.S. unionists, the attachés
in this Special Intelligence Service paid special attention to organized labor. FBI
Director J. Edgar Hoover shared information with the Office of the Coordinator of
Inter-American Affairs, a special wartime agency headed by Nelson Rockefeller,
who established his own intelligence networks in Latin America. Hoover and
Rockefeller jealously guarded their Latin American efforts from encroachments
by the Office of Strategic Services (OSS), which, headed by William Donovan,
was entrusted with wartime intelligence for the rest of the globe and eventually
evolved into the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA).123

In correspondence to his superiors in the State Department, Mexico City Am-
bassador George Messersmith assailed these Special Intelligence operations for
several reasons. For one, he argued “The FBI [was] rapidly expanding its field of
activity beyond what is proper” and its “enormous staffs” at embassies created “ill-
will” among Latin Americans and the potential for “serious difficulties” in future
inter-American relations.124 Messersmith’s resentment of increasing numbers of
FBI newcomers stationed at the embassy hinted of territoriality, yet it also demon-
strated concern about intelligence activities that ran amok, often because their par-
ticipants knew little about the countries and political situations in which they
operated.125 Not only, he argued, did the civil and legal attachés report on “so-called
subversive activities” outside the legitimate concerns of U.S. foreign policy, their
reports demonstrated “confusion and inaccuracy and lack of understanding.”126

Despite Messersmith’s protests and the questionable efficiency of the Office
of the Civil Attaché in Mexico, the State Department reversed its plan to dismantle
this outgrowth of the FBI at war’s end. A primary factor in this decision was the re-
luctance to lose confidential sources who had promised evidence of “financial as-
sistance between the Soviet Government and one of the outstanding Mexican
labor leaders.”127 No Moscow gold with which to discredit Lombardo was uncov-
ered, but the FBI operations endured beyond their wartime mandate, until the
National Security Act of 1947 directed that they be taken over by the Central In-
telligence Agency.128

The Ambassador’s misgivings centered more on the clumsiness of these in-
telligence operations (whose staffers, he complained, received salaries far larger
than those of comparable embassy personnel) than opposition to intrigue itself. No
stranger to more subtle forms of intervention, Messersmith made clear to Mexican
officials the U.S. government’s concern with Lombardo, whom he described as
“more slippery than mercury.”129 Though Lombardo’s influence over Mexican la-
bor and politics had declined dramatically once Cárdenas left office, the U.S. State
Department expressed enough concern that in 1946, President Miguel Alemán
promised U.S. embassy officials that he would “take care of” Lombardo Toledano
and his outspoken friends, who criticized the emerging Cold War policy of the for-
mer Allies. Of particular concern were their criticisms of economic policy and
their lack of hostility to the Soviet Union.130

A full account of the U.S. government’s campaign against Lombardo and his
allies cannot yet be reconstructed, because many records are still classified. As
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Steven Niblo, a leading historian of Mexico in the 1940s, has noted: “From 1938
to 1954 there is no open record of the covert action that was pursued, and the
United States is still withholding a considerable amount of materials relating to
the man it viewed as the demon of the day, Vicente Lombardo Toledano.”131

The present-day security risks contained in such records are unclear, though
revealing the extent of State Department machinations against Lombardo and
other left-wing labor leaders would certainly confirm many Latin Americans’ sus-
picions of yanqui intervention. The available sources demonstrate that the State
Department was extremely concerned with Lombardo and took action to under-
mine his work.

Messersmith and others in the State Department worked hard to alienate
Lombardo Toledano from potential allies in U.S. government or labor unions. On
several occasions the ambassador alerted Washington officials of Lombardo’s
pending trips to the U.S. capital; his advice for officials facing the Mexican
leader’s trip to Washington D.C. in 1942 was to treat Lombardo with “courtesy but
discretion” and to “tell [Inter-American Affairs Coordinator Nelson] Rockefeller
to watch what he says.”132 In 1943 State Department officials even headed off a
visit to the president that had been requested by Mexican Minister Counselor Luis
Quintanilla.133

Messersmith also argued repeatedly that U.S. labor leaders should be
warned away from contact with Lombardo. Responding to Lombardo’s 1945 visit
to the United States to meet with CIO leaders, he wrote that it would be “unfortu-
nate” if the CIO and AFL worked with the CTAL leader because “this would be
adding strength to those elements in Mexico who are just waiting for an opportu-
nity to stick us in the back.”134 In another communiqué he noted that “Lombardo is
smooth and suave and he will try to make our labor people believe that he is so
friendly to the United States, etc. That has been his game all along but he hates our
guts, including our labor people in the United States.”135

However, a more complex picture is revealed by the support of certain “la-
bor people in the United States” for the lombardistas. Lombardo opposed not the
United States per se, but government policies perceived to reinforce asymmetrical
relations between the United States and Mexico, and discrimination against Mexi-
can Americans. Lombardo found common ground with the U.S. left that also op-
posed these asymmetries, including the CPUSA, the CIO, and Vice President
Henry Wallace. Many of them were New Deal supporters whom Lombardo saw as
somewhat similar to the cardenistas in Mexico. Yet an important element of New
Deal foreign policy that proved contentious was U.S. policymakers’ desire to
make Latin American markets and economies—especially Mexico’s—serve the
interests of U.S. capitalism. This explains some of the antipathy that Messersmith
and other officials felt for the Mexican leftist.136

A secret State Department Policy and Information Statement draft summa-
rizing the situation in 1946 reiterated this vision of Mexico as “an economic bul-
wark” for the United States, and it also spoke to the role of labor and Lombardo.
The Mexican labor movement, argued the authors, needed to “become a friendly
rather than a disruptive force in economic and political life . . . and a friendly and
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cooperative element.” Closer relations with U.S. labor could promote “liberal la-
bor policies” friendly to U.S.-based multinationals, and a “Western Hemisphere
orientation among labor leaders.”137 Threatening this orientation was “possibly the
most effective agent of the Soviets in the hemisphere, . . . Vicente Lombardo
Toledano, whose prestige is, strangely, probably higher outside of Mexico.”138 The
solution described in this policy statement was to “foster closer relations between
labor in this country and labor in Mexico as well as throughout the hemisphere.
Every effort, consistent with the delicacy of the problem, is being made by the De-
partment and by the Embassy in Mexico to foster such relations.”139

To address the “delicate” problem, a variety of U.S. machinations served to
reduce Lombardo’s influence among inter-American labor organizations and the
CTM. One tactic was to exacerbate the rivalry between Lombardo and his succes-
sor as CTM General Secretary, Fidel Velázquez. Commenting on an invitation that
the AFL had extended to Velázquez in 1944, embassy officials advised that U.S.
officials should “give him all possible facilities to make his trip agreeable.” In the
United States, they argued, Velázquez “would not hesitate to strengthen his own
position” and “have the limelight, after seeing Lombardo in it so often.”140 To avoid
the appearance of direct intervention, government officials supported the AFL in
its courting of Velázquez and other anti-lombardista labor leaders. Meanwhile,
Lombardo’s old nemesis (and AFL ally), Luis Morones of the CROM, pressured
the Mexican government to take a hard line against the Mexican labor-left.141

The AFL became an eager ally of the State Department, undercutting its old
rival, the CIO, which had played so prominent a role in grassroots Good Neighbor
connections. Serving both these entities, Serafino Romualdi, a “roving ambassa-
dor” for the AFL, moved from assisting the OSS in de-radicalizing Italian trade
unions at the end of the war to building U.S.-friendly unionism in Latin America.
Romualdi promoted anticommunist “free” trade unionism and transported U.S.
dollars to the Latin American rivals of the lombardistas. In 1946 he was in Chile,
helping channel funds to the socialist rivals of Communist unionists.142 That same
year he corresponded with the head of a Catholic Union movement in Costa Rica
with the news that the AFL would provide a monthly subsidy of $750 to support
organizing in Nicaragua and El Salvador. In 1947 Romualdi visited Peru to en-
courage union groups there to form an alternate organization to the CTAL.143 That
same year the AFL offered money to Mexican unionists in exchange for their ef-
forts to foster CTM opposition to the CTAL.144

By 1948 these efforts bore fruit. Anticommunist sectors of Latin American
labor worked for their national organizations’ withdrawal from the CTAL, often
shattering unions and provoking great enmities in the process. Encouraged by the
AFL, the U.S. State Department, and in some cases anticommunist political lead-
ers at home, these same elements split the CTAL at its Inter-American Labor Con-
ference in Lima in 1948.145 That year, conservative elements in the CTM also
expelled Lombardo (and many of his followers) from the organization he had co-
founded. Ousting the main agents of grassroots Good Neighbor efforts effectively
severed the ties between the main bodies of the CTM and CIO.146 Though Lom-
bardo remained a visible and controversial figure in the Mexican left, he never
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again enjoyed the prestige and influence he had held during the “Good Neighbor”
years of the Roosevelt Administration.

The targeting of the lombardistas must be seen as part of a broad program of
purges of leftists throughout the Americas. The changing regional and interna-
tional climate shaped domestic conflicts, and the backlash against the labor-left
found justification in anticommunism. Often with U.S. government or corporate
prodding, Latin American regimes suppressed unions whose ideology and mili-
tancy might threaten an unencumbered influx of foreign capital.147 In the absence
of U.S. aid akin to the Marshall Plan, many Latin American elites viewed private
investment as the best hope for contributing capital and technology to their coun-
tries’ industrialization (and in many cases, their own enrichment). Foreign invest-
ment required the stabilization of national politics and of industrial wage levels,
and thus a de-radicalization of organized labor.

Under President Miguel Alemán, the Mexican state used repression, bribery,
and co-optation to effect a “taming” of the CTM. The “charrazos” of the late
1940s meant the replacement of militant union leaders and sectors with corrupt,
often flamboyant figures who helped turn the confederation into a creature of the
rightward-moving government political party.148 Though Mexican leaders did not
resort to banning Communist parties, as did some of their Latin American coun-
terparts, they closely observed their northern neighbors’ efforts to counter the pro-
gressive currents that had developed in the 1930s and earlier 1940s.149 In the
United States, the Taft-Hartley Act prohibited Communists from serving as union
officers, and un-American Activities committees at a variety of levels persecuted
activists, including those who had built bridges across ethnic and national lines.
Many of the grassroots Good Neighbors faced such persecution and were ousted
from their unions, their jobs, and even their communities. Though some had joined
the Communist Party or affiliated organizations, their concerns usually lay closer
to home than the aims of the Soviets. What seems to have most disturbed certain
U.S. officials was the challenge such activists posed to asymmetrical relations be-
tween Latin America and the United States, and between Latinos and Anglos.

Foreign-born activists encountered additional hardships in the form of the
1952 Immigration and Naturalization Act, which expanded the grounds upon
which individuals could be deported. This legislation, used against many Latinos,
was foreshadowed by George Messersmith in confidential State Department corre-
spondence in 1945. The Ambassador railed against Alonso Perales, a prominent
tejano activist who had reported U.S. discrimination cases to Mexican papers, in-
cluding the conservative Novedades. A middle-class founder of LULAC, the anti-
discrimination organization that so vexed William Blocker, Perales was no leftist,
though the publication Fraternidad also featured an article he had written.150

Messersmith hoped to find out whether this Texan was in the “more precarious”
state of being a naturalized citizen. (Perales was U.S.-born.) Arguing that “the
time had come to throw the fear of God” into Perales, Messersmith claimed that
“When an American citizen . . . begins to enter into correspondence with papers in
other countries . . . or organizations in other countries and attacking his own coun-
try or members of the government of his country, I think if we do not have laws to
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govern this at present, we can get a law . . . I think the temper of Congress is such
that we can get something done.”151

In the Cold War period to come, “the temper of Congress” did produce leg-
islation to thwart the type of transnational solidarity in which grassroots Good
Neighbors engaged. These Mexican and U.S. activists challenged inequalities in
the Americas, and their work prompted U.S. officials to respond. The lombardistas
challenged the State Department’s long-range economic policy, which was to pro-
mote an export-oriented Mexican economy that was “a growing market for Amer-
ican goods and services.”152 The cross-border coalitions in which they participated
also threatened domestic structures of inequality in the United States, structures
that denied many U.S. Latinos their labor, social, and political rights. The grass-
roots Good Neighbors left some positive legacies, especially by developing U.S.
allies who sympathized with Mexicans’ struggles for social and economic justice.
Their efforts also helped shape the U.S. government’s “containment” of move-
ments for social change, an inter-American containment in which “foreign” and
“domestic” concerns continue to be intertwined.
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